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PREFACE.

HE Critical Chapters which follow, and

which were to me a labour of love,

are, for the most part, reproduced

with certain alterations from reviews

and magazines. Some originally appeared in the

Westminster Review, some in the London Quarterly,

the remainder in monthly publications. Some I have

only altered so far as to substitute the Ego for the

conventional " we "—a substitution which I hope may

before long become universal in reviews and maga-

zines, and even newspapers, when every writer is

allowed to come face to face with the public, and to

be himself responsible for what he says, and vhen, to

borrow the German phrase, the word is the man.

Others of these essays are more materially altered ; one
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vi Preface,

or two have indeed but the kernel of their original form

left to them. The translations I introduce in one or

two of the essays are my own in every instance^ except

that of one poem, of which the version I give was

supplied by a lady.

J. McC.
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f0ltaht's l^omantts, ml tljcir Poral.

N Goldsmith^s story, Dr. Johnson is re*

presented as a candidate for a place in

the chariot of Fame, which he

claims by virtue of the ponderous

Dictionary he bears under his

arm. He is informed, much to his surprise, that

Fame cares nothing for his magnum opus, and

intends to assign him a place among those she

honours only for the sake of the little romance he

thought too trifling even to put forward. Whether

right or wrong as regarded Johnson, the fable will

apply to manyeminent literary men who, labouring hard

to overtake Fame in one way, were surprised to find

her coming to meet them in a direction entirely unex-

pected. On what does the renown of Voltaire mainly

rest ? The vast Philosophical Dictionary has made but

little mark upon the intellect of Europe. The " Hen-

riade '* is looked upon very much as people think of a

prize poem. The nations which possess acollege

-/ B



2 Voltaire s Bomances, and their Moral,

Shakspeare, a Schiller^ an Alfieri_, can scarcely waim

into entlLUsiasm even over " Zaire j^^ and it is difficult

to read the " Orphan of China " without a sensation

of the ludicrous at the petit maitre love-making of the

great Tartar conqueror. Even Voltaire the clear

and vivid historian is quite overshadowed by

Voltaire the satirist and the wit. Of that latter

beings the best and most characteristic memorials

possessed by posterity are the fantastic, humorous

novellettes and satirical fables known as his romances.

A man's true nature, says Goethe, is best di-

vined by observing what he ridicules. In these

romances we can study Voltaire^s real nature; for in

them we have set before us all he thought ridiculous in

society around him and in the general systems of the

world. In them he is not playing the philosopher or

toiling to be an epic poet. In them we can discern

him free of the personal weaknesses with which feeble

health, much flattery, self-created vexations, and the

injudicious humourings of friends, crusted over his

better nature. A man who thoroughly and fairly

studied these little stories would probably lay them

down with a better knowledge of the real nature and

genius of Voltaire than was acquired by Frederick of

Prussia, by Madame du Chatelet, or by Madame Denis.

It was unfortunate for the development of Voltaire's

special gifts that he should have been proclaimed, be-

cause of a few bold utterances, a prophet by one party

of listeners, and a blasphemer by another. It is un-
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fortunate for the true appreciation of his genius, that

so many people still persist in regarding him as an

audacious infidel philosopher, or' a great progressive

sage. The truth is, that nature, character, and cir-

cumstances quite disqualified Voltaire from becoming

what can with any propriety be termed a philosopher

of any kind. He was unable to take a large and

general view of most subjects ; to balance the good

and the evil ; to discern how much of either was acci-

dental to a system, and how much was inherent and

ineradicable ; to trace out patiently the connexion of

effect with cause. Voltaire was what Condorcet cor-

rectly termed an impatient spirit. The absurdities or

the defects of anything actually coming under his own

notice, Voltaire could expose to ridicule and contempt

as no other man could. If a system had a weak point,

Voltaire could in the fewest possible words place its

weakness in the most ludicrous light. But he

was not a man whose opinion of the general

character of the system should have been ac-

cepted unconditionally by any one. Few men of

his day were less qualified to judge of Christianity as

a system of religion ; but no man could so effectively

expose the errors and inconsistencies into which the

professing Christians plunged when they set up their

own self-conceit and prejudice as the interpreter and

standard of Christian doctrines. It is amazing to

observe the dread and horror with which many people

even still shrink from the perusal of Voltaire^s

b2



4 Voltaire s Bomances, and their Moral.

writings. Supposing him to have been an anti-

Christian_, a more harmless opponent Christianity has

seldom encountered. That man must in our days

be simple indeed whose Christian faith could be

affected in the slightest by the keenest of Voltaire's

arguments. Even where Voltaire had a clear view

of the truth_, he frequently failed to take a ten-

able position in its favour. He founded a variety

of arguments against Popery upon the contrast

between the personal immorality of many Popes and

their supposed spiritual infallibility. But he seemed

to forget that Roman Catholics do not claim personal

infallibility for a Pope acting merely as an individual

;

and that Roman Catholic doctrines^ true or false, are

no more affected by the blunders or the crimes of a

single Pope than the truths of any part of the Old

Testament by the human errors of David. Voltaire is

generally as weak in his theological arguments as in

his famous explanation of the vestiges of shelly forma-

tions found in the Alps, by the hypothesis of pilgrims

having let fall their cockleshells while crossing the

Great St. Bernard. It is astonishing to find many

people even still fall into the unspeakable absurdity

of regarding Voltaire as an atheist, in ignorance of

the fact that some of the only serious and dreary

passages in his satires are those which he devotes to

the superfluous labour of demonstrating the irra-

tionality of Atheism. Indeed, Voltaire all but

detested atheists, and firmly believed he had himself
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given to the world some splendid confutations of tlieir

errors. Unfortunately, the individual who set up for

an atheist must have been a very dull personage

indeed if he could not answer some of the arguments

which Voltaire pompously parades for his confusion in

the dialogue between the pious Englishman, Freind^

and the infidel companion of the youth who bears the

peculiarly British prenomen of lenni. The explanation

is, that Voltaire really felt little interest in abstract

truths of any kind. A genuine human grievance, a

downright human folly, quickened him into intense

animation ; but he had not a nature which sympathized

much Avith the mere maintenance of principle. His

genius was altogether of the partisan order. He did

not much trouble himself by a laborious investigation

of both sides of a question ; but where his instinct led

him right, he could hit with a keen force which

philosophy alone could never master. All his interests

were thoroughly human, thoroughly wrapped up in

the movements of ordinary life. Many of his philo-

sophic sayings and dogmas, which were received in his

own day with reverent admiration or with shouts of

denunciation, are universally recognised now as the

mere commonplaces of truth, or as paradoxes whose

extravagance needs no refutation. But the satirical

wit which he brought to the exposure of some actual

grievance or genuine folly remains immortal—^Ivcen and

fresh as ever, although the grievance and the folly

have long passed aAvay. One popular idea of Voltaire
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is that of a mere scoffer at sacred things, a ribald

reviler of the best human sentiments. Another

common notion of him is that of a cold sceptic,, who

subjected everything to the test of a narrow reasoning

process ; a man who cared nothing personally either

for good or evil ; who was all brain and no heart. If

his romances fairly reflect the real nature of

Voltaire, they exhibit the character of a very warm-

hearted, sensitive, undiscriminating man, who sickened

over human suffering and human persecution, and who

employed, with an almost reckless prodigality, against

the enemies he hated most, the instinctive weapon of

wit which served him best.

As mere stories, these romances have little value.

No reader can be warmed into any interest by their

personages or their incidents. No one can for a

moment forget that Voltaire is speaking to him, and

not the Princess of Babylon, or the luckless Candide.

No child could care to read them. The very simplest

student of fairy-tale literature could not be deceived

into believing that they breathed the genuine atmo-

sphere of the East. There is no rich colouring in

them 'j no heightening of beauty, as Mary Wortley

Montagu said, by the idea of profusion ; very little

simple pathos; scarcely a gleam of hearty, exhilarat-

ing good humour. Some one said no pure mind could

understand them. Taken in its literal meaning, the

criticism was entirely unjust; but it was very correct

indeed, if it merely meant to signify that no one.
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ignorant of the evil ways of the world in Voltaire's

age^ could appreciate or even comprehend them. They

are simply the satirical hooks on which Voltaire

gibbeted^ for exposure to the world and posterity^ all

the evils of human origin which he saw crushing down

humanity in France. His satire is often too compre-

hensive and sweeping ; often^ indeed, entirely unjust in

its personal application. Whatever Voltaire did of his

own impulse, he did earnestly, and sometimes extrava-

gantly. He did not go to war for an idea ; he em-

bodied every opponent, and hated it like a personal

enemy. The same headlong generosity and headlong

animosity which characterized him in his dealings with

individuals entered into his satirical review of events

and systems. Right or wrong, Voltaire was thoroughly

practical, and when he touched the shield of an oppo-

nent, hit fiercely and straightforward with the point of

his weapon. What shortens the average lives of

Frenchmen ; what makes men poor, and keeps them

so ; what embitters domestic life ; what renders

children blessings instead of curses ; what stifles free

thought ; what turns philosophy to a sham—these were

the questions with which his sympathies tormented

Voltaire. He thought that the state of society around

him gave answers to many of them, which he de-

termined to interpret into intelligible language. These

satirical romances are valuable because they contain

Voltaire's explanations of the condition of France in

his day. War, religion, hypocrisy, religious intoler-
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ance^ court domination and court intrigue, superficial or

quack philosophy, idlers, soldiers, and priests—these

Voltaire looked upon as the national evils of France;

therefore his romances are simply satires directed

unchangingly and perseveringly against all these

enemies. But for the never-failing wit which makes

the dullest theme sparkle with the most varying lights,

they would be positively monotonous, so uniform is

their pervading purpose.

War of any kind seemed to Voltaire a pure, un-

mitigated evil. He saw nothing in it but scenes such

as he has described in " Candide^^—slaughter and

licentiousness, blazing roofs and mangled bodies. Re-

ligion he almost invariably identified with its professors,

as Mr. Bertram, in Scott^s novel, could only think of

the king^s revenues as embodied in the persons of the

gangers. Voltaire looked around society, and saw

that bigotry and lazy priests were common there. He
heard doctrines of the most savage intolerance promul-

gated as if they were gospel truths. He knew that

men and women—harmless, industrious, and moral

people—had been turned out of house and home be-

cause they differed from the ruling church on the

question of Transubstantiation, or the unqualified

supremacy of the Pope. He had spoken with those

who could tell him of the scenes which followed the

Revocation of the Edict of Nantes. He saw that to

persecute the religious opinions of others was very

often accepted as an atonement for personal immorality
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and irreligion. After reading one of Voltaire^s de-

scriptions of a bigot and a j)riest_, it is painful to have

to believe that in many instances the strength of the

satire lay in the unexaggerated correctness of its appli-

cation. A man is not to be charged with deliberate

impiety^ because he sometimes was extravagant in his

scorn of religious teachings which their own exponents

maintained must necessarily conduct to the intolerance

they practised. Voltaire was a nervous man^ with a

keen dread of physical pain. He quivered all over at

the idea of bodily torture. He saw that throughout

the course of history one point of resemblance had

connected almost all the great religious sects of the

world. Each, in its day of power^ had, at some time

or other, endeavoured to enforce its views by the in-

fliction of bodily torture. Voltaire was not sufficiently

impartial to recognise the fact, that it was but the

possession of unlimited power by arrogant human

creatures which led to the employment of such modes

of persecution. A man of feeling rather than of

reasoning power, it was enough for him to see that in

France there was neither happiness nor freedom ; that

something calling itself religion presided ostensibly over

society, and represented to the world the Divine Pro-

vidence as a kind of exaggeration of the character of

Louis XIV. It was sufficient for Voltaire to observe

this; and, gifted with the most powerful weapon in

the world, he used it like a partisan, and not like a

philosopher.
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Voltaire was particularly angry with some of those

who invented consolations for men^s misery. He
flamed up especially against those who endeavoured to

satisfy unquiet minds with the shallow quibbles which

passed for optimism,, and whose whole secret consisted

in calling a disagreeable thing by a fine name. The

Lisbon earthquake^ which took place in 1755^ had,

no one needs to be told, an especial effect on the mind

of Voltaire. It seemed to him that such a calamity

utterly confounded the self-satisfied dogmas of thosewho

sought to philosophize a beneficent scheme out of the

events of this world alone, without reference to any

supplemental and higher state of being. Well-mean-

ing persons furnish terrible weapons to a man like

Voltaire, when they endeavour to vindicate God^s pro-

vidence by ingenious arguments about the fitness of

things, and the physical and human good directly

arising out of everything. The Lisbon earthquake

taken by itself—and Voltaire would not take it other-

wise—appeared to him a mere destruction of human

life, an uncompensated and unconditioned evil. It

was idle to tell Voltaire that the earthquake which

destroyed so many human beings must be regarded as

a beneficent process, because a certain condition of

physical nature or of society demanded a purga-

tion. An intellect very much below that of Vol-

taire could not fail to perceive the absurdity of

such an argument, or, indeed, of any argument

which takes upon itself to interpret and explain the
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secrets of Providence. Few will forget that, in the

town of Frankfort, a bright-eyed precocious child

began to argue himself into infidelity because of that

same Lisbon earthquake. A genius of a more

exalted and poetic kind effaced the morbid impressions

drawn out of this calamity more readily from the mind

of Goethe than from that of Voltaire. The reasoning

of Voltaire upon this and kindred subjects is not

indeed a whit better than that of the moral philo-

sophers who argued against him. Taken in Voltaire^s

point of view, a single twinge of tooth-ache ought as

distinctly to interfere with the belief in a beneficent

Providence as the destruction of countless lives in

Lisbon. If we accept Voltaire's reasoning, that

physical suffering caused to a human being is nothing

but evil, and that a beneficent power cannot cause or

tolerate evil, the momentary pang of a single indivi-

dual is quite as efficacious for the argument as the

ruin of a city. But Voltaire's reasonings upon the

Lisbon earthquake explain, in great measure, the

character of the man, and excuse much that

seems unmeasured in his satires. He looked only at

the outside or shell of everything, and weighed all

questions by their relation to man's physical happiness.

Optimism jarred most harshly against Voltaire's special

ways of thinking. The romance of " Candide " con-

tains in the person of Dr. Pangloss one of the

strongest, coarsest caricatures satiric literature

can produce. It is impossible not to be amused
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•at the whimsically pertinacious manner in which

Pangloss clings to his philosophy, despite of all

external shocks ; and at the naive credulity and naive

scepticism of Candide, equally absurd when he believes

and when he doubts. But the satire is extravagantly

overdone, just because the satirist felt his subject

warmly, and determined to draw his caricature in lines

«o black and heavy, that no one could fail to recognise

the portrait. The story, too, is spun out beyond all rea-

sonable endurance. Candide's travels want variety.

Nobody could read the work merely as a story : and a

satirical tale, whatever its merits, is so far a failure if

it cannot be admired for its mere narrative. '^ Candide ''

cannot be read as people read " GuUiver^s Travels,^'' or

*^ Gil Blas.^^ It entirely lacks warm descriptive

power, and shows little skill in the delineation of

character. No man had a keener eye for human

whims, weaknesses, and follies than the satirist of

Cirey: but while he could set these off in the most

ludicrous light, Voltaire could not draw a full individual

character. He did not even trouble himself to develop

whatever capability of that kind he may have pos-

sessed. His interest was not in the narrative he told,

or the people he described^ but in the follies and vices

he satirized; and so long as he made his meaning

plain and vivid, he was little concerned for the artistic

perfection of the narrative. He concentrated his gaze

upon the peculiar object he wished to satirize, until at

length its proportions became magnified to his vision.
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Pangloss is a personage of preposterous absurdity ; so

extravagantly drawn tliat the traits sometimes fail to

have any genuine satirical force of application. It is

curious to observe how inartistic and ineffective Voltaire

is when compared with Swift upon a similar subject.

Gulliver is about the size of a Brobdignagian^s little

finger. We can all see the relative proportions, and

can appreciate the humour of the situations in which

such a pigmy is placed when encompassed by such

giants. We can at once conceive what Gulliver looks

like on Glumdalclitch's knee. But of Voltaire's

Micromegas_, who is so large that he takes a whale

upon his thumbnail, and requires a microscope ta

discern the shape of the leviathan, we can form no

conception whatever. The extravagance of the dispro-

portion renders it quite impossible to realize, and so

deprives it of the power even to excite our wonder.

What Micromegas is to the Brobdignagians, Pangloss

is to Don Quixote.

Is it not a mistake to talk of the knowledge of

human nature displayed in " Zadig '^ and " Candide '^ ?

Where is there in these stories a single personage like

any ordinary man or woman? Where is there any

capacity evinced for moulding and blending together

the variety of traits which make up even the most

insipid of human characters ? To discern that some

men were honest and some hypocritical; that most

women of the age were over fond of gaiety and of

pleasure; that priests were sometimes sensual and
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sometimes deceitful ; that magistrates were occasionally

corrupt ; that courtiers were not uncommonly parasites

;

and that philosophers not unusually got into depths

where they could neither stand nor float—to discern

all this surely required no very profound penetration

of human nature. Yet the groundwork of all Voltaire's

satires sinks no deeper than this. Even on some of his

favourite themes Voltaire was occasionally quite in-

correct in his general views of the human character.

Hypocrisy was one of the vices he most delighted to

satirize. Yet he never appeared to appreciate the fact,

that scarcely any human being ever believed himself

to be a hypocrite, and admitted himself to a full, bare

knowledge of his own falsehood. Voltaire's idea of a

hypocrite is the old stage villain who deceives others^

but not himself. Voltaire delighted to expose bigotry/

but his picture of a bigot was almost invariably that of a

mere religious swindler—a man cruel in the repression of

antagonistic belief, but himself without either faith or

morals. Indeed, Voltaire generally delineated human

nature as a very much more simple and less complicated

kind of thing than any really comprehensive observer

would have drawn it. One of the commonest of errors

is to ascribe to a man a profound insight into human

nature because he is quick in ferreting out certain

special foibles or vices. Ordinary individuals in gossip-

ing conversation commonly display an abundance of this

kind of penetration into the moral constitution of their

neighbours. The majority of Voltaire's men and
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women are mere lay figures on which to hang his

scraps of satire. The Princess of Babylon is not dis-

tinguishable from Cunegonde or Astarte^ except by the

difference of the adventures. Even the adventures

themselves are frequently flat and colourless in effect.

Compare the travels of Candide with the voyages of

Sinbad ! Compare the sketches of gay life with those of

Gil Bias ! Compare the portraits of eccentric or humor-

ous characters with those of Moliere ! Compare the ex-

travaganza incidents with those of Swift ! Compare the

Oriental correspondence of Amabed with the " Persian

Letters '^ of Montesquieu. Nowhere does Voltaire

sink for a moment his own identity. Less egotistical

than Rousseau so far as direct allusion to himself was

concerned_, he was far more so in the perpetual intro-

duction of his own peculiar notions upon every subject.

Other of the great charms of every species of fiction

are also wanting to these stories. Scarcely a gleam

of beauty, even of the sensuous kind, shines upon

them. Beauty of style is not the thing wanting,

for in their own way the style of these stories is in-

comparable. But no sensation is diffused by any one

of them to show that their author thrilled with any

emotion for beauty in nature or in art. Even a

beautiful woman is only described by a dry catalogue

of charms like that pronounced by Olivia in " Twelfth

Night " :
—" Item, two lips indiflPerent red ; item, two

grey eyes; item, one neck, one chin, and so forth.^'

There is not so much of a recognition of the beautiful
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throughout the whole of these romances as is ex-

j)ressed in the few lines of the Roman satirist about

the valley and springs of Egeria. There is little of

human affection in them : little even of genuine human

passion. For aught these satiric fables teach us_, men

and women might be only good from a sense of pro-

priety or honour, bad because they happened to have

no such feeling. Parting and death—those most preg-

nant themes of the story-teller of eveiy age—have

scarcely any real share in the interest of these

romances. In the stoiy of the Huron, L^Ingenu, and

his beautiful and ill-fated mistress, Voltaire most

nearly approaches to a sympathy with the pangs of

parted lovers ; and yet it may be veiy well questioned

whether any human eyes ever moistened over the sepa-

rations and sufferings of the pair he describes. It is

only by observing the deficiency of Voltaire in so many

of the great leading characters of a story-teller and

a satirist that it is possible to appreciate fully the sur-

passing power of the special attributes by which he

became so successful in each capacity.

The purpose which animates almost every one of

these tales, and the wit which gives force and bright-

ness to every one of them, are the characteristics for

which they merit to be immortal. No cold sceptic,

working with unimpassioned heart and bitter tongue,

is discernible to the reader who gives them an impar-

tial study, but a sensitive and impulsive man, whose

earnest nature lent fire to his matchless wit. That
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weapon of wit which in these satires Voltaire wielded

honestly for the sake of his fellow-men, was surely the

very keenest of its kind ever employed in such a cause.

Some of these romances preserve its finest achieve-

ments. Voltaire^s wit is not like Moliere^s, for it never

exuberates ; or Pascals, for it never acknowledges

earnestness ; or Le Sage^s, for it is never sprightly and

careless ; or Goldsmiths, for it is never child-like ; or

Swiffs, for it is never savage ; or Sydney Smithes, for

it never plays upon words -, or Douglas Jerrokrs, for

it never outwardly exhibits bitterness. Time and

change have indeed somewhat cooled much of the

interest which the world felt in Voltaire^s satire, as

well as in that of Pascal. We no longer feel very

keenly the evils against which those great masters of

sarcasm lifted up their voices. Let us be glad to think

that Father Fa Tutto is gone along with the intellec-

tual supremacy of the Jesuits. We feel as little

immediate and personal satisfaction in the humiliation

of either, as in the exposure of Margaret of Navarre^s

detested Cordeliers. But Voltaire^s wit is of a kind

which owes nothing of its preservation to its subject.

On the contrary, there could be no topic so ephemeral

and trifling which, encased in the amber of that in-

comparable satire, would not remain preserved for

ever. It seems to have come to its author by instinct,

and to have come from him without effort. None of

the great humorists and satirists of the world's litera-

ture seem to have been gifted with a faculty of

c
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sarcastic expression at once so powerful and so easy.

It sparkles forth so readily that it appears to have

been spontaneous and out of its author's control. It

is so full of meaning and so perfect that long labour

might have been given to its preparation, and no

further attempt at emendation or improvement could

do anything but spoil it. Half a dozen light, ap-

parently careless words, and behold a whole genera-

tion's folly so completely turned inside out, that the

dullest must see its droUeiy, and the gravest must

laugh at it. One is reminded of the expert German

executioners who boasted that they could sweep their

sword blade through the neck of the culprit so lightly

and so dexterously that he died without feeling the

thrill of his death-blow. What an admirable essay on

the wisdom of the decree which sentenced Byng to die,

is wrapped up in the immortal words carelessly let fall

in " Candide " :
—" Dans ce pays-ci il est bon de tuer

de temps en temps un amiral pour encourager les

autres \" Probably since Voltaire wrote the lines no

words have been more often quoted in his own country

and in om-s. People who never read one line of

Voltaire, people who never bestowed a thought upon

the source or the origin of the quotation, are every day

repeating and applying its concluding phrase. Even

the never-dying " Nous avons change tout cela," and

/^que diable allait il faire dans cette galere," of

Moliere scarcely show themselves so often in print.

Every page of these romances supplies a sentence just
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as pregnant with humour, just as whimsically effec-

tive in its application. Take, for instance, at random

a page in '^ L^Homme aux Quarante Ecus ^'—that

which describes the debate between the theologians

concerning the soul of Marcus Antoninus. When all

the chief reasons have been urged which sustained

those who believed no worse fate than purgatory had

befallen the great emperor, the argument is brought

to a climax by adding, " Moreover there is some re-

spect due to a crowned head—^ il ne faut pas le damner

legerement.' '' In how many different shapes has this

sentiment been imitated and reproduced, by how many

different writers, and who ever made it half so true,

telling, and humorous ? The Oriental Amabed, de-

scribing in his letters one of the ^Wice-dieux,^-' as

he terms the Popes, who has just expired in Rome,

pictures him as " an old, turbulent soldier, who loved

war like a madman ; always on horseback, distributing

blessings and sabre-cuts, damning souls and killing-

bodies,^^ and adds, with a comic naivete as untranslat-

able as irresistible, " Quel diable de vice-dieu on avait

la !" In " The Travels of Scarmentado '' we are told of

a certain famous bishop whose boast was that he had

decapitated, drowned, or burned ten millions of infidels

in America. " I cannot help thinking,^' gravely adds

Scarmentado, '^ that the bishop exaggerated ; but even

if we reduce his sacrifices to five millions, cela serait

encore admirable.'^ Such illustrations might be multi-

plied through page after page. They need no searching

c 2
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and no selection. They lie scattered by the prodigal

hand of the great wit everywhere over his lighter

works. It may be owned that many keen witti-

cisms are couched in phrases which must not now

be translated at all. Not all the adventures or the

observations of Candide or Cunegonde or Charmes-les-

yeux will bear to be reproduced for any English readers

of this day. Voltaire fell too freely into one of the

errors of his age, and the seriousness of the error must

not be treated lightly. But that age was not as ours

is, and it is only fair to the memory of Voltaire to say

that he wrote but as others wrote and spoke—that his

writings did not contrast with the literature of all the

world besides, as the novels of Balzac, and Paul de

Kock, and Dumas Fils, and so many of the chansons of

Beranger more recently did. Many of the passages

which no one now can read aloud were once recited by

the lips of Voltaire himself to groups of accomplished and

irreproachable women, who only laughed at their plain

speaking and thought no harm. Possibly we are better

than our great grandfathers and grandmothers in this

respect at least ; but we must not anathematize

Voltaire in especial. Voltaire^s, too, let it be added,

was only plain-speaking. He was not more plain-

spoken that Fielding or Swift; and he never ap-

proached the corrupting, heartless, unmanly indecency

of Congreve or Wycherley. Even Addison, the pure

and good, with '^ a Sabbath shining on his face,^' will

not bear to be read aloud now, unexpurgated and word
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for word^ to a female audience. We must not condemn

our authors by an ea^ post facto law; above all we

must not single any special one out^ and while allow-

ing all the rest to go scot free, apply the retrospective

clause to him alone.

The story of " L'Ingenu '^ is that which bears the

nearest resemblance to a romance, according to our

English meaning. There is more of feeling in it than in

any of its companions. Not thoroughly original itself,

it has been the parent of many a romantic tale. A
young Canadian savage, sprung from European fore-

fathers, comes by chance to live with his surviving

relatives in France, where his simple nature is opposed,

startled, and thwarted at every turn by the meanness,

hypocrisy, and falsehood of civilized ways. The young

Huron is, of course, the famous " noble savage " of

poets and romancists : the ideal being, endowed with

all the best qualities of man in his most perfect con-

dition, and free from any of the weaknesses and errors

of civilization. Generous, truthful, temperate, loving,

and brave, this Huron, it must be owned, in nowise re-

sembles any of the dirty, lying, drinking, treacherous,

and remorseless savages with whom some of Voltaire's

countrymen made unhappy acquaintance at a day not

much later. The Huron, who for his noble simplicity

is styled " L'Ingenu," becomes a Christian ; and, study-

ing the Bible, is every day bewildered to observe how

little the practices of Christians consort with their

doctrines. He falls in love with the beautiful Made-
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moiselle de Saint Yves, and is loved in return.

Chance throws him in the way of gaining an im-

portant victory for his countrymen over an invading

band of Englishmen (all our heroes of the same day

win wonderful triumphs over the French) : he goes

to court to seek some reward for his services, but

falling in with some expelled Huguenots on the way,

espouses their cause with an ardour and an openness

which bring on him a lettre-de-cachet. Cast into

prison, he becomes the companion of an old con-

demned Jansenist, Gordon. From him the Huron

learns to appreciate and love Kterature, and acquires

a knowledge of many arts and sciences. The friend-

ship and companionship of this imprisoned pair evi-

dently suggested to Alexander Dumas some of the

most striking passages in his " Chateau d-'If." The

learning and the piety of Gordon teach the Huron to

be a genuine Christian; but, on the other hand, the

simple, unsophisticated views and thoughts of the re-

deemed savage win the Jansenist away from the

narrow bonds of his own peculiar sect, and invite him

to the broader and more genial paths of Christianity.

Those who only associate the name of Voltaire with

impiety and ribaldry, would fail to recognise their

ideal in the clear, strengthening, and manly tone of

thought which pervades many of these passages. But

misfortunes crowd upon the poor Huron. His mis-

tress comes in despair to seek him, and learning of his

imprisonment, implores a powerful minister for his
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release. The old story of Lord Angelo or Colonel

Kirke is repeated, but with a different catastrophe. A
price is set npon the lover^s liberation. Saint Yves

struggles and resists long ; but at last, betrayed by a

treacherous friend, prompted by a base confessor, she

sacrifices herself to redeem her lover, and finally dies

of grief and shame. A professional romancist might

unquestionably have made a veiy charming and

pathetic story out of these materials. Even as the

tale stands written, although its satire is its most pro-

minent part, it has many occasional glimpses of feeling

and of tenderness. Gleams of a pathos not commonly

belonging to such a style shine here and there through

it. But Voltaire did not care to produce an affecting

romance; the loves and the unmerited sufferings of

L^Ingenu and his mistress were only invented to

enable the author more vividly and effectively to

satirize religious hypocrisy and priestly intolerance.

Thus it is a satire such as only Voltaire could have pro-

duced. It has no playing upon words, and no ex-

travagant caricatures. Quiet deep thrusts are so lightly

given, that they seem at first mere punctures. Pascal

might have written the dialogue in which Father

Tout-k-tout endeavours to reconcile the conscience of

the struggling St. Yves to the act forced upon her.

With a quiet satirical power, wholly indescribable, we

are told that the confessor was rewarded by his patron

with " boxes of chocolate, sugar candy, citron^ comfits,

and the Meditations of the Rev. Father Croiset and
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the Flower of Saints bound in morocco/^ Some indi-

cations^ too, are in this story of a sympathy with more

delicate shades of human emotion than those evoked

by racks and gaol torments. " Ah !" exclaims the un-

happy Saint Yves, when almost overpowered by the

proffered generosity of her betrayer, '^ que je vous

aimerais si vous ne vouliez pas etre tout aime P^

L^Ingenu, the reader is told, never after her death

alluded to her without a deep sigh—" et cependant sa

consolation etait d^en parler/^

Perhaps, however, Voltaire^s happiest style is to be

seen in his shorter papers. His capacity for producing

effective and precious trifles was something wonderful,

—^not mere curiosities, but condensed mor9eaux of

genuine satire, whose meaning grows and deepens as

they are studied. What, for instance, can surpass the

concise humour of Scarmentado^s Travels ? Or " The

Blind Judges of Colours,^^ with its whimsical conclu-

sion, in which, after the recital of all the quarrels anct

battles which took place among the blind disputants,

each of whom claimed to be an infallible judge of

colours, we are gravely told that a deaf man, who had

read the tale, admitted the folly of the sightless men in-

presuming to decide questions of colour, but stoutly

maintained that deaf men were the only qualified

musical critics? Or Bababec and the Fakirs? A
Mussulman, who is the supposed narrator of the tale,

and a good Brahmin, Omri, visit the Fakir groups by

the banks of the Ganges, at Benares. Some of these:
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holy men are dancing on their heads ; some inserting

nails in their flesh ; some staring fixedly at the tips of

their noses, in the belief that they thus will see the

celestial light. One, named Bababec, is revered for

special sanctity because he went naked, wore a huge

chain round his neck, and sat upon pointed nails which

pierced his flesh. Omri consults this saintly sage as to

his own chances of reaching Brahma^s abode after

death. The Fakir asks him how he regulates his life*

^' I endeavour,^^ says Omri, " to be a good citizen, a

good husband, a good father, and a good friend. I lend

money without interest to those who have need; I give to-

the poor, and I maintain peace among my neighbours.^'

" I am sorry for you," interrupts the pious Fakir, " your

case is hopeless
;
you never put nails dans voire cul."

Such specimens, however, are only like the brick

which the dullard in the old story brought away for

the purpose of giving his friends an idea of the beauty

of the temple. Admirably as the French language is-

adapted for the expression of dry, satirical humour,

Voltaire developed its capability in this way to a degree

equalled by no other man. So much sarcastic force

was, probably, never compressed into so few and such

simple words as in many of these little fictions. The

reader is positively amazed at the dexterity with

which subjects are placed in the most ludicrous light

possible, and the easy manner in which the legerdemain

is performed. Sometimes Voltaire's ideas become ex-

travagant, but his style never does. Sydney Smith
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frequently lacks simplicity, but Voltaire is always simple,

and never strains. What an admirable pamphleteer

Voltaire would have made had he but been an English-

man ! What inextinguishable ridicule he would have

scattered over a Ministry or an Opposition ! How
irresistibly people would have been forced to think any-

thing he laughed at deserving of laughter ! How he

would have written up some measure of emancipation,

and made a reluctant Government afraid to refuse it

!

That Voltaire appreciated English freedom of speech

no one needs to be told. Had he but understood the

genius and the worth of our best literature as well, it

would have been better for his critical, and, perhaps,

for his dramatic fame. Voltaire of course made fun of

English ways now and then. My Lord Qu'importey or

What-then, who said nothing but " How d^e do " at

quarter-hour intervals, is the prototype of many a cari-

cature drawn by succeeding hands. But in the very

chapter which contained this good-humoured hit at our

proverbial insular taciturnity, he calls the English the

most perfect government in the world, and adds with a

truth which prevails at this day as much as ever, "There

are, indeed, always two parties in England who fight

with the pen and with intrigue, but they invariably

unite when there is need to take up arms to defend

their country and their liberty ; they may hate each

other, but they love the State; they are like jealous

lovers, whose rivaliy is to see which shall serve their

mistress best.^^
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A noble weapon was that Voltaire owned, for one

who used it rightly—who understood, as Sydney

Smith said, how to value and how to despise it. It

would be idle to deny that Voltaire sometimes used it

unfairly. Fantastic, hot-tempered, sensitive, spiteful

by nature, how could such a man have such a stiletto

always unsheathed, and not sometimes give a jealous

stab, and sometimes thrust too deeply, and sometimes

wound those who were not worth piercing at all ? He
often imported petty personal spleens into his satires,

and used his giant^s strength upon some poor ephemeral

pigmy, some Freron, or some Boyer. But so did

Horace, and Pope, and Swift, and so has Thackeray

done even in our own milder days. Voltaire has got

a worse name for meanness of this kind than almost

any other man of kindred genius, and yet seems, after

all, to deserve it less than most of the great satirists

of the world.

Indeed, posterity has, upon the whole, dealt very

harshly with Voltaire^s errors, and made scant allow-

ance of the praise which his purposes and efforts so

often deserved. Few of the leading satirists of litera-

ture ever so consistently and, all things considered, so

boldly turned their points against that which deserved

to be wounded. Religious intolerance and religious

hypocrisy, the crying sins of France in Voltaire^s day,

were the steady objects of his satire. Where, in these

stories at least, does he attempt to satirize religion ?

Where does he make a gibe of genuine human affec-
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tion ? Where does he sneer at an honest effort to

serve humanity? Where does he wilfully turn his

face from the truth ? Calmly surveying those mar-

vellous satirical novels, the unprejudiced reader will

search in vain for the blasphemy and impiety with

which so many well-meaning people have charged the

fictions of Voltaire. Where is the blasphemy in

" Zadig ? " It is brimful of satire against fickle wives

and false friends, intriguing courtiers, weak kings,

intolerant ecclesiastics, and many other personages

tolerably well known in France at that day. They

might naturally complain of blasphemy who believed

themselves included in the description of the learned

Magi who doomed Zadig to be impaled for his hereti-

cal doctrines touching the existence of griffins. ^^ No
one was impaled after all, whereupon many wise

doctors murmured and presaged the speedy downfall of

Babylon,^^ was a sentence which probably many in

Paris thought exceedingly offensive and impious.

Possibly yet greater offence was conveyed to many

minds by Zadig^s famous candle argument. Zadig

having been sold to slavery, fell into the hands of a

very humane and rational merchant, named Setoc.

" He discovered in his master a natural tendency to

good and much clear sense. He was sorry to observe,

however, that Setoc adored the sun, moon, and stars,

according to the ancient usage of Araby

One evening Zadig lit a great number of flambeaux in

the tent, and when his patron appeared, flung himself
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on his knees before the illumined wax, exclaiming,

^ Eternal and brilliant lights, be always propitious to

me !
^ ^ What are you doing ? ' asked Setoc, in amaze-

ment. ' I am doing as you do/ replied Zadig. ^ I

adore the lamps, and I neglect their Maker and mine/

Setoc comprehended the profound sense of this illus-

tration. The wisdom of his slave entered his soul

;

he lavished his incense no more upon created things,

but adored the Eternal Being who made them all.^^

Is it impious to satirize the glory of war, the levity

of French society, the practice of burying the dead in

close churchyards in the midst of cities, the venal dis-

posal of legal and military offices ? All these are the

subjects on which the author pours out his gall in the

"Vision of Babouc.^^ The travels of Scarmentado

simply expose religious intolerance in France, Spain,

England, Italy, Holland, China, &c. The letters of

Amabed denounce fanaticism coupled with profligacy.

Anything said against the manner in which the vices

of Fa Tutto are exposed, must apply equally to

Aristophanes and Juvenal, to Rabelais and Swift, to

Marlowe and Massinger. The " History of Jenni " is

a very humdrum argumentation against Atheism;

inefficacious, we fear, to convert very hardened infidels,

and serving only to demonstrate the author^s good in-

tentions and his incapacity for theological controversy.

" The White BulV^ if it have any meaning whatever

beyond that of any of Anthony Hamilton-'s Fairy

Tales, means to satirize the literal interpretations of
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certain portions of the Old Testament in wliich very-

stupid theologians delighted. To accuse of blasphemy

every man who refused to accept the interpretations

which Voltaire in this extravagant parable appears to

rejectj would be to affix the charge upon some of the

profoundest of our own theologians^ some of the best

and wisest of our thinkers. It is unquestionable that

Voltaire was deficient in that quality which we call

veneration. He had no respect even for what Carlyle

terms the " majesty of custom.^^ With all his hatred

of intolerance^ he was himself singularly intolerant of

error. He did not care to menager the feelings of

those whose logical inaccuracy he ridiculed. Frequently

and grievously he sinned against good taste^ against

that kindly, manly feeling which prompts a gentle

mode of pointing out a fellow-man^s errors and follies.

But there is nothing in these volumes_, at least_, which

affords any real foundation for a charge of blasphemy,

or wilful impiety ; and these volumes more truly and

faithfully than anything else which remains of him

reflect to posterity the real character and spirit, the

head and heart, of Voltaire. In these we learn what

Voltaire thought deserving of ridicule : and with that

knowledge, on the great German^s principle, we come

to know the man himself.

What is the moral of all these satires ? Voltaire

gave them to the world with a moral pui'pose, and,

indeed, marred the artistic effect of many of them by

the resolute adherence with which he clung to it. Do
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they teacli anything but that truths unselfishness,

genuine religions feeling, freedom, and love are the

good angels of humanity ; and falsehood, selfishness,

hypocrisy, intolerance, and lawless passion its enemies

and its curses ? Why accept Juvenal as a moral

teacher, and reject Voltaire ? Why affix to the name

of Voltaire a stigma no one now applies to that of

Rabelais ? Voltaire mocked at certain religious teach-

ings unquestionably; and it is not, under ordinary

circumstances, amiable or creditable to find food for

satire in the religious ceremonials or professions of any

man. To do so would now be inexcusable, because it

would be wholly unnecessary. Where each man has

full and equal freedom to preach, pray, and profess

what he pleases, nothing but malignity or vulgarity

can prompt any one to make a public gibe of his

neighbour's ceremonials of worship, even although his

neighbour's moral practices may appear somewhat in-

consistent with true worship of any kind. To satirize

the practices or doctrines of the Established Church of

any civilized country now argues, not courage, but

sheer impertinence and vulgarity. There is no need

to scoff at that which no one is constrained to

reverence. But things were very different when

Voltaire wrote. To set the world laughing at certain

religious ceremonials was a very pardonable act when

those who conducted them arrogated to themselves

dominion over the worldly and the eternal happiness

of any one who declined to join in their mode of
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worship. Where it might entail banishment,, worldly

Tuin, or even deaths to speak a free word of criticism

upon the doctrines or the hierophants of the dominant

-church, it was not merely a very excusable, but a very

necessary and praiseworthy deed to expose the folly of

•some of the teachings, the inconsistency and im-

morality of some of the teachers.

Gessler may wear his hat any fashion he chooses,

and only ill-breeding would laugh at him so long as

he does not insist upon any one performing any act of

homage to his humour. But when he sets his beaver

upon a pole in the centre of the market-place, and

orders imprisonment or exile for every subject who

will not fall down and worship it, that man does a

brave and a wise act who sets the world laughing at

the tyrant and his preposterous arrogance. The per-

sonages who used to sing comic songs and dance the

clog-dance during the performance of divine service at

St. George's-in-the-East some years ago were vulgar

and culpable boors. Whatever they might have thought

of the service, they were not compelled to attend it,

and in our days theological differences are not decided

by mobs and hobnailed shoes. But if the incumbent

of the church had the power to bring down penal dis-

-qualification, or exile, or worldly ruin upon the heads

of all who declined to acknowledge his ceremonials as

their worship, the first man who raised a bold laugh at

the whole performance might be very justly regarded

^s a hero. Something, at least of this qualified
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character is to be said in palliation of the irreverence of

Voltaire. Much that was stigmatized as blasphemy

a century ago most people regard as plain truth now.

Much even of the most objectionable of Voltaire''s

writings may be excused by the circumstances of the

time^ by the feelings with which he wrote^ by the dis-

torted and hideous form in which Christianity was

presented in the dogmas of so many of its profes-

sional exponents. Much, it is true, may be admitted

to be wholly inexcusable, for did he not produce the

^' Pucelle ? '^ But no one claims for Voltaire an im-

munity from some severe censure. All that is sought

for him is a more general and generous recognition of

the praise he merited and the motives which impelled

him, a mitigation of the sentence which so

many have pronounced upon him. No other

man from Voltaire^s birth downwards, not even

excepting Rousseau, has borne such extravagance

of praise followed by such a load of obloquy. He was

not a profound thinker ; he was not a hero ; he

was not a martyr for truth ; he was not a blameless

man. But he had at least half-glimpses of many

truths not of his own time, and which the world has

recognised and acknowledged since. He had probably

as much of the heroic in him as a man constitutionally

nervous and timid could well be expected to have. No
one would ever have relished less the endurance of

the martyr's sufferings in his own person, but he made

odious and despicable those who had caused or con-
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nived at their infliction npon otliers_, and lie did

something to render future martyrdoms impossible.

For his time and his temptations his personal offences

were not very many or very great. If people would

but cease to think of him as a philosopher either

of free thought or of infidelity, and would merely

regard him as a political and social satirist, they

would recognise in his satirical works not only the

memorials of a genius unrivalled in its own path, but

the evidences of a generous nature, an enlightened

perception, and an earnest desire for the happiness

and the progress of human beings.
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T is not easy for ordinary English

readers to place themselves in the

point of view from which to judge

fairly of the minor poems of Goethe.

To do anything like justice to the

genius of the great German, one must accept, for the

time at least, his own fundamental theory of art. This

is precisely what English readers will not very readily

do. In this country we are for the most part essen-

tially practical even in our poetic criticism; and we

cannot, without much difficulty, be induced to turn a

favouring eye upon anything which does not show a

definite object and purpose written upon it. We are

apt to begin by demanding that the direct end and

practical aim of anything offered to our judgment

shall be explained in the first instance. For this

reason, in great measure, the minor poems of Goethe

have not been read in this country even in the same

proportion as his greater works; although, in an

D 2
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artistic point of view, it may be doubted whether in

any phase of his genius it shone more brightly than in

some of the ballads and lyrics. Readers in these

countries cannot easily be brought to see what pur-

pose such writings fulfilled, or why so much labour

and care should have been given to the production of

such bright, airy trifles. Is a man, people are inclined

to ask, who devotes his life to the production of elabo-

rately cut crystals, or curiosities in amber, fulfilling

the proper end and object of his being ? Serious readers

can perhaps more readily overlook the graver defects

of such of his larger works as war most directly with

English tastes, than they can either pardon or under-

stand the apparent waste of life and genius in scattering

abroad scraps of song fashioned with the most exquisite

symmetry and polish, but apparently without cause or

purpose ; stray fragments of crystal, clouds of diamond

dust, which can by no possibility be united again to

serve any useful end, or even to range in anyharmonious

system of ornament. There seems a want of earnest-

ness in such work which Englishmen do not readily

tolerate, and can hardly even understand. The more

obtrusive errors of a Burns, possibly even the extra-

vagant wantonnesses of a Byron, find some extenuation

and allowance because of the frequent earnestness

and energy poets like these evinced in any cause which

stirred their feelings. But the cool, placid self-devo-

tion with which Goethe gave himself up to the art-

business of his life ; the calm manner in which, to the
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anger even of so many among his own countrymen, he

kept on studying among dry bones, polishing stones,

and elaborating verses while serious, and very serious,

business was stirring all around him : all this tries the

toleration of ordinary English readers too far to allow

them an entire critical impartiality when entering

upon a consideration of the works of such a man.

In this temper, however, it is not possible to appre-

ciate or to do the barest justice to the writings, and

more especially to the minor works, of Goethe. We
must be content to lay aside, for the time at least, all

English idiosyncrasies upon the subject of a poet^s

calling, and to take calmly up with the views of the

German poet himself, or we lose our labour in opening

his volumes at all. These ballads and lyrics must be

considered strictly and merely as works of art ; and

we must be content to admit, for the while, that the

sole business and the highest aim of every art is to

pursue its own special development within its own

limits. Indeed, in other branches of art, no one cares

to question this proposition. We do not ask that the

marble Apollo shall fulfil any end but that of mere

beauty ; we do not demand that it shall even support

an arch or hold a taper. We believe that the man has

not unworthily spent his business part of life who

has only engaged himself in the production of such

images, though they serve no directly useful purpose.

All we ask of the lapidary is to bring out every beam

of the diamond, every flashing tint of the opal. The
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painter wlio has done nothing but produce fine land-

scapes or beautiful faces, we admit to have, on the

whole, led no useless or ignoble existence j and no one

feels disposed to arraign the public decree which sets

him in a higher rank among the labourers of earth

than his practical brother who combines painting with

glazing. It is in this spirit we must consider the

lyrics and ballads of Goethe, if we desire to consider

them at all upon their own merits. Has the artist in

this instance worked out his art to its highest develop-

ment, so far as his strength allowed ? Has he given

to his statue its fullest symmetry, roundness, and

beauty ? Has he polished his gem until it irradiated

from all sides its full lustre ? Has he covered his

canvas, not with conventionalities to hit the passing

fashion and to tempt the corrupted taste of purchasers,

but with images conceived in a pure imagination, and

realized upon the true principles of his art ? T17 the

minor poems, nay, the whole works of Goethe, by any

other test than this, and his life must be pronounced a

failure. Test him in this manner, and he becomes, on

the whole, one of the most remarkable, self-devoted,

and consummate artists the world has known.

In one respect, at least, the minor poems are, con-

sidered as a whole, the most important relic which

Goethe has left behind. No other section of his

works affords us so comprehensive an idea of tlie

genius of the man. Faust may reveal the stretch of

that genius in one direction, but it gives no perception
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of its reacli in another, or of its general scope.

Gbtz bears no kindred resemblance to Iphigeniaj and

the Wahlverwandtschaften does not hint of the hand

which produced the sunny brightness and refreshing

cheerfulness of Hermann und Dorothea. But the

ballads, taken as a whole, give us a picture in little of

the phases which that wonderfully comprehensive in-

tellect enclosed. They give it as, in Eichter's simile,

a dewdrop, a mirror, or a sea, all give back alike a per-

fect image of the sun, not in its greatness, but in its

shape, proportions, and radiancy. Every change

through which the intellect and the character of Goethe

passed chronicled itself, and left an enduring record

behind it, in various of his ballads and lyrics. It

would be a curious, and by no means uninstructive^

psychological study, to arrange and group these little

clusters of poetry so as to present a metrical tableau or

diagram of the growth, the changes, and the develop-

ments of that intellect, and of the vagaries, the pas-

sions, the gradually strengthening composure and

artistic self-containment of that character. We are

told by Goethe himself that he composed one of his

ballads. The Wanderer's Storm Song, by roaring it out

in one of his wilder, youthful moods—half sense, half

nonsense, as he justly calls it—to meet the roaring of a

storm. Poetry was in youth his anodyne, his ^ balm

of hurt minds,^ his draught of nepenthe, his consola-

tion : later in life it became his intellectual practice, his

exercise, his stimulant, his cold bath, his artistic relaxa-
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tion. Goethe sought healthy stimulus, as well as

luxurious pleasure, in vigorous and hard-working hours

of poetic composition. Eveiything which affected

him he changed into a poem. Everything which

touched his intellect or his feelings appeared to pass

through a transmuting process, and come out in verse.

Not that he was ever, after the Werther era had passed

away, a poet who approached in the least to what we

must call, for want of any plain English word which

expresses the idea, the ' subjective ' class. He was

intensely ' objective,^—not, indeed, by natural bias,

or with the spontaneous ease of Shakespeare, but by

determination and by art. When he embodied his

own life, it was in a statuesque and formal manner.

Yet he was not by temperament a man of strong nerves,

or even great self-composure. Constitutional ten-

dency, maternal example, and, later in life, deliberate

purpose, made him, if not actually shrink from, yet

as much as possible decline, participation in any emo«

tion of a painful kind, where no benefit could arise to

himself or to others. He had recourse therefore to

the strength of his intellect, to counterbalance the

weakness of his character and the sensitiveness of his

nerves. He dramatized his emotions; made them

stand out objectively from him; and thus removed

them away from himself. When grief became painful,

he worked it off into a poem ; and, contemplating it

artistically, no longer felt it as belonging to his own

being. He bore up against Schiller^s loss by absorbing
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his mind in the determination to complete Schiller's

unfinished work. When passion grew too strong, he

found a safety-valve in poetry; when aspiration drew

his heart upwards—as it sometimes did—with a pain-

fnl tension, he occupied it with the realities of verse,

until the strain relaxed. Every emotion is crystallized

into a stanza ; every passing change is registered in

some symbolic lines, meaningless to all appearance

until you have found the key which gives the hiero-

glyph a solution and a purpose. To no poet more

truly than to himself may that comparison be applied

in which Goethe likens poetry to the painted windows

of a church, which, seen from the outside, look confused

and meaningless, but, gazed at from within, display

beauty, harmony, and design, in every hue and outline

Viewed, therefore, even apart from their great

literary merit, Goethe's ballads and lyrics form perhaps

the most curious portion of his works,—using this

expression by no means slightingly. The character of

the poet may be read behind them better than in any

of his published Conversations, or in Mr. Lewes's

admirable biography. When in his matured and

famous years Goethe entered into conversation w ith

one of his admirers, he must have frequently known

that he was talking for the world at large, and could

no more allow his real natm-e and feelings unaffectedly

to put themselves forward, than a man who sits for a.

portrait which he knows is to be hung in the Royal

Academy's Exhibition, can avoid a certain degree of con-
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straint and pomposity of expression. Like many other

men of genius who know that people are hanging on

their words^ Goethe liked now and then to play upon

and bewilder his hearers. When at a dinner-table he

obstinately refused to say a word^about the progress of

the French armies through Germany, and persever-

ingly turned the conversation to one of Boccaccio's

tales, or some curious cameo specimen, one cannot

help believing that general indifference to the fate of

his country, or politic resolution to commit himself to

nothing, had far less share in his perversely frivolous

conversation than a desii'e to torment his wonder-

wounded hearers, and drop into their opened mouths

anything rather than just what they would fain have

had. But his songs came from his very self. He

had no living confidant, and could only express his

soul through his genius fully to himself. These

written words, therefore, not only remain, but they

remain the only faithful record we have left,—the

portrait which the rays of the sun itself have wrought,

and which may be deficient from the imperfections of

the material, but cannot be false ; and whose outlines

suggest to the gazer how to fill up the fainter portions

for himself.

This important and peculiar element in the value of

the minor poems of Goethe, one must not hope to see

reproduced fully in any English version. Let us take

for example the most popular collection of translations

we have got, that of Mr. Theodore Martin and the
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late Professor Aytoun. The reader must neither lay

the whole blame upon the translators,, nor believe that

admirers have over-rated the importance of the poems,

ifj after the most careful perusal of that translation,

he fails to perceive in it the full meaning of which I

speak. The translators could not, in deference to

English tastes, include various of Goethe's ballads in

their collection, some because of their over-warmth of

imagination, and over-coolness of description ; not a

few because they intrude a deliberately rationalistic

criticism into subjects which English feelings require

us to speak, and to hear spoken of, with reverence and

with faith. English readers are not fond of seeing

certain emotions anatomized as it were by a cool hand

upon a poetic dissecting table ; or of hearing the most

mysterious and solemn questions of religion passed

through a process of rhythmical criticism, somewhat in

the manner of a chemical analysis. Nevertheless,

without these very ballads, lyrics, and epigrams, readers

can .have no correct idea as to the genius and ways of

thought which belonged to Goethe. They are likely upon

the faith of such a translation as that of which I speak

to believe the poet a man much more of the English

stamp than he really was : or they may have heard vague

talk of his infidelity and immorality, and thus do Goethe

the great injustice of ranking him as a self-exposing

Rousseau or a whimsically irreverent Voltaire. Ano-

ther cause, too, renders an English translation almost

necessarily imperfect. There must inevitably be found.
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as the authors of the volume to which I allude have

observed in their Preface, a considerable amount of

' chaffs in the works of one of the most laborious and

long-lived of authors. But many of the poems and

epigrams which, when considered separately, may well

deserve that name, and which may therefore be reason-

ably omitted by a translator, whose limits compel him

to selection and rejection, become of no small value

when viewed in the light in which I would now

regard them. Tliey fit into the portrait which the

whole collection furnishes, and leave when removed a

decided blank behind. They show us a mood of the

poet which was not the least important in its issues to

his own character. They show us Goethe as he was

when the reckless fit was on him,—wayward, unbeliev-

ing, fantastic, often even frivolous. The perfection of

BoswelFs Life of Johnson obviously does not consist

in the intrinsic value of the conversations, sayings,

and dogmas he has collected, but in the fact that all

these taken together form so complete a portrait, that

the omission even of the most trifling would leave the

picture imperfect in some detail. What the Life by

Boswell would become, if condensed and pruned down

to one octavo volume, even by the most intelligent and

reasonable editor, a selection from the poems of Goethe

is even under the hands of the most appreciative and

liberal-minded translator. Therefore it cannot be

expected that general readers can attain any full and

precise comprehension of the intellectual character of
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Goethe from a translated collection of his poems. The

peculiarities of an English public will hardly allow of

a complete translation ; and that thorough and accurate

appreciation^ which^ even with the best and fullest

rendering, it would be extremely difficult to attain,

must with any mere selection, however carefully and

intelligently made, be pronounced wholly impossible.

But if the translation of Messrs. Aytoun and

Martin (and I speak of this because I fancy many

English readers know Goethe^s minor poems only

through its pages) fail to help our public to a

thorough appreciation of the genius of Goethe, it

must be added that the translators appear to have had

no ambition to contribute towards such an appreciation.

Their object seems to have been to render certain of

his ballads and lyrics popular among Englishmen. To

make the songs of a great poet popular in any other

language than his own, is, whatever the poet^s range,

not an easy task, and is one which, successfully

achieved, would deserve very high commendation. But

it must fatally mar the value of the enterprise if the

effort be pushed so far as to seek popularity by

removing the translation into a totally different

sphere from that of its original. The translators

could in this instance scarcely have hoped that any

felicity of adaptation could render the songs of

Goethe popular in that sense in which the word

applies to the songs of Burns. No magic of trans-

figuration could work out this effect. The ballads of
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Burns are intelligible in their whole meaning to every

mind. No feeling or sentiment which any one of

them embodies is above the appreciation of the

humblest order of intellect. The most refined thought,

the most philosophic scrap of moral teaching in Burns

is not more difficult to appreciate than the most home-

spun maxim of Franklin^s Foor Richard. The senti-

ment of Auld Lang Syne appeals neither to the culture

nor to the ignorance of its hearer ; so he have but a

heart_, he can feel it as warmly as the most refined

artist, or the most profound scholar. A Man's a Man

for o' that thrills through the roughest coat into the

homeliest bosom. To Mary in Heaven, The Lament

of Glencaim, and others, require an intellectual

development higher only by a very little than that of

the most uncultured cottager. But that simplicity

which is a main characteristic of Goethe's style by no

means belongs to his turn of thought. Scarcely a

single ballad in all his voluminous collection is

thoroughly to be appreciated without some degree of

intellectual culture. Goethe is not a poet of universal

humanity. It is hopeless to attempt to render his

ballads and lyrics popular, in the common meaning of

the phrase, in this country. There is, beyond all

doubt, a large body of English readers perfectly capable

of appreciating any refinement of thought or subtlety

of meaning, and who, nevertheless, being unfamiliar

with German, may be said, however frequently they

quote the name of Goethe, to be all but unacquainted
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with his minor works at least. For that class of

readers Messrs. Martin and Aytoun apparently laboured

to make the ballads and lyrics of their poet accept-

able. That they have not succeeded better, and

rendered a valuable service to literature in general,

arises in a great measure from their having altogether

mistaken the limits to which translators may go in seek-

ing after popularity, and ventured to alter and disguise

their author whenever they feared that English readers

were likely to find him objectionable or uncongenial.

The first question which must be asked in such a

case surely is, how far it is possible to make the poems

popular, while presenting them just as they are, or at

least with the utmost fidelity of likeness which can be

retained. Where the essential characteristic of a

poem is that it is unsuited for popularity, it is scarcely

a merit on the part of a translator that he has

laboured at converting it into a popular shape. The

question is not which shall be the most readable trans-

lation, but which shall be at the same time the most

readable and the most faithful. There are, as Goethe

himself somewhere observes, two ways of translating

an author. One is to make him as much as possible

an adopted child of the country into whose language

his works are rendered,—to make Goethe, let us say,

in the present instance, an English poet. The other,

and far more difficult mode, is to endeavour success-

fully to bring the reader to the author, to lead the

former to comprehend and appreciate the nature of
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the latter, to master the foreign peculiarities

of thought and structure,—to make him understand

Goethe the German, instead of converting Goethe for

the time into a popular Briton. To take a very fami-

liar instance ; Pope succeeded in producing, as a

translation of the Iliad^ a poem essentially popular.

For adaptability to its readers no translation we have

in English can possibly compare with it. But, when

a reader has got his mind and memory thoroughly filled

with it, can he be said to have mastered and appreciated

Homer ? Except that he has learned the story and

known the personages of the epic, he is quite as far

from being able to judge of the character of the poet

as he was before he had read a line of the translation.

Pope did not make his readers for the moment Greek,

but he made his poet English. Such a translation

Martin and Aytoun seem to have laboured to pro-

duce. It is bad enough that Goethe has been con-

verted into an English poet, but this is not by any

means the worst part of transformation. Now he

appears a poet of the days of Chaucer and Gower;

now of the Shakespearean and Spenserian age. Anon

he is a Scottish minstrel of the school of the Ettrick

Shepherd ; a little farther, and he is a downright

cockney in his gait and phrase. Even in the least

objectionable renderings we are sometimes amazed to

find a monotonous and empty inflation made the lead-

ing characteristic of ballads we had always believed to

be eminent for their noble simplicity of style and
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language. The translators appear to have scarcely

even for a moment sunk their own identity in

that of the poet. The hand of an Englishman

or Scotchman of the present day, labouring for an

English or Scotch public of the present day, is per-

ceptible in every page. A translator is not an editor,

who may alter and amend the contributions sent to

him, in order that he may fulfil a definite and

consistent purpose. The duty of a translator is the

plain one of producing a version as like as can possibly

be wrought, in spirit, structure, and words, to the

original which lies before him. If a poet is de-

signedly subtle in thought, you are not to present him

as the utterer of mere commonplaces and platitudes,

in order that every reader may understand him with-

out difiiculty. If he chooses to adopt a style which is

simple to bareness, you are not to hang him over with

flowers, and pieces of tinsel, and purple rags, to make

a popular audience admire him. If it pleases him to

wanton in over-sensuous and irreverent images and

words, you are not to substitute spiritualized senti-

ment and the language of pious worship, in order that

devout minds may not turn away with repugnance.

When a translator believes that he cannot allow the

sentiment or the words of a poem to go with the

sanction of his name before English readers, his obvi-

ous part is to leave the poem untranslated. He

cannot feel himself justified in conscience, when he

presents to us something altogether difi'erent, the very

E
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opposite in meaning to that which the original con-

tained; and then appeals to the public on such evi-

dence to lend their sanction and their approval to that

which conscientiously rendered would provoke avoidance

and condemnation. If it be heinously culpable to

falsify the language of a foreign author in order that

home readers may think evil where none existed^ it is,

although in a lesser degree, still culpable to falsify it

in order that readers may suspect no evil where evil

actually does exist. What a touching piece of pious

sentiment for instance is that which we find under

the name of Holy Family in that collection of pecu-

liarly modern rhymes and sonnets which Aytoun and

Martin ofiered to the public as specimens '^ after the

manner of the antique \"

" child of beauty rare !

O mother chaste and fair

!

How happy seem they both, so far beyond compare,

She in her infant blest.

And he in conscious rest

Nestling within the soft, warm cradle of her breast

!

What joy that sight might bear

To him who sees them there,

If with a pure and guilt-untroubled eye

He looked upon the twain, like Joseph standing by !"

The translator who ventures upon such a rendering

surely trusts too much to the ignorance of his

readers—or at least to their benevolence, to excuse

him because of his good intentions. I grant that the

original lines can hardly be translated into English so

-as to preserve any sufficient hint of their real mean-
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ing. But although this might be a very excellent

reason for leaving them untranslated altogether, it

affords no excuse for metamorphosing implied scepti-

cism and plainly expressed sensuousness into a moral

and devotional hymn.

The original runs thus :

—

" Oh des siissen Mndes, und oh der gliichlichen Mutter I

Wie sie sich einzig in ihm, wie es in ihr sich ergetzt I

Welche Wonne gewdhrte der Blick auf dies herrliche Bild mir,

Stilnd' ich Armer nicht so heilig wie Joseph dabei .'"

All I need say of the meaning of the last line to

readers not acquainted with German is, that the one

thing needful to the poet to complete his enjoyment of

the beautiful vision he gazes upon, is as nearly as pos-

sible diametrically the opposite to that with which the

translators^ pious fraud adorns his words. Artistically,

the translation is as false to the style as to the mean-

ing of the original. For bare and simple gracefulness

of language it substitutes ten lines of pompous, empty

inflation.

In the WreathsJ a somewhat similar instance will be

found. Why not give, if the poem is to be given at

all, the true meaning of the line ?

—

" Hin auf Golgotha's Gipfel ausldndische Gotter zu ehren."

There is not much in the subject or the lines to

render the poem indispensable to English readers

;

but if we are to have a translation at all, it should be

such as will allow us to judge of what the poet

E 2
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really wrote^ and leave the poet himself to bear the full

responsibility of it in the minds of all to whom his verses

make their way. Why the translators who ventured

upon the Bride of Corinth should have feared to give

the true meaning of this line^ or to leave the poem

untranslated, it is not very easy to explain. The latter

course would have avoided any chance of objection.

It does not need the evidence of the Bride of

Corinth to illustrate what the translators refer to

as the pagan tendencies of the mind of Goethe.

Indeed^ such a poem would be very insuffi-

cient evidence of the fact, if it stood alone; and

should at least be qualified and counterbalanced by

the emphatically anti-pagan sentiments of the Prome-

theus fragment. But Goethe^s mind was in fact a

singular combination of the Greek and the German.

A phase of the French seemed to pass across it for a

time, but was soon shaken off. It had little either of

the Eoman or the Anglo-Saxon cast. From the

Greek source came the clearness, the crystalline

brightness, the intense polish, the sensuous beauty.

From the German came the analytic Rationalism, the

introverted inquiry, the anatomized emotion, the

laborious culture, the immense concentration upon

single points and abstraction from eveiything around.

In almost the slightest of the ballads can be traced

the mingling of these qualities. Some of them appear

as airy, light, and brilliant poetic trifles as the songs

of Anacreon. But they are not so. Looked into more
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closely, they have not the careless enjoyment, the

spontaneity of sensuousness, which produced the

Greek minstreFs honey-laden hummings. They are

not the joyous, irrepressible outbursts of sensuous

genius abandoning itself to its own unchastened ex-

pression. They are poetic exercises, carefully elabo-

rated products of an intellect which is conscious of

its own power of varied development, and which

labours in this path only for a new species of practice.

Clear as Goethe's maturity was from the early Wer-

therian morbidness, it is almost impossible to peruse

any of his poems without a feeling of melancholy.

The man who wrote thus was all his life through

a lonely man. His destiny he must have believed to

be to cultivate his intellect upon all sides ; and this

he fulfilled thoroughly, untiringly, with lonely labour.

It is preposterous to convict him of pagan tendencies

upon the evidence of the Roman Elegies and the

Bride of Corinth. He worked at his little pagan

gems because he thought it good practice. He saw

that there was artistically what we may perhaps call

an *^ opening '' for a poem which should present the

early introduction of Christianity in a point of view

wholly different from that which any other modern

writer had adopted, and accordingly he seized upon the

ghastly legend which he has so fearfully and power-

fully poetized in the Bride of Corinth. It was a

labour in which Goethe took an especial delight, and

for which his peculiar mind eminently fitted him, to
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endeavour to realize objects in a dramatic sense ; to

throw himself into another's position of sight ; to

feel as others felt. In this peculiarity he was pre-

cisely opposite to Byron. Our English poet never

contrived to lose sight of his own personality. He
saw everything only in relation to himself. The sea

was glorious while he sailed over it or swam in it

:

the woods^ because they afforded retiring places when

he chose to be lonely : the lake abroad^ because it re-

minded him of his own dear lake at home ; and the

dear lake at home, no doubt, because it reminded him

of the lake abroad. Through the green and yellow

spectacle-glasses of his own moods he looked at every-

thing. Goethe, on the contraiy, endeavoured con-

tinually to vary the point of sight from which he

looked upon nature and life. He spoke with just

contempt of the weakness of Kotzebue, who, where-

ever he travelled, saw nothing in the seas or mountains

which surrounded him, but looked only inward upon

his own moody personality in all his wanderings.

Goethe threw his whole being for the time into the

mediaeval freebooter heart of GotZj into the generous

carelessness of Egmont, into the restless, grasping

intellect of Faust, and the pagan yearnings of the

Bride of Corinth. A critic may therefore draw any

theory he pleases as to the mental tendencies of the

poet, if he only looks at one poem, or set of poems.

The author of the Bride of Corinth is a heathen : the

author of Faust an infidel in the first part, and a
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Roman Catholic at the close. Iphigenia suggests a

Greek,, and the West-Eastern Divan an Oriental. But

take them together^ and it becomes evident that the

author tried his strength in all these several direc-

tions^ because he would have intellectual and varied

exercise. The freakishness of Goethe^s youth

was not wholly shaken off in his maturer years,

and he loved to exhibit his genius in fantastic and

varying postures. As Rousseau^s strength lay in rejec-

tion, so Goethe^s was exhibited in selection and appro-

priation. Rousseau's genius was often rendered fruitless,

and many of his greatest works powerless for any per-

manent result, by his eternal craving to seek back to

the very essences of society, and to begin the whole

scheme of the world over again. Goethe's main

power lay in the fact, that he was able to take every-

thing precisely as it stood, and, wasting no time in

vain projects or regrets, incorporate it and transform

it by the force of his own genius into something at

least artistically valuable and real. Indeed, this was

not only his strength, but his weakness as well.

Delighted to find that in everything, good or bad,

there was something which his own genius could take

hold of and turn to account, he had none whatever of

that earnest, " holy hatred,'' which a mind less dramatic

would have felt for evil in all its phases.

I am anxious that no reader should for a moment

take Goethe's minor poems on the faith of Martin and

Aytoun's volume. If the competent German scholar
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must at once declare that the poems it contains are

none of Goethe^s,, so an ordinary English reader of

taste must think Goethe^ if these be fair specimens of

his poems, a marvellously over-rated man. Every page

is disfigured by vulgarisms. In almost every poem

the translators endeavoured to improve upon their

original ; where he is simple, they would have him

eloquent and ornate ; where he is laconic, they prefer

diffuseness; where he is purposely plain and un-

adorned, they insist that he shall adopt a jargon of

metaphor and hyperbole worthy of the precieuses

ridicules. It is a curious study to observe how often

in the translation of that celebrated poem which

Goethe appropriately terms the " Dedication,'^ the sim-

plicity of the poet is abandoned in favour of some

inflated commonplace, some exhausted metaphor.

" Fresh flowers, which hung full of drops,'' become

" The sweet young flowers ! How fresh they were, and tender,

Brimful of dew upon the sparkling lea !

"

Ein Nebel—" a mist"—is " a white and filmy essence V
" All appeared to burn and to glow," says Goethe.

^' All was burning like a molten ocean,' declare his

more eloquent translators. " Passion " in the original,

blazes up into " Passion's lava-tide" in the translation.

Goethe says,

—

" And as I spake, on me the lofty being

Looked with a glance of sympathetic grace."
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The translators amend this, " marry, how ?

Tropically :
''—

" And as I spake, upon her radiant face

Passed a sweet smile, like a breath across a mhror

!

"

Does a smile of sympathy remind any one but these

translators of breath passing across a looking-glass ?

It certainly did not present any such association of

ideas to Goethe ; for there is no hint of anything

looking like a mirror in the whole of the poem. '' I

could now/^ says the poet a little further on, " ap-

proach her nearly, and look upon her closely/'

" Then,'' say the translators,

—

" Then durst I pass witliin her zone of hrightness.

And gaze upon her with unquailing eye
!

"

In the last verse but one, the poet describes his

imaginary instructress as declaring, that '' the grave

shall change into a cloud-bed." The translators thus

render the line, somewhat in the Bulwerian style :

—

" Where gloomed the grave, a starry couch be seen !

"

Only in the famous circle which assembled in the

Hotel Rambouillet could some of the expressions with

which the translation of the poem is enriched find a

favouring and appreciative audience.

Poems in the Manner of the Antique follow the

Dedication in this translation. In the original German,

these are composed in the ancient hexameter and pen-
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tameter verse^ which,, the translators somewhat naively

remark, '^ no doubt enhances the resemblance/^ It is

not easy to pronounce a decided opinion upon the

question, whether it is reasonable to present such

poems as those which Goethe calls, Approaching to the

Antique Form, in a popular English metre. At first

sight there appears something almost ludicrously in-

congruous in transforming poems which bear such a

name into peculiarly modern English verse. Without,

however, raising that technical point against the

translators, and allowing that rather amusing objection

to be considered as put aside in their favour, I still

think the objections must be great indeed which justify

such a metamorphosis of such poems. It cannot be

doubted that English readers do not warm to the

hexameters and pentameters, and that our language is

not of itself adapted to such a measure. It is obvious

that we cannot produce hexameter verse endurable to

British ears under the same laws of prosody which

govern the rhythm of the classic poets. English lines,

modelled under such conditions, might indeed look

like hexameters in print ; but when recited, the effect

would be something like that of those amusing verses,

arranged to ridicule the discrepancies of our pronun-

ciation, in which " plough ^' is printed as a rhyme for

^^ cough,''^ ^^ through '^ for *^ enough,'''' and so on ;

having all the appearance of the smoothest rhyme to

the eye, but producing the most ludicrous jangle when

tested by the ear. The rules which govern the quan-
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titles of Englisli words are so unlike those of Latin

prosody, that no possibility exists of the adoption of

classic metre under the classic conditions. But that

we cannot produce flowing and musical hexameter

verse upon our own conditions is by no means equally

certain. Many of Southey^s efforts have freedom,

force, and sonorous harmony ; and this difficult and

foreign metre may almost be said to have become

popularized among us since the appearance of Long-

fellow^s Evangeline. I feel satisfied that it may be

made acceptable even to the least practised ears, and

that no cause can possibly render the attempt so justi-

fiable as the translation of such poems as these very

Antiques of Goethe. The translator has but to make

a choice of disadvantages. He must encounter the

risk of offering to his readers an unpopular measure,

or he must present the poem in such a form as to de-

prive it of all the outward characteristics of its original.

The very distinction of poetry from the highest form

of prose, suggests of itself that a poet^s rhyme involves

so much of his minstrel character that any departure

from it must render a translation only a compromise.

What possible conception could a Frenchman form of

the lyric greatness of Dryden, who had read Alexander's

Feast rendered with no matter what verbal accuracy

into French verse after the fashion of Crebillon?

Could a German appreciate Gray's Elegy, or one of

Burns's songs, done into the measure of Hermann und

Dorothea ? If a translation is worth reading at all, it
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is surely worth the encountering of a little additional

difficulty in order to arrive at the closest possible

approximation to the author's style and structure. The

object is not merely to produce pieces of easy reading,

in order that languid dilettanti may be induced to

swallow down a few hundred lines of a great foreign

poet, and then believe they know all about him. We
are easily apt to forget what a hold the mere verse of

a poet takes upon the mind ; how we identify it with

him ; how its sound at once recalls him to our

memory ; how we grow to love it for his sake as well

as for its own melody. The metre, for example, of

Hermann und Dorothea is so completely harmonized

with and made part of the poem ; every sentence, and

every glimpse of description, or touch of feeling, is

so wrought to fall in and flow with the melody of the

lines, that I do not believe any just idea could possibly

be given to an English reader of such a poem by a

translation cast in a different rhythmic mould.

I would, then, almost at all risks, keep to a poet's

own rhythm. There need be no risk whatever of his

meaning or spirit suffering in the process ; and any

other consideration merely suggests a balance of im-

perfections, a choice between doubtful substitutes. If

we cannot possibly have the original measure, then let

us have plain prose, which will leave the translator un-

fettered as to the thoughts and language of the

original ; and which, if it allow us no association con-

nected with his rhythm, will save us from getting
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jarring and false associations into our ears and our

memory.

Difficult, however, as it is to recognise the " Poems

after the Antique Form" in these specimens of modern

versification, the translators have added other difficul-

ties in some instances, which belong not merely to the

metre. For instance, there are in the original two

simple and graceful lines entitled Exculpation, and

which literally rendered are thus :

—

" Thou accusest the woman of changing from one to another :

do not blame her,—she seeks an unwavering man."

These lines present no astonishing subtlety of meaning,

no impenetrable obscurity arising from their brevity.

Mr. Aytoun, however, apparently thought the sen-

timent required to be spread out^ that it might become

the more transparent.

" Wilt thou dai-e to blame the woman for her seeming sudden

changes,

Swaying east and swaying westward, as the breezes shake

the tree ?

Fool, thy selfish thought misguides thee : find the man that

never ranges

;

Woman wavers but to seek him : is not then the fault in

thee ?
"

The translators are sometimes anxious to add

metaphors and comparisons of their own where the

poet found no place for any. In recompense, they at

other times omit, for no very apparent reason, some

comparison which the poet has thought fit to intro-
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duce. In the poem called The Swiss Alp, the two

opening lines may be thus almost literally rendered :

—

'* Only last evening thy head was as brown as the locks of the

loved one,

Whose bright image seems silently bending to me from afar."

Is there any impropriety in this reference to some

absent fair creature? The translator will not allow

of such a personality. He says :

—

"Yesterday thy head was brown as are the flowing locks of

love.

In the bright bine sky I watched thee towering giant-Hke

above."

I must own a decided preference for the original, and

think the addition of the line about the mountain, and

the bright blue sky, an ornament of a very common-

place and cheap character, which by no means improves

the poem.

The Wreaths is made to contain a line of pompous

funeral oration magniloquence

;

" Dying as greatly as he greatly Hved ;"

which, it is almost needless to say, has no parallel in

the original. Through the whole volume it strikes the

reader incessantly that the translators were convinced

Goethe^s style was capable of much improvement, and

that they were the men qualified to supply its defects

and adorn its barren places. Nothing short of a con-

jecture of this kind can explain the determination
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whicli seems evident upon every page, to leave no

verse of the original appear unaltered in its own

simplicity.

The value of a majority of the smaller poems of

Goethe consists more in the execution than in subject

or sentiment. Many of them embody some simple

thought of no great importance in itself, but which is

crystallized into a perfect gem by the workmanship

bestowed upon it. Perhaps no poet ever drew so

much harmony and variety of expression from a

language not naturally musical, as Goethe did from the

German. He had a magician's power over words;

they would do anything and everything at his bidding.

In many of his songs every image^ every expression,

has an echoing and corresponding tone in the words

which contain it, as if they formed a piece of ac-

companying music. Some of the songs in the second

part of Faust are master-pieces, marvels of this peculiar

skill. Not in the mellifluous and sonorous accents of

that glorious old Greek tongue, whose sounds Goethe

so loved, can more exquisite and thrilling specimens of

the perfect harmony of thought and of tone be found.

One cannot expect translators to reproduce this beauti-

ful feature in any other language. Messrs. Martin

and Aytoun seem, indeed, to have made no attempt in

such a direction. In some instances, where a peculiar

metre was selected by the poet as corresponding exactly

with the character of a song, they have introduced an

altered measure for no perceptible reason, hexameters
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and pentameters having no concern in it. Tlie

rippling, bubbling measure of The Youth and the Mill'

stream, for instance, gives half the beauty to the poem,

and is loved by all readers of Goethe.

" Wo willst du, Mares Bdclilein, liin

So munter ?

Du eilst mit froh&in leiclitem Sinn

Hinunter.

Was suclist du so eilig in dem Thai ?

So liore doch und sprich einmal."

Is it an improvement to alter the measure in this

fashion ?

" Pretty brooklet, gaily glancing

In the morning sun

;

Why so joyous in thy dancing ?

Whither dost thou run ?

What is't lures thee to the vale ?

Tell me, if thou hast a tale."

All that need be said of the manner in which the

translation is executed, is, that it displays quite as

decided a departure from the language of Goethe, as

the measure does from his rhythm.

The ErUKing is a ballad familiar to thousands

who have scarcely ever heard the name of Goethe. It

has been rendered into English by all manner of trans-

lators. Sir Walter Scott^s verse is at least good

enough for all purposes, and might have spared us a

translation beginning thus :

—

" Who rides so late through the grisly night ?

'Tis a father and child, and lie grasps him tight."
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Who grasps whom tight ? Again^ vre have

—

" O father, dear father, and dost thoii not mark,

Erlie King's daughters move by in the dark?
' I see it, my child, but it is not they ;

'Tis the old willow nodding its head so gray !
'

"

Surely such peculiarities are easily avoided, inartis-

tic,, and vulgar. The translators seem to believe that

an additional touch of simplicity is thus given to the

poems ; but the simplicity which consists in the use of

vulgar colloquial phrases is not precisely that which

forms a principal charm in the ballads of Goethe. I

have already spoken of the constant introduction of

old English phrases, and of modern Scotticisms. In

almost every page are found such words as " redc/^

'' feres/' " Dan Cupid/' " An' if he might/' '' mickle/'

" bonny/' &c., &c. In some instances we have such

Cockney expletives as " seedy." Throughout the

whole volume the translators seem to have gone off

upon a wrong notion of the meaning of rendering a

foreign author popular in this country. Popularity

they confound with vulgarity ; simplicity they translate

into imbecility. The first verse of the celebrated

Shepherd's Lament, {Da droben auf jenem Berge,) a

ballad full of the most exquisite simplicity, of the most

touching sense of solitude and sadness, comes thus out

of the transmuting process, which, reversing the

wonders of the philosopher's stone, turns pure gold

into dull lumps of clay :

—
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" Up yonder on the mountain,

I dwelt for days together
;

Looked down into the valley,

This pleasant summer weather."

Leaving the Question of harmonious sound altogether

asidej can these lines be called a translation of

—

" Da drohen auf jenem Bergey

Da steW icli tausendmal

An meinem Stahe gebogen,

TJnd scliauG Jiinah in das Thai ?
"

Any objection/however, to this verse of the translation

is thrown completely into shadow by the inanity and

vulgarity of the following :

—

" The meadow it is pretty,

With flowers so fair to see

:

I gather them, hut no one

Will taJce the flowers from me!"

Would not this verse seem meant to parody the original,

as the authors of Rejected Addresses burlesqued some

of WordswortFs lines ? Here is Goethe^s verse :

—

"Do- stehet von schonen Blumen
Die ganze Wiese so volt.

Ich hreche sie, ohne zu wissen,

Wem ich sie gehen solV

The richness of the German tongue in dissyllabic

rhymes unquestionably renders any effort at the pro-

duction of a corresponding metre in English extremely

difficult. Still I think some better attempt might have
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been made than the following inharmonious jangle in

The Minstrel :—
" The golden chain give not to me,

For noble's breast its glance is

;

Who meets and beats thy enemy,

Amid the shock of lances.

X- * -x- -x- -St

" I sing as sings the bird whose note

The leafy bough is heard on

:

The song that falters from my throat

For me is ample guerdon."

The Fisher is^ upon the whole, a much better render-

ing of a very difficult poem,—difficult at least in

its simplicity, sweetness, and melody. Considering

their affection for colloquial expressions, I think the

translators must have resisted a great temptation,

since they did not Anglicize

" Da war^s um ihn geschelin"

" It was all up with him !

"

Goethe, like Burns or Beranger, is frequently pecu-

liarly happy in a certain picturesqueness of phrase

which at once flashes the whole image or idea he

desires to convey upon the mind of his reader. In

the famous King in Thule, we have examples of this

peculiarity :

—

" Es ging ihn niclits dariiher,

Er leerf ihn jeden Schmaus

;

Die Augen gingen ihm iiber,

80 oft er tranh heraus."

f2
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Those who remember Ary Scheffer^s painting, will

perceive how well the painter appreciated the touch-

ing and simple force of these lines. How thoroughly

the translator entered into their picturesque value

will be seen from the following lines, which evince an

elaborate care to remove everything that had colour

or expression :

—

"And ever set before him

At banquet was the cup

;

And saddening tlwuglits came o'er liim,

Whene'er he took it up."

In similar spirit, for the words '' Die Augen thdten

ihm sinken," in the closing verse, is substituted the

line, ^' Heard Death unto him calling,^'—an inelegant

and uncouth introversion, no word of which is to be

found in the original. " Dort stand der alte Zecher"

is rendered, " Then rose the grand old Rover/^ I

cannot imagine why the dying king, who does not

appear to have been given to wandering, is called a

" rover,^^ except it be as Mr. Pecksniff used to address

his youngest daughter as " playful warbler.
^^

The exquisite phrase " schauerlicht," in the lines " to

Belinda,^' is impoverished down to " silver radiance

streaming.^' I cannot understand why, in the same

poem, which has somewhat of a personal and bio-

graphical character, the translators should have sub-

stituted '' treading the dances of this bright hall " for

" spieltiscJi" which is simply the " card-table •/' and

'Svhisperingtonguesand jealous glances^^ for ^'unertrdg-
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lichen Gesichtern" which merely means " insupportable

faces f insupportable^ I presume^ because the young

poet did not like them, or thought them dull or inane,

or was not in love with them as he was with Belinda,

whom he would fain have had all to himself. Goethe

does not insinuate that the people around him

whispered, or glanced, or winked, or were guilty of any

rudeness whatsoever. They were there^ and he wanted

them away, and that alone made them quite insupport-

able to him, without any effort of their own to that end.

A very pretty sentimental little ballad, which has

found hundreds of imitators both in German and

English, is that which Goethe calls "Ndhedes Geliebten"

but which the translators prefer to designate '^ Separa-

tion.^^ It contains, among other graceful verses, the

following •

—

" Ich selie dich, wenn aufdemfernen Wege

JDer Stauh sich Tiebt

:

In tiefer Nacht, wenn cmf dem schnalen Stege

Der Wandrer bebt.

" Ich hore dich, wenn dort mit dumpfem Eauschen

Die Welle steigt

:

Im stillen Haine geh'' ich oft zu lauschen

Wenn alles schweigt."

The picturesque phrases, the melodious sound of the

verses,redeem the poem from any weakness or insipidity.

Not so, however, in the translation :

—

" I see thee, when the wanton wind is busy,

And dust clouds rise

;

In the deep night, when o'er the bridge so dizzy

The wanderer hies.
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" I hear thee, when the waves with hollow roaring

Gush forth their fill

;

Often along the heath J go ex]ploringi

When all is still."

Welcome and Departure, one of the finest of Goethe^s

love-ballads, is one of the best specimens of trans-

lation this volume contains. But for one astonishing

instance of purposeless exaggeration, I might say

this little poem could scarcely be more fairly and

elegantly done into English. " I saw thee/^ says

Goethe, " and the mild delight floated from thy sweet

glance to me.^' " We met," says Martin,

" and from thy glance a tide

Of stifling joy flowed into me !"

^^ Out, hyperbolical fiend ! how vexest thou this man V
All the same faults may be observed in the ballad

translations which occur in Mr. Martin's Faust, much

more recently published. The translator especially

fails when he has to render any of Margaret^s ballads.

I sit and I ponder

One only thought,

My senses wander,

My brain's distraught,

is a verse which would suit very well for a song to be

sung by a young lady in a drawing-room, but it is a

great deal too fine for poor Margaret, and, accordingly,

has no verbal resemblance whatever to the lines in the

original ballad with which it is meant to correspond.
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The King in Thule is still less satisfactory^ and is

indeed positively worse than the translation by Pro-

fessor Aytonn, of which I have just spoken^ in

the volume Mr. Martin helped to produce. Trank

letzte Lebensgluth, for example, does not at all

mean ^^A long last breath he drew/' but some-

thing quite different. These, it may be thought,

are not very important objections. But the examples

I have given are not selected ; they are taken quite

at random ; and they merely serve to illustrate a style

which, good or bad, is quite unlike that of Goethe.

Even so familiar a poem as The Bride of Corinth

has some careless inaccuracies. Angekleidet sich

aufs Bette legt, does not mean, " On the couch he

laid him still undressed,'^ but exactly the contrary.

" Morgen hist du grau,

JJnd nur hraun ersclieinst du wieder dort,'^

is very inaccurately rendered by,

—

" Soon must thou decay,

Soon wilt thou be grey,

Bark altliough to-night thy tresses &e."

Nevertheless, on the whole, it is an effective and

forcible version, and, in the closing passages especially,

glows up into something like the vividness and fire of

the original. The God and the Bayadere is also a

correct and an impressive translation, without exaggera-

tion, although not without one or two awkward and

inelegant phrases. The Visit is freely and gracefully
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transformed into English. Throughout the volume

the translators have approached success only in poems

of which the sentiments or story involved in themselves

so much of their character and value^ that any reason-

able degree of correctness and eloquence would secure

the interest^ at least, if not the admiration, of the

reader.

The defects pointed out are, as I have said,

not singular or rare. Indeed it is not exaggera-

tion to say that almost every page would offer

similar examples. Even those I have glanced

at are, however, quite sufficient to mar the value of a

volume so very limited in its contents. No one can

lay the book down with anything but a feeling of dis-

appointment and of surprise. It does not sustain the

reputation which its authors previously enjoyed as

scholars and versifiers ; and it ought never to have

been suffered to go to the public as an adequate, or

even a tolerable, effort to present English readers with

an idea of Goethe^s minstrel genius.

As to the selections made by any translators who

only profess to give random specimens, there must, of

course, be wide differences of opinion. In this

volume there seem to be at least two or three poems

which might with great propriety have been omitted.

Probably, however, the number which the translators

have included comprehends about as many of Goethe^

s

minor poems as can ever be made welcome to English

readers. A few which they have introduced appear
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intended to afford a glimpse or two of Goethe^'s^

humour, which was certainly not the brightest phase

of the great poet^s genius. It is cold humour at tho

best ; there is nothing captivating, genial, or warming

in it. Freakishness was the most mirthful characte-

ristic of Goethe^s younger days, and not the hearty

ebullience of genuine boyish spirits. His very freaks,

were most often fantastic intellectual flights : wild

extravaganzas of verse-making ; absurd improvisation ;

frantic metrical jumbles of nonsense and satirical sense ;

keen-cutting caricatures of the ways and weaknesses-

of those around him. A few humorous specimens,

which this volume contains, are feebly translated, and

are in themselves quite unexhilarating. Humour of

the true kind has never been a characteristic of German

genius. Even in the flighty conceits and fantastic

digressions of the warm-hearted and genial Richter,

there is little mirth for the reader ; and Schiller is-

coldest and least winning when he attempts to make

us laugh. Such a vein of humour as that of Shak-

speare, or that of Moliere, no German I know of can

discover ; to that of Sterne or Swift alone is any

approach made. That Goethe, in his maturer years,

essayed such a kind of poem at all, was but a part of

his intellectual system, which strove to stretch itself

out upon every side, and become equal upon all ; to be

mentally the teres atque rotunduSy—" the smooth and

round,^^—which it was the philosophy of the Latin

poet morally to strive for. They who would appreciate
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Ooethe in his strength must know him in his dramatic

power^ in his interpretation of the manifold strivings

of the intellect,, and in his pathos. The highest

examples of these capabilities^ even so far as the minor

poems display them^ will not be found in this volume

;

and it would, indeed, scarcely have suited the purpose

of the translators to include them. The finest speci-

mens of depth, clearness, and at the same time con-

densation of thought, will be found in his epigrams

and scattered scraps of poetic wisdom, none of which

can reasonably be held to come within the compass of

such an undertaking. The poems in which Goethe

delights to lift his intellect beyond the atmosphere of

ordinary intelligence, and to amuse himself with easy

poetizing in regions which others cannot reach without

difficulty, or breathe in without pain, would be as much

out of place in a volume destined for popularity, as a

selection from the Critique of Pure Reason, or the

letters of Reinhold. Almost as a matter of necessity,

all translators are limited to a range of songs con-

taining least of the peculiar elements by which Goethe

is distinguished from other poets. Even the pieces in

this little volume which most adequately represent his

genius, and are best rendered, are just those which

will be least widely appreciated. What chance is

there of making, by any skill of translation, the Bride

of Corinth an English favourite ? The point of view to

which it compels us is one whose temporary assumption

even is repugnant to many minds, and doubtless seems
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to some to involve almost an outrage upon Christianity

;

the subject is horrifying and ghastly ; the details

suggestive of flesh-creeping associations. The trans-

lation of this poem is indeed one of the best in the

volume ; but it is possible that other poems, not com-

parable with it as efforts of genius, and translated with

far greater defects of execution, might find a dozen

admirers for every one who can tolerate the spectral

pagan Bride. Even where no objections of so decided

a character stand between the great German and an

English popularity, others arise which, if they involve

no moral considerations, are for intellectual reasons not

less difficult to surmount. Simplicity of style is a key

to popularity, but not simplicity of style combined Avith

intense subtlety of thought ; and this combination is the

characteristic of all, save the most trivial, of Goethe's

poems. With all his universality of genius, and his

many high qualities of heart, he was, as I have

already said, no poet of humanity. He is the aristo-

crat or the savant of Poetry. You must come within

a certain sphere before you can know what of good

there is in him ; you must have mastered a certain

degree of knowledge before you can understand him.

He set before himself a task, and he fulfilled that

alone ; he believed that he had discovered the right

scope of his infiuence, and he did not seek to deepen

or widen it. He fills, indeed, a high place in litera-

ture, and breathes in an elevated and rarefied

atmosphere of intellect; but to those who cannot
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reacli towards him^ lie will not descend with helpful,

uplifting hand. No peasant^s cottage will ring with

the refrain of his songs ; no popular gathering will be

stirred to enthusiasm by the inspiration of his senti-

ments ; no untutored eye will be opened to a sense of

art by his images of beauty.
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O man of her nations lias done so mucli

as Schiller to make the literature of

Germany accepted and loved through-

out the world. In the whole range of

that literature there can be found but

one name which will even bear comparison with that

of Schiller. That the genius of Goethe sometimes

reaches heights which his friend and rival could scarcely

attain, it would be hardly possible to deny. But there

are many reasons which preclude the author of Faust

from being accepted as the universal representative of

the poetic genius of his country. In England, for

instance, Goethe is much more talked about than

read ; and even those who read him acquire very

rarely a thorough knowledge of his works. The second

part of Faust is known only to a small number of

students who have made German literature a speciality;

few people go through the whole of Wilhelm Meister

;

fewer still read the Elective Affinities, Many reasons.
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which it is unimportant now to discuss^ cause the

works of the greatest German to be received with

much caution in this country^ where he has never had,

and probably never will have, that popular and cordial

reception which has been accorded to foreign authors

of genius incomparably inferior. The works of Goethe

are nearly three times as voluminous as those of

Schiller; but the proportion of Schiller^s productions

known and appreciated is much greater. Schiller has

not, indeed, influenced English literature to the same

extent as Goethe ; but he has far more nearly attained

a thorough domestication among us. Possibly some

causes, not absolutely personal to either poet, have

considerably aided in producing this result. If the

characteristics of Schiller^s genius are not so easily

transfen-ed to our vernacular as those of Goethe, yet the

former has been far more fortunate in his translators.

No English version of any of Goethe^s works will bear

comparison with Coleridge's translation of The Piccolo-

mini, and Wallenstein's Death ; and Bulwer's renderings

of Schiller's ballads are much more spirited and effec-

tive than any translations from Goethe's minor poems

with which I am acquainted. But Schiller's is every-

where a more popular and a more resonant style.

Even the very defect of his language, a somewhat too

rhetorical tendency, is a quality which captivates the

popular mind. Far beyond this is the fact, that

Schiller has called into existence many distinct and

statuesque figures, whose images stamp themselves not
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alone upon the intellects, but upon the hearts and

sympathies of readers. We feel, when we read his

works, that we enter into communion with the man

Schiller ; that his feelings and his sympathies make

him of kin with us, even where his genius lifts him

most beyond our level : we know that what we read

was written in the deepest earnestness of soul, and

came forth from a heart and an intellect working to-

gether in harmony. It may be the triumph of the

very highest poetic art which removes from us all sug-

gestion of the poet^s own existence, and gives us only

the creations he sends forth unaccompanied by any

hints of his own emotions or predilections. But that

must, indeed, be the very rarest power of genius which

can make the great body of readers warm towards any

man whose sympathy is not made frankly manifest.

Schiller was thoroughly in earnest in what he did, not

merely as related to the work itself,—for in that re-

gard no man ever was more earnest than Goethe,—but

as regarded its relations to his own sympathies and to

humanity. Utterly free from the slightest trace of

egotism, no poet ever indicated more clearly than

Schiller did, through the whole of his works, his own

spiritual affinities. No poet ever took a higher view of

the purport and the reach of his art, or laboured with a

more earnest aspiration to attain the one, and thus

fulfil the other. Probably he aspired to claim for that

art a range and a fulfilment quite beyond the expectation

of our o^vn more practical century. We have now
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settled down to much more matured and less entliu-

siastic views of what the poet^s pen can do than those

which prevailed in the brief splendour of the Weimar

•days^ when the old dream of the omnipotence of

Kunst was revived^ and Germany for awhile reverenced,

like Greece, the power of mere artistic beauty. But

we must respect the earnest soul with which Schiller

struggled to realize his dream, even if we cannot some-

times avoid an approach to a smile at the persevering

efforts made by the poetic rulers of Weimarian society

to force upon an unthinking world, only gaping for

amusement, a lofty and aesthetic drama which should

make the stage the most powerful and universal of re-

fining and civilizing agencies. A much lower and

more modest place has since been assigned to art of

every kind. We have made over to it a reasonable

.^hare of the world^s civilization and improvement ; but

the dreams of Athens and of Weimar will never again

influence societies or nations. Art has its place, as

agriculture has, as science of every kind has ; but the

days when people persuaded themselves that it was to

arise like a new sun, and enlighten all humanity by

its own unaided radiance, have faded utterly away.

We need not, however, abate our reverence for the

earnestness with which such an intellect as Schiller's

laboured to convert even a dream into reality. Before

he had attained his noon of fame and of genius, the

effects of too early struggle, of poverty, and of feeble

health had very much damped^ at least in outward ex-
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pression, the fervour of liis enthusiasm. He Was cold

and distant in manner^ rarely warming up to stran-

gers. " Yesterday/' says Jean Paul Richter, "1 went

to see the stony Schiller_, from whom as from a preci-

pice strangers spring back.^^ But not even in the ex-

uberantly enthusiastic breast of Richter himself was

there a heart more fully earnest, more entirely de-

voted to the service of humanity, than that of

the poet whose manner thus chilled him. It was not

in his daily talk, but in his works, that Schiller's spirit

made itself known to the world. His great dramas

have, indeed, marble purity, but not marble coldness.

They are lighted up with the fire of passion, and

quickened with the force of manly energy, whenever

liberty, oppression, human virtue, devotion, suffer-

ing, aspiration, are the themes. People argue about

Goethe's sympathy with humanity, its hopes, its fail-

ings, and its sorrows. People even debate the same

point about our own Shakspeare. Who ever ques-

tions Schiller's feelings towards humanity, his deep

sympathy with its errors and sufferings, his sublime

aspirations for its amelioration ? At this distance of

time, more than a hundred years since his birth, we can

read the true character of Schiller far more clearly

through his works than E-ichter did through his worn

face and shrinking awkwardness of demeanour. As

we call to mind the lineaments of that face, well pre-

served to the world in marble, and remember its deli-

cate spiritualized expression, we cannot help thinking.
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that evfen in its features is the character of the man

written plainly out. Few men in literature have left

behind them a name more stainless ; few men in any

sphere or time could have been more gentle, noble,

truthful, and, in the best sense manly; and few have

bequeathed to posterity more eloquent testimonials of

a thorough brotherhood with their race.

More than forty years ago, when Mr. Carlyle was

very young, and had not yet arrived at the period of

the '^ eternities,^^ and the " vastnesses,'^ and the '^ wind-

bags,^^and the ^'^void infinities,^^ and the '*^dead putrescent

cant,^^ and the other discoveries of his riper years ; in

that time when his genius in its fresh vigour needed no

contortions to simulate energy ; in that time when he

was content to be a critic and a man of letters, and

had not yet set up for a great moral teacher and

philosopher; he produced, as we all know, a Life of

Frederick Schiller. It is a very small book, contain-

ing a great deal ; and thus, it need hardly be added,

forming a very striking contrast to the more recent

Carlylean productions. This little biography will pro-

bably give more pleasure to an English reader than

the most voluminous and exhaustively minute German

work on the same subject. It is the work of an

evident admirer, even an enthusiast, but not of a

frantic idolater. Indeed, the whole book is so simple,

so truthful, so unpretentiously earnest, that a man

might read it through without ever suspecting it to

have issued from the same noisy, darksome, Cyclopean
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forge where Past and Present and Frederick the Great

were hammered out. In this work all that it con-

cerns most readers to know of Schiller^s life will be

found ; and the student can substitute,, if he pleases,

his own comments and inferences where he cannot

adopt those of Mr. Carlyle.

Friedrich Schiller was born on the 10th of Novem-

ber, 1759. His birth-place was Marbach in Wiirtem-

berg ; he studied at Stuttgardt, in a scholastic institu-

tion now called the Karls Schule ; he removed thence

to Mannheim, where he was employed as theatrical

poet ; and thence to Leipzig, a town which saw some

of the hard student life of the earnest-hearted Richter,

and the wild, youthful days of Goethe^s extravagance:

he obtained the appointment of Professor of History

at Jena through the interposition of Goethe with the

Regent Duchess Amelia : he produced his greatest

work there ; and he made it his abode until his too

early death on the 9th of May, 1805. He was then

little more than forty-five ; not having had allotted to

him much more than half the number of years which

his great rival spent on earth.

Schiller had to struggle hard in many ways before

he attained to the quiet enjoyment of fame. There is

something exceedingly touching about the early priva-

tions of many of the great (jerman authors of that

period, Goethe being one of the few prominent and

happy exceptions. Richter sometimes wrote home for

a little money to buy bread. When Fichte came to

G 2
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visit Kantj then in the fulness of his fame, he was

driven by sheer necessity to appeal to the elder philo-

sopher for the loan of any sum, however trifling.

Kant did all he could for his young admirer : he had

no money either to lend or give, but he invited him to

partake of his dinner. Schiller frequently used to sit

up until the dawn of morning, fagging over his

immortal historical works for booksellers, at a rate of

remuneration so low, that a scrivenei'^s clerk would

now disdain to copy them for such pay. It is quite

true that the value of money then was very difibrent

from its value in our days ; but making every allow-

ance for this circumstance, I feel much inclined to

doubt whether a man could not purchase more com-

fort for a guinea in London to-day, than at Leipzig or

Jena when Schiller toiled and slaved there. Some-

thing even more touching, and to us more surprising,

is the state of abject dependence upon the whim of a

prince in which respectable citizens holding any kind

of government appointment lived in the days of

Schiller. Schiller was sent to a particular school

which he hated, because the sovereign ordered it ; he

pursued studies which he detested, because the gracious

prince marked them out ; he had to sneak out of the

paternal dominions like a culprit, that he might be

free to pursue, unchecked, the literary career upon

which the sovereign had set an interdict. It is not to

be wondered at, that a boyhood thus passed under

incessant restraint should explode in a wild and
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passionate appeal to the uttermost extravagance of

individual liberty. Schiller^s early life was curbed and

made unhappy by these restraints, and perhaps their

effect was never Avholly removed from his mind. He

suffered occasional poverty, beyond doubt ; but scarcely

anything approaching to the indigence of some of his

contemporaries. His life was not broken up by any

great misfortunes : and yet it is impossible to peruse

his works without an impression that their author was

not happy. One cause may be found in the feeble health

which he had to bear with through the greater part

of his life ; and it seems hardly possible to dispute that

a powerfully operating cause may be discovered in the

state of religious doubt in which his noble intellect

and sensitive heart long fluctuated. It is not easy to

gather from S chiller^s maturer writings what his pre-

cise religious views were ; but it is sufficiently obvious

that he was for a long time tortured by doubts which

he could neither satisfy nor stifle. Constituted with a

mind altogether differently cast from that of Goethe,

he could not abandon such questions altogether, and,

laying aside doubts, conjectures, and thought of any

kind, quietly shut away all that related to his future

destiny from any interference with his temporal work

or temporal enjoyments. In a different sphere or

time, Schiller would have been what all Christians

must have recognised as a deeply religious man ; but

the age and the place where he was cast, did not

encourage fixed religious views, or tend towards firm
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Mth. What Richter terms the " seed-grains '^ of

Rousseau^s fascinating delusions had been widely

blown over Germany. The French Revolution began

to shake men's minds as to the stability of earthly

opinions and policies. The speculations of Kant^ and

what Mr. Carlyle fitly names " the Kantean ghosts of

creeds/' were seizing hold of all minds inclined to enter

the hopeless labyrinth of metaphysics. Schiller

eagerly caught at anything which held out even the

shadow of promise, and for a while indulged, like the

other followers of Kant, in futile eflPorts to fathom the

depths of man's destiny by the aid of metaphysics, to

fill the sieve with water, to twine the ropes of sea-sand.

But it is plain that his intellect found little satisfaction

in this dreaiy labour : and in this fact may probably

be found a main explanation of the tone of melancholy

which seems to pervade most of his works. Let it be

thoroughly understood that there is nothing in him of

the feeble, whining affectation of the sentimental

school j nothing of the Byron misanthropy and the

Shelley morbidness of which a succeeding age wit-

nessed the birth and the death. Not from Schiller

came any tone of that perennial tearfulness into which

after his day German poetry degenerated. Nothing

can be less personal, and less morbid, than the character

of Schiller's greater works ; no drop of repining bitter-

ness stains them. But they leave upon the mind the

deep impression of a high heart striving vainly after its

ideal; looking for consolation and hope in hopeless
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sources, and ever craving after something higher and

truer. Strongly he contrasts in this respect with the

spirit of our own Milton, whose clear soul only saw

^' with that inner eye which no calamity could darken/'

images of beauty, and hope, and trust, in all creation

around him. Schiller is never, at least in his great

works, gloomy ; but a prevailing sadness clings to

them. No theme he dwells upon with such conge-

niality, as that of high purpose and sensitive emotions,

struggling in vain to animate the stagnation, to over-

leap the limitations, to exalt the earthliness of every-

day life. For the Destiny of the ancient dramatists,

he substituted the power of the world and of common

routine influences and existences. In Ferdinand

and Louisa, in Amalia, in Leonora, in Posa, in

Max and Thekla, in Joanna of Orleans, we have the

same struggle, embodied in all the many shapes which

the full imagination of the poet created, of the ideal

against the actual, of poetry against prose, of the soul

against the world, of the children of light against the

children of earth. It is impossible to rise from the

perusal of Schiller's works without a feeling of sad-

ness ; let it be added, however, that it is equally im-

possible to rise from them without feelings refined and

elevated. No poet's intellect ever worked more in

unison with his conscience and his heart.

His friendship with Goethe is recorded to his

eternal honour,—indeed to the equal honour of both

men. There was little in Goethe which at first seemed
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congenial with Schiller : and the society in which the

elder poet moved almost alarmed the younger^ who

wrote, at first sight, a description of Weimar life which

must obviously have been much exaggerated by his pure

and scrupulous feelings. Schiller felt somewhat jea-

lous too, at one time, of the happy, easy manner in

which Goethe was enabled to enjoy his fame ; and

wrote bitterly enough of the high salaiy which the

latter poet received while lounging in delicious

idleness through Italy, and of the contrast such a

career presented to the rugged, unsatisfying days of

labour through which some of his contemporaries were

doomed to drudge. But when the men came to know

each other, all feeling of jealousy and bitterness, par-

donable enough at one time on either side, wholly

vanished, and the close friendship which followed is

probably unparalleled in literary history. There is,

indeed, no instance known to me of a friendship so

long and cordial between two such men, who, beyond

question, were looked on by all Germany as rivals, and

who, beyond question, equally desired and enjoyed

fame. It has sometimes been compared to the friend-

ship between Montaigne and Etienne de la Boetie;

but Montaigne was too lazy to care for fame, and,

even if he had been less indifi*erent, could have felt no

fear of rivalry from his friend. In literary friendship

it would be impossible to overrate the difi'erence which

the latter fact must make. The friendship of Goethe
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and Schiller withstood all temptations to rivalry which

either circumstances or malevolent contemporaries

raised up before them. There can be no doubt that,

in a literary point of view, Schiller gained much by his

close relation with the elder poet. He imbibed from

Goethe that appreciation of the real and the natural in

artistic value, which was just the element most wanted

to give strength to his genius. Schiller gladly bowed

to experience, received, and in his turn imparted

advice. Only death closed the co-operation of their

friendship. When it so often happens that they who

write of great literary men have quarrels to explain, and

jealousies to excuse, it is gratifying to be able to say

that Germany's literary Dioscuri were in brother-

hood of friendship a very Castor and Pollux.

Perhaps there is no great poet in whom the process

of development can be more clearly traced than in

Schiller. His whole career as an author was com-

paratively short. It began with the publication of

The Robbers in 1781, and ended with that of Wllhelm

Tell in 1804. Leaving out of our consideration the

shorter and inferior dramas, which will probably pass

for nothing when we come to sum up his claims to

rank among the great poets of the world, we have thus

marked out his most defective and his most perfect

effort,—the product of his crudest youth, and that of

his most developed maturity. The growth of his in-

tellect is traced in the succession of his works. Those
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who are inclined to debate the merits of the real and

the ideal schools, can hardly fail to observe that with

Schiller the progress to maturity is, on the whole, a

progress to reality. When we take into consideration

the fact, that Schiller^s first production was greeted

with a wild burst of applause from Germany, which

reverberated to the farthest corners of Europe, we can-

not help admiring the innate, self-sustaining strength

of that genius which worked out its own development

through processes every one of which seemed but lead-

ing it farther and farther from the fields of its success.

We can only gain a faint and feeble conception, from

the pages of contemporary writers, of the burst of

enthusiasm which greeted the publication of The

Robbers, Very dull indeed, and forceless is any

popular tribute to a new effort of genius in our own

country at the present day, compared with the rap-

ture of admiration, the frenzy of delight, into which

young Germany was thrown on the birth of the new,

fresh, and wild literature, whose every accent was a

spasm, and every breath a blast. Where now was old

authority ? What were worn-out customs, and the

rules of pedants, and the moralities of dullards ? Be-

hold ! a Storm-king had arisen to sweep all such anti-

quated follies away, and to establish the millennial

reign of passion, and exuberant youth, and vehement

brotherhood. Goethe^s day is clearly done. Who
cares for light-hearted Egmonts, and marble-cold

Iphigenias^ in the new era of boisterous emotion, of
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storm and high-pressure ? There was some merit in

Goethe and in Shakspeare : but now, we of the new

school^ we have changed all that !

If Schiller^s own works did not attest his genius, no

better proof can be given of its reality, than the fact

that, according as it found free development, it quietly

shook ojff that exuberance of mere feeling,which admirers

would mistake for the very voice of genius itself. That

portion of a poet^s workswhich mere outer circumstances

have called into existence, has little relation to his

genius ; and it is easy to see that, under circumstances

somewhat different, we never should have had The

Robbers at all. Had Schiller, for instance, enjoyed an

early life like that of Goethe, we should have had from

him no such extravagant outburst of long-suppressed

antagonism. The play of The Robbers is an outbreak

of j)ent-up emotion, and nothing more. A boy of

spirit, more especially a boy of genius, believes the

whole framework of society is unhinged when his own

school-days are uncomfortably restrained, and is ani-

mated into a fiery champion of universal liberty if he

has a narrow home or a harsh master. He swells his

own individual wrongs into a national oppression j and

identifies his own personal rebellings with the vindica-

tion of the whole human race. His feelings vent

themselves in some mode of expression where energy

anticipates the power of undeveloped genius, and which,

perhaps by the sheer force of its fresh strength, amazes

the routine life of the world around, and startles com-
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nionplace beings into a recognition of a new and

stirring influence^ whose power they admire all the

more that they cannot comprehend its scope. This is

the main explanation of The Robbers ; and thus far

Schiller differed but little from many a young author,

Avho has astonished the world for a year or two, and

then gradually disappeared away into oblivion. Our own

age has seen several such beings come like shadows,

and so depart. But Schiller was saved from such a fate

by the force of that genius which might be guided, but

€ould not be constrained. A man of second-class in-

tellect would have gone on, endeavouring to encore the

effect which his first work had produced ; and have thus

given to the world weaker and weaker or more and more

extravagant imitations of the one spontaneous effort,

until even adorers turned away at last in disappoint-

ment and contempt. But with Schiller the working

off so much superfluous energy of emotion only cleared

the channel through which the fresh current of

imagination was to flow forth. Genius and art could

never have worked in calm co-operation to a full de-

velopment, where the path was obstructed by so much

of mere personality and subjective feeling. The first

effort of genius to free itself was hailed by the world

as the consummation and crowning triumph of its

labour. That which was merely a means, was received

as a result. But the true poet soon recognised the

error ; and never showed the genuineness of his calling

more distinctly, than in thus appreciating the diffe-
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rence between the impression produced by mere energy,

and the calm, concentrated, and directed force of

natural and developed art.

Despite of all its extravagance and its repulsive-

ness, The Robbers still keeps the stage, and has even a

place in literature. Werther and his sorrows are

fairly buried ; but there is still a period in the life of

every one when he thinks The Robbers a noble produc-

tion ; and, very likely, confounding the strength of

feeling with the power of imagination, believes it the

most original of all its author^s works. How many a

literary monstrosity has that stormy Karl Moor to

answer for ! His spirit walks abroad in all shapes.

Now he is Byron^s Corsair, and now he is Paul

Clifford : and, again, Madame George Sand, reversing

her early personal practice, clothes the rebel against

society in feminine costume; and perhaps soon he

sinks somewhat lower, and haunts the romances of the

penny periodicals. Wherever there is a spirit inclined

to lift its head against social authority, there generally

may be found an admirer of The Robbers. The fit,

however, does not last long in most minds ; and I

am inclined to believe that very little positive harm has-

been done in the world by this stormy drama; and

that, indeed, it scarcely merited the long and solemn

discussions which were at one time carried on as to its

moral tendency. None of the more subtle and

dangerous instrumentality for evil w hich such writers as-

George Sand have mixed up with their literature, can
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possibly be traced back to it. Karl Moor is responsible

for some indignant declamations against the tyranny

and the sham of some of society's laws_, and for nothing

more. The author's honest intention was to make it

a work with a tremendous moral purpose ; a thing to

scare vice for ever out of the world, by showing it its

own image and its own fate. Reading it over calmly

in after years, one does not know whether he ought to

smile more at the extravagances of the drama itself, or

at the solemn, moralizing tone in which the young

author explains and defends in his preface the object

of his work. But, at the same time, no one can help

acknowledging the presence of great power and great

promise in this boyish production. It is a purely ideal

performance in its main features. Franz is a prepos-

terous villain
;
just the kind of monster a schoolboy

would draw, without the slightest hint of a redeeming

quality, without even a varying shade to chequer the

bleak monotony of impossible wickedness. The cha-

racter of Karl Moor, the outcast brother and robber

chief, is the only one having the slightest pretension

to delineation at all. Amalia, despite Mr. Carlyle^s

admiration for her, I cannot help thinking a young

lady thoroughly insipid in general ; and, when the poet

means to make her emotional, insufferably vehement

and virago-like. Indeed, good, downright black-and-

white drawing makes up the whole drama. When a

man is angry, he raves and roars ; when he is softened

he weeps in showers ; when he loves, he loves in a fury
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and hurricane of passion. Everything is of the Fuseli

character, or the youthful imitation of the Fuseli

style.

Suppose Schiller had died immediately after the

publication of this tragedy^ and while the burst of

admiration with which Germany received it was

still ringing through the world,, who could ever have

conjectured that literature had lost a poet worthy to

stand near to our own Milton ? There are unques-

tionable evidences of greatness in The Robbers^ but

greatness how different in its character from that

which the poet was destined to develope ! Here, one

might have thought, are the germs of a poetic

Rousseau ]
possibly of a Byron or a De Musset. But

what hint is there of the calm beauty, the refinement,

the sublimity of the Junyfrau von Orleans ; of the sub-

dued thrillingness of Wallenstein : of the manly,

homely truth, and simple nature, which make Wilhelm

Tell immortal. There is very little poetry in The

Robbers ; even the famous sunset scene by the Danube

contains little which suggests more than eloquence and

vehement feeling. Schiller, when he published this

play, was of nearly the same age as Goethe when he

completed Goetz von Berlichingen ; and what a

difference between the two dramas ! What quiet force,

what simple nature, what unexaggerated pathos,

shining here and there through all the boyishness of

Goethe^s first production ! What boisterous passion and

raving strength in that of Schiller ! Yet the growth
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and progress of the mind of Schiller upwards were

far more regular^ steady,, and distinctly traceable, than

in the instance of Goethe. I know of scarcely any

case in literature, where the judgment of the world,

founded upon a poet's first production, would more cer-

tainly have gone wrong, than if it had had to conjec-

ture the character of Schiller's genius upon the evi-

dence contained in The Robbers alone.

Nor would Fiesco, or Kabale und Liebe (Love and

Plot) help the speculator very much farther. There

is great talent in these dramas, more especially in the

former, many of whose incidents thrill with interest,

and whose principal female character, Leonora, is a

very great improvement upon Amalia. Indeed, in the

gentle and devoted Leonora, there are traits which

sometimes remind the reader of Shakspeare's women.

There is much of spirited life-drawing in the character

of Fiesco, whom Schiller paints as a somewhat deeper

and more ambitious kind of Egmont. But, on the

whole, the merit of the drama is rather romantic than

poetic,—very rarely is any sentence uttered which

speaks of the presence of the true poet. The literary

value of Kabale und Liebe is surely over-estimated by

Mr. Carlyle. It has grown upon The Robbers in lifelike

reality ; but it is even more morbid in tone and pain-

ful in catastrophe. It is of that class of drama which

thrills and harrows, indeed, upon a first perusal, but

which loses its power gradually as we come to know it

thoroughly. In fact, Schiller had not found his path
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at all up to the time when these plays exalted him in

the mind of half Germany as a rival to Goethe. Pro-

bably, in estimating his genius and his fame, posterity

will ignore them altogether; and they will be studied

merely as historic mementoes of the stages of growth

through which the poet passed. The Song of the Bell

is worth scores of them. Thekla^s little ballad of a

dozen lines will touch human feelings long after the

explosive energy of these first dramas has left but its

ashes behind.

In Don Carlos we find the first manifest indications

of the poet's real self. Strong, indeed, is the contrast

between this drama and those which preceded it. It

is easy to conceive some impassioned admirer of

Schiller's early vehemence laying down Don Carlos

with disappointment, and perhaps even with something

akin to contempt. So calm a piece of work,—the poet

never once in a passion throughout the whole of it 1

Here we first find the individuality of the author

sinking away, and losing itself in his art. Here we

find rhetoric giving place to poetry. Very disappoint-

ing, no doubt, to those ardent souls who lived in storm

and pressure, to find their accepted leader deserting

their ranks, and going over to the side of quiet art

;

almost like Goethe, who had been captain quite long

enough for some of the young rebels against the critical

laws of the day. It is not easy to avoid feeling angry

with a poet who is thus passing not only out of our ranks,

but quite out of our range. It was pleasant to belong

H
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to such a school of art as that which The Robbers

founded ; such a work had the precious advantage of

being very easily imitated ; and so long as the public

were willing to confer the title of originality upon any-

thing which was noisy and convulsive^ it was delight-

fully easy to set up for an original genius. In our

own day we have seen how half the incompetent young

artists of the country enrolled themselves in the pre-

Raphael school^ because the characteristics of the style

were so easily reproduced ; and a man who had no

chance of attracting attention in any other way was

sure to draw some eyes upon him by imitating, in exag-

gerated proportions, the peculiarities of Millais or Hunt.

Hundreds of young Germans must have felt personally

grieved when Don Carlos was published, and must

have looked upon the bond of brotherhood between

Schiller and themselves as hopelessly dissolved. Even

to this day many Germans hold what seems to me a

very much exaggerated estimate of the merits of The

Bobbers, when compared with Schiller^s later works.

They will gravely discourse of its power and originality,

and compare its characteristics with those of Wallen-

steiuj or fVilhelm Tell, as if it were a drama of a diffe-

Tcnt but not inferior order of merit. Indeed, nothing

is more common in literature than to hear works

praised as exempUfying the strength of imagination,

which, in truth, only bear witness to its undeveloped

weakness. The power of imagination consists in the

capacity to produce images of humanity. No matter
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liOTv highly you exalt your standard, no matter how

much you increase the proportions of humanity^ it is

still by this test that the real power and genuine capa-

city of imagination are to be judged. Nothing is more

easy to produce than the grotesque and the extrava-

gant. The farther you depart from the sphere of

humanity, the easier it becomes to pile conceit upon

conceit, bizarrerie upon bizarrerie. There be may

readers, perhaps, who believe that Sinbad the Sailor dis-

plays a brighter imagination than Hamlet, There are

readers who believe that Milton has displayed a higher

imagination in his grotesque pictures of Sin and Death,

than in his glimpse of Eve starting back from her

own shadow in the fountain. The second part of

Faust is immeasurably more wild and fantastic

than the first. Does it, therefore, evidence a greater

richness of imagination ? A group of children, seated

by the fire at night, will spin off stories which^ for ex-

travagance of conceit and disregard of reality or pos-

sibility, make the Arabian Nights seem tame and com-

mon-place. But that which makes the Arabian Nights

a valuable work of art, as compared with those childish

stories^ is just the fact that so much of it clings about

real existence, and strengthens and vivifies itself with

the manners, the talk,, the ways, the very costume of

actual and interesting peoples and places.

Schiller, then, has left the era of unbridled force

quite behind him. He has acquired a precious piece

of knowledge in learning that the result in art of

h2
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ungoverned strength is only as the result of weakness.

He has blown away, like a cloud of smoke, the super-

fluous personal emotion which blinded and baffled hi&

genius. He appreciates to the full what he is doing

and what he has done. He leaves The Robbers for his

admirers to imitate, if they will, to all time. He
never returns to it, even as Goethe never returned to

his Wertherian sighs and wailings. He sees that art,

like science, is a labour, not a burst. He perceives

that tragic force must not rest on mere surprise ; that

a succession of shocks cannot be kept up without

either repelling the recipients in the end, or wholly

losing their effect over them. He rises out of his

own individuality into a sympathy with human

nature far transcending the narrow limits he had

first seemed to mark out. He sees that there

are other sufferings besides those which misun-

derstood and trammelled youth must bear ; that

the courage of patience and quiet, steadfast endurance

deserves admiration at least as much as that which re-

lieves itself in throes and upheavings. He comes to

study men and women more closely as he withdraws

from his eyes the veil which his own personality drew

around them ; he endeavours to see objects and causes

as others see them ; in short he begins to understand

humanity in its general relations. Young authors

commonly study mankind wholly through books, or

else merely call up phantoms out of their own con-

sciousness, viewed with introverted gaze ; and in neither
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case produce anything destined to permanency. The

images are so faint^ that they soon fade away ; so mo-

notonousj that they cease speedily to attract any in-

terest ; or so extravagantly unreal_, that the first

sensation of surprise which they create soon gives

place to contempt. Schiller began at last to see men

in all their complex characteristics ; no attribute wholly

predominating, no shade wholly darkening, but every

energy counteracted by some opposing force, and every

shade relieved by some light.

He has made a great stride forw^ard ; but at the same

time, I am far from agreeing with those who place

Don Carlos even among the foremost of his dramas.

Exquisite beauty of thought, noble feeling and gleams

of high poetic light, illumine it throughout; but, as a

whole, I cannot help thinking it somewhat mono-

tonous and laboured. Its beauty is all but lifeless.

It embodies, with artistic skill and feeling, the con-

trast between the rising tendency to Protestant free

thought, in the person of Posa, and even the best

specimens of the old Spanish Catholicism ; but

some of Schiller^s admirers have surely done an in-

justice to the creations of his maturer genius, by

classing Posa with the finest characters he has pro-

duced. Posa is a fragment of ideal character; no

real human being at all, but an allegory, a moving

symbol; the Protestant free thought, the Christian

philanthropy put into a human, or at least a dramatic

form. Some of the utterances which fall from the
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lips of Posa express thoughts as noble and as true as

ever visited Schiller's mind. Every reader is familiar

with that eloquent enunciation of exalted wisdom and

feeling in which Posa conveys his last message to

Carlos, and admonishes him_, when he is a man, to re-

verence the dreams of his youth. But a Posa drawn

by Shakspeare would have given forth sentences of as

much truth and elevated feeling j and he would have

had that reality, that distinctness of life, which Schiller

failed, in this instance, to impart. Dramatically, the

tragedy has the French defect of too much speech-

making, and too little action. The character of the

Queen is an exquisite conception of the womanly type

;

but it, too, wants the life which Shakspeare could

have given. There is a power, which is almost terrible,

in the manner in which Schiller has painted the gloomy,

lonely sternness and cruelty of Philip the Second. The

impression of the King's interview with the aged, blind,

implacable Cardinal-Inquisitor, forms a picture which

never fades from the memory. The poet has, indeed,

advanced a long way, when he has passed from mere

spasm and effort into the mastery of such subdued, in-

tense power, and the creation of so much calm, artistic

beauty. But there still remains much to be at-

tained. Schiller has yet to harmonize the ideal with

the real.

I am not surveying Schiller's career in detail, but

merely passing, as it were, from eminence to eminence.

Through many of his earlier years, his mind appeared
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to sway to and fro as if it had not yet clearly dis-

covered what its work was to be. He had always a

strong inclination towards historical studies and labours.

He projected splendid schemes for the writing of his-

tory upon a grand scale ; history in a vast, compre-

hensive, and epical form, such as had never before

been attempted. A love of history, and a genius for

poetry, naturally combined into an inclination for the

production of an epic. For some years Schiller was

haunted by the idea of producing a great epic poem,

—

reviving the old classic form with the living breath of

the present. He would compose a sacred epic on

Moses,—surely a splendid theme, if any theme could

now make an epic poem endurable ; but never realized

into anything by our poet. He would produce an epic

of the modern world, in which Frederick the Great

should be the central figure, the Achilles. He would

devote himself to an epic, of which the noble character

and brave deeds of Gustavus Adolphus should be the

theme, and which should be moulded in ottave rime,

and sung like the Homeric ballads by the Greeks, or

the verses of Tasso by the Venetian boatmen. None

of these projects came to any direct result, such as

the poet contemplated ; but they had, neverthe-

less, their golden fruit. The study of the life and

career of Gustavus Adolphus gave to the world

the history of the Thirty Years^ War. I am

at present surveying Schiller as a poet ; and it

scarcely belongs to my purpose to notice his miscella-
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neous prose writings^ or even his great historical works.

As to the latter,, whatever opinion closer and later in-

vestigations may compel us to hold with regard to the

fidelity of their portraitures and the accui-acy of their in-

formation, there can at least be no cavil at their style

and structure. That Schiller did not complete his

splendid fragment of The Revolt of the Netherlands, is

one of the great losses which the world^s literature

has, in this department, been doomed to bear. To

have succeeded even reasonably well in a long histo-

rical work, must be regarded as something like a

triumph of versatility in such a poet as Schiller;

but to have produced a complete history thrilling

throughout with such brilliant description and such

lofty thought as The Thirty Years' War, and such a

noble piece of unfinished labour as The Revolt of the

Netherlands, abundantly proves that, had he written no

line of dramatic or lyric poetry, there was in Schiller

a capacity for success in another great department of

literature, high enough to have placed him among the

foremost of the few really great historians of the

modern world. But the fact which at present most

deeply interests us in recalling Schiller^s historical

labours and epical plans is, that out of his cogitations

and projects on these subjects arose the immortal dramas

which illustrate the career and the fate of Wallenstein.

I do not consider Wallenstein the most perfect of

Schiller^s works ; but it is undoubtedly that upon which

his widest fame rests. It should scarcely be considered

as a drama : it is a dramatically cast poem, or a
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modern epic^ with a dramatic structure adopted for

the sake of ease and force. Its length renders it

wholly unsuited to the stage ; and, at the same time,

the three parts into which it is divided, belong to each

other quite as closely as those of Shakspeare^s Henry

the Sixth, It is full of the most spirited and nervous

delineations of character ; depending, indeed, much

more for its strength upon character than upon inci-

dent. It is scarcely possible to decide whether the

real or the ideal elements predominate. In the Camp

soldiers, in Octavio Piccolomini, in the Countess

Terzky, we have the real, clear, and lifelike in every

utterance ; in Max, and in Thekla, the most exquisite

and softened ideal forms of humanity. In the cha-

racter of Wallenstein, we have the elements blended.

It would not have suited Schiller's plan to paint the

great leader precisely as history teaches us to be-

lieve him moulded. Some leaning towards Wallenstein,

some sympathy with his decline and his fate, we must

be induced to feel, or the drama would have been a

failure. If one single character may be pointed out

in which the genius of Schiller reached its full power,

that character is Wallenstein. So vivid a picture of

human strength and human weakness commingled and

alternately overshadowing each other, few poets—none

short of the very greatest—have ever embodied. As

in life itself, the character of Wallenstein shows

according to the side from which you view it. On

this side you have such colossal attributes; such a

daring, enterprising courage ; a heart to which it seems
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little to set up a rivalry to the great Imperial power

itself ; an ambition for which nothing short of absolute

mastery is sufficient ; a genius which can crush every

obstacle and difficulty by its own instinctive force. Look

on the other side, and you see the hero trembling at

unpropitious stars ; vexed with almost insupportable

doubt j caring little for any of the inward promptings of

Heaven, but watching with trepid anxiety for every

manifestation supposed to shine upon the face of the

sky. Too much withdrawn into himself, and careless

of all human interest ; and yet attracting such irre-

sistible affection, compelling so much homage : surely

a character is here so mysterious, yet so full of reality,

so inscrutable, and yet so thoroughly harmonized, that

to paint it faithfully in language needed nothing short

of consummate art. What Mr. Ruskin says of paint-

ing in one of his essays, is singularly true of dramatic

literature ; any object or character which you can

thoroughly make out at the first glance is not true to

nature. Studying the character of WaUenstein, the

reader is seldom certain whether to admire its strength

or to despise its weakness. It sometimes reminds him

possibly of Shakspeare^s picture of Julius Csesar, but

that the portrait of WaUenstein is much fuller, larger,

and varied with many other elements. Even where

WaUenstein shows most of courage and resolution, a

strange feeling of pity, if not actually of sympathy,

gathers in the mind. Partly this arises from a per-

ception of the counter-schemes which are enmeshing
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his plans; of tlie counter-plots preparing where he

securely reckons upon confederacy ; of the impending

downfall of his power just when he believes it is about

to be most surely strengthened and raised. But still

more_, it arises from observation of the internal ele-

ments of weakness which the character contains.

Schiller^s Wallenstein fluctuates on the borders of

good and of evil, made wholly for neither. " Why
will you consort with us demons/'' asks Mephistopheles

of Faustj " if you have not the nerve to be like us ?

Why will you attempt to fly, if you are not secure

against dizziness ?" Wallenstein is like Faust. He has

evoked out of his own ambition demons to guide him,

but he lacks the nerve to follow unshrinkingly where

they lead: he has attempted to fly, but he cannot

keep his brain from growing dizzy. He has installed

ambition in the place of duty, and thus is urged

daringly on ; but he has set up superstition in the

shrine of conscience, and thus is forced to tremble

and hang back at every move. If we were to judge

Wallenstein by the phases of his character actually

presented in these dramas, we might be inclined to

pronounce him merely weak and vacillating. But the

shadow of former greatness follows his steps. We can

judge of its actual character by its reflection upon

others. We see what the influence is which he pro-

duces and has produced upon all who surround him

;

and we know that such impress is made by no ordinary

character. We are compelled, moreover, to recollect
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that our only experience of Wallenstein is at a period

of hesitation and forced inaction, peculiarly calculated

to bring out and exhibit the special weakness of such

a character. Wallenstein stands,, in some measure, on

the confines of two eras ; half belonging to the sink-

ing hemisphere where mere force had rule, half lighted

by the rays of the upcoming reign of civilization and

thought. He is, in some measure, in advance of his

€U'cumstances, but not freed from them. He is the

only thinker in his camp : Octavio Piccolomini is

prudent and worldly-wise ; the Countess Terzky plots

and simulates ; Max is all chivalry, affection, and

generous instinct : Wallenstein alone has any glimpses

of contemplation into the relations of man to the

world around him, his nature, and his destiny. Medi-

tation which leads to no determination; scepticism in

recognised faiths taking its common refuge in supersti-

tion ; a questioning of the reign of force, and a want

of full appreciation of the reign of thought—these

qualities add to the indecision and sap the strength of

the too thoughtful chieftain and too warlike thinker.

The character of Wallenstein, as drawn by Schiller,

seems to me wholly a novelty in literature ; and a

novelty by no means of the Karl Moor stamp, but a

permanent and an immortal figure added to those

which Homer and Shakspeare and Cervantes have

given to the world.

The same praise cannot, indeed, be given to some

of the other characters of the drama, but praise, per-
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hapsj scarcely less liigh. There is no novelty in the

forms of two yonng and unhappy lovers; but.

what poet ever produced creations of greater beauty,

tenderness,, nobleness, purity, than Max and Thekla ?

What are the sentimental passions, the waxwork

groupings of the French classic drama, beside these

exquisite figures of pure love and undeserved suffering ?

Who quarrels with Schiller because he has set into the-

framework of his great drama two beings somewhat

too elevated in feeling, too pure of heart, too un-

shaded in character, for common human nature ? We
know that such a being as Max Piccolomini, the very

embodiment of all that chivalry strove to be but

was not, was scarce likely to have been a nursling

of the coarse and profligate camp of Wallenstein.

We know that even under its brightest circumstances,

human nature seldom produces such characters as that

of Thekla ; and that it was not in the Austrian Court

of Ferdinand or the dukedom of Friedland we should

expect to find one of those rare examples. But it

would indeed be a pedantic realism which would seek

to preclude the poet from ever looking for his ideal

above the ordinary standard of humanity; or which,

at all events, would insist upon his accepting the com-

mon types of every-day life as the only realities of

nature. One does not readily see why Schiller, any

more than Raphael or Canova, should be restrained

from endeavouring to embody the highest combination

of beauty and of strength which the attributes of
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Imman nature render possible. Enough, if it be not

something outside nature and out of harmony with

itself; and no one will attempt to suggest defects of

this character in Schiller^s Max and Thekla. Schiller

may be allowed to have done the world a service morally

as well as artistically^ when he familiarized it with the

idea of two beings so pure^ so noble, and yet so en-

tirely human. The character of Thekla is, perhaps,

the more distinctly drawn of the two. She presents

the more exquisitely blended combination of that soft-

ness which in her mother approaches to feebleness,

with that courage which in her father's character

mounts to daring and harshness. Schiller^s artistic

creed was, that he who follows out his own art to its

fullest development of beauty and of truth, needs no

special moral purpose to make his results morally

elevating; that the truth and beauty of the art must

harmonize with, and form part of, the universal truth

and beauty of which religion is to us the highest ex-

pression. This character of Thekla is one of the

rarest examples to prove how far such a theory may

be realized by the intellect and the heart of such a

poet. It is only in Shakspeare you can find a picture

of womanhood to compare with this of Schiller^s.

Who, indeed, has ever surpassed in dramatic art this

embodiment of woman^s highest qualities,— such

maidenly softness, such womanly dignity, such a heart,

such high principle, such courage, and such love ? It

speaks more powerfully than any words can express

for the genius of the poet, that he has thrown such an
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intensity of interest round the character and the fate

of Wallenstein, as to make the love^ the nobleness^ and

the misfortunes of two beings like Thekla and Max
only subordinate features of the drama. Indeed,

Wallenstein himself absorbs so much of the interest,

that the reader is at first apt to overlook the skill

with which some of the minor characters are delineated.

Take the Duchess, Wallenstein-'s wife, for instance.

Could any professedly realistic dramatist have given us

within the same limits a more vivid and suggestive por-

trait of a gentle, kind-hearted, weakly woman, formed

indeed, to make some quiet home happy, but shrinking

into an almost abject feebleness in the crush of events

and the conflict of strong natures amid which she has

been thrown ? The reader sometimes cannot repress a

sensation akin to contempt for her weakness ; but

again, her gentleness, her good-nature, her almost

child-like lament for her quiet, happy days of early

marriage, melt him into an irresistible sympathy and

pity. With so much art is the character suggested

rather than expressed, that one thinks he thoroughly

comprehends its every phase,—can follow every shade

of emotion passing across it ; and yet all that Schiller

has put into the mouth of the Duchess amounts to

but a few dozen lines.

A character of greater depth and variety, and

much more fully drawn, is that of the Countess

Terzky,— a fearless, plotting, unscrupulous, yet

not unkindly, and, towards her brother-in-law at

least, deeply loving woman. A singular instance

h
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of the misapplication of a poet^s meaning I remember

to have seen some years ago in a quotation borrowed

from Countess Terzky. It was set forth as the motto

to a biographical semi-philosophical work, and simply

bore Schiller's name as if it were a moral text given

with the authority of Schiller's own principles. It

was the following passage :

—

" Denn Becld hatjede)' eigene cliarakter

Dei' uhereinstiinmt mit sicli selhst : es giht

Kein andre& Unreclit als den Widers^pruch."

" For every single character has right

Whicli harmonizes with itself : there is

No other wrong than want of harmony."

Of course on such a principle anything might be

justified. I heard an attempt made to found a whole

moral theory upon the lines. Need it be said that

SchiUer had no such meaning ? The lines belong to

the Countess Terzky's sophistical and successful effort

to persuade Wallenstein that he commits no moral

Avrong in breaking his faith with the Emperor. To

quote them as expressing any principle of Schiller's, is

like putting forward some of Lady Macbeth's endea-

vours to steel her husband against conscience and pity,

as the deliberate exposition of Shakspeare's own moral

convictions.

TVallenstein has, undoubtedly, many dramatic de-

fects. It is so full of mere dialogue that the action

sometimes flags heavily, and makes impatient British
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readers yearn for the life and motion of our own great

dramatist. Towards the catastrophe, it is scarcely-

endurable to be detained by the epigrammatic persua-

sions and remonstrances which pass between Butler

and Gordon. But who can remember defects of

structure when he comes to those solemn and thrilling

scenes in which Wallenstein appears for the last time ?

What a nameless terror, what a boding sense of some

fearful catastrophe, hangs over every line of that pas-

sage in which the Countess Terzky, haunted by inde-

finable presentiments of coming danger, clings to

Wallenstein, and vainly endeavours to warn him

against some unknown, foreshadowed fate ! The form

of Wallenstein, as he stands erect, or strides up and

down the chamber, or flings himself into his chair, or

gazes out upon the starless sky quivering with an

uncertain and weird light, is as that of a man on

whom the shadow of death has already fallen.

Despite his own assurances, we can read some pre-

science of a coming fate in his o^vn words,—in his

exquisitely touching tribute to the memory of Max, in

his very efforts to cheer his sister-in-law, in his weari-

ness of life-changes and struggles, in his musings on

the aspect of the gloomy heaven, in which '^ the star

that beamed upon his life^'' is seen no more. Many

fiuch scenes as this would place Schiller on a level

with the greatest poets of any age. I do not think it

is uttering a word beyond the barest justice to say

that, in its kind, it is unsurpassed by anything in

I
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Shakspeare. Schiller subsequently produced dramas

more perfect than Wallenstein, but anything to excel

these passages he did not^ and could not, realize.

The English reader can scarcely be expected to

admit himself entirely satisfied with Schiller^s Mary

Stuart. To do justice to its dramatic and poetic merits

we, of this country, had better discard from our minds

altogether the idea of its being a historical play. It

is not, perhaps, more incorrect, as far as mere facts

are concerned, than many of Shakspeare^s historical

dramas ; but it treats of a period in whose events and

personages Englishmen feel the deepest interest, and

with which they are most familiar. The principal

personages of the drama are among those historical

characters of which it is most difficult to obtain an

impartial view. SchiUer was obviously drawn by

poetic instinct towards the most favourable estimate of

Queen Mary^s character. Indeed, the drama would

greatly fail in poetic interest, if any other view than

this were presented. Accordingly, the central figure is

that of a beautiful and injured Queen, a captive in

the hands of intriguing and unscrupulous enemies

;

her captivity made more dangerous by the rash efforts

of unthinking friends, and rendered doubly bitter by

the basest treachery where most she turned with love

and confidence. The errors of her past life are

scarcely more than hinted at, and then only in the

redeeming and allm'ing form of penitence and spon-

taneous self-humiliation. Elizabeth, on the other hand.
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is scarcely treated with justice. For the faults which

all admit to have belonged to her_, other faults which

cannot be justly charged upon her memory are substi-

tuted j and a due meed of respect is not given even

to the masculine energy and piercing intellect which

no prejudice can deny to her. Selfishness and weak-

ness are made by Schiller her prominent qualities.

Her indecision, when the decree of Mary's fate is

pressed upon her_, is represented as contemptible, and

the motive which decides her at last hateful :

—

" In vain I hide

The stain upon my birth—a rival's hate

Has laid it hare : this Stuart stands before me
Like some eternal, threatening spectre form !

No, no, this fear and doubt must end at last

—

Her head shall fall—I will, I will have peace !

She is the haunting Fury ofmy life

;

A torturing spirit set on me by Fate.

Wherever I would fain have planted hope

Or joy, she like a serpent crossed my way

;

She tore from me the only one I loved

—

She robbed me of a husband—Mary Stuart

Is but the name for every pang I've borne !

Let her but once be blotted out of hfe,

Then am 1 free as are the mountain winds

—

With what a glance of scorn she looked upon me,

As if her look would strike me to the earth,

Poor, feeble creature ! I have keener weapons

—

Their touch is deathly—and thou art no more !"

Even then Elizabeth has not the nerve to pronounce

her sentence with her own lips ; and it is only by an

artifice that she puts in motion the death-warrant
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which, is to rid her of her rival. Engh'shmen can

scarcely admit this to be a true picture even of the worst

failings of Elizabeth ; and the character is one of too

deep a historic importance to allow us to appreciate a

poetically altered version of it. The portrait too which

has been drawn of Burleigh presents that statesman in

an extravagantly distorted light (Schiller allowed the

noble lord to express himself with much greater dis-

tinctness than did Mr. Puff) ; and Leicester, whatever

his weaknesses, and whatever even the darker stains

which rest, by imputation at least, upon his memory,

can scarcely be recognised in the abject and dastardly

traitor and liar drawn by Schiller. Perhaps, indeed,

the principal objection to the drama in the eyes of

Englishmen, is not that the personages are exaggerated

in their historic attributes, but that the people of the

tragedy have no resemblance in good or evil to their

nominal prototypes at all ; and that Schiller only used

certain celebrated names to put upon the stage figures

which have no other relationship whatever to the per-

sonages in English history whose titles they borrow.

These are strong objections to the drama special to

this country, and probably for these reasons English

readers generally do not render justice to its great

poetic merits. "When the celebrated Italian actress,

Madame Kistori, during one of her visits to our country,

appeared on successive nights alternately as Queen

Elizabeth and Mary Stuart, popular admiration seemed

entirely to run in favour of the former personation,
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although the Mary Stuart was that of Schiller^s ex-

quisitely poetical tragedy, and the Queen Elizabeth

was the principal character of a piece of vulgar Italian

stage-play, heavy with inflated commonplaces, and

ludicrous with the most amusing anachronisms.

Exquisitely poetical indeed, and full of occasional

flashes of fiery energy, is this drama, although scarcely

to be classed among Schiller's masterpieces. It ought

to have stood in point of time immediately after I>on.

Carlos ; to which, in despite of critical opinion gene-

rally, I think it decidedly superior. Coming as it did

after Wallenstein, it cannot be read in its order of

succession without impressing on the mind the sense

of comparative failure. But its special merits are

great, and even those who disparage it allow that

it might have made the renown of an ordinary

poet. The very character of Elizabeth, if we leave

history out of the question, is drawn with great skill

;

its pride and its weakness, its selfishness and its self-

deception, are blended with a hand of marvellous

cunning. The contrast between the rival Queens is

intensely dramatic and (again leaving history aside)

unexaggerated. Mary is frail only on the side of the

aff'ections ; Elizabeth's weakness is wholly personal and

selfish. Mary has fallen, because she has loved too

much and too unwisely ; Elizabeth is kept erect by the

restraint of worldly prudence and cunning. The good

and the bad qualities in each arise from opposite

sources, and conduct to opposite results. The scene
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in which the two women meet has often been quoted

as one of the finest and most striking in German

literature. Elizabeth cannot restrain her pride and

triumph, when she sees her rival at last a self-

humiliated supplicant before her. She has sufifered

wrong at Mary's hands, and danger at the hands of

her friends, and she cannot resist the temptation to

give utterance to some words of exultation over the

disarmed enemy and the humbled rival. But Mary,

who has nerved herself to bear coldness, harshness,

even reproaches, cannot endure the sting of some of

the taunts of Elizabeth; and, after several strong

efforts to repress her rising emotion, suddenly bursts

out with that wild energy which sometimes flashes up

in the hearts of the weak, and sweeps her rival from

her presence with a torrent of invective, followed by a

shower of bitter words, every one of which blisters

where it falls. Mary has won in that encounter ; but

she has bought the moment^s triumph with her life. It

would be a waste of time to point out that all tliis,

though quite in harmony with the spirit of Schiller^s

drama, has not much relation to historical probability

;

and that nothing can be more unlike the strong, self-

governed mind of Elizabeth than thus to have engaged

in a public taunting-match with a keen-tongued and

desperate enemy. It is not more out of historical

truth than most of the other incidents of the play, and

it is in the most perfect keeping with the characters

Schiller has drawn.
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Of a more touching interest are some passages in

the closing scenes. Mary^s farewell to her women, as

she stands almost on the very steps of the scaffold,

reminds the reader, in its quiet pathos and simple

heauty, of Beatrice's closing words in The Cenci :—

" Farewell, my Margaret—Alice, fare thee well

—

Burgoyne, I thank thee for thy faithful service,

—

Thy lips burn hot, my Gertrude !—I have been

Hated indeed, but ! I have been loved !

A noble husband make my Gertrude happy.

For such a glowing heart has need of love

!

My Bertha, thou hast chosen the better part :

The pious bride of Heaven thou wilt become

—

O, hasten to fulfil thy sacred vow

;

Deceitful are the fairest gifts of earth

;

That learn here of thy Queen !"

The tragedy of Mary Stuart has, however, one de-

ficiency which almost inevitably withdraws it from the

rank of dramatic works of the highest order. It

wants character : every one of its personages is not an

individuality. Take away Elizabeth and Mary, and

perhaps also the ardent young Mortimer, and the rest

of the dramatis personce are but names. The treachery

of Leicester, and the wiles of Burleigh, are but

treachery and wiles written out. It is here that

Schiller, in this and others of his dramas, falls below

Shakspeare and Goethe, and even below his own best

efforts. Every one in Shakspeare, from the King of

Denmark down to the grave-digger, has individuality

;

even one grave-digger is not the same as another. In
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the earlier parts of Faust and of Wilhelm Meister, in

Wallenstein and William Ttll^ the same life-drawing is

displayed. No reader can fail to appreciate the dis-

tinct individuality of every soldier introduced in WaU
lenstein's Camp; of every mountaineer confederate

who repairs to the trysting-place in William Tell.

Without this characteristic there may be a very great

poem ; but the drama which has it not wants an essen-

tial element of durability. It is in this that Shak-

speare leaves every rival behind,—those of his own age

and country, some of whom are his greatest rivals,

among the number. It is in this that he always surpasses

Massinger, who in many other great dramatic qualities,^

occasionally at least approaches him. It is this which

gives his works their universality ; which makes them

inexhaustible in their infinite variety as human nature

or human society itself. It is not merely dramatic

intensity ; for it would be rash to say that anything^

in modern literature surpasses the intensity of some

scenes in Wallenstein and William Tell. It is not in

pathos : for it is scarcely possible to imagine anything

at once more deeply and more simply pathetic than

the close of the first part of Faust. It is not in

sublimity : for surely the Greek dramatists produced

passages of thrilling sublimity which are destined

never to be out-rivalled. It is not in the conception

of noble self-devotion of character : for did not Cor-

neille produce a Polyeucte ? But the faculty which

gives Shakspeare a pre-eminence over every dramatist
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of older or younger time^ is the power to produce an

endless variety of characters, every one of which has a

personality of its own, stamped as nature herself

stamps it ; each not extravagantly unlike others of its

class, but each so distinctly endowed with peculiar

qualities of its own, that it can never be long con-^

founded with its nearest likeness. You may, by close

observation, discover a greater difference between

Dromio and Dromio, between Antipholus of Ephesus

and Antipholus of Syracuse, than you can between any

two of the ordinary characters, not purposely con-

trasted, of some of the great French dramatists.

Now this test the tragedy of Mary Stuart will not

bear. All the life that is in it, is breathed into the

two central figures : the rest are but names and voices

;

" their bones are marrowless, their blood is cold." Like

many others of Schiller^s works, it is a poem rather

than a di'ama. To produce the greatest of poems and

the greatest of dramas at once, is a triumph of genius

no German ever attained. In our own country the

miserable sentimentalities and spurious morality of

Kotzebue, made, if possible, more miserable by the

most wretched of translations, have caused more

theatres to fill, and more eyes to overflow, than tho

noblest efibrts of Racine or of Schiller ever did. Mr.

Carlyle remarks that when German readers were rap-

turous about Wallensteirij English audiences were

shuddering with awe-stricken delight at The Castle

Spectre, The truth is, Schiller's dramas are not for
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our stage. The Maid of Orleans would not have the

slightest chance with most audiences against The Lady

of Lyons. Schiller^s Wilhelm Tell would probably

be considered a very commonplace and unheroic affair,

when contrasted with Sheridan Knowles's drama of the

same name. To surpass the poet in the closet, and

the playwright on the stage, was the lot of only one

man in the mjodern world.

I have had, hitherto, only to speak of Shakspeare

and Schiller contrasted in order to assign to the

great German an inferior place. But these two poets

in one instance have selected the same historic cha-

racter to work upon ; and if we are just and candid,

we shall instantly allow that, in his delineation of the

Maid of Orleans, Schiller has triumphed over the

corresponding work of his great predecessor. It

is true that Joan of Arc is only an incidental

figure in the play of Shakspeare, while the Maid of

Schiller^s drama is his deliberate choice and the object

of his lavish care : but both characters are sufficiently

distinct for comparison, and it is impossible not

to see how entirely superior is the picture drawn

by the German poet. We in England are usually

so deeply impressed with the genius of Shak-

speare, and we find so much more of what is great

grow upon us the more we study him, that it seems

strange to admit any circumstances to have given

to another poet that superiority, even for once,

which none could have had by the force of genius.
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But will the First Part of King Henry the Sixth

favourably compare with Schiller^s Jungfrau von

Orleans ? Above all^ how will Shakspeare^s concep-

tion of Joan of Arc compare with Schiller^s ? It

w^ould be unreasonable^ perhaps, to complain be-

cause Shakspeare did not view the character of

the Maid of Orleans with a mind wholly free from

the vulgar prejudices of his people and his age ; but

even when every allowance is made for him on

this score, I cannot help thinking the portrait he has

drawn of the woman who led the armies of France to

their most remarkable victories, one which is em-

phatically unworthy of his genius.

The name of Joan of Arc will at once suggest to

the reader at least three famous—perhaps I should

rather say, two famous and one infamous—poetic

renderings of the character of this most remarkable

of historic women. Three men, each in some sense

the representative of his age and nation, embodied

according to their own views or purposes the ideal of

Joan of Arc. These men were Shakspeare, Voltaire,

and Schiller. In Shakspeare^s drama we have some

of the prejudiced ideas of his own age, put forward

from the English and Protestant side. Shakspeare^s

Joan of Arc is, therefore, a clever, daring, coarse-

tongued, ambitious woman ; who has sold her soul to

the powers of evil, partly perhaps for the sake of

national triumph, but more for the love of personal

glory and power; and who is deserted in the end by
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tlie fiends slie has served, and handed over to an igno-

minious death. Her brightest triumphs are won but

by artifice. She bandies coarse jests with her

enemies ; she jeers over the putrifying dead bodies of

great foes fallen; she rejects with brutal contempt

the paternal claims of her poor old father; and con-

descends to the basest of conceivable subterfuges to

escape, even for a brief respite, the death to which her

familiar demons have at length abandoned her. Here

we have simply the vulgarest view which floated

across Shakspeare's age, in which national animosity

and detestation of the Romish religion decided every

question, however remotely connected with either.

The only explanation of the wonders performed in

battle against English adversaries, by a French peasant

girl, must be to pronounce her an audacious strumpet,

who had sold her soul to the devil, and invoked the

powers of hell to her aid. It is quite true that even

Shakspeare^s Joan of Arc is considerably in advance

of the character drawn by chroniclers on the English

side before his time. He has given her at least a cer-

tain power of eloquence and attractiveness, and, up to

her closing scene, some courage, and some genuine

love of country. Excuses enough may be found for

Shakspeare having adopted such a view as he did of

this character; but it is an unreasonable degree of

idolatry, on the part of English critics, to endeavour

to persuade us into admiration of it. The truth is,

that if the First Part of King Henry the Sixth must
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be admitted to have come from Shakspeare^s hand at

all, it is probably the lowest thing which bears his

name, and the character of Joan of Arc the lowest

portion of it. Voltaire^s La Pucelle scarcely deserves

any notice. Two excuses, if excuse can possibly be

found for such a production, may be discovered in the

fact, that Voltaire lived at a time and in a nation

where religion was made the mask of the most detest-

able hypocrisy ; and that the poem was intended as a

burlesque upon a dull and pompous Pucelle written by

Jean Chapelain. Voltaire might, indeed, be pardoned,

if he could not readily connect the idea of a Roman

Catholic miracle with anything but trickery, baseness,

and profligacy. Possibly a very small number of

readers will think the wit and the satire, both of the

keenest and most undeniable power, with which every

page of the poem is filled, some atonement for its

general character. But most people who have read

it, will agree with us in feeling that when every

possible allowance has been made, Voltaire^s poem

still remains an everlasting dishonour, a monument of

shame, to the literature of his country. Even if it

were possible to have a good purpose in such a work,

no purpose could in the slightest degree atone for the

unmanly and heartless indecency which pollutes every

page of it. It is gratifying to know that even genius

and wit have not been able to save such a book from

oblivion; that nothing, indeed, rescues it from public

infamy but public forgetfulness. It would be unbe-

I
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comings even for the sake of the contrast^ to compare

such a work as this with Schiller^s sublime idealization.

Schiller's representation of the Maid of Orleans is

in every respect the very opposite to that of Shak-

speare. As Shakspeare accepted the very lowest form

of the Protestant prejudices of his day, Schiller seized

the very highest and purest type of Roman Catholic

idealism. Schiller's Joanna is of course the principal

figure in the drama ; Shakspeare's Joan but a secondary

and inferior agent. The Joan of Shakspeare holds

interviews on the stage with fiends from hell; the

Joanna of Schiller is lifted into an almost visible

apotheosis by the special interposition of Heaven.

Shakspeare's Joan spurns her old shepherd-father

with curses and contempt; Schiller's Joanna calmly

lays down hope and glory, and submits unmurmuring

to the cruellest accusations, because they came from a

father whose very superstitions she feels bound to

obey with a silent submission. Shakspeare^s Joan

dies a shameful death, made more shameful still by

the base expedient to which she has recourse to pro-

long her life ; Schiller's Joanna expires peaceful,

happy, and glorified. Both poets took the fullest

liberty with history: probably Schiller departed the

farthest from actual fact ; for he made his heroine die

a death of triumph and of glory, not at a stake piled

by exulting enemies, but on a victorious battle-field,

with the King and the knighthood of France in almost

adoring groups around her. But, of the two, Shak-
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speare has surely departed most from the truthful

view of the character of the remarkable enthusiast

whom he painted as so coarse^ despicable^ and base.

It is probable that Schiller has done but scant justice

to stout old John Talbot ; and Shakspeare, on the

other hand^ has not been very impartial in his picture

of the French chivalry. There is indeed far more of

camp and life reality about some of Shakspeare^s

scenes than in the parallel passages of Schiller's drama.

But it would scarcely have suited Schiller's purpose

to paint camp manners in his tragedy so very like

camp manners as Shakspeare has done. The atmo-

sphere of the drama would have been thickened and

sullied by such realities as these. Perhaps the whole

comparison is an unjust one. We must remember

that we are comparing that which is in one sense the

very highest eifort of the German poet's genius with a

drama so much inferior to any other of Shakspeare's,

that some critics have been led to doubt whether it ever

came from his hand at all. It would indeed be^ as

Coleridge remarks, a very rash or ignorant person

who should attempt to compare Schiller with Shak-

speare. Compared with Shakspeare's genius, that of

Schiller is narrow and almost monotonous. But it is

merely an impulse of unreasoning national prejudice

which could set these two dramas side by side, and

expect us to declare that Shakspeare's is the greater.

Nothing of Schiller's deserves so thoroughly the

title of sublime as the Jungfrau von Orleans, It would

I
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lae injustice to compare it with any drama wrought

upon a similar theme short of Shakspeare^s. As a

specimen of ideal art it is probably the finest in

modem literature. Massinger^s Virgin Martyr would

«eem poor and vulgar in comparison. Schiller's Maid

of Orleans is a being inspired from her childhood to

act a great part. She is absorbed^ and, in times of

action, wholly lost as to individuality in it. Super-

natural aid guides and follows her throughout.

Schiller has removed his heroine quite out of the

limits which admit of mere psychological explanation.

He has made her something more than an enthusiast

even of the loftiest and most irresistible kind. Pie

distinctly indicates her to be a person uplifted every-

where by a hand extended from the worlds beyond our

«ight. In thus removing his subject entirely beyond the

limitations of the real or even the possible, Schiller

was enabled to give his drama a harmony and a meaning

which otherwise could scarcely have belonged to it. All

that was noble and solemn in the old Roman Catholic

spirit of unconditional obedience and unquestioning

self-sacrifice, he has preserved, and has eliminated

•every feature which could excite a repelHng sensation.

Such passive and self-abandoning submission as Joanna

shows upon some occasions, would seem abject if it

were submission to the dogmas of a Church or a priest

;

but every such suggestion vanishes before the element

of direct celestial agency which Schiller has had the

•courage to introduce. You abandon probability when
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you read the drama, but you are compensated amply

by tbe harmony and beauty which are gained ; indeed,

no one must enter upon a perusal of the play with any

questionings as to probability at all, or even possibility,

or historical correctness of any kind. The camp of

Charles was not, we can all understand, precisely that

which Schiller has painted it. He kept the dissolute-

ness and the follies of the age quite out of sight. It

might have suited an inferior artist to heighten the

supernatural effect of the beauty and pm-ity of his

heroine by a perpetual contrast with worldliness, and

coarseness, and vice ; but it would have been wholly

out of keeping with the harmony of Schiller's purpose.

One may find innumerable pedantic faults with the

structure of the play ; but when all this has been done,

its immortal beauty and sublimity still remain.

True to the old spirit of Roman Catholic self-

enthralment, Joanna must admit no woman's weak-

ness, no love, no pity even, to stay her purpose for a

moment. The affections of the heart must be deadened

as well as the quivering of the nerves. With the one

throb of womanly love which she cannot repress, her

spiritual power is for the time enfeebled, and she

recognises it, and submits to calumny, exile, and con-

tempt with just the same meekness with which she had

borne glory and adoration. Scarcely is there in any

dramatist a scene more thrilling than that in which

she is accused of witchcraft before the King and

the knights by her besotted and superstitious father,

K
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She is implored by those who still believe her inno-

cent to repel the accusation by one word or sign ; but

in unquestioning submission to what she believes

Heaven^s rebuke for a mementos weakness,, she will

utter no word of self-vindication. Dunois^ faithful in

defiance of all appearance^ flings down his knightly

gauntlet in her defence^ and is answered by that peal

of thunder which seems to the superstitious hearts

around Heaven^s own reply and sentence. Schiller^s

highest quality is not pathos ; but who can think him

wanting in it after having read the last scene of this

drama^ in which Joanna, once more permitted to give

victory to France, and wounded to the death in the

attempt, appeals in such simple and childlike words to

all around to affirm her proved innocence, and begs

that the banner which she has borne in so much

triumph may be given her to clasp in dying :
'^ Not

without my banner may I go up There V
But it is not in the supernatural element of the

character alone that the highest artistic effect is pro-

duced. Joanna is of kin to us all; she has the feel-

ings of humanity and womanhood. She has not chosen

her part ; she loves not war or glory ; but she has

been called, and she has obeyed the call ; she has been

faithful even to slaying. Heart-throbbings, deep un-

quenchable womanly longings for that love which must

never be hers,sometimes stream through her impassioned

and inspired being. She is but of earth, after all, and no
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marble image of a saint—no monumental alabaster.

While the work to which she has been summoned is

going on, she will think of nothing else ; but when

the rush of battle and the glory of victory cease for a

moment, then she puts off the supernatural, and is a

lonely, longing woman again. Exquisitely touching

are her meditations when left for a chance moment at

peace and alone ; her yearnings for the quiet home she

has left for ever; her prophetic knowledge that the

freedom she wins for her country will bring no happi-

ness to herself. No one comes near her who is not

exalted by the influence of her presence ; no nature is

not softened by her, except, indeed, the leaden heart

of her superstitious father. Did Schiller mean to

typify the fact, that any intellect may be influenced,

any nature softened, but those which have steeped

themselves in senseless superstition, and which claim,

by the virtue of their own stupidity and cruelty, in-

fallible wisdom and arbitrary power ? Even the piti-

less Isabeau feels something like a throb of sympathy

for Joanna in her banishment and captivity.

" Banished because thou hast from ruin saved him

—

Hast set the crown upon his head at Eheims,

Hast made him monarch over all of France,

—

Banished for this ! Ay, there I know my son."

What a passionate prayer is that which Joanna sends

up for freedom from her bonds when captive within

sight of the defeat of the French arms !

K 2
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" Hear me, God, in this my liighest need !

Upward to Thee, in burning supplication

Into Thy very heaven I send my soul.

Thou canst the meshes of a spider's web
Make strong as is the cable of a ship

;

Light is it to Thy power the brazen bonds

Into the slenderest spider's thread to change

;

Thou wiliest it, and lo ! these chains shall fall,

These tower-walls rend asunder.—Thou didst give

Thy help to Samson when in chains and blind

Under the bitter gibings of his foes

He stood and suffered ! Trusting unto Thee

He grasped the pillars of his prison-house,

And bowed him down and crushed his foes in ruin !"

Who will interpose to tell us^ that the miraculous

bursting of her chains, her electrifying appearance in

the flying ranks of the French, and the rally and the

victory which follow her, are violations of historic

possibility and dramatic unity ? Such efforts of genius

make laws for literature. We may safely affirm that

any critical rules which conduct us to the condemna-

tion of the structure of this noble drama, are proved

to be absurd by the very conclusions which follow from

them. But, indeed, they w^ho are not familiar with

this tragedy, can scarcely appreciate the difficulty

which criticism must have in preserving its impartiality

while studying it. Who ever read it without emotion ?

Greater monuments of genius the world has pre-

served; a nobler result of heart and genius working

together it has scarcely seen. Not from the imagina-

tion or the intellect alone was such a creation evolved.

The pm'e and noble heart of Schiller sent its own
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exalted aspirations and emotions thrilling along every

line of it. No age and no nation ever can be so

elevated in intellect and so refined in feeling as not

to acquire new intellectual exaltation and moral

improvement from the study and the appreciation of

such a masterpiece of spiritualized art.

The best tribute one can pay to the genius of

Schiller is to say that even this tragedy was not his

greatest ; that his fame would have wanted something,

had his career ended even with the Maid of Orleans.

He never reached a higher point of the merely ideal

;

but if there were anything wanting to the drama I

have last described, it was something of a clearer and

firmer reality ; something of that strength which is to

be obtained only from the elements of living humanity.

This, too, it was Schiller's triumph to attain. There

was a pause, however, before this greatest and last

success. Schiller experimented in a new direction,

and produced The Bride of Messina, constructed on

the idea of the ruling destiny of the Greek drama,

and with something of the Greek dramatic structure.

The attempt, like most other efibrts to reproduce

Greek styles of art under modern conditions, was so

far a failure ; and with all its lyric beauty, and its

wild glimpses of passion and pathos, I regard this

drama as one of the least successful of Schiller's

maturer years, and in this place therefore demanding

from me no more than this brief record.

So far as we have gone, the class of dramas which
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Schiller produced may be said to hold something of a

mediate position between Shakspeare and the French

classic school. Even the very greatest of the French

dramatists appear to have drawn their characters at

second-hand, as if from painting or sculpture. In

marble a figure can express mainly but one emotion,

as it can only represent the action of one instant of

time. You cannot, by any skill of sculptor, chisel a

form which will give the idea of a being whose mood

is divided by conflicting passions and opposing charac-

teristics, and allow to each its proportionate promi-

nence. This is in the very nature of the art itself, and

does not detract from its fullest objects. The French

classic dramatists appear to apply to the drama the

laws of sculpture, and to believe that the unity of

their purpose would harmonize only with indivi-

dualized expressions of one tone of character. Em-

bodied emotions, allegorical types of distinct shades

of human character, fill the French dramas ; but we

do not find there the men and women of nature and

of Shakspeare. It is impossible to select any cha-

racter out of the whole range of Shakspeare's dramas,

and say that it personifies this or that passion or

emotion, and nothing more. No man or woman in

real life does so, and Shakspeare^s life is real life.

Schiller stands, in this respect, far nearer to

Shakspeare than the very greatest of the French

dramatists; but between Shakspeare and him there

is yet a considerable interval. Only in the drama of
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Wilhelm Tell does he appear to us to stand upon the

Shakspearean level; and to contemplate human

nature with a gaze like that which saw in living

humanity the elements of an Othello and a Mercutio^

a Hamlet and a Falstaff. Only into William Tell

can you pass from the study of any of Shakspeare^s

dramas, and not feel that you have lost somewhat of

your hold upon the firm earth of human existence.

"What would any inferior author have made of the

character of William Tell ? If ever there was in

history a legend or subject especially tempting to

mediocrity, especially suggestive of melo-dramatic

sentiment and cheap splendour, it is surely the story

of William Tell. Here was an opportunity to hold

up to the world a somewhat purified kind of Karl

Moor, storming against tyranny in every line, blazing

out with resonant appeals to liberty, and declamatory

apostrophizings of the eternal mountains, and the

lakes, and the wild eagles of Switzerland ! How the

young author of The Robbers would have glowed over

such a theme, and set Germany a-flame with his

burning rhetoric ! We have an example in our own

literature, to show how a man of no mean abilities

can treat such a subject. Sheridan Knowles was a

man of decent dramatic power; perhaps, on the

whole, the most popular English dramatist of our

later days ; and yet a comparison between his

William Tell and Schiller's will precisely illustrate

how different a thing is genius from mere dramatic
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talent. What manner of man is Schiller^s William

Tell ? Just what the real man must, in all probability,

have been ; a man on whom in real life a prominent

and a trying part is forced, not like one acting the

same part with prepared effect for the admiration of

a theatre. Schiller^s Tell is a manly, grave, affection-

ate, unpretending mountaineer; loving his wife and

children in simple peasant fashion j entirely unroman-

tic, except in so far as every daring and unformulistic

nature partakes of romance ; content with the ordinary

toils of his life ; performing his feats of strength,

skill, and daring, not as feats, but merely as a black-

smith wields an enormous hammer, or a sailor goes

aloft in a night of storm, because it is his business

and his duty, without difficulty or fear, but without

the slightest idea of display or ostentation,—indeed,

without a personal or subjective thought upon the

matter at all. Tell is a man superior to his class, not

so much in culture as in intellect : he is superior to

men of his class in other countries, not because of his

higher civilization, but very much for the same reasons

which would make a Red Indian superior in personal

dignity to a Guinea Negro. He has lived a lonely

and silent life among the mountains, and has acquired

something of their silence. He is nothing of a

talker ; there is no touch whatever of the stump

orator about him. When any needful deed is to be

done, he will do it, even if no one else will ; but he

cares little for discussing the subject before or after.
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He has had his own thoughts about the condition of

his country ; but he has said little^ and seems at first

to see no prospect of any call upon his own exertions

or personal interference. Indeed, he has thought of

his country's sufferings only in a distinct human way,

and by no means in an abstract form ; he has seen

people suffer, and he has deeply felt for them;

but he has uttered little about fatherland and

freiheit in the approved Teutonic fashion of patriot-

ism. Just the man most likely to be dangerous to

a despot when pushed too far ; but probably also

just the man a dull selfish despot would see little

reason to dread. He is not one of those who are

engaged in the first conspiracy ; he does not make

one at that meeting—with what simple sublimity

described !—by the Lake of the Four Cantons.

When appealed to on the subject, his answer is

characteristic :

—

" In what you do, leave me ont of your counsel

;

I cannot bear long choosing, long debate

;

But if you need me for some certain deed,

Then call on Tell, be sure he will not fail."

Even when summoned to bow before Gessler^s hat,

he is quiet, and utterly unmelodramatic. There is

no wild outburst about tyranny, no passionate

appeal to human rights. When he refused his

homage, he had no thought of giving any special

offence*:

—
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" Forgive me, noble Sir—from thoughtlessness,

Not disregard of you, it has occurred

—

Were I more prudent, I should not be Tell

:

I ask your pardon—it shall no more happen."

Can there be altogether a more uninteresting per-

sonage to the lover of the romantic and the grand ?

How Kotzehue would have despised such quietness

and simplicity \ Can we believe that Lord Lytton

really admires this play ? Read the drama,, study this

character, and see what simple grandeur, what depth

of meaning lie in it. A finer piece of art than the

blending of this one character lives not in literature.

What a manly strength of mind, what an untaught

dignity, what a clear intellect, lie under the silent

homehness of this mountaineer ! With an art wholly

indescribable, Schiller has infused something of the

character of the regions in which his hero lived, (re-

gions which the poet never saw,) into every phase of

the nature he pictures. Tell could not have been the

nursling of a flat country. We cannot think of him

but as a man whose moods lonely ravines, and wastes

of snow, and mountain-peaks, have helped to fashion.

There are the steady nerves of one whose existence

^very day depends upon a clear eye, cool head, and

firm, deliberate action ; the laconic speech of one who

lives much alone ; the short, emphatic utterances of

one who, when he speaks at all, has to speak most

commonly where the meaning of no accent must be

lost ; the thoughts of one whom a life both active and
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secluded allows to think, but not to brood or indulge

in reverie. No other circumstances,, no other regions,

could have fashioned such a man. His language is of

that proverbial, sometimes almost epigrammatic, cha-

racter, which a mountaineer of more thought than

culture naturally adopts. When he thinks, it is only

in the simple, personal way, natural to a man who

has lived all his life in one place, who has neither read

nor travelled, who sees things going wrong or right

about him, and is concerned by them, but has scarcely

any power of generalizing or taking any abstract view

of them.

Quite different are some of the other people of the

drama. Quite different, for instance, is Attinghau-

sen. He and those of his class are men of rank and

influence. The condition of the country and its

government affect them like individual responsibilities.

They have education such as belonged to their times

;

they have the traditions of their ancestors ; they know

what the governments of other countries are, and what

national liberty means. All these circumstances have

a still higher effect when quickened by the generous

enthusiasm of youth and womanhood in Bertha. But

Tell is emphatically the man of action ; not of educa-

tion, not of meditation, not of sentiment. He has

his superstitions, like all others of his age and class

;

and, whatever the evident force of his natural intellect,

he is still in no way projected out of the framework of

the age and the circumstances in which he lived. To
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serve a friend^ a neighbour,, or even a stranger^ to

guard wife and child^ or to avenge a wrong done to

them, this is a man to do anything and dare anything.

When Switzerland arms for her deliverance, he will

be in the very front of her battle, braving danger there

just as he braved the storm to save poor Baumgarten,

because it is the impulse of his soul to do it, not from

any settled maxims of patriotism in the one instance,

or neighbourly duty in the other. You may easily

find a grander character ; but a truer one no literature

can contain. What a scene is that—incomparable to

any out of Shakspeare—where Tell sits down in the

pass of Kiissnacht to wait for his enemy ! People

come up and talk to him, and endeavour to draw him

into gossip. He blends all that is said into some

muttered connexion with his own wrongs and his own

determination. The music of a wedding-festival rings

down the ravine where he sits brooding upon the deed

he is about to do, and unconsciously, irresistibly,

mingling in every reply he utters to the babble poured

into his ear some reference to his own purpose and his

own emotions. Nothing I know of is like to this

scene in intensity, unless it be that in Macbeth, where

the murderer endeavours to listen and reply to the

conversation of the attendant Thanes, while he waits

in an agony of expectancy for the cry of murder which

he knows another moment or two must inevitably pro-

duce. Perhaps with this thrilling scene the drama

ought to have closed. With the slaying of Gessler by
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Tell's hand^ and the wild outburst of long-stifled

national energy which follows^ such a work of genius

should have found its natural culmination. But with

whatever slight defects of structure, this William Tell

remains, in my opinion, the noblest, as it was the

last, of Schiller^s works. Prom The Robbers to this

masterpiece of genius, what a distance, and in how

short a time, has the poet traversed ! If William

Tell may not be placed w^holly upon a level with one

of Shakspeare^s tragedies, there is, at least, no other

author of the modern dramatic schools who has sur-

passed it. In its simplicity and its clearly ordered

groupings, it reminds one of those Greek dramatists

whom French authors so laboured to imitate and were

so utterly unlike. The resemblance here lies only in

the organic affinity of genius to genius, and not in

any imitation of structure, or copying of style. Our

own Lear and Hamlet do not belong more entirely to

the literature of England, than the immortal scenes

of William Tell to that great German literature, on

whose roll it can only be said that Schiller^s name has

not the foremost place.

As a balladist, the characteristics of Schiller^s style

contrast more obviously perhaps with those of Goethe

than even in his dramas. Schiller is more animated,

more popular, more thrilling, perhaps, in some few of

his ballads ; but he has not the infinite variety, nor

that nameless grace of exquisite expression condensed
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into the quintessence of beauty and force^ whicli in

the minor poems of Goethe bid defiance to translators.

Schiller^s are more full, but less intense ; more

eloquent, but less penetrating ; more rich in colour,

but with less variety of shade and hue. Probably

Schiller^s Song of the Bell is in its own kind unparal-

leled—certainly not to be surpassed—in modern

literature. It must be owned that Goethe has rarely

even attempted such a splendid lyrical effort. Some

of his most exquisite scraps of song seem like mere

curiosities when placed beside this noble ballad of

Schiller's. Of its own kind, too, and viewed of course

merely in the poetic acceptation which its author

meant for it, it would be difficult to find a more

beautiful piece of lyric composition than the lament

for The Gods of the Grecian Land. The charm of

Schiller's ballads is a lofty species of poeticized

eloquence, lifted altogether beyond the common range

of thought and of language, elevating the souls of

those who read into regions of ideal beauty, into

aspirations and hopes quite out of the atmosphere of

every-day existence. The peculiarity of Goethe's

ballad style is that it reflects every conceivable mood

of the human mind, every phase of human feeling,

and ranges over the widest variety of emotions in the

rapidest transition, in language generally simple and

sometimes bare, but always musical, always graceful,

and often thrilling the senses through with some

phrase of indescribable beauty, some word or two of
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piercing pathos. Goethe delighted to mirror in his

verse every shade and every gleam passing across the

heart of mere humanity. Schiller only loved to

range among those elevated regions above ordinary

inhabitings to which his freest moods of mind naturally

lifted themselves in longing. The one was content to

make the best of reality as it was_, and to seek his

materials within its limitations. The other clung to

literature and poetry because they raised him beyond

routine existence into that ^' ideaF^ which he so long-

ingly contemplated^ and so touchingly apostrophized in

song.

Schiller^s career closed fittingly with his Wilhelm

Tell. Life had long been with him but a slow struggle

with disease ; and on the 9th of May, 1805_, death had

conquered all its power could touch. Schiller^s end

was singularly peaceful. When asked just before his

death how he felt, his answer was in the memorable

words, " Calmer and calmer.^"* Lives like Schiller^s

should indeed grow calmer as they near their close.

Germany may well prize the memory of such a man

;

and she is fully privileged and entitled to honour her

poet dead whom she did not neglect while living.

None of the bitter feelings which cling around the

memories of other great men will strike like a discord

among the tones of his posthumous praise. His life

was not, indeed, on the whole one of happiness

and brightness ; but he suflfered at least none

of that early neglect which has clouded the
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•whole career of so many other men of genius.

He no sooner stepped forward as an author than

his nation recognised him_, made a place for him,

and proclaimed his victory already won. His fame

did not come to him, as to so many others, a late and

unavailing compensation for the hloom and bright-

ness of life worn away in uncheered and unrecognised

struggle. The world did not, as it has done in so

many other instances, suppress its plaudits until they

could no longer reach the ears or the heart of the poet.

Schiller was but a boy when he won renown. One

single effort placed him among the foremost of his day,

and from that moment he never lost and never will

lose the position he so early reached. Young authors

who cannot find enterprising and appreciative pub-

lishers the very moment they look for them, may

gather encouragement or learn modesty from the fact

that Schiller had to print his Robbers, even as Goethe

did his Goetz von Berlichingen, at his own expense.

But the awakening spirit of German literature was

singularly quick to recognise and generous to honour

any new indication of genius ; and Schiller found, as

Goethe had done, a public not only encouraging but

enthusiastic. Indeed, as I have already pointed out,

the chief danger which awaited Schiller was that of a

public so enraptured with an immature and youthful

effort as to afford what might have been fatal en-

couragement to a man of more vanity and less self-

sustainment. Germany may look back upon the life
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of her great dramatist with a pride unmingled with

bitterness. If his career was shorty it was singularly

full ; and his death was like a heroes at the moment

of victory. He exemplified in his conduct his

own noble lesson^ and reverenced when a man

the dreams of his youth. That love of liberty^ that

sympathy with humanity, which had been the passion

of his boyhood, only grew calmer, deeper, more expan-

sive, with the growth of his intellect. The somewhat

extravagant ideas of liberty and emancipated reason

into which Schiller plunged from the thraldom of his

school-days, scarcely need excuse. Few generous, high-

spirited young men avoid passing through an era

when they are filled with a passionate thirst to set

about altering the whole scheme of the world, and to

regenerate everything after the Medea-caldron process.

Schiller had just arrived at this stage, when he broke

from his school imprisonment ; and it would have been

out of all reason to expect from such a youth, under

such circumstances, a philosophic deference to rule and

custom. But there never was a man less inclined

towards turbulence of any kind than Schiller. The

French Revolution appeared to him at first, as it

did to so many other enthusiastic and noble na-

tures, a kind of social renaissancej a new birth of

thought, a new dawn of a better civilization, like

the advent of Christianity, or the upspringing of

the Reformation. It seemed to him, as it did to so

many others, the realizing of all his early hopes and
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dreams of a social condition in which the laws of

brotherhood, and morals, and religion, should super-

sede the governments of Kings, and the authority of

mere force. But he soon discovered his mistake.

Early in the progress of the Revolution, he saw the

ruin which was falling upon his hopes ; and he medi-

tated addressing in his own name—one which had its

influence then among all followers of liberty—a manly

appeal to France, against the course of self-destroying

madness into which the new freedom was precipitating

itself. The wild crash which immediately followed,

and the blood-deluge over which in France scarce any

mountain top appeared, and scarce any ark of safety

bore its burden, soon rendered all thought of any such

mild intercession futile and hopeless. It was aban-

doned, and with it Schiller^s faith in the French

Eevolution ; but not with it his love for liberty. To

the honour both of his intellect and his heart, dis-

appointment did not produce one shade of change in

his manly sympathy with the true freedom of humanity.

In one of his bitter epigrams, Goethe recommends

men to rid the world of a young enthusiast, because

inevitable disappointment is sure to convert him into

a hypocrite and a villain. This was not written,

such satire has no force, in regard to hearts and

intellects like those of Schiller. Nothing of the best

part of his youthful nature but developed and grew

better with his growing years. The regrets which

some readers perhaps cannot help feeling, on
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grounds more especially affecting religions faith^ it is

no part of mine to discuss. I think it enough to

know that the heart of Schiller always longed

for the pure Truth, and to trust that in the end he

found it.

L 2
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O man probably ever during his own

lifetime enjoyed more of a poet's fame

tlian the great singer whose name is the

title of this chapter. He was the first

lyrical poet in his own country^ acknow-

ledged, and without the most distant rivalry. He was

recognised as the first French lyrical poet by the world.

He was the most popular among the multitude and the

most admired by the few. Many great Frenchmen,

honoured by the name of poet in their own country.

Englishmen look on as verse-rhetoricians, verse-

orators ; but this was a very poet. He was, indeed,

far more literally " the poet of all circles " than the

lyrist to whom these words were applied. He had the

happy characteristic of combining in himself many of

the greatest attributes of the national genius of many

countries. He had the grace, the fire, the vivid force

of his own people. He had the simplicity which is

rarelv a companion of French genius. He had the
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truest poet-soulj in a country whose literature is more

deficient perhaps than that of any other in Europe in

what may be called the inmost poetic element. Some

of his ballads are exquisite curiosities of art, as well as

great organs to stir the souls of nations. They may

be compared to statues which on the top of a column

delight the distant spectator by their noble outlines

and symmetrical proportions, and amaze the critical

artist when more closely viewed by their elaborateness

of detail and minute perfection.

But if Beranger was universal in the characteristics

and elements of his genius, he was essentially national

in feeling and spirit. As politician, satirist, and poet,

he was a true Frenchman. He was the poet of Love

and Glory, each after the newest and oldest French

fashion. People used to be in the habit of speaking of

Beranger as a poet of liberty, another Tyrtseus or

Korner. But it would be difficult to find a true song

of freedom in all the collection which Beranger has

bequeathed to the world. The glory of the nation,

not the freedom and happiness of the people, was the

theme which animated, inspired, and enraptured him.

To see France the mistress of nations, led every year

to new fields of triumph by a beloved and resistless

dictator, was the longing which thrilled through his

verses. His poet-dreams deified Napoleon. The lyrist

cannot be expected to fall into a rapture about an

abstract principle ; and the victor of Marengo was to

the poet the embodiment of French glory and the
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missionary of France^s destiny. The greatest general

of France liad therefore the greatest lyrist of France ta

sing pseans for his triumphs^ and to lament for half a

long life in dirges which echoed all over the world his

humiliation and his fall. What king or conqueror

ever before had such a monument as this poet has

raised for his idol ? Scarcely a single ballad of all

the many Beranger has thus dedicated^ which would

not serve to carry the fame of its hero along through

all time. And besides the Napoleon songs^ if I may so

call them^which the published collection contains^Ihave

somewhere read that agreat number which never yet saw

the light are to be laid before the world by the guardian

to whom in his lifetime the poet consigned them.

Perhaps the finest of all we yet know is the glorious

'' Souvenirs du Peuple/^ one too familiar to all readers

to need translation^ and, indeed, too exquisitely peculiar

in its simplicity to pass unharmed through any trans-

lating process. Almost equally beautiful, almost

equally well-known, is '^ Le Cinq Mai.^^ In both songs

there is a kindred and congenial simplicity. The lips

of age reverently but plainly tell, with a pathetic force

wholly indescribable, their memories of the hero and

his fate. Not often does Beranger wander far from

his dearest theme. In the " Garret^^ song, we drink to

the great victory which the idol has just won. The
'^ Old Corpora?^ doomed to death for having resented

the insult of an arrogant young officer, can die con-

tented, but could not bear such an outrage, for he had
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served the Great Man. The " Old Flag/' furled and

laid in the dust, is an ever-present memorial of the

time when to own it '^ repaid France for the blood it

cost/^ Of the fatal day when the meteor went out in

the trenches of Waterloo,, the poet will not sing

—

'^ That name shall never sadden verse of mine." It is

not the least remarkable feature in the career of

Beranger^ that a universality of fame has been con-

ceded to one, many of whose songs, and the finest of

them, have so peculiarly national a theme. For

unquestionably the fire, the pathos, the whole poet-

genius of Beranger, never reached their utmost except

in the immortal songs in which he consecrated the

deeds and the memory of Napoleon Buonaparte.

With the impression of these Napoleonic ballads

fixed on the mind, one does not like to consider what

a delusion was this poet-dream, and what a sacrifice

Beranger made of his genius, as thousands had made

of their blood. The poet had too much hot sponta-

neous feeling to be a safe politician, and was always

idolizing or denouncing some one who did not deserve

to be so dealt with. In the remarkable preface of

1833, he says—" I have utilized my poet^s life, and

that is my consolation. A man was wanting who

could speak to the people the language which they

understand and which they love, and who should create

for himself imitators to vary and multiply the versions

of the same text. I have been that man. Liberte

and la Patrie, people said, might very well have dis-
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pensed with your refrains. Liberie and la Patrie are

not sucli great ladies as some suppose : tliey do not

disdain the co-operation of anything which is popular.

It would be^ it seems to me, an injustice to pass a

judgment upon my songs without taking into account

the influence which they have exercised. There are

moments for a nation when the best music is that of

the drum which beats the charge.^^ For the sake of

the poet, I prefer not to measure him by the standard

he thus proposes. It is my full belief (and, if I had

but time and space, I should like, as Mr. Midshipman

Easy would have said, to argue the point), that a great

poet seldom makes a more complete mistake than

when he falls into the generous delusion of " utilizing

his career.^' If a man has a special gift conceded to

him apart from all other men, he may take it for

granted that the best way he can serve the world is

by developing its attributes especially. To be the

faithful minister and organ of his own genius is the

most truly patriotic work a poet can do. A crisis

may, indeed, come when the poet may worthily use

his most precious ornament, as the women of Carthage

did theirs, to serve his country in her passing struggle

;

when, in plain words, he may make his genius the

servant of his political passion. But the poet should

be very sure indeed that he is on the right side, and

that his object is in reality a patriotic one. A poet

locked up in his garret, singing odes to abstractions,

and lamentations to lost loves, while his country-
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men are rushing to arms, may for tlie time seem rather

a poor figure; but he is certainly much better

employedj both for himself and for his neighbours, for

the present and the future, than if, with all the force

of his genius and his passion, he were urging forward

his infuriated countrymen to a reckless waste of hap-

piness and life in a hopeless struggle, and for an

unworthy object.

It is some consolation to reflect that if Beranger

was not a safe politician, he was unquestionably a

sincere one ; that if he idolized a monarch, his was

the rapture of true hero-worship, not the sycophantic

adulation of the court-poet. Indeed, he was little of

a flatterer, and his hate burned with a flame much

hotter than his love. So much bitterness and

vehemence was probably never before compressed into

a few light ringing couplets as may be found in some

of his satirical ballads. Many of them are positively

painful to read, they are so fierce, so unthinking, so full

of hate. Not that he could not write easy, graceful,

pleasant satire, too, with good meaning in it, keenly

but not poisonously edged, such as the "Traite de

Politique ^ Fusage de Lise.^' But in general he is

a savage satirist, of the tomahawk-brandishing kind.

When the political passions of the day have come to

be almost forgotten, people will perhaps wonder, or it

may be smile, at the poet^s fierce exaggeration ; and

more, perhaps, than now will unite in the regret that

a genius so essentially universal should so often have
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been sacrificed to singing the praises of any idol, or

denouncing the enemies of any political party.

But whatever may be thought of the results arising

from the sacrifice of Beranger^s genius to a political

end_, there can be no difference of opinion as to

another sacrifice of that genius which the poet too

often committed. I am no advocate of poetry with a

moral eternally affixed to it. Works of art of what-

ever kind; like the beautiful and the sublime objects

of nature^ carry their moral with them in the images

and thoughts with which they fill and purify and ethe-

realize the heart. But what are we to say of the

poet who degrades his heaven-conferred endowments

to the expression of conceptions and language such as

are the deepest degradations of common manhood?

No enthusiasm of admiration for one of the sweetest

singers who ever lived, no refinement of charity to-

wards the memory of a great man dead, can excuse a

critic who, on a survey of Beranger's works, hesitates

to express the strongest condemnation, the most utter

abhorrence and contempt, for a very large portion of

them. It is a deeply painful reflection that a great

proportion of Beranger^s published songs is unfit to

read or to hear. Two of the latest Paris editions are

now before me. Probably one-fourth of the contents

of each is matter which never ought to have been

written or printed. And these editions are not com-

plete. They have undergone at least some degree of

purgation. One might have thought some of the
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songs contained in them the most indecent ever put

into type, if he did not know that earlier editions con-

tain specimens of a still more revolting grossness.

Never probably in the history of literature were such

verses produced with so little of excuse for their pro-

duction. Juvenal was indecent, but it was because of

his too outspoken denunciations of vice. Dryden was

indecent, but he lived in an age when obscenity was the

common language of every day among those with whom

he chiefly mixed. Massinger's noble plays are stained

with many a foul expression ; but we know that much

of the coarseness his published pages contain was the

work of another hand ; and no one can deny that the

tone of his di-amas is one of a pure and exalted

morality. Swift revelled in gross language, but it

was often like that of the fever ward or the lunatic cell.

But Beranger did not vrrite to denounce vice like

Juvenal ; he did not live in an age like Dryden^s ; his

works suffered no interpolation like Massinger^s ; he

had not a disordered mind like Swift. With the

clearest and the healthiest mind, the most refined per-

ceptions of. his art, he delighted to set his genius to

work at the production of the most debasing concep-

tions. His language had the grossness of Rabelais ;

his wit too often the heartless indecency of Congreve.

It is a deeply humiliating reflection that so much

genius and high feeling could not keep the mind of

Beranger eternally exalted at least above the lowest

range of human debasement. Take physic, intellect I
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The noblest fancy of its age could occupy its strength

in the meanest work^ and proudly exhibit the pro-

ducts of its degradation side by side with its highest

realizations. That Beranger must in his closing years

have regretted deeply the publication of productions

so shameless, so unmanly, is almost certain. While

we are estimating the whole character of the man, we

must indeed take this belief into our consideration,

and we must connect with it the observation that the

proportion of his objectionable songs appears, accord-

ing to the dates prefixed, to have diminished with his

growing years. But the critic cannot on this account

hesitate to express his judgment upon the poems as

they are, which have been given to the world, and

cannot be modified or withdrawn. In the preface of

1833 Beranger thus attempts a vindication of this

portion of his works :
" I can conceive the reproaches

which many of my songs must have drawn down upon

me from austere minds, little disposed to pardon any-

thing, even to a book which did not pretend to serve

for the education of young ladies. I shall only say,

if not as a defence, at least as an excuse, that these

songs, the foolish inspirations of youth, have been

very useful companions to grave refrains and

political couplets. Without their assistance, I am
tempted to believe that the latter could not well

have gone either so far, so low, or even so high.^^ It

would be a waste of words to discuss such an excuse

as this. To secure the goodwill of fashion for the cause
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of popular freedom^ the poet does well who serves up

his musical treats seasoned with a sufficiently tempting

sauce of indecency. To make way for his ballads into

the hearts of the people, he must now and then blas-

pheme with the blasphemer,, and outvie the obscene in

obscenity. The cause of national freedom or national

glory has been served after many strange fashions, but

assuredly this is the first time a patriot ever aspired to

the exaltation of his race by such a process as this.

The epithet of "old heathen/^ which was once so

freely flung upon the greatest man of his age in Ger-

many, would be far more appropriately bestowed upon

the greatest poet of his age in France. There is

some difference of opinion as to the morality

even of Goethe^s lightest verses, but there cannot

possibly be any difference of opinion whatever as to

the morality of a very large proportion of Beranger's

songs.

Indeed, it is as an heathen poet we must look upon

Beranger if we are to estimate him with anything like

fairness upon his proper level. Measured by the

standard of Christian morals, one must think that

seldom was genius more often and more entirely per-

verted. The truth is, these are pagan poems. An
atmosphere of thorough paganism surrounds and per-

vades the whole. The glory Beranger would have

France pursue is the old idol who is to be won by the

ever fresh sacrifice of blood. Whether the happiness

of the people, with whom he really sympathized
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deeply, was to be advanced by such a pursuit, appears

to have concerned him very little more than it might

have concerned the chief bard of Alexander the Great.

He is independent in his famous garret as Diogenes

was in his famous tub, and will have nothing to come

hetween him and his sunshine, except indeed the shawl

with which Lisette gracefully drapes the window. He
sings of love just as Horace does, as sweetly and as

lightly. Lisette might as well be Lalage or Pyrrha.

When he sings of wine, one can hardly help wonder-

ing why he speaks of Champagne and not Falernian,

and why he does not tell of his brows crowned with

flowers, and his locks exhaling perfumed ointments.

A fine world this was the poet made for himself, bright^

beautiful, and evanescent as the bubbles of the wine

or the laugh of Lisette,

" Dans un grenler qu'on est bien a vingt ans !"

No scruples of conscience make the pleasant Attic

Nights uncomfortable, and no jealousies embitter the

poet^s love. His passion is of that easy kind which

inspires graceful songs, but breaks no hearts. Our

epicurean knows that he must die to-morrow, and

therefore must snatch all the time he can for pleasure.

Now that his to-morrow has become our yesterday, one

is tempted to regret that the shade of Beranger cannot

be found wandering about Elysian fields as bright and

measureless as those of Martin-'s picture, with

Anacreon, Catullus^ and Horace for his companion
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spirits^ all drinking ever-renewing draughts whicli give

no headache^ and beguiled by the gay prattle of

Pbrynes^ and Lesbias, and Lisettes^ as smiling and

witty as when on earthy and a good deal more

faithful.

But what then becomes of Beranger the bitter,

burning, political satirist—Beranger the enraptured,

self-forgetting minstrel of the conqueror—Beranger

the impassioned votary of the glory of France?

Alcibiades at table and Alcibiades in battle were not

more unlike than Beranger in one song and Beranger

in another. He is fittingly represented to the mind

in the little engraving on the cover of the 1856

edition, where there are two faces seen—one joyous,

round and rosy, the lips bubbling, as it were, with

smiles, wine and flowers all around, the other sad,

stern, bitter, a dark face leaning on a haggard hand,

lonely, in a prison. It is thus we must think of the

author of " Roger Bontemps,^^ and ^^ Le Petit Homme
Gris;'' of " Le Cinq Mai,'' and "Le Convoi de

David.''

Perhaps Beranger is most welcome in his sadness,

his simple, penetrating pathos. It is his charm as a

poet to have been equally a master of the joyous and

the melancholy—of light mockery and of passionate

energy. It is his misfortune to have been often mis-

led into an abuse of his passion and his satire—it is

his shame to have as often degraded his joyousness

into buffoonery and ribaldry. Why were these con-
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trasts in such a spirit ? Because it was never more

than human. There is a ray of pure light which we

miss in the poems of this " brilliant Frenchman/^

Modern poetry is in no respect more distinguished

from that of extinct ages than in the fact that it is

suffused by the consciousness of a beauty not that of

earthj for ever shining in upon our ordinary life^—

a

beauty which reveals itself in inanimate nature^ in the

love ofliberty, in the human affections, in sorrows and

joys, in partings, in death. It is the light which the

English poet tells us " never was on sea or shore ^^—
the rest which the German pictured ^^ over all the

mountain tops.'' For men such as these earth had no

satisfying joy, no sleek and rosy contentment. The

beauty of nature but faintly symbolized to them a

beauty far more exquisite, a beauty eternal. Human
love but led upwards to the thought of a state of

being when affections should be purified from all

earthly taint, freed from all weary details of routine

existence, secured from frustration or tantalization.

The noblest thoughts of Coleridge and of Wordsworth

were drawn from this inspired longing. Even Byron

was sometimes etherealized by such glimpses breaking

in upon the chaos of a distracted spirit. Moore felt

such emotions sometimes, through all his chirping,

cicada-like ebullitions. Dante must have been filled

with such thoughts. The German poets are deeply

steeped in this sensation, some even to an unintelli-

gible mysticism or a morbid sentimentalism. But
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nothing of this kind ever disturbed Beranger. He was

all esprit—not soul. His melanclioly was toucHngly

human indeed^ but never divine. His longings did

not look upwards. Friends, freedom, wine and song

would have made him a paradise anywhere. Indeed,

he gives little indication even of that intense perception

of the beauty and the soul of inanimate nature which

is so peculiar and thrilling a chord of modern song.

The poets with whom Beranger is most usually

compared are Horace, Burns, and Thomas Moore. A
great many points of resemblance may be remarked

between the Roman poet and our subject. The phi-

losophy of Beranger is, as we have already observed,

of a character peculiarly Horatian. But there is

infinitely more warmth of feeling, more heart in the

Frenchman's songs, with all his faults. They have

the grace, the brightness, the amber-polish, the

curious felicity, but they have a great deal more.

There are songs of Beranger's which seem only fitted

to be sung by a regiment about to charge ; music

only such as should be sounded in the blast of a

trumpet. There are satirical ballads which have all

the fierce bitterness of a woman's hate, mingled with

the uttermost strength of a man's passion. And
there is pathos of the softest kind, gentle, tender

feeling, such as Maecenas's protege knew little of.

Many of Beranger's ballads cannot possibly be, read

by the coldest critic without deep emotion. One may

be allowed to doubt whether the warmest admirer of

M
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Horace could honestly say that he was ever deeply

touched by any of that poet^s exquisitely graceful odes.

Beranger was the poet of a nation—the poet of a

race ; the external mouldings and ornaments which

sometimes make us think we see a Horace trans-

figured^ are little more than chance attributes_, which^

taken away, would have left the true poetic part almost

uninjured.

The resemblance to Burns is far more real, and

perhaps in all general features no better comparison

can be made. Both were eminently poets of every-

day nature. Both had strength, simplicity, and feel-

ing as leading characteristics. Both were what may

be termed picturesque poets, fond of producing

ballads which seem like groups, fond of bringing the

most idealized subject distinctly before the eyes of the

reader by some homely allusion or slight descriptive

touch. The materials upon which they wrought were

often strikingly similar, and had each been less en-

tirely original, the products must inevitably have borne

a close resemblance. But each poet was too decidedly

spontaneous and of his own kind to allow of his works

bearing any family likeness to others. Two com-

mon-place popular balladists will produce you two

popular songs of progress and universal brother-

hood so like that you can hardly tell one from the

other. But the same subject, worked on by the

genius and the art of Burns and Beranger, gives you

two noble, newly-born ballads, never anticipated, and
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never to be imitated. Compare^ for instance, " k.

man-'s a man for a' that/^ and that soul-stirring burst

of manly anger with, which Beranger declares himself

^^ Vilain et tres vilain/'' The same power of shower-

ing out burning, molten words, forming something too

fierce to be called satire, was shared by the author of

'^ Holy Willie^s Prayer," and the author of that

painful piece of savage humour, ^^ Le Bon Dieu."

But the northern had a higher nature, with all his

faults, if the Frenchman was the more thorough artist.

Nothing in Burns surpasses the spirit of '^ Le chant

de Cosaque," the joyous abandon of ^^ Eoger Bon-

temps," the simple pathos of ^^ Le Vieux Caporal." But

one must look in vain through the pages of Beranger

for such a realization of pure and refining sorrow,

such a retrospect upon a lost heaven of earth, as the

exquisite lament for ^^ Highland Mary."

In the fact that he is the greatest lyric poet of his

nation, that he is a patriot after his own fashion, and

that his leading themes were his country, his loves,

and his wine, Beranger very closely resembles Thomas

Moore. There is, however, an elemental dissimilarity.

The simplicity which is the strength and the beauty at

once by which we are most delighted in the former, is.

the one attribute most wanting to the latter. The

melody of Moore^s songs comes out with difiiculty

under the pressure of clogging ornaments, and the

ornament is very often mere gilt and spangle. Moore

has more conceits than Cowley or Suckling, more

M 2
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metapliors and similes than Homer and Jean Paul

Richter together. Never was a poet more thoroughly

natural than Beranger. Out of the fulness of his

heart his mouth speaks; and the utterance of full

hearts rarely comes in metaphors and bewildering

conceits. Every phase of the broad, bright, changing

expanse of Beranger^s nature is reflected in the flow

of his song. Whether he is joyous or sad, loving or

hating, he compels his hearer to rejoice or pity, love

or hate, as he does, for the simple earnestness and un-

disguised nature of the singer find their way straight

to the very heart. But Beranger knew that a great

poet must do more than move hearts. The popular

heart is easily moved ; almost any poor juggler can

sometimes succeed in doing so. Nothing is easier

than to play at pathos or passion for a while, until the

trick is found out by which the sword is swallowed or

the onion concealed. Every year almost some new

performer gathers a crowd around him. It may be

Kotzebue or Eugene Sue, it may be ^^ Claude

Melnotte'^ or "La Traviata.'^ The thing succeeds

admirably for a while, and even long after half

the passers-by have quite discovered how the per-

formance was made up, fresh crowds still keep won-

dering and cheering, or, according as the nature of

the exhibition may be, perhaps crying. Now,

Beranger cared little for being a popular author in

that sense. He knew that a great poet must, indeed,

be capable of commanding the hearts of the unlettered
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as well as the deeply-read ; but lie must also reverse

the power^ and control the intellect of the scholar and

the artist, as well as that of the peasant and the

gamin. ^^ Invent, conceive/^ he has himself said,

" for those vrho cannot read—write for those who

know how to write/^ This is the secret source from

which the perennial fame of the poet will come.

Beranger has perpetuated the perishableness of his

mortal nature in the eternal marble of art. He sank

the foundations of his great work deeply down in the

common earth of natural humanity, and he raised its

summit high up in the pure and rarefied air of intellec-

tual refinement.

I cannot pass from the name of Thomas Moore

in connexion with that of Beranger, without observing

one point of peculiar resemblance. This is a certain

strain of careless melancholy dashed through many

even of the most joyous songs of each. One of the

most exquisite peculiarities of the genius of Thomas

Moore is that low, sad symphony which runs through

all his songs. In the gayest moment, amid the most

vivacious or exulting chorus, comes in the note of that

minor key, filling the heart of the listener with an un-

defined melancholy, vague as that of the evening air

of autumn. Something of the same peculiarity is

traceable through many of the songs of Beranger.

The sad strain which thus mingles with the rattling

chords of these poets is not indeed like the bitter,

fierce sorrow of Byron, or the sick wail of Heine ; and
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it is too peculiarly upward from earth to be like the

resigned and sweetening melancholy which descends

upon the ballads of Uhland. But it is touching, and,

such as it is, it at least is real. No man can read or

hear wholly without emotion " Le Grenier/^ or " Doth

not a meeting like this make amends V^ These feel-

ings are not too high for any of us. We can all feel

thus—^he must be very young or very philosophic who

never has felt thus. We cannot all be expected to

sympathize to the full with every note of anguish from

the heart of Manfred or Faust. But here are regrets

all can appreciate, and melancholy which does not

come out of the gaspings of an overstrained intellect.

Let us think as we may of the happiness which

Beranger connected mth his youth, it is impossible

to be unmoved by the words in which such a man

laments the decay of such a season.

It was given to Beranger to enjoy the fulness of a

completed career. No bitterness of regret for promise

cut short of ripeness mingled in the national lament

over his grave. He had done his work before he died,

and time and weather cannot destroy it. Something

they may destroy which ought never to have been

produced. The years which bring out the points of

his true greatness into brighter relief, will probably

sweep away into darkness those perishable relics of his

idler hours which now are spots upon the clearness of

his fame. Long after the licentious songs which

Beranger scattered abroad have been utterly forgotten.
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hearts will be stirred by manly enthusiasm, and eyes

moistened by generous pathos, when his nobler ballads

are read or sung. The true moral of his poems will

be found in their power to fill the heart of humanity

all over the world, and for ever, with images of beauty,

and softening, elevating thoughts. The time will soon

come when even critics can afford to forget the errors

into which an exuberant youth sometimes betrayed his

genius. We may then think of him with reverence,

as one who was made the recipient of gifts such as

heaven rarely gives to man, and which cannot but

work in the end for human good. We may think with

love of him whose heart was loving and kindly, and

who has left us precious bequests which will go on

bearing accumulated interest for ever : magical gems

which will always have the power of conjuring up the

bright spirit to illumine our hours of dulness or dark-

ness. Beranger^s place will be a high one in the

world^s literature. Not, indeed, in that inmost circle,

upon that highest step, where the few great poets of

all ages stand, may we think to place him. Not with

Homer and the Greek dramatist? with Shakspeare, and

Dante, and Goethe. Not with the pure companion-

ship of Milton and Schiller, could one so very human

be fitly associated. But in the second company of

poets few, I think, are destined to more lasting fame

than Beranger. As a lyric poet he seems to have

combined a greater variety of gifts than almost any

other. He vrrote from the most genuine nature with
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the finest art. His joy and his pathos exuberate from

the springs common to the poorest humanity, but

we are led by them into regions which rarely before

opened upon us. He imitated no one, and cannot

himself be imitated. The space which he has left in

literature will not indeed be filled up, but we have at

least that old, old consolation which has been repeated

so often that one is almost ashamed to allude to it,

and which yet rises so naturally to the lips as each

successive poet, painter, orator, sculptor, departs from

among us. We have the consolation that nothing for

which Beranger truly lived, can die with him; that

his humour is like the laughter of Homer's deities, in-

extinguishable ; that his passionate earnestness, his

sympathy, and his pathos will be living influences,

quickening and reproducing for ever.
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OETRY is not one of the progressive

arts. In the course of a single gene-

ration, and that one of the earliest in

a nation^s history, it will often attain

to a power and excellence which no

future efforts may surpass ; and the accumulation of

one age is so far from proving an assistance and a

benefit to the next, that it rather enfeebles its successor,

inducing it to place a false reliance upon resources not

at its command, and acting as a stimulant to extrava-

gance of effort only to produce poverty and perish-

ableness of result. As a general rule, poetry may be

said to be passing through three processes which ever-

lastingly repeat themselves. First is the rough period

when intellect and fancy are sufficiently awakened to

strive vainly with the obstacles of undeveloped lan-

guage. Then the era of triumphant genius, which

makes all the materials around it flexible to its will,

and of its own instinct lights upon the combinationa
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:and tlie laws whicli insure lasting success. Then

follows the age of merely imitative effort^ when men

strive rather to be something like that which their

predecessors once were^ than to rival them in new

fields. Soon people find out the way of producing

something which looks so like the originals bequeathed

to them, as to pass current for a material combining

equal excellence with the advantages of far greater

ease and cheapness of manufacture. This goes on

until the imitative invention has been run to utter

€xhaustion_, until production becomes so easy that

every one can produce ; and then the natural effect

takes place. The reaction sets in with a sudden

stopping and stagnating ; and at last new forces

break away into a fresh path of their own, and a new

era of genius begins, to be imitated, and to pass away,

as before.

English poetry has passed through several of these

rotations, as Greek and Latin had done until they

rolled away into the past altogether. German poetry

}ias lived long enough to go through one such process

of revolution, the closing period of which is our own

age. From its rough, struggling youth, it bloomed

up to a sudden and splendid maturity in the era of

Goethe, Schiller, Wieland, Lessing, and Herder.

Poetry then seemed to become an art made invitingly

easy. It was difficult, indeed, to achieve in a new

direction what any one of these men had done in his

pwn ; but fatally easy to produce endless verses which
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looked and sounded very like Schiller's or Goethe's,

and which, considering their greater cheapness of

production, might, in the eyes of many, seem quite as

good as the original article. Then we have Tieck,

Matthisson, Salis, Lenau, and numbers of others.

Passion is not there \ but does not sentiment supply

its place ? Pathos is gone ; but maudlinism draws

probably more tears, and touches its mark more easily.

Deep appreciation of the human heart and manly

energy of creative power have passed away ; but we

have in their stead readier sources of popular sym-

pathy,—craving, diseased self-examination and hectic

egotism. At the present moment this class of poetry

may be said to have had its day. German literature

has reached the pause,—the quiescent or stagnant

era ; and, when time enough shall have gone over to

allow new forces to gather, we may look for a fresh

and healthy issue in a new direction.

Where, however, there is native force of genius at

all, literature does not in any era settle down into

utter stagnation and inanity. Compared with the

glorious days of its first prime, Germany may now,

indeed, seem poor of poetic genius. But even in our

own days she has had men who possessed rich and

far-reaching fancy, if not the very highest range of

imagination ; men whose strength, if not of the

greatest, was at least their own, unborrowed from ex-

ternal stimulant ; whose path, if it does not pretend

to scale the highest peak, has at least not been
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trodden down by the feet of forerunners. I am

not inclined to range Uhland among this class.

Uhland belonged to the greater era which has passed

away ; and, although not indeed the foremost, or even

among the foremost, of that age, his genius yet gave

him a distinctive place in it. But of our own age

peculiarly, and having no connexion other than our

own with the great Weimarian era, there are men

who have produced clear, fresh, and sweet streams of

song, which deserve, and must have, an unfading

memory in literature. One of the most remarkable of

these, in every respect, is the poet to whom I now

desire to call attention.

Most of the great men who made Germany a name

and a power in literature, had been laid in earth

before Ferdinand Freiligrath began to write ; although

his poetic career commenced at a very early age, and

seems to have practically closed after a very short period

of creative activity. He belongs wholly to our own age,

and now, in presence at least, to our own country.

He is one of the many eminent men whom collision of

political opinion with established government has

driven from their native land, to be swallowed up in

the noise and business of London. Freiligrath was

born in 1810, at Detmold, in Northern Germany ; and

is not, therefore, by any means beyond the borders of

the poetic years, although, so far as I know, he has not

for a long time added anything substantial to his

celebrity. He is one of the few men who have combined
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an active commercial life with higli poetic production.

The main part of his career has been passed in count-

ing-housesj in Germany, in Amsterdam, and of late

in our own metropolis. He was a very young man when

his poems began to create a stir in Germany ; and the

generous recognition and appreciation of eminent

literary friends helped to spread his reputation.

Chamisso and Schwab, both celebrated in German

poetry—the former, however, best known in England

by his legend of Peter Schlemyl—were among the first

to point out his rising claims. Chamisso wrote of him,

in 1836, as " inferior to none in peculiarity, originality,

strength, and fulness of the poetic element;" and

declared him to be one who " by the sheer force of

his poetic genius compelled, unsupported by factitious

aid, that attention which he merited." Unfortunately,

perhaps, for the quiet development of his powers,

Freiligrath devoted his genius to political objects.

The pro-Russian tendencies of the Prussian govern-

ment, the retrogressive policy which began to mani-

fest itself, the censorship of the press, and some

peculiar grievances of which the people of Rhenish

Prussia complained; these and other grounds sup-

ported Freiligrath in entering upon the path of poli-

tical contention. He had for some time enjoyed a

pension from the Prussian king, who was rather fond

of patronizing men of genius ; but he flung the gift

away, published a volume of political poems which

had been some time before secretly printed, became
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the mark for a prosecution^ and had to quit Germany.

This was in 1844. For a short time he lived in

Belgium and in Switzerland; but_, in 1846, found a

home in London. In 1848 he returned to Germany,

agitated for a while, and fought bravely with dashing

political poems; but was imprisoned again, brought

to trial, acquitted indeed, but still a mark for such

annoyance and threatened persecution, that it was

not believed either useful or prudent for him to

remain longer in his native country. He therefore

settled in London as the manager of a banking-

house, and would probably have spent his life among

us, but that the altered fortunes of his country lately,

I believe, have induced him to resolve on returning

to it. Thus much of a brief outline may convey all

that it imports the general reader to know of the

career of a man whose life is yet in its prime. I

desire to consider the productions, not the personality

of the poet. Readers who are not acquainted with

the former, will find themselves well repaid if they

follow up the track which I suggest to them. English-

men have so large and varied a current literature of

their own, that general readers may be excused if their

attention requires to be especially directed to some

eminent foreign writers. Moreover, although many

of Freiligrath^s poems have been translated in stray

periodicals, no collection of them has ever appeared

in English. In the specimens which I select, I shall

use my own version ; having no convenient means of
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obtaining any other, even where others exist. The

poems are of three classes : the miscellaneous,, the

political poems, and the translations. On the second

depended perhaps the most important events of the

author^s life, and a wide part of his present reputa-

tion ; but I have no doubt that his fame, as a poet,

will, when the memory of recent events has faded,

entirely rest on the miscellaneous pieces. To this

class, then, of the works of Freiligrath I shall almost

exclusively limit myself.

The miscellaneous poems are contained in a small

volume some three hundred pages in extent, less than

many a prolific writer will contribute to a magazine in

a twelvemonth; yet this little book exhibits a»

many evidences of fresh and luxuriant fancy, of vivid

picture-power, of deep and sensitive impressibility by

the aspects and influences of silent outward nature,

and of all that can make a true poet, short of the very

highest class, as any of the present day, English

poet or foreign, can show. No taint of the recent

weaknesses of German literature clings to it. Egotism,

morbid self-exposure, exhausting subjectiveness, and

effeminate bewailings—^these have no place in the

manly verse of Freiligrath. On the other hand, no

writer I know of is more healthily free from

the artistic vice of the popular English ballad of the

present day, which makes poetry only a mechanical

jingle of versified moral maxims, and holds itself up

to be judged by the directness of its practical scraps
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of wisdom. Freiligratli is thorouglily original ; some-

times^ it must be owned, even to extravagance,, in his

peculiar love of nature. He does not, like Words-

worth, delight in the hills and streams of a plain

country landscape. He does not, like Thomson, ex-

press a prim, well-regulated joy in the fair lawn and

the trim grove, the sheep bathing in the stream, and

the sly glimpse of an Arcadian nymph preparing to

do the like. He does not, like "Walter Scott, find

pleasure in the grey ruin, and the moonlight streaming

upon abbey arch and donjon keep ; nor, like Byron,

does he love nature only because he can make her his

unresisting confidante^ and fly to her company when

out of humour with every other. Freiligrath loves

nature the more as her greatness swallows wholly up all

thought of his own personality. The grand, the stem,

the lonely, even the savage and the awful forms of

nature, find the closest and the dearest place in his

imagination. I have said *' his imagination,^^ because

the scenes he most delights to sing of do not live in

his memory. I believe he has never seen the sun

shine in its own tropic regions; and yet these are

the regions over which the fancy of the poet most

lovingly hovers. The lion-land, the desert sands, the

palm-tree, the jungle, the cane-swamp, the lair of the

panther, the Sahara caravan—these are the objects

which animate him to a full enthusiasm. His Oriental

passion is the most ardent, the most unfeigned, and

the most vivid in its expression, exhibited by any poet
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or prose writer I know. I cannot believe he only

speaks the language of poetic affectation, when he

declares at the close of one of his songs

—

" I Hnger on a northern strand,

The Nortli is crafty, cold, and slow

:

I would I sang in the desert sand,

Leaning on my saddle-bow
!"

It is not, indeed, a supremely difficult task to pro-

duce a professedly Eastern poem which shall have a

certain imitation of Oriental luxuriance, and keep a

close adherence to Oriental metaphor. We have many

examples to prove that this can be done by many hands

in a style far above the mere bulbul and gazelle rubbish

that once was common in our annuals and small maga-

zines. Goethe's West-Eastern Divarij Thomas Moore's

Lalla Rookh, Riickert's Eastern Poems, and many others,

are evidences of this skill carried to a very high degree.

But no one of these remarkable and celebrated pro-

ductions, however some of them may excel Freiligrath's

poems in other respects, can compare with his in the

reality of the feeling, in the verisimilitude, in the

genuine spirit and soul of the East, which belong to

them. The very air of the desert or the palm-grove

seems to be exhaled from some of them. It is diffi-

cult to hear of a writer adopting such subjects,

singing the glories and the wonders of lands he has

never seen, filling his productions with the breath of

an atmosphere he has never inhaled, without suspect-

I
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ing him of some assumed poetic eccentricity. But in

none of Freiligrath^s Eastern or Desert poems can one

detect tlie slightest hint of affectation. Indeed, the few

only instances where he seems to be declining into this

kind of weakness, are, where he attempts something

of Northern sentiment and German balladist emotion.

Freiligrath writes as if he were a genuine child of the

sun. The beams of the East have wakened more

music in this western singer than ever they drew from

the fabled harp of Memnon. Any other effort at

Eastern description in poetry seems cold, pale, and

sunless, when placed side by side with some of these

glowing verses. Hands browned by tropic rays have

laboured at descriptions which are unreal and lack-

lustrous compared with some of these poems, whose

author never saw a palm-tree on its own soil, or heard

the roar of the lion among his own whirling sands.

.It is not probable that Freiligrath at present yearns

for a desert-Kfe, and a release from the routine

dulness of the North, with the fervour of a younger

day ; or that even in that younger day the longing

was quite as impassioned as the verse. But the

enthusiasm was far too warm and fall of force to

resemble anything assumed in very wantonness. Poets

do not succeed best, notwithstanding Waller^s ingenious

compliment, in what they do not believe. They suc-

ceed best, like all other artists and workers of what-

ever class, proportionately to their strength, in that on

which their belief is strongest, and their feelings are
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most earnest. Freiligratli^s Orientalism is therefore

not an affectation, but an emotion, an idiosyncrasy.

It is not merely in the broad and artistically conven-

tional features of tropic scenery that the peculiarity of

his genius finds expression. Minute and pictm'csque

details are seized with a keenness which almost sug-

gests direct observation, and thrown in with such a

skill as to give a meaning and an effect far beyond the

copy-drawing which an ordinary hand might produce.

We see the crocodile peering from the stream to

inhale the faint air of coolness which evening brings ;

we know that the distant crash through the trees tells

of the elephant^s unwieldy path ; we mark where the

desert sand has been furrowed by the lion^s shaggy

tail which has just trailed across it ; we observe the

burst water-skin, and the fragments of dress left on

the brambles by the wayfarers of the caravan- Freili-

grath is one of the most essentially picturesque poets

who has lived for many years. I do not mean to

claim the highest praise for a poet when I style him

picturesque. Lessing settled that question long

since. A poet may stand among the very highest of

the highest rank, and yet furnish few direct subjects

for painters ; a painter may be among the greatest of

artists, and yet suggest few felicitous inspirations to a

poet. But to the merit, such as it is, of being emi-

nently suggestive of direct subjects from which a

painter may copy, Freiligrath is entitled beyond any

living poet of whom I know. His poems are really

N 2
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all pictures, the Eastern and Desert ballads peculiarly

so. No example perhaps can serve much better than

the following verses from the poem entitled Mirage,

The opening, which I omit, gracefully and fancifully

shows us the harbour of Venice all decked with flags

and sails ; and a gondola in which our own Othello

and Desdemona are seated. Like all true German

poets^ Freiligrath loves Shakspeare with a fervent

love. Desdemona begs of her wooer for a description

of his own land, whence came the ostrich feather

which droops over his brow; and the Moor thus

begins :

—

" Behold, the desert's burning sand

!

The camping-places greet thee of the tribes from whom my
sire arose

:

Lo, in her widow's garb, sun-branded, on thine eyes Sahara

glows

!

Who last rode through the lion-land ? The print of hoof and
claw is here

;

The caravan of Timbuctoo,—still on the horizon gleams the

spear,

—

And streaming flags, and through the dust the Emir's purple

honour-dress.

And the camel's head o'ertops the throng of march with solemn

stateliness.

Onward, in closed-up ranks, they ride where blend together sand

and cloud;

Behold, the distance swallows them already in a sulphurous

shroud

:

But thou canst follow easily the track of the departing host.

For gleaming through the sands we find from time to time what

they have lost

!
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And first, a hideous milestone ! see a dromedary lying dead,

A bald-nected vulture pair have lighted on the fallen creature's

head;

Yon costly turban, in their haste to seize their meal, they little

heed,

'Twas a young Arab lost it as he galloped on with reckless

And there see fluttering scraps of housings, round the tamarisk's

thorny bough.

Besides a water-skin rent through, all dusty and exhausted now

;

Who's he that spurns the gaping thing with passioned curse

and quivering lid ?

It is the dark-haired Sheik from out the land of Biledulgerid

!

He closed the rear, his horse fell down, exhausted, he was left

behind;

She is his favourite wife who gasping round his waist her arms

has twined

;

When late he raised her on his steed, how flashed the eyes of his

adored,

And now he trails her through the waste as from a girdle trails

a sword

!

The torrid sand at midnight furrowed by the lion's shaggy tail

Is swept by the expiring woman's raven tresses as they trail

;

It gathers in her flow of hair; it scorches up her dewy lips
;

Its flints are reddened by the blood that from her wounded ankle

drips!

Now even the Emir fails, he reels with seething blood and fiery

pains

;

His eyeballs glare, and fiercely throb his forehead's azure

gleaming veins

;

He stoops, and with one last hot kiss the Fezzan girl to life

recalls.

Then, suddenly, with furious curse upon the unsheltering sand

he faUs

!
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But she looks slowly, wondering nj), ' Thou sleep'st, my lord,

awate, behold

!

The sky which seemed just now of brass is clothed in steel, so

pure and cold

!

Where is the Desert's yellow glare ?—a pure, bright light my
vision cheers:

It is a ghtter like the sea, whose waves are breaking round

Algiers !

It gleams and ripples like a stream, it cools me with its freshen-

ing smile.

It sparkles like a mighty mirror,—wake, perhaps it is the Nile

!

Yet, no,—we surely travelled south,—it must be, then, the

Senegal ?

Or 0, perchance it is the sea, whose surges yonder heave and

fall!

No matter,—it is water,—come, see I have cast my cloak away.

Awake, my lord, and let us hasten, and our scorching thirst

allay:

A freshening bath, a cooling draught, new life through our poor

limbs will send,

And yonder, where those towers rise, our pilgrimage perhaps.

will end

!

I see the flaunting crimson banners over the grey portals set,

The lances on the ramparts gleaming, lofty dome and minaret ;,

I see the masts of noble vessels tossing yonder in the bay,

I see the pilgrims thronging to bazaar and caravanserai !

My loved one, wake ! The evening comes, my tongue is parching,

let us haste.'

He raised his eyes, and hoarsely groaned, ' It is the Mirage of

the waste

!

A juggle, worse than the Simoom, the evil demon's mocking

prank.'

He ceased, the vision disappeared, upon his corse the woman.

sank I'*
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Although Freiligrath elaborates the components of

scenes and groups^ so that a painter might take his

pencil, transfer them one by one to canvas, and so

produce a picture, it will nevertheless be perceived

that he does not transgress Lessing^s famous law,,

which assigns space to the painter, and time to the

poet, as their respective domains. In other words, he

does not describe objects in themselves and their own

details ; but only some act of motion or event which

includes them, and of itself suggests their nature and

appearance. Yet the pencil of Lewis was hardly more

capable of reproducing the face of desert life. Fanciful,

picturesque, and not without at least a gleam of

pathos, is The Traveller's Vision :—
" It was midway in the Desert, we were camping on the ground^

And my Bedouins lay sleeping by the unsaddled horses round

;

In the distance, towards the Nile, the moonhght fell on

mountain cones.

In the floating sands around us lay dead camels' bleaching

bones.

I was sleepless ; of my saddle a rude pillow I had made.

And my knapsack, stuiFed with store of drying dates, beneath

it laid

;

With my caftan's ample folds I covered me from feet to ears,

Near me lay my naked sabre, with my rifle and my spears.

Heavy silence,—only sometimes crackled up the sinking flame

;

Only sometimes, o'er my head, a wandering vulture croaking

came

;

Only sometimes, in his sleep, a courser stamped upon the sand,

Or a dreaming follower groaned, and grasped his weapon in his.

hand.
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Suddenly tlie earth was shaken ; dun and heavy shade was cast

O'er the moonlight ; desert beasts, in wild affright, came rushing

Horses plunged and reared ; our guide, to grasp his flag, half

waking, ran,

—

Nerveless sank his arm: he faltered, *Sir, the Spectre

caravan
!'

Yes, they come ! The ghastly drivers, with their camels, first

are seen

;

Lolling in their lofty saddles, veil-less, graceful women lean

;

And, beside them, wander maidens bearing pitchers, like Rebecca

At the fountain ; riders follow ; they rush by us, on to Mecca

!

More, and more yet ! Who can count them ? Has the line no

ending, then ?

Horror! even the scattered bones rise up, as camels, once

again

!

Swarthy sand, that whirling swept in darkhng masses through

the plains.

Is changed to shapes of swarthy men, who lead the camels by
the reins

!

'Tis the night when all who in that sandy sea their death have

met.

And whose storm-tossed ashes cling, perhaps, around our tongues

even yet

;

Whose withered skuUs our horses' hoofs perchance have trampled

down to-day

;

Rise, and form a pilgrim army, at the Holy Shrine to pray

!

Ever more ; and now the last have scarcely passed us on the

track.

When, behold, the first already come with slackened bridles

back;

From Cape Yerde to Babelmandeb's Straits the train has swept

along.

Ere my startled horse had time to break away his halter's thong
j
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Stand, and hold your plunging horses ! Each man by his saddle

keep

!

Tremble not, as at the lion tremble frightened wandering sheep

!

Let them touch you even with their long talares as they fly,

Call on Allah ! and the spectre-train wiU pass you harmless by!

"Wait until the morning breeze around your turban-feather

waves,

Morning wind and morning red will give them to their desert

graves

;

All these pilgrims of the night will turn to ashes with the day.

See ! 'tis dawning now, my horse encouraged greets it with a

neigh !"

The metre of these poems is so characteristic that I

have retained it, although it is not very familiar to

English ears.

Not merely the poetic features of Eastern and tropic

nature delight our somewhat eccentric poet,— not

merely the banana and the palm, the oasis, the

Bedouin, the whirling sand-pillars, and the spectral

pilgrims. He takes a wild joy in the ruder and the

fiercer elements sometimes. He finds something

worthy of poetic commemoration in the legends of

African warfare and its attendant deeds and ceremonial

triumphs on the banks of the Congo : he wanders by

the kraal of the Hottentot : he listens to the squalls

which rave and shriek around the Cape of Storms,

and the moaning surges which toss the shivers of the

vrreck ashore on Madagascar. The roar of the lonely

lion echoing across the waste even to Lake Mareotis

and the tombs of the Pharaohs ; the funereal rites of
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the Dschagga King, who lies dead upon his copper

sjiieldj the flight of the tortured giraff'e across the

moonlit desert with the fangs of his enemy in his

flesh_,—these are the themes which filled the brain of

this most singular of poets, in the intervals of business,

snatched from counting-house occupation, in prosaic

and routine-pursuing Amsterdam. Those who feel

curious to read some of the wildest and fiercest speci-

mens of this class, may turn to the Lion's Ride,

African Homage, By the Congo, and many others which

I need not name. It would be almost superfluous to

say that such a fancy as this sometimes runs away

with its owner into the wilds of extravagance : some-

times even precipitates him into the abyss of mere

horror and hideousness. Early in his poetic career

Chamisso warned him of such an imminent danger.

But all Freiligrath's poems do not breathe a tropic air

;

and it must be said that many of his ballads have

much of softness and sweetness, many an exquisite

touch of vague pathos,—gleams of deep sympathy

with the very soul of nature, rare in their visitings to

any one, and all unutterable to any but the true poet.

Preiligrath loves the sea and its shore almost as much

as he loves the East. Probably no man familiar from

boyhood, as most Englishmen now are, with the sight

and sound of the sea, can appreciate its wonderful and

mysterious influence upon him who, reared like Freili-

grath in a far inland town, comes in full youth to look

upon salt waves and ^^ the ribbed sea-sand,^^ for the
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first time. He is peculiarly gentle and full of

exquisite poetic glimpses^ when lie sings of the great

mystic sea. He is skilful in pathos of a peculiar kind

;

not deep or passionate, but gleaming in stray flashes^,

touching because of its unexpected tenderness, and

almost always arising out of some effect produced by

external nature. No man, indeed, who loves the face

of the world, can avoid feeling and submitting to the

unspeakable pathos of silent nature. Living nature is-

cheering, animating, invigorating,—inanimate nature

gentle, subduing, pathetic. You cannot watch the

flying clouds, or the waves upon the beach, and feel

wholly joyous ; you cannot eye the leap of a trout, or

follow a flight of pigeons, and be sad. Freiligrath

understands this well. In his poems of the class I

am now about to introduce, as in the sequence of

human emotions, the interruption of anything living

and moving breaks the flow of sad thought, and the

mind revives into sympathetic activity. The closing

lines of the gentle, delicious, dreamy ^and Songs will

afibrd an instance. The reader who has to content

himself with my translation must endeavour to

imagine the indefinite charm of expression, the un-

transferable grace of language and of melody, which

even far better qualified translators must fail in their

eff'ort to render.
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" I sing not of the desert-sand

Where savage herds in contest meet

;

I mean the grains that on the strand

Are crambling now beneath my feet.

For that is but a breathing curse,

The Desert's restless, wandering ghost,

Beneath whose death-shroud man and horse,

Camel and driver, all are lost.

Cool and fresh the sea-sand lies,

Furrowed and wet with ocean's brine

;

A ready table, whither flies

The sea-mew's brood on fish to dine."

n.

" Inward from ocean blows the breeze,

The sands are tossed, the sea-weeds roll

:

On fickle changing sands like these

Wild floating thoughts must fill the soul

;

Flying before the wind and flood.

The whirling sands each other chase :

So flies and strays my restless mood.

And holds to no abiding place."

in.

" What a mysterious region this is !

I understand its changes not

—

One moment dashing ships to pieces.

The next a peaceful anchoring spot

;

The wearied raven it revives,

And parches up the sea-worm's tongue

;

The gasping fish of life deprives,

And feeds the sea-mew's hungry young.
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Men too there are would turn away
From sucli a shore with wearied air,

While I could Hnger all the day-

Building ships and bridges there
!"

IV.

'A barren, thinly grass-grown steep

Behind shuts in my landward view :

No matter—gazing on the deep.

My thoughts and glances back are few.

I only know here rolls the sea,

Tossing its foam-sparks all around.

And hill and wood and plain for me
Are all in yonder ocean drowned

!

This strip of sand, so small and brown,

Seems now the only earthly thing

:

I wander lonely up and down
Like an uncrowned and banished king.

I scarce can comprehend it now
That once through inland woods I strode.

Or lay upon the mountain's brow,

Or over plains of heather rode.

All rest in ocean : there as well

Repose my hopes, my longing years :

As on the shore the surges swell.

Thus swell upon my lids the tears !"

" Am I not like a flood whose spring

From the far mountain forest gushes.

Through lands and hamlets wandering.

At last to meet the ocean rushes ?

O that I were ! in manhood's day

Greeting the noble roar of seas.

While in eternal youth still play

Life's springs among the sacred trees

!
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VI.

" Higli above me float

Three sea-mews, dull and slow

—

I need not lift my eyes,

I know the way they go !

For on the glowing sands

That in the sunshine lie,

With far outstretching wings

Their darkening shadows fly

:

A single feather falls

Downward in the flight,

That I of the ocean sands

And the flying birds may write !"

One of the legends which are common to many-

nations has given Freiligrath a subject for a poem of

singular and delicate beauty. The tale of a city

magically sunk under a sea or a lake, has haunted

literature since the Arabian Nights, and even among

the prosaic Hollanders has found a holding-place. No
one needs to be reminded of Thomas Moore^s exquisite

ballad of Lough Neagh, and the ^^ round towers of

other days" shining beneath its waves. The following

embodiment of the story by the poet whom I am at

present illustrating, has a peculiar, gentle, undefined

melancholy, enhanced to an indescribable degree by

the measure of the original, which ripples slowly like

the quiet waves beneath whose crystal the lost city

lies enshrined.
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I float all alone on tlie silent tide :

No wavelet breaks ; it is glassy and slow :

On tlie sands, in its solemn and mystic pride,

Shines the old Sunken City below.

In the olden days of which legends tell,

A King once banished his infant child

;

She strayed far over the hills to dwell

With seven dwarfs in the forest wild.

But a poison mixed by her mother's hand.

Soon robbed of hfe the poor little maid

;

And her tiny companions, a faithful band,

In a crystal coffin her body laid.

There in her gleaming snow-white dress,

Crowned with flowers, the maiden lay

;

There in unfading loveliness,

And her mourners gazed on her all the day.

In thy crystal coffin thou liest as well,

A bright-robed corse, lost Julin

;

And far through the waves' transparent swell

Thy palaces rise in their mystic sheen

!

There rise thy towers gloomy and hoar.

Silently telling their mournful tale
;

There are thy walls with their arching door.

And the stained church-windows glimmering pale.

Silent all in its mournful pride,

—

No pleasure, no sport, no hurrjdng feet;

And shoals of fishes uninjured glide

Through deserted market and soundless street.

With vacant and glassy eyes they stare

In through the windows and open doors ;

On the spell-bound dwellers within they glare,

Asleep and mute on their marble floors !
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I will sink below,—^I will yet renew

The life, the splendour by spells opprest

—

I will break the death-dream of enchantment through,

With a single breath from this living breast

!

The field, the mart shall be filled with men,

The pillared halls shed their festive gleam

:

Ye maidens, open your eyes again.

And tell of your long and pleasant dream

!

Down below ! No further he rows

;

Lifeless and slack sink arms and feet

—

Over his head the waters close,

He descends the Sunken City to greet

!

He lives in the dwellings of days gone by,

Lit by the crystal and amber rays

;

Their olden glories around him lie.

Above, the fisherman chants his lays !"

Some of FreiligratVs ballads have more distinct

and living themes. A few are dedicated to a noble

subject, which might weU have animated the heart of

a poet and an earnest lover of liberty. Living in

Holland, Freiligrath could not but be aroused to

feeling by the memorials around him of the gallant

struggle which made the name of Dutchman heroic,

despite his national and proverbial apathy, at one

period of history. The noble resistance which the

Hollanders made to their Spanish oppressors might

well have given themes to many minstrels, although

poets have not simg as many ballads in its honour as

they have dedicated to subjects far less chivalrous and

inspiring. Conspicuous among the events of the

Dutch rebellion are the deeds of that gallant band.
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the GueuXj whose title,, first a nickname conferred in

scorn, was soon hailed as a word of honour by friends^

and struck as much fear to the hearts of foes as the

name of Roundhead in the days of Cromwell in

England, or that of Sansculotte in those of Dumouriez

in France. Freiligrath has produced three or four

picturesque and striking ballads in honour of that

brave Beggar band. One is entitled A Gueux Watch,

and is a spirited picture, purposely somewhat roughened,

of a night passed in jovial preparation for a march by

a body of the patriots in a hostel nisar Rotterdam.

None of the ballads of Beranger is more vivid in its

outlines and colours. We see the rough, bearded

rebels sturdily drinking their patriotic toasts, and

throwing up their caps at the name of William of

Orange, which one of their band roars out in a song

;

we hear their chorus echoed by the freezing sentry,

who peeps in at the window, with his mantle round

his ears to keep off the snow ; we follow them with

eyes and ears, while, like genuine Dutchmen, they

argue and harangue about the Cause ; we note the

growl that follows Alva^s hated name ; we observe the

hostess and her lasses with gold-foil ornaments in their

hair, moving as busily as some of Burns^s gude-wives

among the carousing company. A healthier, manlier

ballad it would not be easy to find in any literature.

Another of the Gueux ballads, Lieve Heere, commemo-

rates, in a few dashing verses, a bold, self-sacrificing

piece of Dutch courage (not in the popular sense of

o
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that equivocal phrase) performed during the protracted

siege by the Spaniards of Ziericksee. Somewhat of a

sadder note, and indeed of a ghastlier shade, is found

in The Water Gueux,

" The North Sea vomits high

A corse upon the sand

;

A fisher sees it lie,

And hurries to the strand.

The blood and brine he presses

From the scarf around the dead

;

He opens wide the corslet,

Lifts the beaver off the head

;

The beaver with its feather,

Its crescent and its crest;

The sea-sand clots the motto,

*Kather Turk than Priest
!'

Why open wide the corslet,'

And bear him high on land ?

No more shall sword or rudder

Touch that knightly hand!

'Twas when he clutched the bulwark.

To board the ship of Spain,

The stroke of a seaman's hatchet

Cleft his wrist in twain.

He fell—the deep received him,

With its sullen greeting roar

;

Here, with the wrist yet bleeding.

It flings him on the shore !

High on the coast of Zealand

The gallant corse is tossed

;

The hand a fair, sad woman
Finds upon Friesland's coast.
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An anclior, black and rusty,

And wet with ocean spray,

Stands there to mark the distance

The tide swells every day.

She leans on it and watches,

If npon ocean gleams

A white sail or a pennon

;

Like marble Hope she seems.

Lo, where the hand comes floating.

As if her own to meet

;

The cold and rigid fingers

Touch her very feet

!

On one white finger gleaming

A stone of ruby sheen

;

A falcon and a Hon

Engraved thereon are seen

:

The dusk of evening gathers,

I cannot see her face.

I see not if the tear-drops

Full in her dark eyes stand

;

But I see that from the shingle.

She trembling lifts the hand.

The bleeding relic folding

In her veil, along the slope

Of the shore, she wanders homeward

;

No more hke marble Hope !"

I need hardly remark that the motto and the figures

on the ring are of historic meaning.

Poems such as these are all the more attractive

because they denote an amount of human interest

not common^ it must be owned^ in the works

o 2
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of Freiligratli. He lias given as strong proof as any

man in onr day could reasonably give, that lie felt no

indifference to the social and political concerns of this

world, and of his own country in particular ; but a

reader who judged of the poet^s character by three-

fourths of the contents of this volume, could scarcely

conjecture that the author felt the slightest interest in

anything which was not sea, shore, forest, or tropic

desert. A poet more entirely " objective ^^ never sang.

His own identity is almost invariably kept wholly

out of sight,—a rare merit among modern German

poets. All his materials are without him; are, in

fact, a painter^s materials. Scarcely any one of the

passions or life incidents which have given the greater

part of modem poetry to the world, has ever afforded

him a subject. He has won his celebrity and pro-

duced his poems with scarcely any reference—certainly

with none which is not brief and passing—to the

emotions produced by love, hate, grief, jealousy, hope,

despair, parting, or death. Where he has touched

such themes, he has shown that he can give expression

to manly and natural feeling in a poet's words. Two

simple and touching poems occur at once to us. One

is The German Emigrants, a quietly pathetic descrip-

tion of the embarkation of some poor exiles, such as

in the emigrant season troop the streets of London

and Liverpool, from the poet's native land for the

backwoods of America. The second. The Death of

the Leader, describes the burial far out at sea of the
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venerable guide and patriarch of the emigrants, who

conducted them on their raft-joumey down the Neckar

to the Rhine, and along the Rhine to the seaport where

they embarked ; and who, upon a dim, grey, dismal

day of mist, is laid with tears and prayers in his ocean

bed. One or two poems have a peculiar and personal

interest. Such is that which is fancifully entitled

Odysseus
J
and which is a lament over the fate of the

gifted and eminent Count Platen, author of the

Abbassides, the Grave in BucentOj and other well

known poems, who met a lonely and melancholy

death by fever in Syracuse. The poem opens with a

description of a Greek vessel bearing the name of the

wandering hero of the Odyssey upon its prow, which

attracts the poet's attention, and sets him musing upon

the scenes and seas it has passed. He thus glides into

his subject :

—

" I can make a herald of this island King,

Yes, Odysseus, thou my greeting to a dead man's ear shalt

bring

!

Where Trinacria's shores are rising brightly from the southern

wave,

There, not far from where the Cyclops dwelt of old, thou'lt find

a grave

!

Flowers shed their incense round it—branches ever greenly

cover it

—

Thou wilt find it soon, Odysseus, and thy pennants will stream

over it

!

There—ye in the rigging hear it, sunburnt cheeks and flashing

eyes

!

To that grave my greetings go, for there a German poet Hes

!
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May lie slumber peaceful ever in his tomb among tbe trees—

Ye, who caught his song's last breathing, be his guards,

Abbassides

!

"With the ringing of your sabres, ye, great Abbas' warrior

sons,

Let the shepherds of Theocritus blend their flutes' most soothing

tones

!

May he slumber calmly there, to whom that early grave

belongs

—

Silent sleeps he in the south—the north is ringing with his

songs

!

^lyould he but know it! Could he hear my mourning tones

across the sea

!

catch them up, and bear them hence, ye flapping sails, to

Sicily

!

Let them murmur on the shore—in softened breath their sounds

repeating—

The exile to the exile speaks, even to the dead a welcome

greeting

!

Swell again, and tell me when, returning with the west wind

blowing.

If as an eternal wreath a laurel on that grave is growing !"

Like all true poets of modern ages, Freiligrath ap-

preciates and loves the language and the poetry of the

Bible. His works teem with allusions to the sacred

writings. The Picture Bible ; the poem composed in

the cathedral at Cologne ; the quaint, wild verses en-

titled Leviathan ; the beautiful, picturesque, and

affecting Nebo ; and many others, illustrate the vene-

ration and the love with which the poet clung to

the associations of early Scripture training. From

the last mentioned poem the following verses are

selected :

—
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" And then to heaven were Hfted

The pions hands of age.

To heg a speedy ending

Of their long pilgrimage

;

And scimitars were whetted

With bold and nervous hand,

To fight for the green meadows

Of the promised fatherland

;

The land which seems to wait them

Beyond, across the stream,

A smiling, heavenly garden,

Where plenty's blessings teem

;

In fancy oft they saw it,

Through weary desert-sand

;

And now it lies before them,

The milk-and-honey land

!

* Canaan !' they shont exulting

From out their vale of rest

;

By a steep path their leader

Toils up the mountain's breast

;

Thick fall upon his shoulders

His locks of snowy white,

From Moses' brow are streaming

Twin rays of golden light

!

And when he reached the summit,

By long and slow ascent,

With eager eyes and trembling

To gaze below he bent

;

There shone the plains where Plenty

And Peace are ever shed.

Which he may gaze on longing,

Which he shall never tread

!

There lay the sunny meadows,

Where corn and vines were growing

;

There were the swarming beehives,

The cattle for the ploughing

;
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There silver threads of water

Through emerald pastures ran,

The heritage of Judah,

From Beersheba to Dan !

* Yes, I have lived to see thee !

Now death may freely come

—

Lord, shed Thy breath upon me,

And call Thy servant home !'

Lo, where the Lord approaches

On clouds all fringed with light,

To bear the leader upwards

From the pilgrim people's sight !

To die ujDon a mountain,

O what a glorious end

!

When clouds are tinged with purple,

As morning's rays ascend

;

Beneath, the world's hoarse murmur.

The forest, field, and stream

—

Above, through golden portals

The heavenly splendours beam !"

A more ambitious effort is suggested by some frag-

ments of what appears to have been intended for a

lengthened poem, and which is the only indication

Freiligrath has given of a desire to test his capacity

for such an elaborate production. The fragment of

which we speak is entitled The Emigrant Poet, Freili-

grath at one time contemplated settling in the New
World ; and some of his- hopes and plans, under the

influence of that resolution, probably gave birth to

these verses. Disappointed love or ambition, or both,

have driven the hero of this poem from his native

Germany ; and he buries himself in the yet uncleared
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forests of Canada. Some of the descriptions of winter,

and of the opening of spring, are extremely vivid, and

full of beauty and reality,—thus indicating that the

picturesque fancy of the author did not chill or con-

geal when wandering under northern skies, and over

northern snows :

—

" In such a workshop labour is but Hght,

The forest sparkles in the morning's glance
;

The bushes all in diamond crust are bright,

And every fir-tree gleams a rigid lance

:

The giant mountain-peaks confront the sky

;

The quiet plains with teeming life are filled

;

Across the river where the snow-drifts Ue,

His little house I see the beaver build

:

Antlers are stirring in the thickets round

;

To Hck the freshening snow the bison stoops

;

The fawn's light tread rings through the frozen ground.

Above the trees the whirring heath-cock swoops.

The bright-eyed lynx comes boldly from his hole

;

Far through the firs the elk's loud hoofs are ringing

—

I hammer at my work, while in my soul

New songs arise,—but who wiU hear me singing ?"

The poet does kindly homage to some of his

brethren :

—

" At evening up the steepest heights I stray,

Alone, save with my love and with my pain

;

The mighty lakes below me far away,

And there I lift full many a heartfelt strain.

The dear old melodies of other days.

Songs I have sung with friends a hundred times,

Oft in these depths of foreign woods I raise.

Which ne'er before have echoed German rhymes.
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The peak I lay on trembled to my voice,

And gave it back in chorus loud and long,

How did the rustling forest boughs rejoice

To hear the notes of Ludwig Uhland's song 1

The deer pricked up their antlers on the plains,

As far above them on the height I sang

;

As Kerner's, Schwab's, and Korner's glorious strains.

And Arndt's and Schenkendorf's, in echoes rang !

sadly to the wanderer came the tone

Of home-songs here ! An Orpheus in the brakes

1 stood—with others' music, not my own

;

Around me danced not stones, but forest snakes !"

The exile hunts the bison and the elk^ and muses

like another Jacques over a dying deer. He has loved,

and he laments his lost love in verses which have much

pathos^ and form the nearest approach to sentiment in

the whole of the volume. The end is in keeping with

the sadness which prevails through the poem. "We

learn from the watch-fire talk of an Indian band that

the poet is dead, and has been laid at his own request

where his face may turn eastward, even in death, to the

land he loved and was never to see more.

I must bound my excerpta within reasonable limits.

Many other poems, such as the Dead in the Sea, The

Dweller in the Forest, The Swordcutter of Damascus,

and others, tempt me, but their claims must be

resisted.

As yet, I have given scarcely anything but praise to

the contents of this little volume. Many of them,

bowever, deserve other judgment. The poet has, as
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I have said already,, a strong tendency towards the ex-

travagant and the horrible ; and another inclination,

scarcely less repelling to natural and simple taste,

towards the fantastic. The graceful fancy displayed

in Amphitrite and The Flowers' Revenge, dege-

nerates into such poor conceits as that which

closes The Frog-Queen. The ardent imagination

of the Desert poems swells to the extravagance

and horror of Anno Domini, and sinks into the re-

volting hideonsness of Scipio, In the first of these,

the poet indulges his fantasy in describing the

final fate of our earth, which, according to

him, is to be trailed along at the tail of some

avenging comet, through unknown spaces and by

nameless planet-fires, as Brunhault, in early French

history, was dragged, by order of the second Clotaire,

at the heels of a wild horse through the icy waters of

the Marne and among the camp-fires of Chalons. In

the second, a Negro tempts his South American

master with a luxurious description of the exquisite

enjoyment to be had by the devouring of human flesh.

The latter agreeable subject Freiligrath dwells upon

with an astonishing perseverance, reminding one of

the determined purpose with which Swift hunts down

some abomination to its very remotest lurking-place.

Several instances might be found, less painful indeed

than this, in which a poem opening with simple

beauty is utterly marred towards the end by some

inordinate piece of bizarre fancy or paltry conceit.
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The best thing that could happen for Freiligrath's

fame would be to have some half-dozen pieces with-

drawn from all future collections of his poems. The

world would soon forget them ; and the extravagances

of an exuberant fancy would no longer mar the pro-

ducts of true feeling, taste, and genius.

It is not necessary to mypresent purpose to enter upon

any consideration of the political ballads upon whose

publication so much which was personally important

to the poet turned. In all, save earnest feeling, they

seem to me far inferior to his miscellaneous poems.

Despite Fletcher of Saltoun and his incessantly quoted

maxim, it may be reasonably doubted whether the

poet^s art is on the whole, at least in modern days, a

very valuable political instrument. When Uhland be-

came a member of a German council, Goethe wrote

with great truth, " I fear the politician will absorb

the poet. Suabia possesses men in plenty who are

well informed, well intentioned, clever, and eloquent

enough to be members of a council ; but she has only

one poet of the stamp of Uhland.^^ A noble engine

to stir up a people to war or to resistance of oppression

poetry may be, and has been occasionally, in every

age from the days of Tyrtseus to the days of Korner

;

but it is a very different thing to make it the organ

of strictly political opinions, and to produce leading

articles in verse. The feeling which impels a poet to

devote his genius to forward what he believes a great

political cause deserves honour : but it is doubtful
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whether any such cause has thus been greatly served,

and it is tolerably certain that poems so produced

have rarely secured for themselves a permanent

vitality. Some men have been fashioned by nature

for war poets^ and some for love poets ; but we doubt

whether nature ever sent out a bom political poet.

The fame of Freiligrath at least must depend upon

those poems which had no purpose,, political or

patriotic, to serve. His political ballads, although

just those for which he is naturally most admired by

large classes of his own countrymen, seem to me among

the only productions bearing his name which Time has

destined for that wallet wherein he carries scraps for

oblivion.

Freiligrath has been a laborious translator from

English, French, Italian, and Spanish. Most poets of

late years begin as translators, and we believe Freili-

grath^s earliest publication was his version of Shak-

speare's Venus and Adonis. He has translated from

Byron, Shelley, Coleridge,—encountering even the

Ancient Mariner, and succeeding, save in one or two

passages, with singular accuracy as well as fluency,

—

Burns, Campbell, Moore, Scott, Charles Lamb, Felicia

Hemans, Southey, Tennyson, and others. He has dis-

played a wonderful facility in rendering gracefully

almost the literal meaning of his authors, and a

peculiar and enviable skill in mastering and repro-

ducing their precise forms of metre.

This is not a day of great poets. No coimtry in
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the world probably has any man now living and

writing whose lyric fame is destined to go on to all

posterity,, as that of many in the past era will, spread-

ing and growing broader as it descends deeper down

in time. It would be idle to claim any such place for

Ferdinand Freiligrath. The highest honour I would

assign to him is to say that, on the whole, he is

not inferior in many important elements of the

poetic to any contemporary; and, in some peculiar

characteristics, he is superior to all. He has a vividness

and a realizing power of fancy wholly his own, in

which no other living writer I know of can be likened

to him. He is probably the most picturesque poet

of our age. I have shown that he is not possessed of

well controlled and equally sustained power. Side by

side with some brilliant, glowing piece of fancy, which

makes the reader doubt whether nature had not gifted

the poet with a range of imagination far beyond any-

thing he has reahzed, comes not unfrequently some

trifling piece of poor conceit far below mediocrity of

thought, or far beyond the uttermost stretch which can

be conceded to the fantastic and the bizarre. He is

not a thinking poet. Whenever he touches, as he

very rarely does, upon themes which involve deep sink-

ing into human nature and man^s relation to the

universe, he falls at once into inferiority. Poetic feeling

is an instinct with him, scarcely seeming to admit of

help or development from his intellectual faculties. It

sometimes overleaps aU restraints of culture, and runs
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wild upon its own strength^ to collapse at last, as un-

disciplined powers usually must^ in exhaustion and

feebleness. There are^ therefore, not many of these

poems whose shafts have been sunk so deeply that

their influence promises to be a perennially renewing

power. Any readers who cannot be contented with

less than the great qualities of genius which most

tend to intensify and make eternal the influence of

the highest poets will turn away from Freiligrath with

disappointment. But they who, with less exacting de-

mand, can derive enjoyment from a very rare com-

bination of high and special poetic qualities, may be

delighted and improved by this volume of poems.

They who can appreciate a true ^^ Picture-book with-

out Pictures," as Hans Christian Andersen entitles one

of his works, will find in the productions of Ferdinand

Freiligrath a store of beautiful and wonderful groups,

scenes, and visions, such as the magic mirror of no

other poet of his own day can rival.
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F one were to attempt to construct -what

Germans would call the abstract idea

of a Bohemian, we might describe him

as a man devoted to literature or art,

and sternly opposed to the conven-

tionalities of the world in general, and of his own

particular profession. This is, indeed, the ideal Bohe-

mian : a being absorbed in some artistic pursuit, and

offering, through every detail of his daily career, prac-

tij^al defiance to the world's ignoble servilities and

mediocrities ; calmly turning away from all the vulgar

means of reaching fame, repute, or even respectability

;

refusing to bend to dictation of whatever kind for any

gain; and, as a true practical philosopher, raising

himself, his enjoyments, his hopes, and his ambitions

into an atmosphere entirely above that of the common

race of men around him. But the popular conception

of a Bohemian is something very different indeed from

this lofty idealization. The great majority of those to
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wliom tlie phrase conveys any meaning whatever,

understand a Bohemian to be a reckless^ ruined person,

possessed of some flashes of genius or intellect which

give little light to the worlds and only lead their owner

astray : a man too lazy to work, and not too proud to

live on fortune and chance ; one degree above a beggar :

utterly improvident and good-for-nothing; dissipated,

and perhaps profligate ; rude in manners and not over-

clean in person : but all the while immensely self-

conceited, taking a pride in his recklessness, his idle-

ness, his dissipation, and his dirt. This is not an ex-

aggeration of the common notion of a true Bohemian

;

but it is perhaps, on the whole, as grotesque a cari-

cature as the other portraits I have presented is a flat-

tering, and indeed, glorifying exaltation. A Bohemian

is simply an artist or litterateur who, consciously or

unconsciously, secedes from conventionality in life and

in art. In its essence, Bohemia is or was a protest

against the subjection of human life to money-making

and of human intellect to conventional rule. To be

young, to be fond of pleasure, to care nothing for

worldly prosperity, to scorn mere respectability, and

to rebel against rigid rule,—these are the qualities

which alone may be regarded as essential to constitute

the Bohemian. Conventionality and dulness are the

enemies against which the Bohemian^s life was supposed

to be a practical protest. Accepting this as the creed,

it is not difficult to conjecture the occasional tendency

of its practice. As one man cannot protest against

p
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idolatry without insisting that every place of worship

must be bare as a barn ; as another cannot understand

any way of checking dissipation but proscribing the

waltz and enacting a Maine liquor law ; so it is likely

enough that only too many Bohemians included the

arrangements of debtor and creditor and the marriage

bond as among the conventionalities which it became

a man of spirit to reject. The respectable portion of

society are rarely much scandalized by the bad habits

merely of their neighbours. It is when any attempt

is made to justify the habits by anything like a creed

or sect^ that the warmest indignation arises. No man

of what is called position becomes excluded from

society because he occasionally indulges in relation-

ships which he admits to be wrong; but he at once

loses his place if he becomes a conscientious Mormon,

and maintains that plurality of wives is right. Thus

it has been to a great extent with the leaders of modern

Bohemia and their works. The great scandal which

they wrought was in acting together as a sort of social

and literary sect who deliberately offered scorn to the

conventionalities of the world in life and letters. The

era of the recognised distinctive Bohemian is gone ; it

began with Balzac,, and ended with Murger. Its reign

was very brief, and its kingdom very narrow; Paris

was its cradle, its home, and its grave. It ruled over

the territory which holds the Luxembourg, the Sor-

bonne, the Odeon, and the Boulevard Montparnasse.

But by whatever name they may have been described.
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every age since literature flourished has had its Bohe-

mians. A combined protest against conventional mean-

nesses and worldly ways will always have attraction

for much of the youth and the talent of every gene-

ration. We are interested at present exclusively in the

Bohemia of Balzac and of Miirger^ and in its London

imitation^ because, such as it was, it made its mark

upon the literature of the world, and has left behind

it bequests and memorials which cannot hereafter be

ignored by any historian who desires faithfully to

describe the progress of letters and art during the

earlier half of the nineteenth century.

It is well worth while, before the race shall have

become a mere tradition, to endeavour to illustrate its

leading characteristics, and to record a brief tribute to

the peculiar qualities of some of the men who most

contributed to give this class of literature the influence

which, in defiance of all opposition from without, and

of so many weaknesses within, it held, and must long

continue to hold, over so much of the youth and the

intellect of Europe. It is entitled to the consideration

of the scholar, from the fact that it founded a school

of literature. The Aristotelians, the Epicureans, the

pre-Baphaelite artists of our own day, the Sturm-und-

Drang school of German literatm^e, did not form a

more distinct and peculiar sect than the Bohemian

authors of Paris. The Bohemia of Parisian letters

found its imitators almost everywhere. We have our

own London school—localized, indeed, but savouring

p 2
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unmistakeably of its origin. Heavy Prussians were

found to strive hard after the acquisition of the viva-

cious manners^ the daring graces^ the flippant, reckless

animal spirits of the Bohemian from the left bank of

the Seine. Judging from the kind of writing which,

in the shape of Paris correspondence, seems still to

delight the readers of Brussels, it would appear that

the slang of the Bohemian is still accepted as the fit-

ting language of literature among the subjects of King

Leopold. We must not criticise the literature of

Bohemia merely in its expiring spasms, or even its

gathering decrepitude. Anybody who studies the best

specimens of the school can understand, without ex-

planation, what its degeneracy, its second-hand imita-

tion, would be likely to produce. A school of art or

letters is only judged at all when it is judged by its

very best productions. There were unquestionably in

France some men of true, although peculiar and partly

wasted genius, who lent to this school its most winning

attractions and its only claims to an enduring memory.

Let us, therefore, single out the best specimen of the

typical Bohemian, and from an analysis of his cha-

racter chiefly, obtain an opportunity of appreciating

that school of writers, so fascinating, so extravagant,

so witty, and so soon to pass away.

Eight years ago there died in Paris, under circum-

stances peculiarly melancholy and painful, the last

great leader, the most characteristic type, the most

successful and brilliant chronicler of the Bohemian
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school. Henri Murger died at an age when the

active duties of life ought to have been little

more than commencing; when, at all events, genius

and perseverance might well have been just be-

ginning to gather in their rewards. The early

death of poor Miirger caused little or no sensation

even in the literary circles of London. To the general

English public his works, and his celebrity, such as it

was, were almost entirely unknown. Those who had

heard anything of him regarded him and his writings

for the most part as something utterly disreputable

—

something wholly out of the pale of social or literary

consideration. Yet Miirger was a man of genius. He
had to a degree entii-ely beyond the average of his

compeers, the power of blending wit, humour, obser-

vation, and pathos : he was a perfect master in the

analysing and describing of a certain phase of Parisian

life, and the various lights, shadows, and forms which

cross it. He wrote as he felt and as he lived. It is

not to my purpose to enter into any consideration of

his personal character, made up as it was of so many

qualities which were generous and promising in them-

selves, and of so much which was improvident, reck-

less, and hopeless. After his death many friends came

forward with literary tributes to his genius and his

personal qualities, of that enthusiastic character which

friendship excuses, but which cool criticism can hardly

be expected to accept. On the other hand, one writer

at least has given to the public a sketch of Miirger
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wMchj even where it may have literal truth, is cer-

tainly not deserving of praise for its good-nature or

generosity. Those who wish to learn what Henri

Miirger appeared to his friends,, cannot do better than

read a little book entitled " Histoire de Miirger pour

servir k THistoire de la vraie Boheme/^ published by

Hetzelj and which is still to be met with in every

book-shop in Paris. Those who like to look at another

view of the same figure, will find a piquant, amusing,

ill-natured sketch of the late Bohemian in a work pub-

lished a few years ago by M. Armand de Pontmartin,

and called " Les Jeudis de Madame Charbonneau.^^

There is something so peculiarly Parisian in this

latter book, that I must really allow myself to

wander a little out of my direct path for the purpose

of approaching it. It is a prose satire upon nearly all

the literary men and women of Paris, the living and

the dead, whom our age deems remarkable, and who

do not share the religious, political, and social views of

M. Armand de Pontmartin. It is clever, witty,

amusing, and indeed, in some respects, amazing.

Some years ago we had a considerable commotion in

the literary world of London, much altercation, mu-

tual menacings, appeals to law, and no small amount

of scandal, because a literary gentleman of moderate

renown described in a weekly periodical the appear-

ance, manners, and habits of a literary gentleman of

great renown, whom he had occasionally met at a

club of authors, journalists, and artists. But M.
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Armand de Pontmartin treats tlie whole world to a

most piquant satire upon the personal appearance^ the

conversation, the manners_, the means^ the private lives^.

the pretensions,, weaknesses^ failings, meannesses, va-

nities, and even sins, of all the literary men and

women of Paris in whose drawing-rooms he had sat,

and whose hands he professes to have clasped over and

over again. He describes his personages, indeed, by

nicknames more or less characteristic; but lest even

this slender disguise might cause any of the figures to

pass undetected, he furnishes towards the close of the

volume a key to the whole, by introducing a list of

the real names in juxtaposition with the pseudonyms.

Here we can study the features and manners, as pen-

cilled by a pitiless satirist, of a whole generation of

French litterateurs. Here are Jules Sandeau (for

whom, however, the satirist says some good words),

Ernest Legouve, Edmond About, Paulia Limayrac,

Emile de Girardiu, Sainte Beuve, George Sand, Theo-

phile Gautier, Jules Janin, Victor Hugo, and Lamar-

tiQe. The dead, as I have mentioned, are not

spared; for behold the portraits of Balzac, Madame

Emile de Girardin, Alfred de Musset, Henri Miirger.

In most cases the appending of the real name becomes

an entirely superfluous elucidation. Who, for in-

stance, requires to know the true name of the literary

man from whose description I extract the following

lines :
—" It was at this epoch that I made the ac-

quaintance of Argyre. When I met him he had just
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made his debut^ and his friends were announcing him

as the direct heir of Voltaire. To commence, he had

made fmi out of a poetic country where he had been a

guest, whose sovereign and ministers had received him

with confidence, and he had repaid the hospitality of

three years by a satire of three hundred pages

Since then I have learned that Argyre has made his

way admirably in the world: he is rich; he is de-

corated ; he excels in the brochure ; the stoutest truths

have nothing to daunt him; he has spoken of the

Pope like a man who is not in awe of the spiritual

powers ; and he has demonstrated that the original

of Flandrin^s finest portrait^' (let me say, en parenthesCj

Prince Napoleon) ^^ gained the battle of the Alma and

organized Algeria/^ The "proclivities" of the author

will be well enough understood when I say that his

only hero, so far as one may judge by this book,

appears to be M. Louis Veuillot.

A satirist of this character was not likely to do jus-

tice, or at all events, to exhibit much generosity,

towards a man of the temperament of Henri Miirger.

M. de Pontmartin depicts the Bohemian in outlines

which probably have literal exactness, so far as tliey

go, but of course makes no account of the loveable

and attractive qualities which must have belonged

to Miirger. "In 1850,'' says M. de Pontmartin,

" Schaunard'' (it is thus he names Miirger, after one of

the Bohemian's own personages) " had just published

a book, in which the manners of Bohemia were painted
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in colours little likely to captivate the imaginations of

honest people. To judge by the author^ the early

career of our rising man of letters was but a perpetual

hunt after crown-pieces and cutlets. It was affirmed

that Schaunard had learned how to describe this kind

of life by practising it. But there were, no doubt, in

his book, some bright bubbles of fancy and youth

;

and moreover, the public had become rather weary of

grand adventures, of romances in fifty volumes, which

fitted very awkwardly with the preoccupations of the

Parisian world.^^ Then M. de Pontmartin proceeds to a

very piquant sketch of poor Schaunard : his person, his

taste, his extravagance, his improvidence, his debts, his

dress, his miseries, and his meannesses. Nobody needs to

be told what a writer at once sarcastic, matter-of-fact,

and rigid, can make of a thriftless, reckless prodigal

and waif of literature, when inclined to produce a

satirical description. Perhaps the satirist says well,

when, in concluding his description, he observes, " You

may remember, probably, the noise which was made

over Schaunard^s poor coffin, and which converted a

moral lesson into fanfares and applause. One might

have said that Schaunard was escorted even to the

cemetery by the music of the regiment which had

killed him.''^ There is some truth in this sentence.

The life of Miirger was one for pity and palliation

;

his genius inspires some admiration, but much more

regret ; his whole career was a failure when compared

with what it might have been; and the close of his
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short existence was not fittingly followed by out-

bursts of extravagant panegyric and clamorous glori-

fication.

But we have little concern with Miirger's personal

character^ except in so far as it reflected itself un-

consciously in all bis writings. He bas described in

bis work a kind of life sucb as could only exist in

Paris, and sucb as only a Frencbman could describe^

^^ Gil Blas^^ is scarcely more thoroughly sufiiiscd with

the atmosphere of the scenes it describes than are the

principal chapters of Miirger^s fantastic book. In its

own way, and within its very narrow limits, the

" Scenes de la Vie de Boheme^^ is as remarkable a

life-picture as " Vanity Fair.^' " Balzac/^ says M. de

Pontmartin, '^ was the god of all the Bohemians, who,

but for him, would have had the inconvenience of

being Atheists.^^ Whatever Balzac may have been to

his adorers, certainly Henri Miirger was the poet-

laureate, the vates, the court historiographer of

Bohemia. His works are a panorama of the fantastic

country : they are all, more or less, exaggerations,

sometimes caricatures ; but the extravagance is not of

that kind which distorts and deludes. It magnifies

traits that they may be the more distinctly perceptible

;

it makes extravagances more extravagant, in order that

their comic force may be the greater ; it does not pre-

sent a photograph which is literal and truthful in all

its details, but a humorous and spirited sketch, true

in outline if exaggerated in proportions. As some of
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the drawings in Punch, while obvious caricatures,, yet

contrive to present really admirable likenesses of most

of our public men ; so the Bohemian sketches of

Miirger, while filled with exaggerations, present, on

the whole, a picture as faithful in spirit as it is ad-

mirable in execution, of the fantastic corner of Parisian

life which they profess to illustrate. A reader may

possibly turn away in disgust from the kind of life

which Miirger portrays : he may pronounce it con-

temptible^ worthless, demoralizing, vulgar, if he likes

;

but he cannot say that he does not understand it. It

may impress him with that feeling of shame and

abhorrence with which sensitive persons are sometimes

filled by the perusal of " Gil Blas,^^ or even of our

own ^^ Tom Jones^^ or " Peregrine Pickle ;" but it

must impress him, too, like those great works^ in its

own inferior degree, with a sense of reality, of power,

of vitality, of truthfulness, and of nature. If the

majority of Miirger^s works had no better claim to

general recognition than the fact that they illustrated

spiritedly, and on the whole faithfully, any phase of

human life and character ignored or unknown by the

general world before, they would have done enough to

secure themselves a place in the literary chronicles of

the generation. Criticism must act upon the poli-

tician's principle, and recognise established facts. It

has little to do with the means by which a new

literary power comes into existence, or the merits of

those who helped to found it. Enough that this
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lias the strength to make for itself an existence and a

place ; it has thus at least established an indefeasible

right to critical recognition. Thus, whatever any one

may think of the kind of life which Miirger described,

his place as an author is established by the fact that he

has described it so well. Nor will any reasonable

person regard the scenes and characters of the brilliant

Bohemian's books as either unworthy or uninteresting

objects of study. They will enable many an outsider

to understand and appreciate the very spirit of the

life they illustrate—a life which has had more influence

than it would be easy to appreciate upon society,

literature, and even politics, in the France of our day.

But Miirger had other remarkable qualities besides

those of a vivid delineator of the manners of a class.

He was possessed of a rare humour, a wit thoroughly

Parisian, but now sadly uncommon in Parisian litera-

ture, and a pathetic power which, when it shines at

all, shines with a penetrating light. When everything

which can be said against the manners, the morals, the

style of Miirger's writings has been said, there still

must remain an acknowledgment of a rare and happy

union of varied and vivid faculties—a rich stock of that

true and unfading humour which Thackeray so well

defines as the blending of love and wit.

The principal of Miirger's works—that, indeed, on

which his reputation almost exclusively rests, the

*^ Scenes de la Vie de Boheme^'—opens with a pre-

face which is in itself an admirable exposition, half
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humorous^ half serious^ of the whole Bohemian creed,

school, and practice. The author conducts us, as

Dante^s poetic guide leads him, at once into the midst

of the strange circles we are to study. " Every man,'^

says the author, "who enters upon the arts without

any other means of existence than art itself, will be

forced to pass along the paths of Bohemia. Most of

our contemporaries who display now the brightest

escutcheons of the artist were once Bohemians, and in

their calm and prosperous glory they often recal, and

perhaps not without regret, the time when, in climb-

ing the green hill of youth, they lived upon that

hazardous manna which falls from the baskets of Pro-

vidence, and had no other fortune than courage, which

is the virtue of the young, and hope, which is the

wealth of the poor.^' For readers who like an axiom,

Miirger sums up his general description in one brief

definition :
" Bohemia is that stage of the artistic life

which forms the preface to the Academy, the Hotel

Dieu, or the Morgue.^' But, like every social state,

there are shades, degrees, and classes in Bohemia;

and these, for the better understanding of his '^ Scenes,'"*

Miirger endeavours to classify. First, there is that

section which he names " the ignored Bohemia.^^ This

is composed of the great family of artists fatally con-

demned to the law of the incognito, because they can

find no corner of publicity to attest their very exis-

tence in art. For them art always remains " a faith

and not a calling.^' They had promise, many of them.
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and some miglit have achieved performance as well,

but through indolence, recklessness, timidity, or igno-

rance of practical life, they imagined that when the

work had been finished all was done, that fame and

fortune would enter their garrets par escalade^ and that

they had " only to wait until the pedestals should

come to place themselves under their feet/^ They are

for the most part " logical in their insensate heroism

—they utter no cry or complaint, and they succumb

passively to the obscure and rigorous destiny which

they have made for themselves/^ *^ They commonly

die young/^ adds the author in a melancholy sentence,

" leaving sometimes behind them some work which the

world admires more late, and which it would without

doubt have applauded much sooner if it had not re-

mained invisible." Resuming once more his descrip-

tion by an axiom, Miirger declares that ignored

Bohemia is " not a road, but a cul de sac."

In all this, it will be seen that Miirger professes no

maudlin sympathy for the self-created sufferings of a

class, and for the inevitable obscurity to which even

men of merit must be doomed during life, if they have

not taken the obvious means to give their productions

a chance of fame. He professes an entire contempt

for the sentiment which has created '^ the ridiculous

race of the unappreciated, of the lachrymose poets

whose muse has always red eyes and badly combed

hair." " All intellects really powerful have," says the

author, " something to say, and say it, in fact, sooner
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or later. Genius is the sun—all tlie world sees it.

Talent is the diamond which may remain a long time

lost in the shadow, but which always in the end is dis-

covered by some one.^^

The true Bohemia,, as Miirger terms it, and which

he then proceeds to describe, is composed of those

whom art has really called, and who have at least a

chance of being also chosen. This Bohemia is indeed,

like the other, surrounded by dangers ; two great gulfs

are on either side—misery and doubt ; " but between

those gulfs there is at least a road leading to a goal

which the Bohemians can discern while striving to

reach it.^^ It is of the pilgrims in this Bohemia that

Miirger chiefly composes the groups which make up

his most remarkable work. This is, as he whimsically

phrases it, the ^^ official Bohemia,''^ so called because

those who make part of it ^^have signified their pre-

sence in life and in art otherwise than by a mere

record in the civil registry,^^ and have, " to borrow an

expression from their own language, their names on

the playbill/^ This is the class whose early career

Miirger devoted himself to illustrate by description, by

satire, by caricature, by pathos : this is the sort of life

to which he gave himself up physically and intellec-

tually—a life, as he sums it up in expressive and

eloquent words, " of patience and of courage, where

no one should attempt to struggle unless he be clothed

with a strong cuirass of indifference, proof alike against

the stupid and the envious ; where no one, if he would
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not stumble on the way, must quit for a single moment

that self-pride whicli serves as a staff of support—

a

life charming and terrible, which has its victors and

its martyrs,, and into which no one should enter unless

he has resigned himself beforehand to submit to the

pitiless law of V(B viciis !''

The preface thus outlined very briefly, and the

general tone of which is grave, forcible, full of good

sense, and at the same time deeply tinged with melan-

choly, serves as an introduction to one of the most

eccentric, extravagant, humorous, and provoking books

which even a Bohemian could give to the world. The

most patient and liberal reader is often puzzled to

know whether he ought to laugh or be sad, to feel ad-

miration or anger, over the pages of this singular

extravaganza. It is not reading to be recommended

to every one. Many intelligent and simple minds

would undoubtedly turn away offended from its pages :

it would offend them, not because of that which is

commonly described as " indelicacy,^^ and which really

is not to be found in its scenes, but because of its

recklessness, its absence of all direct expression of

moral feeling or clear recognition of moral duty.

That large class of readers, abounding especially in

England, who think every book objectionable and im-

moral which does not sum itself up into some distinct

lesson of duty, and in which the author's own sym-

pathy with morality and virtue is not constantly and

clearly expressed, would not do well to open Miirger^'s
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books at all. Starting with such canons of criticism^

they could not possibly appreciate the extraordinary

humour and the frequent gleams of unforced and

searching pathos which shine through these ^^ Scenes

from the Life of Bohemia ;" while they would utterly

lose sight of the very impressive and practical moral

which^ after all, is inculcated in the whole work : for

Miirger^s heart was in the kind of life he described,

even while his intellect enabled him fully to appreciate

its dangers, its follies, and its meannesses. Its savage

independence in the very midst of civilization ; the

practical magnanimity with which obscurity, poverty,

and hard struggle were endured ; the zest with which

the scantiest scrap of enjoyment was seized on ; the

insensate heroism (to use his own phrase) with which

all thought of provision for the morrow was put aside

for the amusement of to-day,—all this seems to have

captivated his sympathies even where it could not

control or bias his judgment. In contemplating

Miirger the man, one must deplore the fatal reckless-

ness which blighted so much of his career, and helped

so powerfully to bring about its premature close. But

if we regard him merely as the author of one or two

characteristic and remarkable books, it would be im-

possible to deny that the extraordinary power, vivid-

ness, and freshness which make the " Scenes from the

Life of Bohemia^^ a masterpiece in its way, are mainly

due to the fact that the author who produced them

Q
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was in heart and spirit^ as well as in social career, a

very Bohemian.

The ^' Scenes from the Life of Bohemia'^ consist

merely of some loosely-connected sketches from the

early career of four young men of that class to which

the author himself belonged. These personages are

Schaunard,, the great musician j CoUine, the profound

philosopher ; Rodolphe, the celebrated poet ; and

Marcel, the renowned painter. It must be understood

that the greatness, profundity, celebrity, and renown

of these remarkable persons exist, during our know-

ledge of them, only in their own common estimate and

recognition. The world had not as yet even under-Jj

taken to look into their claims. They work, more or

less regularly, for bread, and as yet receive but scant

and uncertain fare in return. For instance. Marcel,

the great painter, has been labouring for years upon a

masterpiece, on which his fame is to rest, and which

he maintains to be a grand painting of '^ The Passage

of the Red Sea.^^ Every season this surprising work

has been obstinately rejected by the jury of the Exhi-

bition. In fact, by the mere force of going and

coming, the picture has got to know the way so well,

that the artist affirms, if he were to place it on

castors it would run along to the Louvre of itself.

Each time indignant at its rejection, the painter was

not discouraged. Each new season he sent it in;

but in order to elude the conspiracy which a malig-

nant body of envious judges must have formed for
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the exclusion of his ^^ Passage of the Red Sea/^ he

slightly modified^ year after year^ the details of the

picture. Thus it made its appearance one season as

the ^^ Crossing of the Rubicon f but the artist had

rather hurriedly disguised Pharaoh as Csesar, and the

fraud was only too promptly detected. The following

year the persevering painter put in a bank of snow,

attired, his Egyptians as grenadiers of the Imperial

Guard, and baptized his picture ^^ The Passage of the

Beresina.^^ Labour in vain ; even a feeling of national

sympathy does not appeal to their hearts, and the jury

reject the metamorphosed picture. The artist breaks

into an outburst of whimsical rage ; but he will not

give in. ^^ To my last sigh/^ vows Marcel, ^^ I will

send them in my picture. At least it shall be en-

graved on their memories. I will not even wait for

the season. From this day forth my picture shall

become the sword of Damocles eternally suspended

over their existences. I will send it round once a

week to each of their houses ; into the bosom of their

families, into the very heart of their private lives. It

shall trouble their domestic joys ; it shall make their

wine sour, their roast meat burnt, and their wives

cross. They shall at last be all driven into madness,

and every one of them will require a strait-waistcoat

when he is taken to the Institute on the day of a

sitting.^^ In this outburst, half comic, half serious.

Marcel revenges himself upon his remorseless enemies,

and presently forgets his vows of practical vengeance,

Q 2
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works away anew at his discarded picture, makes fresh

struggles and shifts for life and amusement, and is on

the whole extremely happy. The four Bohemians are

tried rather frequently by the rebuffs which they re-

ceive from the unappreciating Dons in their several

departments of art. They are miserably poor, and

they are neither unhappy nor ashamed. The whole

book is made up of their struggles, their wants, their

brief, hardly-acquired pleasures, their hopes and disap-

pointments, their borrowings and divers expedients,

their debts, duns, balls, suppers, junketings, fasts, and

sufferings. When a gleam of momentary fortune

shines upon the path of any one of the four, he shares

loyally with his fellows the advantages it brings.

There is no such picture of poverty, struggle, and en-

joyment thus blended, so far as I know, in English

literature. In the very depth of their distress, these

four Bohemians are positive Sybarites. They revel

over a crust and a glass of wine, and their careless

gaiety is actually invincible by any degree of privation.

Of course their shifts and struggles are depicted with

the hand of a caricaturist; but in the spirit of the

story there is little of caricature. Perhaps Thackeray^s

Ered Bayham is the nearest approach modern English

literature affords to a Bohemian of the style of

Rodolphe or Schaunard ; but Fred Bayham's worst pri-

vations are positive opulence when compared with the

normal life of Schaunard or Rodolphe ; and Bayham

has his serious side and has his active interests in
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politics and the real worlds whicli make him, to a

certain extent, a being of a totally diflFerent order from

the extravagant, reckless, witty Bohemians. Through

the whole of the volume I am now reviewing, there

is not, it may be frankly stated, one single sentence,

nay, one single line, betokening the slightest concern

for any of the real interests of life and men, for the

advancement of humanity, for the present world or the

future. The four Bohemians were not politicians.

The creation of the Republic of 1 848 was received by

them with a truly philosophical indifference. They

remarked that the pavements of the Eepublic wore out

boots quite as fast as those of the Monarchy. Never-

theless, they were not unwilling to profit by the new

order of things. Therefore they prepared, with much

labour, the following circular, which was addressed, in

the name of each, to all their creditors :

—

" Citizen !

Having had the glory of dying for my country, I have

charged the universal executor to arrange with you.

Let us cast a veil over the past. Salvation and fra-

ternity ! Long live the Republic V Then, as they

conceived that the right of idleness ought to have been

proclaimed by the Republic in favour of arts and

letters, they set themselves to looking out of window,

and waited for ministerial appointments, while watch-

ing the movements of the house-porter, who had just

been appointed proconsul of a Department. It would

be impossible to read without a smile the fantastic

chapter in which Miirger satirizes the immediate
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results of the Eevolution, and the manner in which its

ministerial, diplomatic, and military posts were given

away, fought for, bought and sold, exchanged, and

gambled for ; one lucky individual selling an appoint-

ment for a petit verre, and a member of the Bohemian

tribe winning at billiards an embassy and a meerschaum

pipe together.

With all the extravagance of its mirth, this is a

melancholy book. It has many chapters and episodes

which are steeped in pathos. One in particular, which

tells the miserable story of a poor artist and a con-

sumptive girl, is wonderful in its way for the many

new and thrilling gleams of simple and natural pathos

it contrives to shed over one of the oldest and most

outworn of subjects. Like Miirger's mirth, his pathos

is not always drawn from the very purest source ; but

in this instance at least, even the very pedantry of

virtue may admit some sympathy for the sufferings of

an unfortunate pair of young people, even although

their union, so soon to be severed, had not been

solemnized at the Madeleine or St. Genevieve. But

the tone of the whole book is sad even in its occa-

sional delirium of gaiety. The struggles of the poor

Bohemians are none the less painful because of the

gipsy-like heedlessness with which they are borne, and

the intervals of cheap revelry with which they are

varied. Sometimes it is not easy to know whether

one ought to admire the four companions as practical

philosophers, to pity them as fools, or to be angry with
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them as reprobates. Miirger seems to have been pos-

sessed towards the close of his story with a sense of

the necessity of giving it something like a moral-

purpose turn. His heroes reform in the end; they

succeed in their several callings ; they come to value

their lives and their reputations : they quit the tangled

footpaths of wild Bohemia,, and entering upon the

broad highway of life they lose the clue to the en-

chanted forest, and revisit it no more. But the

author somehow does not seem to gladden over the

redeemed respectability of his personages. There is

a great deal of good sense and practical wisdom in

some of the passages which conclude the volume ; but

the writer^s heart seems to have been with the days of

the pleasant folly. Two of the regenerated Bohe-

mians talk over the past, and acknowledge that they

could no longer enjoy its idleness, its heedlessness, its

cheap and miserable scraps of pleasure. " I am quite

content to look back upon the past,^"* says Marcel,

^' but it must be over a bottle of good wine and seated

in a comfortable arm-chair—Qu'est-ce que tu veux ?

I am corrupted. I no longer care for anything which

is not good.^' And succumbing at last to the respecta-

bility and the convenances^ the friends shake their heads,

and rather dismally console themselves with the ac-

knowledgment that la jeunesse n'a qv!un temps—youth

has only one season. Indeed, this melancholy moral

is the refrain of nearly all Miirger's works. Youth, its

season and its efijoyments, seem to have been life to
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him ; youth gone,, the rest is spoken of as if not worth

having. He loved to write of the gaieties and the

follies of the one bright season ; and even when, sum«

moning np a moment of his native clear sense^ he re-

proves and condemns^ it is with so evident a leaning

to the erring side^ that the reproof and condemnation

have but little influence. Therefore even the set

moral by which Miirger probably sought to redeem

his book became rather in his tones a seduction than

a warning. It is a lament that the time of enjoyment

has passed, a melancholy exhortation to become wise

and dull now that the capacity to appreciate folly and

mirth has faded with youth. Miirger addresses wis-

dom and labour as Beranger, in one of his most cele-

brated chansons, apostrophizes the mistress of his

maturity, ^he is far more beautiful, more intellectual,

more true, nay, more tender, than the wild, vivacious,

thoughless, wanton Eosette of other days. All this

the poet frankly and sadly acknowledges. But the

early love had the one incomparable attraction—she

had the poet's youth !

" My youth—^the youth I now regret.

Alas ! I cannot now love you,

As long ago I loved Eosette !'*

Very much in this tone is the burthen even of

Miirger's gayest chant. There is little healthy—^how,

indeed, could there be much ?—about either the prose

or the poetry of the brilliant Bohemian. Its gaiety

is wild, and much of its pathos is morbid : it is, to
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apply a phrase from Alfred de Musset^ ^Hriste by

nature and wanton through ennui/^ One may freely

own that moralities not a few^ as Carlyle says^ may

shriek out over those ^^ Scenes of Bohemia ;" but they

vindicate their moral and their purpose by their truth-

fulness j by the force and vividness with which they

illustrate certain phases of human life and certain

vagaries of human character; they vindicate their

artistic value by their wonderful resources of wit, by

their deep though rare pathos, by their brilliant de-

scriptive power. There is not one weak or common-

place sentence in the whole of the volume I have

been describing. No Frenchman now living could

produce such a book, or anything like it. The man

must be dull, cold, and pedantic, indeed, who can read

it without acknowledging that, through whatever

moral and artistic defects and eccentricities, the

blended power of genius and of human feeling is evi-

dent and impressive everywhere, even in the wildest of

these wild pages.

The Bohemian days are gone ;
perhaps they closed

with the youth and the life of Miirger. An entirely

new race of litterateurs and students springs up, and

even the Quartier Latin loses its characteristic fea-

tures. " No one,^-' says a recent writer, " would re-

cognise in the civilized being dressed comma tout le

monde, swaggering up and down the asphalte of the

Boulevard, the reckless, eccentric student, the inhabi-

tant of Boheme of Miirger .^^ One can almost picture
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the last of tlie race finishing up and closing that

Tolume of existence with a parting ceremonial like

that of the last of the three Gesellen in the famous

German student-song. The world has probably not

lost much on the whole in losing the Bohemian race.

No one acknowledges more readily, more sadly than

Miirger, their follies and evils. ^^ Bohemia/^ he said

in his closing hours to Edmond About, ^^is not an

institution, but a malady, and I am dying of it.^^ Yet

we must not forget that there is wild youth in other

cities besides Paris, and that there were fast young

men before the world had ever been amused by the

whimsicalities of Rodolphe and Schaunard. It is easy

to accuse Miirger of having made prodigals by his

Bohemian pictures, as it was to charge Schiller with

having turned honest young men into robbers by the

attractiveness with which he invested the character of

Karl Moor. To the critic, Miirger^s books are but

sketches of certain phases of life ; and it is not neces-

sary, in vindicating their claims to literary merit, to

vindicate also the morals of the people they describe,

or even the personal character of the author. But

one cannot help reflecting on the fact that, although

Miirger is dead and Bohemia vanished, Parisian litera-

ture does not seem to have gained much by change of

times and tastes. If the morality of Miirger was

doubtful, sui-ely that of M. Feydeau admits of no

question at all. Balzac depicted some scenes which

ought not to have been described ; but even the deli-
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rious debaucli described in the Feau de Chagrin be-

comes healthful and virtuous "when compared with

some of the scenes in the works of living and popular

French novelists. Virtuous dulness may be a nobler

thing in literature than eccentric genius; but even

eccentric genius is at all events much better than ob-

scene stupidity. It seems to me that much of the

literature of the Second Empire is only fit to be

classified with the novels of Aphra Behn and the pro-

ductions of Crebillon fils. The author of '^ La Nouvelle

Babylone" (M. Eugene Pelletan), if he be somewhat

too sweeping and severe in his impassioned denuncia-

tions of the social degradation which he maintains to

have fallen upon the Paris of our day_, has certainly not

uttered a word too harsh in condemning the popular

literature and the fashionable drama. Crebillon fils

himself might have felt ashamed of the infamous novel

" Fanny/^ which ran through eighteen or twenty edi-

tions ; and even Wycherley might have disowned the

parentage of many recent dramas at the performance

of which the French Court ^' assisted/' In the pre-

sence of such a condition of Parisian literature_, it is

but hypocrisy like that of Tartufi*e^ to affect any re-

pugnance to the mere whimsicalities and extravagance

of Miirger, or the grossest errors of Balzac. Even the

severe censor I have just quoted, M. Pelletan, having

gravely condemned the Bohemian school of romance,

cannot help adding, when he compares it with pre-

sent schools, '^ Peace to its memory after all. It was
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better tlian its destiny/^ So it was. There was some-

thing about its worst phases which had generosity,

spirit, independence. It did not abase itself in the

dust to do Court homage, or beg for place or solicit

the alms of patronage : it was often reckless but never

ignoble. It had, at all events, something of the fire

of genius in it—genius which (again to quote Carlyle)

" never yet was wholly base or hateful.^^ It remained

for an age of order, of decorum, of prudence, and pro-

priety, to banish from France every intellect which

might have preserved and enhanced the renown of her

literature, and to degrade all that it retained into

Court flunkeyism and chartered licentiousness. Bo-

hemian literature may have too often represented, in

the days of Balzac or Miirger, the heedless grisette

;

but another school has produced a Parisian literature

which is only to be typified by the licensed and re-

gistered Cyprian of the Paris streets.

Bohemia, says Miirger, is only possible in Paris. But

if we have not had the genuine institution in London,

we have certainly had a very pretentious native imita-

tion. The impress of the literature of the Latin

Quarter may be very easily traced upon certain books,

periodicals, and authors of London. Ours, however,

is a thoroughly British Bohemia, racy of the soil on

which it arose. Here is a description of the region

absolutely perfect in its way, from the pen of one who,

if he had not been capable of something far higher^

might have led our Bohemian school :
—^^ What is
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now called Bohemia/^ says Mr. Thackeray, " had no

name in Philip^s young days, though many of us knew

the country very well—a pleasant land, not fenced

with drab stucco like Tyburnia or Belgravia ; not

guarded by a huge standing army of footmen ; not

echoing with noble chariots ; not replete with polite

chintz drawing-rooms and neat tea-tables—a land over

which hangs an endless fog occasioned by much to-

bacco ; a land of chambers, billiard-rooms, supper-

rooms, oysters ; a land of songs ; a land where soda-

water flows freely in the morning ; a land of tin dish-

covers from taverns and frothing porter; a land of

lotos-eating (with lots of Cayenne pepper) ; of pulls on

the river ; of delicious readings of novels and magazines,

and saunterings in many studios ; a land where men

call each other by their Christian names ; where most

are poor ; where almost all are young, and where, if

a few oldsters do enter, it is because they have pre-

served more tenderly and carefully than other folks

their youthful spirits and the delightful capacity to be

idle. I have lost my way to Bohemia now ; but it is

certain that Prague is the most picturesque city in the

world." Nowhere can there be found more faithful

and vivid sketches of the British Bohemian than those

which Mr. Thackeray has carelessly touched ofi" in so

many stray chapters. The author describes as one of

the initiated and acclimatized alone could do. The

true spirit and fragrance of the Bohemian atmosphere

are about him. His Warringtons, Fred Bayhams,
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Clive Newcombes, J. J. Ridleys^ and the rest^ are not

only admirable as a general grouping, but each one is

in himself a perfect type of a class or variety of the

genus. Dickens has done nothing bearing any resem-

blance to this kind of picture. His Richard Swivellers

and Micawbers are admirable comedy, but they do not

belong to Bohemia. None of the air of that pic-

turesque land has ever breathed upon them. The true

Bohemia must, above all things, be a region whose in-

habitants are artists and live by art. Whatever the

genuine Bohemian may be, it is absolute and essential

that he must never be vulgar, and that he must always

at least have the sympathies of a scholar and an artist,

and something of the native grace of a gentleman.

Whoever would paint him must give him, under what-

ever circumstances^ a dash of the picturesque. At his

very poorest, he must resemble a Spanish gipsy rather

than a Dartmoor tramp ; at his very worst, he must

be like a mountain brigand rather than a Seven Dials

burglar.

Mr. Thackeray^s powers were too great and too

varied to be circumscribed by the narrow limits of the

Bohemian life. But there is a school distinctly to be

traced out whose literary reach does not pass those

bounds. Probably not many of my readers have any

distinct remembrance af a book published in London

some years ago, under the name of " Friends of Bo-

hemia.^^ It was a satirical novel, partly social, partly

political, but in the former aspect professing to deal
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with the section of London life which corresponds with

the Parisian sphere illustrated by Miirger. The book

waSj when considered as a novels a total failure. It

wanted almost everything which is essential to suc-

cessful fiction. The author had not the art of tellinjr

a story_, and was quite unable to awaken in any reader

the slightest gleam of interest regarding the mere

evolution of the narrative. The characters of the

romance had no life about them^ and they all talked

in newspaper paragraphs. Yet scarcely any reader

could have failed to recognise the great talent which

the author had wasted in an uncongenial effort. The

satirical style was so penetrating and at the same time

so simple^ the observations were so quaintly original,

the very scepticism and irreverence had so little of the

old, common-place sneer about them, that it was im-

possible not to acknowledge in every page the presence

of a vigorous and a peculiar intellect. The author

was Mr. Edward M. Whitty, a man of bright and

precocious talents, who, after a short career, full of

brief promise, in London journalism and letters, sud-

denly quitted the field in broken health and went out

to Australia, there to die. Before the publication of

the ^^ Friends of Bohemia,^^ Mr. Whitty had been well

known as a political satirist of a new and remarkable

character. He had contributed to a London weekly

periodical, to a Liverpool newspaper, and to other publi-

cations, continued essays and sketches descriptive of the

House of Commons, its great men, its little men, its life.
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and its peculiarities. There was about these sketches a

power which removed them altogether out of the in-

significant order of the common-place parliamentary-

gossip. As the AtheruBum truly remarked, in no-

ticing Mr. Whitty's death, they lifted that species of

writing to the rank of a literature. Thoroughly

original and even odd in their tone, pungent in their

cynical style, there was an amount of shrewd observa-

tion, and keen, comprehensive judgment about them,

which gave them a solid value. Mr. Whitty was

scarcely ever at fault in his estimate of the capacity

and even the general character of a public man.

Written many years ago, those sketches are, for the

most part, well worth reading now. It is curious to

observe how, in almost all instances, the men whose rise

they predicted have risen, those whom they pronounced

to be doomed to extinction have been extinguished.

But this turn of mind and style of writing utterly

marred the author^s success as a novelist. He endea-

voured to make the Bohemian a politician : he endea-

voured to produce a kind of work which should combine

Miirger with "Vivian Grey.^^ Even if such a task

could be accomplished, he was not the man to achieve

it. Therefore " Friends of Bohemia" made less mark

than its author was capable of making, and the author

himself accomplished far less than his natural power

might have enabled him to effect. I have devoted

these few lines to his memory, chiefly because his un-

successful novel was the only attempt I know of to
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give to English literature a work ostentatiously and

professedly Bohemian.

Our London school is led by no great author ; by

none even who pretends to the possession of genius. Yet

its existence and its influence must be felt in almost

all circles of readers. Even those who have never

analysed their observations on the subject must be

dimly conscious of the presence of a certain new ele-

ment in oui' literature—a certain dashing, flippant,,

" fast^^ style of description and of reflection, all savour-

ing purely of London—irreverent, swaggering, not

without wit, and sometimes not even without wisdom,

but in all cases fantastic, impudent, and cockneyfled.

In books, in periodicals, in newspapers, the style may

be traced by the least observant of readers. This is

the style of the London Bohemian, this the thought

and language of the school which produces fast novels

and writes sensation articles, and has raised to a positive

profession the manufacture of the theatrical burlesque.

It is altogether rougher, broader, more of the black and

white style than its Parisian prototype. It wants the

ebullient, inexhaustible, and penetrative wit of Miirger :

it wants, too, that nameless grace which he threw over

all his productions : it wants his rare blending of the

pathetic and the droll. Regarding every subject,

scene, and character from a London point of view,

concerning himself with no human interests whatever

outside the limits of a very small London circle ; view-

ing, or aff'ecting to view, all life as a prodigious joke and

R
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imimmery_, tlie London Bohemian swaggers through

literature more roysteringly and more noisily than his

confrere of Paris ; but he does not make the same mark

as he passes^ and his day will leave but few records

behind which any posterity will care to gather up.

There is, however^ one point of indisputable supe-

riority—our British school affects no moral eccentrici-

ties. It needs no excuse such as the best of the Paris

band must require. The men who produce its viva-

cious, dashing literature are, so far as works may

indicate character, not merely accomplished scholars,

but men of honour and principle. Their worst de-

fects are faults of taste and style; and even these,

although they may sometimes make sober readers im-

patient, may be borne with good-nature and composure

when we reflect how very, very soon the whole school

is likely to pass away.

Even already there are quickly spreading indica-

tions that the public have had nearly enough of the

fast novel of London life—^the dashing article on

London haunts, the wearily droll burlesque in which

the classic and the Cockney are blended in fantastic

oUa podrida. For, after all, there really is a world

outside Fleet-street, and there are people who do not

write fast articles and haunt the coulisses of theatres ;

and we cannot always listen to the sayings of one set

of individuals. It is not to be made an accusation

against a class of authors that they only describe what

they know. But the author who can only describe

one phase of life must expect, unless he possesses very
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wonderful powers^ to find his listeners soon grow

weary. A man of genius may no doubt make for

himself a perpetual place of some kind in literature,

no matter how narrow the field to which he limits his

labour ; but when a disciple appears who attempts to

do very much the same sort of thing with far inferior

powers, and in a still narrower field ; and when various

minor imitators follow more and more feebly in the

footsteps of the second, the public very soon grows

impatient of the operation, and before long thrusts

aside the whole band, or passes by them with indif-

ference. The whole of the fast school of London

litterateurs have made themselves up after the model

of Mr. Dickens or of Mr. Thackeray, and by that very

fact alone, if they secured for themselves a temporary

success, they likewise insured an ultimate failure. One

consideration, however, must be borne in mind : we

have seen what fashion of literature it is which has

succeeded the Bohemian fraternity of Paris, and we

have seen how very little art or morals have gained by

the change ; we have yet to see what the effects will

be upon British letters when our minor authors cease

to imitate Dickens and Thackeray. Will it be much

of a gain to literature, if to the school of the Real and

the Humorous succeeds the school of the Unreal and

the Sensational ?^

* It should be stated that this was written before the reign of

the Sensational had folly set in, and when its coming into power

was as yet only a possibility.

R 2
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Yet;, whatever may be tlie immediate result,, it is well

to have frequent revolutions, and even rebellions, in

the dynasties of letters. A leader there is very soon

captain long enough. The literature of France was

sinking into a very grandiose and pompous condition

of decrepitude when the battle of classicists and

romanticists came to infuse life into it ; and the con-

test of these rival schools was degenerating itself into

pedantry or extravagance, when the wild Bohemians

suddenly diverted the public attention to realisms of

an entirely novel kind. Inundated as we have been

for some time with realistic novels and dramas, we are

apt to forget that the common tendency of literature

runs in quite another direction. Unless it is at fre-

quent intervals drawn down to the ordinary paths of

human life, our art is a great deal too fond of en-

deavouring to strike its head against the sublime stars.

Idealization is on the whole very easily attained, and

it affords to commonplace minds the tempting and de-

lightful opportunity of enacting inspiration with very

little trouble. Poets and romancists too are often

much disposed to give themselves such airs as historians

were wont to do when they pleased to consider certain

topics as beneath their notice, and invented what

Macaulay justly calls " that vile phrase, the dignity of

history." Now, the Bohemian litterateurs did for

France, in their own way, something like the service

which Fielding and Smollett did for England, which

Dickens and Thackeray found it needful in our own
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days to do again. " Tom Jones" has its greatest valne

in the fact that it bequeaths to all time a perfect

picture, a very photograph, of an ordinary, good-

humoured, clever, dashing young fellow of that day

—

just the kind of person with whom nobody is too good

to acknowledge himself kin, and nobody too bad

to be allowed to claim at least a distant relation-

ship. Something of a similar nature, softened in fact

because of the change of morals, and still further

softened by the author to suit the change in manners,

is Mr. Thackeray's ^^ Pendennis.''' Here is the ordi-

nary young man of the collegiate class, in the reign of

Victoria ; here are his ways, his pleasures, his good and

bad qualities, his very impulses and feelings, so faith-

fully mirrored that any future age has but to look in

and learn the secrets of a past generation. Let us do

the Bohemians the justice to acknowledge that they

have rendered, in their own sphere, a somewhat similar

service to literature, and even to history. The dignity

of romance would scorn to degrade itself by noticing

the pitiful lives, the vulgar, cheap enjoyments, the

ignoble follies of the Schaunards, and Rodolphes, and

Oliviers. It would have turned away from them as

the fine ladies and gentlemen turned away from

Moliere's homely pictures of good-natured bourgeois, and

simple, commonplace girls. Yet the true history of our

times could not have afforded to lose a page or two

devoted to the Bohemians and their literature. They

have had the peculiar fortune to write their story for
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themselves. We must not judge too harshly these

epicureans of poverty—these hungry Anacreons of

the Latin Quarter. They had the advantage over

modem Anacreons of a very different kind, that they

were at least truthful and real : they did not sing or

speak, like Thomas Moore, of howers of roses and

brimming bowls, of Lesbias and Chloes, and affect

the manners as well as the morals of Horace, in the

drawing-rooms and boudoirs of the nineteenth century :

they did not, on the other hand, like a popular French

school, revel in distorted sentimentalities, in fantastic

flights of mock passion, in the vagaries of disorder

trying to excuse itself by shamming a lofty morale of

its own making. Where they rebelled, they rebelled

against sycophancy and mean proprieties and conven-

tionalities in art and in life; and when they ran into

extravagance they knew themselves extravagant, and

never affected to think themselves any better. They

lived and wrote merely, indeed, to give to the world a

few scenes from the daily life of struggling, joyous,

heedless youth—a youth which, if it made war upon

any of the world^s laws, was at least good-humoured

and genial, not scowling, sullen, and misanthropical in

its antagonism. The literary man, the artist, must

have been singularly prudent and fortunate in his

early career who can say that none of the Bohemian

literature speaks to him of many a personal memory

;

and singularly sage and unsympathetic who can de-

clare that its spirit is wholly unknown to him. I
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have already said that I cannot recommend the

society which men like Miirger painted as the best

company for sensible and practical^ or sensitive and

prudish^ persons to take up with. Even the best of

the Bohemians, British or foreign, talk in language

terribly reckless as regards the conventionalities and

proprieties of life. Tliese roystering writers require

stout nerves in those who would appreciate them and

do justice to them through all their swagger and head-

long spirits. Beranger pleaded, in defence of some of

his chansons, and the plea was in itself not unreason-

able, that they were never written for the instruction of

young ladies. None of the Bohemians I know of can

be supposed to have intended his books for the classes

of a feminine academy. They are very realistic, all of

them : they take the world, or rather just that section

of society which makes up their world, exactly as they

find it. If they meet young men who are wild, reck-

less, prodigal, fond of pleasure, careless of worldly

advancement, ready to run into debt, and indiflferent

as to the means of getting out of it, they describe

them as endowed with precisely those qualities, and

they take no trouble to apologize to the world for the

ways of the personages thus presented to public

notice. It would be a weary and a futile undertaking

to enter here upon a consideration of the question,

how far the mere existence of certain phases of society

justifies an author in describing them. Pedantry of

all kind apart, it may well be acknowledged that there
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are limits to realism^ and tliat all the habits of all

the classes of London and Paris are not fitting sub-

jects for the descriptive hand of the novelist. But,

as a rule, the modern Bohemians cannot be charged

with any serious infringement of the limits which

good taste and common sense would prescribe. As a

mere school, theirs may be considered a failure. The

respectabilities of life are far too strong for them and

their literature. No one keeps up such a struggle

very long ; the weak cannot do it, and the really

strong seldom care to waste their strength in a pro-

longed and losing battle. In the real world, the

school of Major Pendennis always regains the upper

hand, and generous eccentricity has to give in at last.

In the world of literature, too, the proprieties are

finally triumphant after every episode of interruption.

Miirger^s Bohemians, in their ultimate absorption into

the calm and steady progress of society around, very

aptly typify the fate of the fitful literature which they

helped to make popular ; but the world has every rea-

son to be thankful for such occasional interruptions

to the current of its literary fashion. Art and letters

may be very well described as despotisms tempered by

frequent insurrection. The classicists become intolerable

in their pompous monotony, and are for a while, to the

great relief of society, pushed aside by the romanticists.

"When these have harped too long upon the string of

wild human passion, stormy vices, and melancholy fate,

comes very appropriately into existence the band which
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deals only with the petty vices and trumpery difficulties

and wayward ephemeral emotions of youth and

poverty. And the Bohemians have their brief day,

until they too pass away. Society gains something by

each successive revolution. The leaders of each are

niched among the chiefs of literature ; their relics be-

come part of our possessions,, and the rest are swept

away^ and very soon forgotten. It seems to me that

the Bohemian literature has made sufficient mark upon

its age to be entitled to some permanent place, how-

ever modest, in literary history. However great the

follies and faults of the man and of his style, I should

regret to think that the French, and even the English

readers of the future, will not retain some distinct

appreciation of the wit, the geniality, the vividness, the

pathos, the exuberant spirits and good-nature of the

typical Bohemian of Paris, Henri Miirger.
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VICTOR HUGO is, undoubtedly, the

most prominent representative of

French literature now living. He
' has attempted success in a great many

directions, and has achieved it, to a

certain degree, in all ; he has found readers, admirers,

and imitators among all classes, and in all countries,

where books of any kind are read. While endowed

beyond question with gifts which raise him far above the

levelofthemerelypopular French authors of recent days,

the Dumas and the Sues, or even those of less objec-

tionable character, Victor Hugo has produced the most

universally read romance of his age. He is the author

of a number of dramas once so successful that they

all but founded a new school of literature in France.

He is without a rival in his own country as a lyrist,

of a certain refined and intellectual class—not a

popular singer like Beranger, or Bums, whose verses

may be read with delight in the study, and chorused
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witli rapture in the garret and the peasant's cottage,,

but a balladist of rich and luxuriant fancy, exuberant

imagery, tender feeling, and peculiarly graceful ex-

pression. When the poet turned politician, he became

one of the most eloquent of the orators whose genius

revived for a brief period the memories of the old

Girondist days ; and, when driven into exile, he turned

and smote his enemy with a bitterness and a power

which no Girondist possessed. He is in every way

the most remarkable of the many gifted and accom-

plished men of kindred views, the Lamartines, Louis

Blancs, and Rollins, whom political causes have

banished from France.

Victor Hugo represents a theory and a school of

art. That theory deserves consideration the more

especially because of the fidelity with which, through

his whole career, its author has adhered to it. The

ardent young Legitimist has changed into the vehement

Republican ; the hymns of hyperbolical loyalty to

monarchy have been succeeded by passionate denun-

ciations of kings. From the condition of mind during

which he denounced popular liberty and even the

people in fierce and unmeasured invective, he gra-

dually expanded into a lover of romantic and pic-

turesque patriotism ; and sang the struggles of Greece,

and the daring exploits of Kanaris^ in strains which a

Greek of to-day might read with mingled feelings of

pride and humiliation. Thus growing in liberalism of

views, Victor Hugo at last developed into an ardent
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and passionate lover, and even devotee, of the people

and popular liberty. Nay, as he was originally an

unreasoning enthusiast in his attachment to royalty,

80 he has in his later years become the very fanatic of

liberty. From the Legitimist hymns of his early years

to the '' Chatimens " and " The Day of Kings " is,

indeed, a long journey for even a French politician

and poet to traverse. But if Victor Hugo has changed

so completely his political views, he has remained

during the same period thoroughly faithful to his

theory and creed of art. For he has, during the whole

of his long, full, and active literary life, worked in

obedience to a distinct theory. Without reference to

that actuating faith his works cannot be fairly judged

at all. An English author writes, so to speak, in a

haphazard fashion. He has a turn for the romantic,

and he allows his taste to carry him whither it will.

He has a genius for humorous descriptions of external

objects and peculiarities, and he abandons every other

consideration for the development of this speciality

alone. He has a natural power which no one around

him possesses of delineating the characters of ordinary

men and women, and he accordingly produces books

which are perfect mirrors or photographs of human

life. But all these things are done in obedience to

the author^ s instincts, and not to any dogmas of art

which he has chosen to set up. Our English author

concerns himself not the least about any theories of art

at all. He lets the reins fall upon his horse's neck
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and journeys whitlier his bearer will carry him. I

am not certain that this is not the best and truest

theory of all. If genius be worth anything it is

worth trusting. But this is certainly not the prin-

ciple upon which French writers of distinction have

commonly worked ; and Victor Hugo in especial is the

representative of an artistic principle for which in his

younger days he fiercely fought^ and to which in his

elder years he is as earnestly, although more calmly,

devoted. His theory itself lives and flourishes in his

own person still. He maintained it in "The Last

Days of a Condemned /' in the immortal ^^ Hunchback

of Notre D^me -" in that marvellous freak and folly of

splendid genius, " The Legend of the Ages/^ the great

literary ruin of its day. He maintained it as earnestly

and practically as ever in the long-expected, widely-

heralded, extraordinary " Miserables.^^

Victor Hugo^s life in great measure explains his

literary principles. Of that life its earliest years were

the most remarkable, and the most surcharged with

varied experiences. Even the incidents of banish-

ment must have been slight events in the life of the

man of fifty, who before the age of twelve had been

hurried over half Europe amid the roar of cannon,

and almost amid the crush of ranks. The poet's

father was General Hugo, an officer of eminence,

and the author of some military works of repute.

Of his father many of the son's best verses speak

in feeling tones, and a touchingly told incident in
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the Legende des Siecles is a tribute of the poet to a

humanity and bravery surpassing in this instance

the famous action of Sir Philip Sidney. General

Hugo was one of the first volunteers of the Republic.

His wife was a Vendean by birth, and of true Ven-

-dean sentiment. Her son says of her_, in a preface to

one of his volumes, that " when a poor girl of fifteen

years, in flight across the Bocage, she was a brigande,

like Madame de Bonchamp and Madame Larocheja-

quelein." This early difference of parental sentiment

influenced deeply the changes of the young poet^s

career. In his youth he naturally imbibed his

mother's principles. " I almost loved La Vendee,'^ he

«ays himself, " before France.^' At the date of his

birth, his father was a colonel in the army of Napo-

leon, and the child and the mother followed the

soldier's steps from Besan9on, Victor Hugo's birth-

place, to Elba, thence to Paris, from Paris to Rome,

from Rome to Naples. In his poem, ^^ My Child-

hood," the poet describes his range over Europe, and

observes that he had run half over the world almost

before he had begun to live. He resided several

years in Naples, where his father was governor of

Avelino. In 1809 his mother returned to France,

bringing with her the young poet and two of his

brothers. She conducted herself the education of her

sons within the walls of a convent, until 1811, when
the family were removed to Spain, where General

Hugo then held high ofiice in the palace of Joseph
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Buonaparte, who liad been called to the barren and

short-lived pomp of King of Spain and of the Indies.

Spanish life and scenery deeply affected and ani-

mated the young lyrist. Victor Hugo^s susceptible

and impressionable temperament was precisely one to

absorb the full benefit of the changes of scene and

climate through which he passed at so early an age.

Prench authors are rarely of cosmopolitan character.

It is their peculiarity in general to be nothing but

French. Telemachus, Achilles, the Cid_, Orestes, nay,

even Genghis Khan, Mahomet, the Orphan of China,

and the Wandering Jew come out of the fatal Galli-

cizing process thorough Parisians. French classic

authors have invented, without boasting of or even

claiming it, a fourth unity to add to the three they so

pitilessly maintained—the unity of character, which

reduces universal humanity to one mould or type

whose die was made in Paris. But Victor Hugo is

unlike most of his country^s poets in this respect.

He has somewhat at least, in the Carlylean phrase,

" swallowed formulas.^^ Sometimes he seems an

Italian under the influences of an Italian sky. Some-

times his song glows up with the spirit of Old Castile.

Sometimes, though but rarely, national individuality

is thoroughly laid aside, and he belongs to the whole

world. But his residence in Spain, although short in

duration, seems to have left the deepest impress on

his mind. His most graceful allusions, his brightest

descriptions, are Spanish. Perhaps the very best poem
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in the '^ Legend of the Ages '^ is the exquisite and

suggestive " Kose of the Infanta." The very type

and mould of all his poems, he declares himself, is to

be found in the old Spanish town, which a few vivid

lines in one of his prefaces describe.

" Why/^ he asks, '^ should not this book resemble

one of the beautiful old cities of Spain, with the cool

orange-walk along the river, the large squares open to

the sun for public festivals; the narrow, tortuous,

sometimes obscure streets, where stand crowded to-

gether houses of all shapes, of all ages, high, low,

black, white, sculptured, painted ; labyrinths of build-

ings ranged confusedly : palaces, hospitals, conven ts,

barracks, all diverse, all bearing their destination

written in their architecture ; markets full of people

and of noise; cemeteries where the living remain

hushed as the dead ; there the theatre with its tinsel

and its music, yonder the old standing gibbet, with its

mouldering stone, its rusting iron, its skeleton creak-

ing in the wind; in the centre the great Gothic

cathedral, imposing in its vastness, marvellous in its

details, beautiful at two leagues' distance, and beautiful

at two paces ; and then at the other end of the town,

the Oriental mosque, hidden in its sycamores and

palms.
'^

In 1822 appeared the first volume of '' Odes and

Ballads.^' With this issue, the young author may be

said to have claimed and received his place among the

foremost of his country's living poets. The spii'it of
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these poems is one of tlie intensest loyalty—loyalty

which the old advocates of divine right might have

smiled on with approval. All the maternal devotion

to the old kingly family flows up in every page ; in-

deed kings in general come in for no small share of

the poet''s veneration, just as at a later day all rulers

are viewed by him with something of the same feeling

which centres itself into a focus upon one monarch.

Victor Hugo was no great admirer of the people

when he published this volume. In a poem addressed

" To the Kings of Europe/^ he likens the position of

monarchs of later days to that of condemned captives

in Rome,, who on the eve of their execution, according

to ancient usage, were treated to a splendid banquet

at the doors of their prisons. Thus, he exclaims

—

" Like such a feast, Kings, your days are passing by,

The cup of splendour, envied by the vulgar eye,

Your banquet-board adorning,

While mingling with the sounds of mirth and music's swell.

Your ears already catch the tiger-people's yell,

Impatient for the morning !"

'^ Light,^^ he declares, in a poem to Liberty, " are the

sceptres and chains of Asiatic and African monarchs

!

Happy the peoples who live under them, for at least

they have not our boasted liberty V'

Those who read over the author^s loyal ballads

without any inordinate feeling of sympathy with the ob-

jects of his exuberant veneration, will probably think

there is very much of the college prize poem in most

I
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of them. With all their fervour of loyalty there does

not seem much heart in them ; indeed the loyalty itself

seems more a matter of taste than of feeling. The

young poet under the impress of maternal influence

probably thought it .rather a chivalric and poetic sort

of thing to be passionately loyal, and to intone his

Terses to the strain of " Oh, Richard, oh, mon Roi.^^

They have but little of the earnestness and sternness

with which at a later date the poet expressed such

very dififerent sentiments. In truth, Victor Hugo

was not made to warble adulation. His was a genius

-especially of the antagonistic kind. Denunciation

even cannot be very vigorous which has only an

abstract popular liberty for its object. The eloquence

of invective in these poems is a very different thing

from that which the author flung into Les Chdti-

mens and Napoleon le Petit. The second volume of

" Odes and Ballads,^' published in 1826, shows a

considerable cooling of the political fervour, and a

proportionate glow of the poetic warmth. It is not,

however, in either of these volumes, that his true

lyrist faculty seems to me to have displayed itself.

It is not necessary to enumerate in their order of

publication the volumes upon which Victor Hugo's

fame as a ballad-poet rests

—

Les Orientales, Les

Feuilles d'Automne, Les Chants du Crepuscule, and

others. France and the world received them as the

utterances of one who, whatever his defects, was a true
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poet. Indeed, many who read these lyrics must often

feel tempted to regret that Victor Hugo ever set up

for a great dramatic regenerator_, for the founder of a

new school of vast philosophical epic. We are all

familiar with the story told in various forms and lan-

guages of the man who spent half a lifetime in travers-

ing the earth to seek out a treasure which a dream had

told him of, and which all the while was lying hidden

in the soil at his own cottage door. Something to

this purpose may be said of Victor Hugo. What need

had he to labour at long historical dramas, to lose him-

self in the labyrinth of inscrutable epopees, he who had

such a precious store of literary gold and jewels within

his easy reach ? What a variety is in these little scraps

of minstrelsy ! What an inexhaustible fancy, ranging

so widely over nature and life, and only too often

venturing with its exuberance into the bizarre regions

beyond the limits of reality and humanity. What

vivid, varied colours; what graceful outlines; what

pictures are here ! What prodigal imagery ; what

flowers gathered in every region where flowers grow

brightest and wildest ; what a blending of the warmth

and luxuriance of the South with the grey and melan-

choly shades of the North. Gentle, tender human

feeling animates, softens, and often saddens them.

The Orientales especially abound in pretty, touching

picture-poems, such as '' Lazzara,^^ or this ^^ Farewell

of the Arab Hostess ."

s2
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" Since nothing in our land can keep thee now,

Our golden maize, our palm-tree's shading bough.

Our plenty or repose

;

Nor even to know that at thy voice and glance,

Our maidens' hearts beat quicker in the dance.

When noon no longer glows :

Adieu, white stranger ! I with mine own hands

Have saddled, lest he throw thee on the sands.

Thy fiery-tempered horse

;

His firm feet paw the earth, his neck bends free.

His flanks shine like a rock the surging sea

Has poUshed in its course.

Hadst thou but wished it, haply one of these

Our sisters would have served thee on her knees.

Beneath our sheltering eaves.

And joyed to sing thee softly into sleep,

And from thy face the busy flies to keep,

With fan of plantain leaves.

But thou wilt onwards, lonely night and day.

Thy horse's hoof along the rocky way

A stream of fire-dust flings.

In deepest shade thy spear will glimmer bright.

And on its point the demons of the night

Will blindly tear their wings.

If, wearied, thou shouldst once more seek this track.

Yon mountain, rising like the camel's back,

0, seek my faithful tent

!

Its beehive roof far off" will greet thy sight.

Its single doorway looking to the light.

The way the swallow went.

But 0, remember, shouldst thou come no more,

The desert daughters, who upon the shore

Have danced and sung for thee

;

0, fair young stranger, think, when thou art gone.

Sometimes on them
;
perchance in more than one

Shall live thy memory."
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In Victor Hugo''s early ballads maybe found the germ

of all tbat bloomed out into sucb a wonder-flower of late

growth as The Legend of the Ages. Not only the beauty,

the fancy, the imagery, the pathos, but the extravagance,

the grotesqueness, the absurdity, the horror may be

found foreshadowed there. Even certain specialities

of metaphor, certain peculiar phrases, may be traced

through the ballads into the legends. In that poem

with the fearful subject and the marvellous picture-

power, the theme of which is the destruction of Sodom,

an especial resemblance can be discovered in general

character, if not in precise expression, to some pas-

sages of The Legend of the Ages, The scenes across

which the destroying cloud sweeps in its progress to

vengeance, are described in a few strophes, which set a

whole picture before the eyes. The plain on which

Babel—drear, vast, and ruined—stands, sublime in its

desolation and its moral, is a scene which does not

easily fade from the memory. The burning of the

doomed cities ; the sulphur flame leaping from point

to point, from tower to tower ; the walls shining like

the scales of a lizard in the glare ; the tumbling

temples, where in the insufferable glow

" The idol of shame

Withers in flame,

Writhing his arms of brass ;"

All this makes up a picture which reminds one in the

vastness of its spaces and the minuteness of its details,
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of Dore's fantastic forms and contrasts of light and

gloom.

The mature career of Victor Hugo mainly em-

bodies two distinct struggles^ one against imperial

domination, the other against literaiy rule. Into both

battles the poet threw an almost unequalled degree of

energy,, of earnestness, and of genius. The literary

contest began with the publication of his dramatic

works. It was an especially fierce debate. The very

warmest literary or artistic struggles in England, at

least of late days, are of a singularly tepid and inani-

mate character when compared with the vehement

battle of classicists and romanticists. No excitement

greater than a newspaper controversy, or a discussion

echoed from languid criticism in more languid draw-

ing-rooms, ever attends the production of a poem or a

play in England. A few journals and a few knots of

people ask each other at one time is pre-Raphaelitism

true art; at another, is Mr. Swinbume^s Dolores

nice reading; at another, again, is the theatrical sen-

sation of the house on fire as good as that of the

header into the water. But Victor Hugo^s Ernani

was performed amid uproar and hand-to-hand en-

counters in the Theatre Fran9ais. Marion de Lorme

was suppressed by the censorship, and only acted

when a change of dynasty produced more favourable

circumstances. Even royal aid was implored to put

down by the strong hand the daring rebel against

literary rule. Charles the Tenth wisely, however.
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declined to interfere where lie had no more control

than King Canute possessed over the innovating waves.

The production of Ernani brought the thing to a

climax. The votaries of the rival schools used to be-

siege the theatre doors from early morning—the one

set determined that^ if they could prevent it^ the

masterpiece of the rebellious school should never be

played at all; the others ready to risk limb and even

life to win a new triumph for their hero and leader.

The Latin Quarter^ of course^ turned out for Hugo^

and romance^ and rebellion. Some of those who

fought most fiercely for the new cause and the young

dramatist have become renowned in literature since ;

and some have found fame in war ; and some have

accepted exile ; and some have conformed to the new

conditions, and are senators, and ministers, and

court functionaries. On the night of the first repre-

sentation I believe it was, that a little army of young

literary men, headed by Theophile Gautier and others^

now equally distinguished, succeeded in gaining ad-

mission to the theatre hours and hours before the time

for the performance. They had come provided for

the occasion; they brought their dinners—easily

brought for that matter—with them; they dined, and

sang wild choruses, and delivered speeches—and the

regular audience bursting in at last found half the

house occupied by this daring and devoted crew.

Ernani triumphed, not without wild disturbance and

even rioting—and the romantic had it all its own way

\
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for a while. Perhaps, when it had got the field all

clear, it made less of the situation than might have

been expected. As a protest against pedantic ad-

herence to old forms it succeeded, and it left two or

three masterpieces behind it, of which Ernani is one.

But Victor Hugo^s struggle has been, so far as re-

gards the object to which he directed it, a failure. No
new poetic dynasty has been established. Corneille

and Racine still live, and Cromwell and Angela are

gone. Or if the classics have been supplanted on the

French stage, they are supplanted for the most part by

pieces which would only have provoked the just scorn

and disgust of the author of Ernani. Time came

when it was not convenient to play the latter piece in

Paris, and then set in the stagnant and fetid age of

the French drama, when nudity or immorality alone

were allowed to fill houses and create sensations.

That even Imperial Paris can appreciate a great

drama still was proved last summer during the short

season when the revived Ernani was allowed to run.

Amid all the excitements of the Exhibition and the

visits of emperors, kings, and sultans, the Parisian

heart and brain found a source of almost supreme de-

light and pride in the performance of a play that was

new seven-and-thirty years ago. Not only was every

box, and stall, and seat, and pigeonhole of whatever

kind, hired and competed for at enormous prices long

beforehand; not alone was all the splendour,

fashion, literature, and art of Paris magnificently
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represented at the opening performance, but the street

in whicli are the principal entrances to the Theatre

rran5ais was occupied all through the evening by a

dense crowd eager to hear at the close of every act

how the representation had succeeded. Of course in

all this there was something of political significance.

But it is a cheering sign that the drama and the taste

for the drama are not wholly debauched in France,

when so much excitement and delight could be once

more created by the representation of a great play.

The preface to the drama of Cromwell, a long,

elaborate, and very able essay, expounds the doctrine

which the poet professedly made the guide of his

career. This essay, taken as a work in itself, will be

readily admitted to have much truth and force in it,

many eloquent passages exhibiting a genuine apprecia-

tion of the best objects of art, many vigorous and

unanswerable exposures of the follies of French

pedantic criticism, and some ingenious theories which

readers who care to speculate on such subjects may

study with interest. But it does not fully declare the

views which the poet expressed in other publications,

and obviously laboured to develope in his works. The

preface to Cromwell might be taken merely to

amount to a vindication of that blending of the

grotesque and the tragic which has given to literature

some of its noblest productions, and which we in

England describe in our expressive and untranslat-

able phrase as humour. But no one ever denied that
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the grotesque forms a proper subject of tlie poet^s art,

and that the painful, the appalling, and even the

horrible belong to its domain. Neither in theory, nor

according to precedent, could such a question ever be

raised. In what literature, even including that of

France, was not the principle always recognised?

What really great poem or drama ever was produced

which had not a blending of such elements ? ^Tiat

great artist ever did or could consent to forego their

use ? But Victor Hugo practically maintained, and

even in distinct terms asserted, that the repulsive, the

hideous, the loathsome are proper as central objects of

art : indeed, that whatever can be found anywhere

existing in nature, whatever the wildest strain of

fantasy can conceive, the poet or painter may choose

as his subject. The question for the critic is not,

Victor Hugo declares, what subject the poet has

chosen, but how he has executed his work. What-

ever exists in nature or fancy is within the province of

art to reproduce. Nature and human life have moral

and physical horrors, distortions, abortions, uglinesses

;

therefore, all these things are unquestionable objects

of art. The only question is, whether the poet or

painter has drawn faithful likenesses. If hideousness

be faithfully reproduced, agonies of torture correctly

delineated, monstrous crime carefully anatomized, the

artist has realized the object of his art. In plain

words, art, according to Victor Hugo, has not and

ought not to have limitation of any kind. It was to
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realize this theory that Victor Hugo produced the

dramas which were for a time so overwhelmingly suc-

cessful. He won one or two sudden and splendid

victories. But it is not in such a case the first step

which costs. The field was won by surprise in the

first instance^ but the difficulty was to keep it. Victor

Hugo failed in keeping it. The success which for a

while was won by Cromwell and Ernanij faded

in Marie Tudor and AngelOj and was extinguished

altogether amid the hisses which greeted Les Bur-

graves ; although in that gloomy drama there are far

more frequent evidences of genius than in many of its

temporarily triumphant predecessors.

Victor HugOj however^ remained still a faithful

adherent to the poetic doctrine on which his dramas

were founded^ and continued to give it expression in

more or less fanciful and extravagant illustrations.

Most fanciful,, most extravagant^ and in some respects

most brilliant of all, is the Legend of the Ages.

After years of vehement political struggle by pen and

tongue—after long exile, the fruit of so much new

and varied experience came forth in this most remark-

able poem. The conception of the Legend of the

Ages is one unparalleled in our day for its vastness

and grandeur. To present the whole history of man's

career on earth in a series of poetical tableaux com-

prised within the limits of any possible printing and

reading, was surely an attempt which nothing but

the very audacity of genius could have originated.
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No achievement could be anything but a failure when

viewed in comparison with such a task. The two

goodly volumes originally issued were, the poet in-

formed us, but a commencement. Not, however, he

adds, a fragment. A peristyle is in itself an edifice

—

a tree is but a portion of a forest, but yet it has per-

fect life and unity in itself. "To paint humanity

successively and simultaneously under all its aspects,

history, fable, philosophy, science, religion, which

sum themselves up in one single and immense move-

ment of ascension towards the light; to show in a

mirror at once sombre and clear that grand form,

one and multiple, gloomy and radiant, fatal and con-

secrated, Man'''—such, Victor Hugo tells us, has

been the object of the Legend of the Ages. " The

poems, diverse in subject but inspired by the same

thought, have no other link between them than a

thread, that thread which sometimes attenuates to

the point of being invisible but which never breaks,

the great mysterious thread of the human labyrinth,

Progress .'' These Legends, he adds in a vivid piece

of metaphor, '^ pass from hand to hand the torch of

human tradition.^'

The epochs of history illustrated by this poem

are—From Eve to the founder of Christianity; the

Decay of Rome ; Islam ; the Heroic Age of Chris-

tianity ; the Knights Errant ; the Thrones of the East

;

Italy ; the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries

;

Now ; and then a prophetical Twentieth Age, and a
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paulo-post future entitled " Hors du Temps/^ Each

of these epoclis is symbolized by a tableau containing

one or several pictures of some form or scene which

taken successively may serve to exhibit the broad

characteristics of an age. One is deterred from be-

ginning to point out unaccountable gaps in the narra-

tive by the fear that once having started upon such a

course of criticism it would become impossible to fix

a limit at which to stop. It is useless to ask why

Greece^ whose historical position was entirely unlike

that of Rome, has no representative group or even

figure ; why Egypt has no beam of poetic light

thrown on its vastness and its mysteries ; why the

era of maritime discovery is almost wholly unnoticed.

The peculiarity of the poem is that it is wrought out

by a kind of adaptation of the laws of painting or

sculpture. If a sculptor were to produce a series of

figures—Eve in Paradise ; Christ healing the sick

;

Androcles and the Lion in the Roman amphitheatre

;

Mahomet ; Roland and his brother Paladins ; Sultan

Murad, &c., and to entitle his labours an illustration

of the epochs of human history, such a series of

figures, executed with proportionate skill, might well

be declared a splendid conception and quite a suffi-

cient realization of the sculptor's idea. No one

could hesitate to concede that the efiect of such a

design must mainly depend upon the broad isolation

of the groups ; that the very nature of sculpture would

forbid the. presentation of mqre than a few striking
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forms to lift the mind from point to point of history
;

and that to crowd figure upon figure would only dis-

turb and confuse, instead of deepening and sustaining

the impression. But one cannot help expecting

something more than a mere succession of pictorial or

statuesque effects from a work which claims to be a

great philosophic epopee, a solution of history, legend,

and moral truth in the alembic of poetry. We do not

demand that it shall equal its subject, but we must

ask that it shall not misrepresent it. We expect that

the glass in which Banquo shows us the forms of

many kings, although it cannot give us their full pro-

portions and bodily presentment, shall give us their

true outlines at least, and that, although it may be a

diminishing, it shall not be a distorting mirror.

Still I am not inclined, for the reasons already

indicated, to dwell much upon this point. Let im-

perfections of this nature be ignored altogether. Let

it be assumed that all which we denominate classic

history is effectively represented by a short piece of

poetic moralizing on the legend of Androcles and the

Lion, that the '^ Song of the Sea Rovers '' typifies in

the happiest manner the great age of maritime dis-

covery, that the dawn of science upon the earth

needed no illustration at all. A few of Victor Hugo's

rapid pen strokes would easily fill up those gaps, and

€ven when they had been filled up, new chasms would

reveal themselves to the eye. From the very natui'e

of the undertaking it never could satisfy even the
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most moderate demands as to completeness. I therefore

rather invite attention to the poems jnst as they are_,

and ask for judgment of the work upon the charac-

teristics which they themselves present : pronounce

upon the peristyle^ to accept the poet^s own illustration_,

simply as a peristyle, and judge of the tree merely as

a solitary tree.

The poems are opened, as with a solemn overture, by

a magnificent specimen of the poet^s picturesque style,

in a description, fresh and glowing, of the early

earthly paradise, when ^^ life was all adoration,^^ when

" The star was without pride, and the worm without envy !"

when

" Nothing was little, although all was infant ;"

and when

" Space trembled, Hke a new-bom child."

It is a conspicuous feature of Victor Hugo^s poetic

character that he delights in the beauties and the

glories of external nature. French poets have not

frequently evinced such a perception. In no literature,,

except perhaps our own in the Chloe and Strephon

days, are there to be found so many epithets and de-

scriptions addressed to nature, which plainly indicate

that the poet had no real sympathy with or reverence

for nature, and that he never indeed had opened his

eyes to look at nature herself, but had been quietly

content to accept images at second hand, fading and

diluting through the lines of his poetic predecessors.
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Trees, precipices^ flowers, waterfalls are all described

by some conventional and lifeless epithet, introduced

because these objects bad to be described in some way,

and the poet bad no description of bis own to give.

Quite unlike all tbis is Victor Hugo, wbo nowbere

sbows tbe true poet^s capacity more tban in tbe bappy

art of revealing an entire picture in a few inexpres-

sibly felicitous and suggestive lines. But it must be

owned tbat tbis passage, wbicb opens witb all but

sublimity, degenerates towards its close into very

rhapsody. The poet's ecstatics upon the maternity of

Eve are thoroughly French, and are neither elevating

nor affecting. A little bad taste and extravagance

prevented this poem from being one of the finest

pieces of descriptive declamation in modern verse.

Still a higher power, a power raising the mind to

the very verge of the sublime, is exhibited in the

second poem, which bears the name of " Conscience.'^

Cain, after his crime, has fled with his family into tbe

unknown plains. He is haunted by tbe presence of

an eye, ever steadfastly fixed upon him, in sun and

shadow, in light and darkness. In vain he wanders

on for thirty days and thirty nights, restless, sleepless,

not daring to look up. Still, from the heights of the

heavens the same eye is fixed sternly on him. " Hide

me V' he cries, in shuddering agony ; and his sons

make a tent of skins to cover him. In vain. They

build a wall of bronze to screen him. In vain—still

tbe eye gazes on him. They raise a city of granite.
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the shadow of whose turrets makes night over the

plains^ and in the centre one giant tower. Cain enters,

pale and haggard. The fair-haired Zilla asks, trem-

bling, whether the eye has disappeared, and Cain

answers in despair, " No ; it is always there.^^ Then

Cain declares that nothing but the very bosom of

earth itself can hide him, and that he will live down

beneath its surface in depths where nothing can see him

or be seen by him. And they hollow out for him a

cavern, deep down in the earth, into which the outcast

descends. And when they had covered the subterra-

nean abyss, and closed it over his head, behold

—

" The eye was in the vault, and still was fixed on Cain !"

No bare description can convey any idea of the

singular, the almost appalling power, with which the

presence of this motionless, eternal, visible Conscience

haunts the fratricide. The effect is all the greater

because of the simplicity of the language. Victor

Hugo shows his true strength in this short poem.

Could he have sustained the whole work with any-

thing of a proportionate power, his place among

living poets would be without an equal.

Some of the finest and some of the most extrava-

gant of the poems illustrate the days of chivalry.

What sensation bjit that of the ludicrous is conveyed

by the perusal in modern French rhyme of the lengthy

history, spun out as elaborately as a description of a

pugilistic encounter in a sporting journal, of the
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duel between Roland and Oliver, which lasted five

days and five nights on an island in the Rhone ? On
the other hand, the ^^ Little King of Galicia/^ with much

extravagance, is nevertheless full of a certain chival-

rous and manly spirit, which well redeems its errors.

There is a singularly suggestive force in one quiet line

of this poem. Certain treacherous and cruel princes

have plotted the destruction of the poor boy-king of

Galicia. He is brought by them a captive to the

depths of a forest, where they debate among them-

selves what is to be done with him. Suddenly a

solitary knight rides along the forest-path close to

which they, with their followers, are resting. The in-

truder boldly asks them what they are planning, and

who is their young prisoner. Disdaining any sub-

terfuge, they frankly inform him of their object, and,

pointing to their numbers, assure the knight that in-

stant death awaits him if he interferes but for a moment

with them ; he may, if he will, ride quietly on his

way, but another minute^s delay is death. The un-

known warrior, as his sole reply, calmly raises his

vizor, and

" I am called Eoland, peer of France, he said."

There is something singularly noble in the naive

dignity of this reply. What need of further words ?

Enough to name the name of " Roland, peer of

France/^ to show that treason and cruelty had met

with an unsparing and inexorable foe. Need it be
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said that Kolaiid_, even against such odds_, rescues the

poor petit K.oi, and crushes the conspirators ? Indeed,

it is but justice to say that throughout the whole of

these legends, with all their whimsicality and extra-

vagance, there runs a vein of noble sympathy with

oppressed weakness, and hearty admiration for chivalric

self-devotion, which win back the reader, even when

almost exhausted, to an interest in the work and a re-

spect for the author.

^^ Eviradnus ^' is, to some extent, of the same

mould; a fine picture of a gallant old knight, de-

voted and disinterested, much such a man as Don

Quixote might have been had he only lived at

the proper time. The description of an old

legend-haunted tower in " Eviradnus '''
is gloomily

impressive. But it has the fatal blemish which

so often mars Victor Hugo^s finest conceptions;

it is so exhaustively elaborated that it fairly wearies

out even the most sympathetic and admiring reader.

Hugo has one prevailing defect, perhaps the greatest

defect of a merely artistic kind which a poet can

have,—^he does not know when or where to stop.

Take, for example, the description in this '^ Eviradnus^^

poem, of the grim old hall, with its double row of

mounted, empty armour-suits, where the young heiress

of the title is to perform her dreary inaugural vigil.

At first the mind fully enters into the sombre picture

of desolation and ruin, wrought so effectively with a

vague blending of legendary and supernatural awe

;

T 2
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with the association of past crimes and death, and the

suggestion of spectral terrors. Ranged along either side

of the stem old hall are the suits of armour once filled

by the giants and the heroes of the race, now fixed

in the saddles, empty and ghost-like. The hall is so

vast that in looking upwards towards the confused

beams and joists of the ceiling, the gazer almost ex-

pects to see the stars. The giant spider floats in his

web among the fantastic griffins and dragons and

sphinxes which are sculptured on the cornices and beams.

Terror seems crouching in every corner. Night appears

to hold its breath ; the very air is as if dead

;

the gate seems afraid to move its clanging wings.

A few touches like these suffice to set a whole pic-

ture, and a very grim one, before the mind. But

the poet determines to intensify by concentration the

general impression ; and therefore proceeds to dUate

upon the ghastly ranks of empty armour. He revels

in a melange of the real and the supernatural ; he

views his subject in every direction, exhaustingly drags

forth into light every grotesque or hideous suggestion

which the theme could possibly offer, until the reader,

fairly tired of being trailed along through so many

labyrinthine extravagances, ceases at last to feel any

emotion whatever but genuine weariness and dulness.

Every appalling sensation has left him long ago. Nay,

when he now turns back to the earlier passages which

seemed at first so terribly impressive, he finds he can

no longer recal, that he can scarcely comprehend, the
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emotions which formerly affected him. He has supped

full of horrors,, and^ satiated with the repulsive repast,

cannot recal even a sensation of the appetite with

which he commenced the ^^ bitter business/^ The pro-

perty-man who gets up and arranges the green-scaled

demons and fiery imps for Der FreischutZj might as

reasonably be expected to thrill with terror at the

tinsel and phosphorus he has put together, as the

reader who has patiently followed Victor Hugo

through one of these exhausting descriptions to

retain one gleam of awe, or indeed of any vivid

emotion whatever in his mind. A positively amusing

instance of this " damnable iteration''^ is given in one

of the cheerful legends which celebrate the '^ Thrones

of the East.^^ The reader receives with a thrill of

vague awe and solemn emotion the accents in which

the first sphinx pours into the ears of the crime-

wearied and fated sultan his ominous story of despair

and death. But what sense could endure ten such

tales, one after the other, all to precisely the same

moral, having precisely the same climax, and told in

language but slightly differing? "We admit a sense

of horror at the doom of Queen Nitocris. The

corresponding fate of Teglath-Phalassar somewhat

diminishes the emotion. The ultimate punishment of

Nimrod is less moving still: Chrem^s demise is listened

to with calmness; Cambyses^ with downright indif-

ference j Belus' with positive contempt ; and before he

has nearly got through the list of ruined royalties.
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the yawning reader is heartily sick of the subject

altogether^ and could not be roused into emotion by

the fate of a whole Egyptian dynasty. The anger of

Zim-Zizimi is to be accounted for without any reference

to the personal reflections which he supposed to be cast

upon himself. Who could endure ten long stories all

about the same thing in unbroken succession?

Scheherezade^s life would soon have been brought to

a termination had she persisted in telling her sultan

the same thing over again for ten nights in dreary

continuity.

What a hideous and fearful picture is that of " The

Day of Kings V^ Who can help being reminded that

its author is likewise the author of the bitter gibings

of Les Chdtimens and the savage invectives of Napoleon

le Petit ? With what repulsive delight he who once

sang paeans to kingly power revels here in parables of

the cruelties and crimes of kings. Better, surely, the

extravagance of loyalty, than such extravagance of

denunciation. Better, at least to the artist, that

which fills the heart with feelings of devotion even

to a wrong political cause, than that which gives

birth to such wild groupings of horror and hideous-

ness. To the many just causes of complaint which

Victor Hugo has put forward against the present

system of government in 'France, might be added by

Victor Hugo^s admirers that it has filled the poet^s

heart with a hatred towards a certain class of rulers

which embitters and darkens the current of his song.
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'' The Thrones of the East^^ is full of objects which

surely, if art is to have any limitations at all_, are

beyond its domain. There is much more to be

said in defence of the hideous paintings of martyr-

agonies in some of the galleries of Italy and Spain.

For in the latter, be their repulsiveness what it

may, there is art of some sort. The writhings of the

victim are at least painted with a hideous skill : the

wounds make the spectator shudder as if they were

genuine gashes. But what art is there in a bare,

ghastly enumeration of the barbarities of an Eastern

sultan : in a list of disembowelled men and strangled

women? A paragraph from the most exaggerated

newspaper description of the worst scenes of the

Cawnpore massacre put into rhyme would exhibit quite

as much of poetic power. The very purposes of horror

which those passages of the poem were intended to

serve, fail utterly. The reader is pained, shocked,

revolted at the first few lines ; but he has not gone

far before inevitable weariness triumphs. Victor Hugo

in some instances does not even essay any description

of the horrors to which he devotes page after page of

enumeration. There is nothing even to keep the mind

strained to the vulgar horror pitch. What on earth did

the poet want with such incidents at all ? Where they

are bare enumerations, they are at best useless ; where

the descriptive power is put forth, no words can con-

demn them too strongly. Is this the issue of the

theory about nature and real life ? Is this the kind
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of thing whicli is to supplant Racine and Corneille?

Is this an illustration of the poet^s aj)preciation of

Shakspeare ? If this style of production be, as its

author claims for it to be, truth and life, then we can

only say with Pisistratus Caxton, " Hurrah for false-

hood and death by all means.''^

There are, however, gleams shining everywhere

through the poem which relieve the darkness of

mysticism, and soften the glare of horror. The figure

of the child ^^ Isora^' for instance has a winning at-

tractiveness which induces the reader to persevere

through the monotonous gloom of " Rathbert.^' " The

Rose of the Infanta^^ is an exquisite picture, and a

marvellously artistic piece of work. Vague depths of

thought are stirred up by the wonderfully, although

so quietly, contrasted forms of the royal child playing

with her flower at the margin of the basin, and the

silent, sombre, brooding king, the king of the Inqui-

sition, the king of the Armada, in whose inmost soul

the sudden breeze which already curls and ripples the

crisping surface of the water awakens indefinite

boding for the vast fleet which he has sent to sea.

" Meanwhile, in silence, on the basin's edge

The Infanta, bine-eyed angel, holds her rose

Gravely, and kisses it from time to time

:

Sndden a breath of air, one of the gusts

The shuddering evening sends across the plains.

Troubles the water, makes the reeds to sigh,

Sweeps through the myrtle groves and asjphodel.

And passing where the tranquil Infant stands,
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With one light rapid pinion as it flies

Dashes her flower abruptly in the pool

;

And in her startled hand leaves but a stem.

Behold, the basin seems an angry lake
;

So clear a moment since, it now is black ;

It has its bUlows
—

'tis a boiling sea

;

All the poor rose is scattered on its waves

;

Its hundred leaves the water flings about,

WhirHng and wrecking scatter everywhere

On myriad tiny waves the breeze has roused,

And seem a fleet that founders in a gulf.

'Madame,' said the duenna, with a brow

Of gloom, to the amazed and dreaming child,

* Princes rule all on earth, except the wind !"

A quietly pathetic episode is that entitled ^^ Les

Pauvres Gens;''^ the story of a poor fislierwife whose

husband is at sea in a night of storm ; of her visit to

the hut of a poor widow who had been sick, and whom
she finds dead; and of the charity with which she

burthens herself with the two little infants left by the

dead woman in addition to her own numerous and

half-fed tribe of younglings. Thoroughly natural and

aflfecting are the sensations of doubt and almost of

fear with which she waits her husband^s return, not

feeUng quite certain how he may view her " improvi-

dent magnanimity/^ The reader too feels relieved

when the honest tender heart of the rough fisherman

reveals itself in such homely words of quiet trusting-

ness and charity. What a picture of simple benevo-

lence, of unpretending, almost unconscious self-sacrifice,

Victor Hugo has painted here ! What a noble un-

lettered faith !
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" Qnand il verra qu'il faut nourrir avec les notres

Cette petite fille et ce petit gar9on,

Le bon Dieu nous fera prendre plus de poisson."

It is something marvellous how an author who could

draw such life-scenes which must move every heart,

ever was induced to desert the domain of nature and

of feeling. What is there in Goldsmith, in Crabbe,

in Wordsworth, more filled with simple beauty and

quiet tenderness than this little poem ?

If Victor Hugo has shown, even in the Legend of

the AgeSy that he can be simple, clear, healthful, he

has also shown that he preferred to be obscure, un-

intelligible, morbid. Where he could have been

pathetic, he chose rather to be horrifying. Where he

could have been sublime, he delighted to be extrava-

gant and grotesque. It is no vindication of a work,

three-fourths of which are either entirely incompre-

hensible or entirely horrible, to say that there are

scattered through it a few simple and beautiful poems

which prove that the author could be when he chose

a genuine poet. I cannot pronounce judgment upon

the great philosophical and moral purpose which ad-

mirers discern in the Legend of the Ages, for the

plain reason that I am not able to discover it. It is

quite true that this is as yet only an unfinished work,

but I am unable to see how any supplementary volumes

can brighten the obscure passages, or redeem the

repulsive characteristics of those already published.

I am compelled to believe that the Legend of the
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Ages is a failure ; nay more, tliat the literary history

of our era commemorates no such instance of wasted

genius. Whether it is ever continued or not matters

little to the world. The poet who at twenty despaired

of living for further labour, spoke complacently, when

nearly forty years older, of finishing the vast work of

which the volumes I have been describing are but the

peristyle. It seems to me that the chief value of the

portion now completed (if these two volumes can be

called complete) will be that it may, perhaps, give the

coup de grace to that kind of art which Victor Hugo

lent his life and his genius to establish. How could

any one argue, upon any ordinary principles, with the

upholders of such a school ? How debate with a dis-

putant who regards your very effort to vindicate even

the elementary and unalterable principles of art as the

proof of your entire unfitness to appreciate art at all ?

How else than by pointing to the fate of labours like

these, which demanded and exhibited so much earnest-

ness, patience, and genius, and which not even

earnestness, patience, and genius could save from un-

conditional failure? The Legend of the Ages is

almost such a wreck as the Babel which the poet

himself described—huge, audacious, fantastic, mon-

strous, useless, serving nothing, adorning nothing. The

attempt was indeed one of vast conception, but that is

a questionable honour which attaches to having at-

tempted something preposterously beyond our strength,

and failed accordingly. Besides, although the very
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subject of itself insured a certain kind of failure, yet

there are other causes of failure in the work which are

Victor Hugo^s own. He might in any case have failed

to produce adequate illustrations within any reasonable

compass of some of the epochs he selected to celebrate.

He must have failed in producing a satisfactory whole.

But he might have given to the world noble and

beautiful images, exalted thoughts, cheering and elevat-

ing associations. He might have done that which

none other has done for his country's literature

—

bequeathed to her ^ noble poem, combined of genius

and of freedom. What has he given to the world in

this his most ambitious poem ? A succession of fan-

tastic, ghastly, or hideous groups and scenes, illumined

indeed here and there by some ray of pure feeling,

relieved at very rare intervals by some form of quiet

human dignity and beauty, but on the whole leaving

an impression which the mind gladly seeks to efface

of fantasies as chimerical as they are monstrous, visions

as absurd as they are revolting. The volumes, like

Rathberfs presence-chamber in the ^^ Italian Age,'' are

filled with

" Une odenr de tuerie et de cadavres frais."

The mind struggles to shake off the whole poem like a

nightmare. It seems a treason to that which was once

called the ^^ joyous science" to turn poetic genius of

so high an order to so low a purpose. The thinking

part of the world would justly grow impatient of
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the poet^s calling altogether if poets generally were

to adopt the theories and follow the example of Victor

Hugo^s later years. It surely is not hypercriticism

or a pedantic enforcing of capricious rules to declare

that the natural object of the poet is not to darken

and to lower^ but to brighten and to elevate ; and that

the pathetic or the terrible are but acceptable as agents

by which to purify^ to exalt, and thus in the end to re-

joice. I emphatically object to that extravagance of

liberty which allows the poetic spirit, like the lady in

the Arabian tale, to abandon its own pure, bright, and

joyous home to revel in charnel and lazar-houses and

the company of ghouls.

Even devotees of Victor Hugo were a good deal

alarmed by the Legend of the Ages, and looked forward

with dread to the promised continuation of it. A pro-

found sense of relief was felt when after a while it be-

came known that the author was at work, not at the

conclusion of the great philosophical epopee, but at a

novel ofhuman and common life. We were all delighted

to find that the author of the immortal " Hunchback^^

had left hismysticisms andhisprophecies and his Eastern

monstrosities to come to the lives and sufferings of men

and women. Long before the opening volumes of Les

Miserables were published, the world was looking out

for it with eager expectation, and something like a deter-

mination to admire it. No work published in our

day received anything like the same amount of antici-

patory notice ; no work had such raptures of prelimi-
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nary adulation poured over it j no work was run after,

clamoured for_, fought for with such frenetic eagerness.

According to all rational expectation the cool English

reader who opened a book thus trumpeted and thus

expected, ought to have risen from its perusal pro-

foundly disappointed. How can we more entirely

acknowledge the great power of the Miserables than

by stating that after having observed for weeks and

weeks the daily proclamations and preludings of the

coming of the great book, we all read it through at

last without the slightest sense of disappointment?

Not that we admired it all, approved of it all, or read

its principal passages always with pleasure ; but that

there was an irresistible power, a terrible reality about

the book, which, with whatever sensations they might

impress the reader, did not admit of any feeling so

negative and passive as disappointment.

The Miserables is mainly the story of two human

creatures, a man and a woman, who have suflPered

nearly as much degradation and sorrow as humanity

can endure, and who yet are never wholly criminal.

Fate and our own fault, says the German proverb, are

the source of all our ills ; but Victor Hugo appears to

give the least share of the responsibility to the indi-

vidual weaknesses of his characters. For fate, too,

he substitutes society. In some sense society is the

wronger, the destroyer, the degrader of Jean Valjean

and of Fantine. They are ruined through human

wickedness and the blundering savageness of human

I
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law ; they are to be saved througli Imman benevolence

inspired by religion. There is little new in the story, but

there is much which is wholly and thrillingly new in the

story-teller. Too much, of course, there is of that pecu-

liarly French style which seeks to surprise the reader

;

but there is on the other hand much of a simplicity

and even bareness of language, which the author did

not exhibit in his earlier years. Where the book fails,

not it alone, but Victor Hugo^s whole principle of art

fails. We will answer for it, that every English

reader rose from the perusal of the second volume

convinced that art has its limits, and that the author

has sadly overstepped them. Exactly where M. Hugo

remained within the boundary he has succeeded. The

simple early story of Jean Valjean is a masterpiece of

fiction and reality blended. Exactly where the author

has crossed the fatal line, he has failed. The tale of

Fantine is a monstrosity in literature. Victor Hugo

has in this book accomplished the painful, revolting

task of giving to the world the most intense and pre-

Raphaelite picture of female suffering and abasement

known to modern literature. He has spared us

nothing—^not a single detail. It is a hideous picture.

It is not good to look upon it. Let it be understood

that I do not mean to say that Victor Hugo has been

guilty of the paltry baseness of treating the subject

with what is commonly called indelicacy. There is

nothing in the story of Fantine^s degradation open to

that charge. There is nothing in it untrue. No doubt
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it is the commonest thing in the world that a girl once

beautiful and innocent should fall into error, and then

into shame and misery; that she should drink, and prowl

about the streets ; that she should be rudely jeered at

and coarsely insulted by blackguards ; that her garments

should be torn off her back ; that, before sinking into

final degradation, she should have sold her hair (Victor

Hugo adds, indeed, another pang, and makes his

'^ miserable'^ sell some of her beautiful teeth) j that

she should be buffeted by policemen, and dragged,

half-naked, to prison, her limbs trailing through the

mud of the streets ; that her consumptive tendencies

should be aggravated by want of food and want of

sleep, by drink, and by nakedness ; and that she should

die penitent indeed, but under circumstances of the

most intense misery. All this, no doubt, is common

;

but is all this, described as Victor Hugo has described

it, a fitting theme of romance ? Is the artist to pass

from the pathetic and the terrible into the horrible

and the loathsome ? The necessity that society should

know the real state of all its suffering members can-

not be pleaded as an excuse for writing of this kind.

No rational being can be ignorant that women like

Pantine are deluded, and suffer ignominiously, and

perish. Even if this were not known, it may be im-

pressed on the heart of the world without the romancist

turning his pages into a hideous record of mere human

degradation. Until I become convinced that the

painter may choose as his subject the deformities and
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diseases of a hospital ward, and transfer to Ms canvas

every horrifying detail of wound and sore, I cannot

believe that a romancist is justified in reproducing

every sickening incident of abject shame and suf-

fering which belongs to the closing scenes of the

career of a Fantine. The sense aches at this picture

of wretched, degraded, unsexed womanhood; and the

reader turns away with a positive sense of relief, even

to the deep gloom of Jean Valjean^s second doom.

The examination of the character of Jean Valjean

is the analysis of the whole scheme, philosophy, heart,

and moral of the book. When proceeding to criticise

this extraordinary effort of Victor Hugo^s genius and

patient art, we shall soon see that it must satisfy three

requirements in order to be pronounced a complete

success. First, is the character in itself, regarded

simply as the ideal hero of Victor Hugo^s story, a con-

sistent, artistic, and impressive figure as the central

form of the romance? Second, is it a successful

picture of a probable, or at least possible, human

being? Third—and from this final test we cannot

release the creator of Jean Valjean—is it true as

regards the practical moral which it professes to incul-

cate ? Now as to the first of these three requirements,

I do not hesitate to pronounce the character of Jean

Valjean absolutely perfect. Nothing I know of in

any romance surpasses for simplicity, for strength, for

consistency, for homely pathos, for occasional outbursts

of dramatic, not theatric, energy, the whole character

XJ
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of tlie redeemed convict. From the moment when,

dusty, footsore, and spirit-broken, he tramps the street

of the village, repulsed from door to door, through his

regenerated and happy episode in M.-sur-M., his

flights and escapes, his quiet wanderings in the gardens

of the Luxembourg, his deepening affection for Cosette,

his final sacrifice, the career of Jean Valjean is a sub-

ject of absorbing interest, love, and pity. Victor Hugo^s

usual tendency to exaggeration and passion for strained

antithesis seem to fade from him when he approaches

the presence of his convict hero. Assuredly the cha-

racter of Jean Valjean alone would suffice to vindicate

for the author the reputation of a great artist. The

creator of so simple, touching, and noble a piece of

idealization can afford to be told that his hero is not

a being of the common-place and real world. Criti-

cism, when it has paid its highest eulogy to the poetic

genius which called Jean Valjean into existence, is

compelled to say that no such being as Victor Hugo

has portrayed ever did or could arise out of the early

circumstances and training which the author has

chosen to describe. Let us concede the marvellous,

•the all but miraculous redemption of Valjean under

the inspiration of the good Bishop^s words of charity

and love. Let us grant that the soul of goodness

which was in the rough and simple peasant, which had

fallen into a torpor like that of death in the petrified

nature of the felon and the convict, revived suddenlj^

into a never-fading, never-fluctuating life at one breath

J
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from a good and benignant being. Even tbis requires

a large and liberal concession from any one wbo con-

siders for a moment tbe complicated problem of man''s

nature—tbe errors,, tbe weaknesses^ tbe failures and

fallings^ even of tbe very best of men. But admitting

tbat tbe soul of Jean Valjean migbt bave been tbus

miraculously regenerated^ are we to believe tbat tbe

babits and tbe manners stamped by balf a lifetime of

tbe prison and tbe galleys, of association witb tbe

rudest, tbe basest, and most brutal of buman creatures,

could bave dropped off in a moment as tbe rags of tbe

beggar girl in tbe pantomime give place at tbe touch

of a wand to tbe lustrous garment and spangles and

flowers of tbe Columbine? Tbe transformation of

Jean Valjean is absolutely not less miraculous and

complete tban tbat by wbicb Byron^s Deformed

puts on in a moment tbe beautiful form and noble

lineaments of Acbilles. Tbe stolid, uncoutb, ignorant

Frencb peasant, tbe brutalized savage felon, outcast of

tbe gaols and tbe galleys, wbo tbrusts bimself into tbe

presence of tbe benignant Bisbop, becomes converted

in a brief moment of time, not merely into a penitent

and self-sacrificing man, but into tbe very beau ideal

of native nobleness, untutored dignity, unafi'ected grace

of mind and even manner. No barsb or vulgar trait,

no instantaneous lapse into rudeness or selfishness, no

trace whatever of tbe habits of tbe hovel, the dungeon,

or tbe hulks betrays the Jean Valjean wbo sits by tbe

bed of the dying Fantine, and who nurtures, trains,

u 2
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and loves Cosette. So brave^ modest, and serene ; so

gentle, dignified, and noble, this is a very hero of

romance, a sane Quixote, a Bayard of modern and

middle life. Any one who believes that the very best

heart ever placed in a human bosom coidd have sud-

denly converted an ignorant peasant, whose only

schooling was the convict-cell and the galleys, into a

being of this order, may pronounce my judgment in-

correct when I affirm that Victor Hugo's Jean Valjean,

a masterpiece of ideal art, is no whit more true to real

life than the Count of Monte Christo or Bulwer's

Eugene Aram.

To this extent then I consider Victor Hugo to have

failed. He has produced a beautiful work of art, but

he has described an impossible human being. Some-

thing remains to be said about the third requisite,

which, as I have already observed, the author had to

satisfy. The moral of Jean Valjean's career is the

philosophy of the whole book. Is this true or false, a

success or a failure? It would be mere pedantry to

judge of the ordinary romancist by the practical appli-

cation and philosophic value of the moral he appears

to inculcate. But Victor Hugo set out to produce

something very much higher than a mere romance,

and he and his admirers alike claim for him that he

has accomplished the task. He claims to have taught

society a profound and practical moral lesson in the

shape of a romance ; nay he claims to have grappled

successfully with one of the most difficult and compli-
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cated problems which occupy the thinkers and the law-

makers of all civilized society. Now I shall not merely

ask whether he has accomplished this^ but whether he

has helped us one single step towards it ? Nay more,

I am inclined to ask whether he has not, on the whole,

pointed in the wrong direction ? The scope of Victor

Hugo^s teaching in this book appears to be that

vaguest, easiest, oldest lesson of second-class morality,

that " society^-' is responsible for the errors and wrong-

doings of each individual member. Society has made

Valjean a robber, Eantine a prostitute; society can

and ought to redeem those whom it has caused to fall

;

it is society^s business altogether. The individuals are

always victims to be pitied and comforted; the social

mass are the betrayers, the deserters, the criminals.

This is undoubtedly an affecting as well as a very

easily conveyed lesson : it has of course its deep tinc-

ture of truth, it touches the hearts of most people, and

relieves the consciences of a good many. No doubt

circumstances, or, as Victor Hugo would prefer to ex-

press it, society, must be held responsible for much of

the lives of all of us. Had Jean Valjean been trained

in early life for the Church, it is very unlikely that he

would ever have been a convict. Had Fantine never

met with a profligate, she probably never would have

been seduced. All this is so indisputably true, that

we may set it down as truism. In judging of the life

of a man or woman, we shall act stupidly and blindly

if we fail to take into account early training, condition.
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surroundings^ temptations; but nothing can be more

untrue and more dangerous than the professedly moral

and philosophical doctrine which would shift the

entire burden of each man^s and woman^s responsibility

to the shoulders of society and circumstances in

general. Nor, even if this doctrine were true ; if on

society, and not on the individual, shoulcl always rest

the responsibility, do I see how Victor Hugo has

helped us out of the great difficulty which stands in

the way of enforcing that responsibility. Would it

really put an end to robbery, if when the thief had

stolen our silver spoons, we set him at liberty, and

gave him our candlesticks as well ? Would it really

promote the morality of the world if we were to pay

a greater homage, a deeper reverence to the woman

who had succumbed to temptation than to her who

had triumphed over it, because the former had, like

Magdalen, thus proved that she loved? If this be

not Victor Hugo's moral, I am unable to perceive the

drift of his teaching. It is not necessary to tell

us that convicts who have stolen through mere

poverty ought not to be treated with cruel and brutal

severity; that a woman who has sinned through her

affections ought not to be flung out of society into

irremediable degradation and ruin. All this we know

;

where we fail to prove our knowledge in practice, it is

surely not because of our ignorance. The problem

which we have to solve is the reconciliation of the phi-

losophical doctrine of necessity with that of individual
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responsibility. We may never arrive at a theoretical

solution^ but we are compelled every day to attempt

to solve the difficulty in some rude way, and the

man deserves well of the world who helps us in any

degree to a more satisfactory method of accomplishing

the task. The most enlightened criminal code, the

wisest and most merciful of judges, can only approach

to a rough kind of compromise between the due allow-

ance to be made in the case of each individual crimi-

nal for the conspiring influence of circumstances and

cerebral organization, and the first law of nature

—

self-preservation. Society, too, for its own sake, has

to attempt the same compromise every day in an extra-

judicial fashion. Now it is easy enough to show

where society or the criminal code has made a mistake

on the side of self-preservation. This Victor Hugo

has shown ns powerfully, pathetically, eloquently, in

the instance of Jean Valjean. If the book were a

romance and nothing more, he would have done quite

sufficient ; but the work professes to be a grand moral

and philosophical lesson, destined to show society one

of its greatest errors and the way to reform it. Does

the warmest admirer of Les Miserables pretend

that it has helped us in the least towards a wiser and

truer blending of justice and mercy than that which

socially and judicially we strive to carry out? Can

the most sanguine of philanthropists suppose that any

new light for the guidance of society in the treatment

of criminals has been shed by the touching story of
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Jean Valjean ; that any new hint for the preservation

of the virtue of womanhood has been suggested by the

fall and the fate of Fantine? On the contrary^ I be-

lieve that the main tendency of Victor Hugo^s great

work is to exaggerate grievously the power of condi-

tion and circumstance^ and to put out of sight alto-

gether the responsibility and the free will of the indi-

vidual. The moral of the story is entirely one-sided.

It would be unjust towards the public not to point out

and protest against the influence of exaggerated views,

which, dangerous in themselves, become infinitely more

dangerous when advocated with the eloquence, earnest-

ness, and genius of the author of Les Miserables.

Thus much it is right to say in condemnation of the

work when judged, as its author has insisted that it

shall be judged, as a moral and philosophical lesson.

But I think the world of to-day and of future genera-

tions will prefer to estimate the book in a manner which

may allow a warmer recognition of its merits ; that is,

as a work of art and a romance. Thus criticised, it must

be pronounced one of the masterpieces of the age

which produced it. Faults, eccentricities, redundan-

cies, extravagances, errors against good taste, it un-

questionably has. Any critic who liked the task

might devote a whole essay to these alone. But when

the most invidious criticism has done its worst, the

immense power, the noble character of the book would

remain uninjured. The foundation for half-a-dozen

great reputations might be discovered in the pages of
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Les Miserables. Where it fails or goes wrong, the

author^s theory and not his genius has betrayed him.

The presence of genius is felt by the reader in every

chapter and page. A deep insight into human nature,

a warm and almost passionate sympathy with human

suffering, a pictorial power scarcely rivalled in our

days, a dramatic force which strikes out new and

thrilling effects in every new situation, an inexhaus-

tible variety of character, incident, and illustration,

and a vivid eloquence absolutely unequalled by any

living author of the same class,—these are some, and

only some, of the leading qualities, by means of which

Victor Hugo has made Les Miserables one of the

great literary monuments of the century.

Nothing that Victor Hugo has since written re-

quires much examination. In this essay I have not

attempted anything like a systematic criticism of his

works. My object has been rather to illustrate his

theory of art, and to do so by examining those of his

works which for good or bad most strikingly exhibit

it in artistic action. I hold Victor Hugo then to be

a man of great genius, whose only conspicuous failures

are due to his fanatical pursuit of an artistic theory

which is at best only partially true. Victor Hugo^s

theory of the romantic claims, as the domain of the

poet and the romancist, all that is real in life and in

man ; and it allows the real to embrace all that can

actually enter into the mind and heart of man. It

proposes to photograph ordinary human life and to
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explore the deepest secrets of tlie liumaii heart as well.

It denies the right of criticism to limit in any way the

artistes range except by the bounds of reality. Ordi-

narily we call certain phases of life^ certain forms or

deformities of humanity^ unfitting subjects of art.

Victor Hugo and his school would scoff at such a limi-

tatioUj and pronounce him who prescribes it a clas-

sicist and a pedant. All that is, belongs, they assert,

to the romancist. Every stage of human suffering,

every phase of human error, or folly, or crime, every

chamber of horrors with which the dark places of life

may be made darker—all these, deeply concerning as

they do the real existence of man, are the province of

the truly human and sympathetic artist. If your nerves

are too delicate for that sort of thing, then turn away

from it by all means. Get a volume of Delia Cruscan

poems, hold a perfume bottle to your nostrils, and fancy

yourself delightfully literary, sympathetic, and refined.

But do not venture to criticise the artist of a different

school, who believes that if pain, suffering, and shame

exist, the world ought to know all about them. Do
not expect that the poet is to become a mere warbler

of serenades for your sake, or the romancist to confine

himself to the narration of pretty stories for the delec-

tation of polite boarding-schools.

Obviously this theory is to a certain extent pro-

foundly true. The romantic principle is in itself the

foundation of much that must be classed among the

^eatest and best in literature. But Victor Hugo did

d
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not perceive that art^ like politic s_, is a science of com-

promise, in which the pursuit of a logical extreme is al-

ways dangerous and often fatal. He formed his theory

from observing that every great writer who produced

a lasting work did so by stepping over the conventional

limitations set out for the art of his day. But he

failed to perceive that no man ever accomplished any

lasting literary triumph who did not_, consciously or

unconsciously, acknowledge that art, too, has its do-

main, its sacred limits, beyond which it cannot pass

except to failure. Every one must sympathize with

the author of Cromwell, when he exclaims, bitterly

and truthfully, ^^ Other nations say Homer, Shakspeare,

Dante; we say Boileau.''^ But he had only grasped

part, and not the most valuable part, of the truth.

The worst despotism which Boileau introduced would

not be attended with as evil results to poetic art as

that kind of freedom which Victor Hugo sought to

originate. The one, at most, only prescribed a certain

method by which the poet must attain his object; the

other fanatically ignored the poet's object altogether.

To make conformity to certain rules an indispensable

law, is indeed to insure failure of a certain kind, but

to deny or ignore the truth that art of every character

has an element to work in and an object to work for,

is to insure far more complete and hopeless failure.

The genius of Bacine and Corneille was cramped to a

lamentable degree by the method to which they were

forced to conform. But the works of CorneiUe and
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Racine will never cease to be read. Unless a time ever

comes when noble types of heroism, and self-devotion,

and religion—of woman's purity and man's exalted

courage, are disregarded, those great poets will still

influence intellects and hearts. Racine and Corneille

kept steadfastly before them the true and the highest

object of their labour—the object which alone makes art

of any value whatever—the object which Lessing, the

greatest of critics, describes as the end of all art—the

object which every great artist, from Homer to Tenny-

son, has instinctively or from conviction followed out.

It was the object to which the best of every school,

real and ideal, romantic or classic, have steadfastly

turned. It was the object of awakening delight, add-

ing to the world's riches new thoughts and images of

beauty and of power—of appealing to and arousing

all the noblest feelings of the human heart—of making

art thus to work in harmony for man's improvement

and elevation with science and with religion. The

paths by which to approach that object are as various

as the ways of men. Many great artists have marred

their own efforts by approaching it through devious

paths, and within too narrow limits. Others, of in-

ferior gifts, have made their labours of undying influ-

ence by seeking the same goal through a freer road.

But it would, I think, be impossible to point out an

instance of any work ever attaining a permanent in-

fluence in literature which was not guided by intuition

or by deliberate purpose towards this end.
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I do not mean to charge Victor Hugo with any

of the most serious transgressions against this prin-

ciple. It would of course be entirely unjust and

absurd to class him with certain of his country^s

more recent litterateurs whose names are the sy-

nonyms for depraved taste and morality worse than

spurious. Deep sympathy with innocence and with

suffering, stern and steadfast abhorrence of vice of

every kind, manly detestation of tyranny in every

form, soldierly, kingly, priestly—these characteristics

illumine every one of his works. It is chiefly against

his own genius that Victor Hugo has erred. By mis-

taking its object he has too often marred its influence

and turned its strength into weakness. Obviously

the more energetically you labour in a wrong direction,

the further you remove from the right one. The

slowness of the tortoise would have been a positive

advantage over the celerity of the hare, had both got

on a wrong track which led away from the goal. Where

Victor Hugo has failed, it is almost always because he

has sought success in a wrong direction. He has

sought to surprise rather than to influence permanently.

He plunges into the regions of the bizarre, the fan-

tastic, the hideous, the horrible, and ransacks there

for objects with which to bewilder and appal his

readers. But the human mind has no emotion which

it is more difficult to keep long awake and active than

surprise. It would be almost safe to pronounce that

anything in poetry or painting which at first excites
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surprise is an inferior production. Miracle-working

pictures^ observes Goethe^ with literal as well as meta-

phorical truth, are generally trumpery pieces of art.

From Cromwell to Les Travailleurs de la Mer the

one defect pervades all Victor Hugo's works—the

theory that true art is a miracle-working business

which must labour independent of and even in defiance

of the laws of the common world. His genius and his

noble heart have carried him in triumph over the worst

dangers of his theory,, but his works taken as a whole

are none the less a warning against the fate which he

has been enabled to escape.
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HE epic poem, lias left the world

—

passedj according to tlie Tennysonian

phrase, in music out of sight. The

day of tragedy has departed. The

era of the old_, genuine oratory _, for

mere oratory^s sake, is absolutely extinct. We have

great parliamentary debaters,—men who can put close

argument, and thought, and sarcasm into vigorous,

fluent, and effective language : but the professional

orator with his exordium and his peroration is not to

be found on the floor of St. Stephen^s. What is

becoming of conversation? Is it too following the

way of epic poetry, and tragedy, and oratory ? There

is certainly not less talk in the world now than there

ever was ; but in this country, at least, the growth of

talk seems to be the decadence of conversation. It is

not wholly imaginary, the falling off in this respect,

like the lamentation of old people for the summers of

their early years and the modest young women who
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lived in their youthful days. Either all the writers

who described bygone society, and all the people who

can recal the habits of thirty or forty years ago, have

conspired to deceive us, or there is a plain and un-

deniable decline in the tone of our conversation at

present. As Pendennis feels disappointed after his

first night of literary society, and its very common-

place gossip, so do most novices in company of any

kind now feel, if they enter with any expectation of

hearing the conversation which they have read of in

novels and biographies. I do not at all regret that

human beings never really carry on dialogues after

the fashion of Plato or Erasmus, in which one indi-

vidual keeps all the eloquence and wisdom to himself,

and the other speaker plays the part of the man of

straw, and is set up only to be upset. This kind of

conversation was happily no whit more real, as mere

interchange of living men's ideas, than the modern

Bulwerian dialogues ; for there no end of Platos may

be found, each with a touch of Alcibiades; one

gifted individual uttering a long and splendid senti-

mental monologue, clouded with abstractions and

starred with capital letters, to which a second equally

endowed, replies in an oration quite as elaborate, vast,

high sounding, and Germanesque. One cannot help

thinking how the author hammered and polished at

sentence by sentence of those speeches which his heroes

are supposed to talk off with such spontaneous ease ;

—

how he effaced, added, amended, made copy after
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copy^ before the dialogue had obtained brilliancy and

splendid vagueness fit for the lips of his Godolphins,

Zanonis, Glanvilles^ and Maltravers. Nor have I

any fuller faith in the big, resonant words of grand

old Christopher North^s nodes coenceque deorum, with

the encouraging ^^ Describe, James, describe,^^ intro-

ducing some magnificent burst of picture-language,

where Arthur^s Seat or Easedale Tarn seemed shadowed

in every sentence. We are not to despise our own

little, vapid talking circle, merely because they do not

pretend to any thing of this kind. Most of us would

very soon have acknowledged our weariness, if we had

long to keep up the nervous strain of following such

a style in ordinary converse. If real life never listened

to such talkers, no one has much reason to regret

their non-existence out of books.

Nor does the deficiency of our own time consist in

the fact that we have lost the great, real talkers of the

past age, and that we have not supplied their places.

They were a grand old race, the extinct professors of

the art of talk—the Johnsons, and Burkes, and Cole-

ridges, and Goethes, who were wont to pour forth their

sentiments over the heads of listening and delighted

groups for hours together. But human life has grown

too active of late to receive even those magnificent

monologues in exchange for conversation. The forms

and long dead levels of social intercourse would

scarcely be worth enduring, merely for the sake of
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exercising our passive receptivity. The question is,

however, whether we have not carried ourselves in

this, as we do in most things, far away towards the

other extreme. Now that we no longer tolerate con-

versational rulers, and have brought our talk down to

a common level, is our universal equality and brother-

hood of inanity an improvement upon the days when

kings ruled our society, and patriarchs harangued us

in our hours of relaxation ? These latter may have

kept the talk a little too much to themselves. John-

son may sometimes have been rude, and Coleridge

often misty; the Ninons, Rambouillets, Sevignes, and

Montagues, may have been too airy, vivacious, and

sparkling for your solemn and practical thinkers ; to

be pumped into for hours may, as Carlyle says,

have occasionally proved an imexhilarating process ;

but all this was surely better than the vacuous babble

of the drawing-room, or the heavy common-place of

the gentlemen's dijmer-party. If we meet a literary

or learned man now, he no longer takes up his

stand on the hearth-rug, and pours out a stream

of words for half the evening. Now he whispers

in a corner, sneaks quietly away; and, for aught

the general company can tell, might have been,

instead of a fountain, a mere pump. It is difficult

to see precisely what we have gained by the change

of manners.

It is profoundly, ponderously absurd, although pro-

found and ponderous Gibbon said it, to declare that
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solitude is the nurse of genius. Solitude and seclu-

sion are two very different things. A man seldom

gets much by incessant lonely gropings in his own

mental depths beyond morbid self-conceit. He be-

comes self-absorbed^—falls in love with his own image

reflected within, and undergoes a metaphorical Nar-

cissus-drowning. If general society, as at present

formed, sometimes fritters intellect away, solitude as

often rusts it out. Let a man, when he has something

definite to do, or to think over, betake himself to soli-

tude ; but let him not fail to return, every now and

then, to an active intercourse with outward, busy life.

Which have produced and cultivated the greatest intel-

lects ?—the mountains and plains, or the streets and

alleys? Half the best intelligence of the modern

world has been fostered, or perfected at least, under

the smoke and amid the noise of London. But it

is too true that, as general society now seems disposed

to shape itself, no hermit^s cave, no howling wilder-

ness, can be more profitless or waste. The company

which gathered around the ruelle of the Hotel Eam-

bouillet may have talked much euphuistic nonsense

;

the femmes savantes may have prated much pedantry

;

but neither the nonsense nor the pedantry was so

barren, so utterly empty, as that kind of thing which

constitutes the staple converse of at least three-fourths

of the ordinary drawing-rooms in this country at

the present day. Is there any one who has to meet

X 2
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many people^ and to mix much in general society, who

is not frequently forced to observe that, in whatever

else we are rising, the tone of our ordinary conversa-

tion is falling ? At least, that if it be not absolutely

sinking, it certainly has relatively sunk,—that it has

not kept pace with the general development of know-

ledge and of intellect? "Who does not feel that the

talk of general society at present is, when compared

with the growth of education and thought, mere baby-

talk ? It is one thing to relax the bow ; it is another

to let it lie damp, feeble, and stringless all day long.

Why are we all so shy of communicating our ideas to

each other ? The fashion of pretending to be unemo-

tional is a very debilitating one. How often do men
and women spend hours together, each of whom has

a heart and intellect filled up with some theme ; and

yet they will all beat about, and solemnly trifle, and

be purposely frivolous, and talk as idiots, when there

is no Brutus-like necessity for assuming imbecility !

The fear of seeming pedantic, or too much in earnest,

keeps many a learned and eloquent man from speak-

ing to his friends as he could and would speak, or as

he actually does write. Many a warm-hearted and

high-minded being remains mute, or apparently

trifling, although he has deep thoughts filling his soul

and bursting for utterance, but which are never to be

spoken to friends. How many real conversations,

spoken out of the fulness of the heart and the intel-

lect, can any living man count over as enjoyed by
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him ? Our shyness^ which keeps us silent when we

ought to speak^ very often^ since we must have some

mode of expression, drives us into print when neither

gods nor men, nor newspaper columns, have need of

our printed experiences. There are many men, more

perhaps than would readily avow it at the first, who

have never in their lives spoken out to mortals their

full feelings upon some of the themes which lay closest

to their minds and hearts, and who would almost feel

ashamed if they found themselves approaching such a

confidential, real expression. How many men are

there who can never be thoroughly known, because

they have never thoroughly spoken out,—whose

thoughts and feelings, when they go to write, congeal

and drop upon the paper, dull, frozen, lifeless, un-

transparent sentences? In a downright fribble age,

fribble talk is the proper vernacular ; but a thinking,

active, progressive age putting on a fribble masquerade

as its only notion of relaxation is a very whimsical and

pitiful spectacle.

Men and women must be of matured or singularly

vigorous intellect for whom the every-day chat of the

circle in which they move does not constitute a kind

of gospel of life. If he who drinks beer thinks beer,

so he who drinks inanity thinks inanity. What to the

young is the influence of the occasional admonition of

parent or tutor, the reading of a sensible book, the

monthly article in a magazine, the weekly sermon,

compared with the perennial and close influence of the
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daily and nightly talk of those with whom he mixes ?

If you would know what a man really is, says the

high-hearted Fichte, endeavour to learn what direc-

tion his thoughts take when he is alone and unre-

strained. But what directs the current of a boy's

thoughts like the talk he hears all day around him ?

What interesting and valuable converse that is which

is exchanged in the smoking-room from twelve o'clock

midnight outwards ! It is not that many of these

young men could not converse. Many of them have

read, and studied, and thought, and very likely

written. But it is the whim of the age not to ac-

knowledge earnestness in anything, and the man

who talks seriously among other young men is rather

likely to be written down a bore, at least, if not by

the more offensive designation which Dogberry de-

manded. Listen to the conversation in the drawing-

room with the ladies,—the vapid, soulless chat. Do

men fancy that, whatever one particular woman may be

alone, a number of women together must have neither

brains nor sympathies ? Why must men and women

of intelligence and education assemble together, and

for hours no intelligent thought be expressed ? It

would be something if this really were relaxation, like

Scipio's throwing pebbles, or Henri Quatre's coursing

round the room with the children on his back, or

Goethe smacking cart-whips for a wager. But it is not.

Nine out of every ten young men would tell, if they

spoke the truth, that to talk for an hour to two or
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three women is a wearisome and exhausting labour.

No doubt the ladies find it just as fatiguing and dreary.

The bringing one^s mind down to the proper level of

ordinary conversational imbecility^ and keeping it

there^ is a dreadful task. There was once a reporter

in the gallery of the House of Commons who was

wont to declare that he could not transcribe his

notes of a certain well-known bore until he had first

imbibed some of the heaviest porter, to reduce his

intellect to the proper level.

Dress and servants are the proverbial staple of femi-

nine conversation. Are there many subjects entering

into the common business of life upon which more

valuable interchange of thought might take place

among women ? If ladies only wished to make their

talk valuable to each other, they might converse long

enough of clothes and servants without exhausting all

that ought to be said and heard. We, of the male

sex, are too fond of making fun of the frivolous talk

about dress. It is not so very much less valuable than

talk about cigars or terriers; and it has advantages,

which I need not stop to point out, over various

other subjects not uncommonly introduced in men^s

conversation. Few circumstances connected with her

social existence are more important to a woman than

the way in which she dresses herself and her children,

—^her skill in selecting and adapting the materials of

dress. Even the proper combination of colours is a

topic well worthy of serious talk and serious thought.
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Probably we should see far fewer eccentricities and

absurdities of feminine costume^ if sensible women

more often talked sensibly together on the subject.

Because people think it wise to regard the dress ques-

tion as frivolous, no one ventures to utter anything

but nonsense about it. "Who was not weary of the

flood of nonsense and small jocularity which drenched

society lately on the subject of crinoline ? QuousquCj

crinolina ! How long, O crinoline, did you abuse our

patience ? Long ago would it have been got rid of,

if ladies talked of dress as rationally and as seriously

as nearly all are capable of doing. In an age far less

cultivated than ours, women really led the conversa-

tion, such as it was, and talked of war and peace, of

politics and books, at least as wisely and as wittily as men

did. Now that all the nonsense about the beauty of

feminine ignorance, and the contrast between scientific

lore and household neatness has been happily exploded,

why may not women who can read, and think, and

write, prove to those around them that they can con-

verse as well ?

Why may we not all dethrone mere talk, and set

up conversation again? WThy not make the social

interchange of words a pleasure, and an improving

pleasure, instead of a dreary conventional task, which

must somehow be spread over a certain length of

time ? WTiy must a man, when he has really some-

thing to say, keep it to himself, and when he has

nothing to say, bestow it upon his friends ? Why not
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all of us_, wlien we go into company, talk our best, as

we all try to look and dress our best ? The remem-

brance of youth, says Ali, is a sigh. Why should the

remembrance of an evening in English society be a

yawn? We are not necessarily such bores to each

other, if we could only be induced to believe in our-

selves. Every one can interest his neighbour in con-

versation, if he have but the will to try ; and can be

interested in turn, if he resolves to listen. Sir Walter

Scott picked up half his miscellaneous knowledge by

conversing (really conversing) with all manner of per-

sons at random, and endeavouring to draw them out

on their special subjects. The great novelist declared

that he never conversed with any one from whom he

did not derive a knowledge of something which he

should otherwise not have known, and which he should

regret to have lost. Goethe would converse with car-

penters, masons, gardeners, paupers, old women, and

glean something valuable from every conversation.

Sydney Smith said he lived twenty-five years in the

country, and never met a bore. Where any one in-

terlocutor is resolved either to give or receive some-

thing worth having, a conversation of any kind is of

value. The pitiful sight to see is where a number of

persons, who could really improve and delight each

other, are flung together to talk, only because it

would be out of etiquette to remain silent. How

dreary becomes the countenance even where the

people have actually come for pleasure ! How little
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any one really cares about what lie is saying ! How
infinitely less lie cares to listen to what any one else

observes in return !
^^ That is a wearisome feast/'

says Thackeray^ '^ that banquet of wit where no love

is/' But what on earth can equal the weariness of

that social banquet where there is neither love nor

wit?

We do not want wisdom always. Reverie and then

dulness would very soon follow where pedantry in-

sisted upon maintaining the perpetual lead. We do

not want eternal wit, like Congreve's or Sheridan's

dialogues. But that the general tone of common

conversation shaU be raised, is really a very serious

need. Let every one express his best thoughts his

best way, with due regard to those around him, and

the sphere in which he is temporarily placed. Let us

not have disquisitions on political economy or inter-

national law in the midst of a roomful of young ladies

;

or metaphysics at a country dinner party; or demon-

strations of the errors of the Church of Rome in a rail-

way carriage. But if a man be talking only of flowers,

or pins'-heads, or shrimps, his talk need not be utter

waste. There may be something in it. It is not so

much the subject as the treatment which, in conver-

sation as in art, gives the value. If a man be simple,

unaffected, and a little in earnest even when most

pleasant, he can hardly fail to converse well when he

means to do so. No man ever writes all he feels upon

any subject. Behind the fullest utterance on paper
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there are some shades of thought which the pen cannot

reproduce. Only in true conversation do we reach

each other^s real nature. It will be a conclusive proof

that our society is growing more manly^ earnest^ simple,

unconventional, when Conversation begins to take the

place of Talk.
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possess,, is at

HE novelist ought to be the happiest

of all authors. He enjoys the most

perfect freedom known to literature.

Any ray of genius, any special faculty

whatever which he may happen to

full liberty to develope itself in the

direction which best suits it. The novelist almost

alone among his brethren of letters may ^^walk his

own wild way whither that leads him."*' He is allowed

an almost complete immunity from the trammels and

prescriptions and pedantries of criticism. No one

thinks of ordaining for him that he must tread in one

particular path and no other ; that he must beat round

and round for ever in one prescribed circle. For

him there is no dignity of history. For him there are

no dramatic unities. For him there are no laws of

rhythm, no dactyles and spondees, no Alexandrine and

ottava rima, or Spenserian or English heroic. There

are no codes of critical laws to ordain that a romancist
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must follow this or that pattern^ must not deal with

this or that topic, must only introduce this character

or situation on these given conditions. There are no

contending schools of romance critics ; there is no

mutual persecution among romancists ; there is no

wrangling of classic and romantic known among the

free races who write novels. Innumerable are the

poets who have been blighted because of Virgil ; the

dramatists who had to waste all their lifers energies

trying to dance in the Sophoclean fetters, or to jump

in the Terentian sack; the historians cursed to ever-

lasting stupidity and oblivion, because critical custom

prescribed that they must write in a dead language

which was once the living tongue of Sallust and

Tacitus. Corneille might have moved the whole world

and all generations if he had not been condemned to

observe some supposed adherence to imaginary laws of

Greek tragedy. The imbecile pedantry of the rules

of epical poetry finally killed the epic poem altogether,

and now the age of the epic seems almost as extinct

an era as that of the mastodon. Dante was only saved

by a happy venture of reckless audacity from becom-

ing a petrifaction in the Latin tongue ; and there was

a point in the career of Moliere when he seemed likely

to fall a victim to the memory of Plautus. Indeed in

poetry and the drama, and perhaps even in history,

hardly any man has ever become great except by

braving in the first instance the literary dangers and

penalties of rebellion. The motto of Danton was
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almost always the watchword of him who desired

for his epic, his tragedy, or his history a better fate

than the critical approval of to-day, and the contempt

or neglect of all succeeding generations.

All this the novelist escaped. Le Sage was not

condemned in limine and out of hand because the first

volume of Gil Bias failed to follow in the track of

Cervantes. No one insisted that Tom Jones ought

to have talked in the style of the Grand Cyrus or

for ever held his peace. The existence of Tom

Jones did not necessitate sentence of death upon

Waverley ; nor did Waverley interfere with

Oliver Twist, nor Oliver Twist darken the rising

prospects of Pendennis. If a man or woman attempts

to be a novelist and fails, the blame cannot be

laid to the account of pedantic critical legislation.

Perhaps this happy freedom was greatly owing in the

first instance to the fact that criticism deliberately

ignored the novelist altogether, and regarded him as a

creature outside the pale of art, no more responsible

to rule and law of critical courts than Richardson's

show is expected to conform to the dramatic unities.

It is only of recent days that critics have begun

seriously to occupy themselves in the consideration of

prose fiction. It forced itself on them by its popu-

larity and its influence. When it became utterly im-

possible to ignore it any longer, when criticism must

either condescend to recognise the new and growing

power or submit to abdicate its own special functions
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altogether, then only did it acknowledge the novelist as

a personage having a distinct and important place in

literature. It was then, however, too late to set

about laying down laws, and forming schools, and pre-

scribing this and proscribing that, and attempting all

the freaks of pedantic power in which criticism de-

lighted to indulge from the days of Zoilus to those of

Rymer, and from the age of Bymer to the age of

Schlegel. In our more liberal generation, we seem

to have got rid almost entirely of the canonical laws

and ecclesiastical courts of literature. Our poets do

as they like, and so long as they do it well remain

unwhipt of justice. Our dramatists, if we had any,

might develope their genius with the freedom even of

eccentricity, and no critic would venture to hint of

unities neglected or Elizabethan models ignored. We
have all come at last to recognise the great truth,

which if perceived earlier would have saved authorship

much suffering and criticism much blundering—the

truth that genius, like the strong man and the water-

fall of a poetic axiom, makes its own channel. The

novelist, therefore, now enjoys that leave and licence

by right of matured public opinion which he formerly

obtained only by virtue of his outlawed social position.

He was always free, but at one time his was only the

freedom of Bohemia and the demi-monde—a liberty to

do as he liked because society regarded him as be-

neath its dignified notice, and outside the pale of its

virtuous laws. He may now write for a purpose or for
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no purpose^ lie may be a politician, a satirist, or a mere

teller of stories ; he may be a realist or an idealist ;

he may be mirthful or melancholy ; he may find his

subjects anywhere, and conduct his readers whither

he will ; he is sure to be criticised and judged on the

ground which he has spontaneously assumed. He will

be valued for what he is, and not simply condemned

because he is not something else. He will be esti-

mated for what he has done and for his manner of

doing it, and is not likely to hear a word of complaint

urged because he has not done something which he

never professed or desired to accomplish.

One result of all this is that the novelist^s art is by

far the most fresh, vigorous, and flourishing of all the

literary professions of the day. We have, or we had

until lately, two great, supreme novelists ; two men

who would have been justly accounted great at any

period or in any country; perhaps, indeed, no age

ever produced a contemporaneous pair more dis-

tinguished in their art. But besides these, the present

generation of English literature reckons many novelists

and romancists who are entitled to high and honour-

able distinction in the field of letters. Mr. Disraeli's

political novels still remain, in their own peculiar range,

unequalled, and I venture to think, not to be surpassed.

Mr. TroUope has brought easy realism in the painting of

a certain section or two of English life to a degree of per-

fection such as nobody, not even Thackeray himself, had

attained before. As a novelist and a man of genius
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he is indeed not to be compared with the author of

Vanity Fair, but within the narrow range which

he prescribes for himself, he has realized something-

which assuredly no English novelist had done before.

Charlotte Bronte was a woman endowed with a power

which, in any literary age, would fairly have been

regarded as extraordinary, and a longer life might

have enabled her to reconcile that power with an equal

degree of artistic refinement and matured self-command.

The career of the authoress of Adam Bede and

Romola is yet, I trust, only opening, and no

other woman ever contributed to English fiction with

anything like the same promise of capacity to attain a

supreme place. We could all mention many others en-

dowed with remarkable gifts, even if we were to leave

out of our consideration that much admired and much-

abused class—that class whom nearly all critics con-

demn, and nearly all readers now run after—the

Sensation Novelists. But there is something to be

said in defence of that most popular section of our

romancists too. In the first place they are an in-

evitable reaction against the realism of far greater

authors ; and in the next place, with all their grievous

sins against art and taste, and perhaps, even in one

sense against morals, they are, on the whole, much

superior to the sensation novelists whose tales lifted

the hair and curdled the blood of the preceding

generation. Even Miss Braddon^s poisonings, and

stranglings, and conflagrations, and plunges into wells.
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are but modest and inoffensive incidents when com-

pared with some of the sensational events wherewith

Maturin was wont to delight his horrified readers.

Considering the facility with which novels are written^

published^ and read in our day^ considering that a

certain public is to be found for anything which issues

in three volumes and calls itself a romance^ it is really

much to the credit of the age, and testifies highly to

the progress of public education, that so many books

of this class are produced which deserve to be read,

and that so small a number, comparatively, are worthy

only of utter contempt or positive condemnation.

The novelist is now our most influential writer. If

he be a man of genius his power over the community

he addresses is far beyond that of any other author.

Macaulay^s influence over the average English mind

was narrow compared with that of Dickens ; even

Carlyle's was not on the whole so great as that of

Thackeray. The readers of the Idylls of the King

were but a limited number when compared with the

readers of Jane Eyre; nor could Mr. Browning^s

finest poem pretend to attract as many admirers, even

among people of taste and education, as were sud-

denly won by Adam Bede. Yet our English

novelists are not by any means the most cosmopolitan

in the public they address. No British authors are

read in France as George Sand, and Victor Hugo, and

Sue, and Dumas have been read in England. It may
be doubted whether any contemporary English work
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of fiction was read so extensively even in England

as the Mysteries of Paris, or tlie Wandering Jew,

or The Count of Monte Christo. All this shows

how decisively the current of public feeling has lately

set in favour of prose fiction. The influence of the

novelist is beginning, too, to be publicly acknowledged

of late more frankly than was once the fashion. For

a long time his power over society, except as a mere

teller of stories and provider of easy pastime, was

ignored or disputed. It was, indeed, something like

the power of women in politics ; an influence almost

all-pervading, almost irresistible, but silent, secret,

and not to be openly acknowledged. Anybody in

politics who suddenly throws down the screen is sure

to find Lady Teazle behind it. But it is generally

thought better not to throw the screen down, and not

to acknowledge that we hear the rustle of the petti-

coat. So it used to be with regard to the novelist. We
all felt his influence, but were rather ashamed to ac-

knowledge it. Only of late years have cabinet minis-

ters ventured to quote from popular stories, and princes

paid tribute to the genius of departed novelists.

Can this influence be turned to any direct and de-

liberate account ? Is it given to the novelist to

accomplish any definite social object, to solve, or even

help towards the solution of any vexed social question ?

Is his ^^mission,^^ to use the conventional phrase, merely

that which Lessing assigned to art—to delight ? I am
not undervaluing that mission. Taken in Lessing's

Y 2
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sense it involves all that art needs to attempt or to

accomplisli. It contains a distinct social purpose

;

having an independent,, important, elevated influence ;

an essential part of education, civilization, and pro-

gress. I do not ask therefore in any depreciating

tone, but merely as a question interesting and appro-

priate, whether this is all the novelist can do ? Can

he without detriment to his artistic faculty set himself

to solve some difficult social question, or to preach

down some evil social influence ? Is there any real

use in producing that class of books which readers can

easily and distinctly identify if I call them, for lack

of a better generic title. Novels with a Purpose ? The

temptation to use the novel as a political or social

pamphlet, satire or sermon, is so irresistible that ear-

nest and clever, as well as flippant and shallow men

and women, are continually making efforts, more or

less unsuccessful, towards this end. There is always

the chance that some successful hand may yet reconcile

imagination with social philosophy, and so produce

a work which shall be great as a story, and like-

wise great as a sermon, or a social science essay,

or a political pamphlet, or a tract. Let me take as

an illustration some two or three books which I only

group together because they are all of the class which

I venture to call Novels with a Purpose. In each

case the author appears to have written, not because he

or she felt inspired to tell a story, but because certain

meditations, or convictions, or doubts, on some subject
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connected with human society, seemed to find con-

venient and emphatic expression through the medium

of a work of fiction. In each of these books the

philosophical critic of humanity, the social reformer,

or the social accuser, stands behind the story-teller

and inspires and guides his utterance. In some

instances the author has a direct and distinct purpose

to accomplish ; in others he only expresses, vaguely

perhaps, the general result of his meditations upon

human life as seen in modern history. But in all

alike the story is not the end, but only the means ;

and this is the general characteristic which dis-

tinguishes the class of books I now desire to notice.

Mr. George Meredith is a novelist of the philoso-

phic school. He is one of the boldest and the ablest

of his class in our day. No man has more resolutely

gone into literature with a total disregard of popularity.

His '^ Shaving of Shagpat^^ produced something like a

sensation, but he has not sought after sensations of

any kind. Men without a tithe of his intellect have

found a far wider celebrity. He is, indeed, but little

known to the novel-reading public in general, and the

announcement that a new novel has issued from his

hands does not create any particular excitement among

Mr. Mudie^s ordinary subscribers. The public for

whom one of Miss Braddon^s novels must appear in a

second edition the very day after its first publication,

and for whom a third edition follows the second before

the week is well out, is not likely to be fascinated
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much, by a philosophical author with whom thought is

everything and incident nothing. Mr. Meredith's

novels are not bought at a railway station to beguile a

journey, or carried in the hand down to the seaside to

while away the tedium of a semi-fashionable autumnal

holiday. They are not amusing. A man or woman

must be really in earnest to care much about them at

all ; and the grand requisite of the popular novel of

our day undoubtedly is that it shall require no thought

or trouble of any kind. But those who read steadily

through Meredith's books will find themselves well

rewarded for their pains, if they have brains and

culture enough in themselves to appreciate brains and

culture in their author. Perhaps not a large propor-

tion of the novel-reading public have now any distinct

recollection of The Ordeal of Richard Feverel. It

was published in 1859, and I doubt not that the tramp

of the Napoleonic legions and the cannon of Solferino

and Magenta somewhat disturbed and deafened at

that time the ears of the reading community; and,

indeed, I hardly know whether the English world has

since had time to settle down into the temper which a

philosophical novel requires. The Ordeal of Richard

Feverel is a novel of the thoughtful, deep, half-cynical

wholly earnest kind which has so often striven, per-

haps not with signal success, to ari'cst the attention of

a public only craving for easy entertainment. It is

somewhat in the style of Sterne ; a good deal more in

the style of one who, acknowledging himself a follower
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of Sterne, had a warmer lieart_, a purer soul, and a

riclier, quainter fancy than the British sentimentalist,

I mean Jean Paul Eichter. Mr. Meredith is often

strikingly like Richter in style, with, almost as a

matter of necessity, a considerable dash of the

Carlylese phraseology. Here and there, indeed, some-

thing of unmistakeable and pure Carlyle flashes in.

Life, as seen in certain worldly and cynical eyes, is for

instance described as '^
a. Supreme Ironic procession

with Laughter of Gods in the background,^' and many

such sentences occur here and there which read as if

they were fairly plucked out of Sartor Resartus or

The French Revolution. But the general character

of the book is that of a sort of British Bichter

—

Bichter adapted to the ordinary course of English

life, describing British schoolboys and aristocrats, and

ladies of fashion, and ladies only too much in fashion,

and country farmers, and Pimlico lodging-house

keepers, and used-up, worthless men about town.

There is nothing of imitation about all this, nor is any

particular passage to be easily pointed out which

seems to have been too palpably tinged with the

" Titan" and " Hesperus" dyes. But the mind of the

author appears to be, within its range, quite akin to

that of Bichter, and the affinities of fancy and feeling

have no doubt been strengthened by close and loving

study. The Ordeal of Richard Feverel is full of

passages which are rich in quaint poetic beauty; full

of keen, pungent, epigrammatic sayings ; of sharp.
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shrewd reflections, revealing much insight into the

realities of human nature ; of the warm glow of an

ardent, manly heart, and of a tender, graceful, genial

blending of love and pity. Utterly unlike in its plan

and its personages, the book somehow reminds one

frequently of Richter's Flegeljahre ; only that with

George Meredith the ways and w^eaknesses and virtues

of the two brothers seem fused into the one form

of Richard Feverel. It is essentially a book with a

purpose. Richard Feverel is the only son of a man of

high rank and noble nature, who, disappointed in his

domestic life, and left alone with his child, turns

philosopher, and resolves to bring up the boy upon a

grand, supreme system, which shall defy all the tempta-

tions and dangers of the world, the flesh, and the devil.

It is to be a moral and physical education combined,

and all the resources of science and wealth (love ap-

pears to have been hardly considered in the matter)

are to be exhausted to produce this perfect homunculus,

this human wonder-flower. Of course the system

fails, not extravagantly, or grotesquely, or farcically,

or more, indeed, than any other system for the nurture

of any other homunculus must almost of necessity fail.

The homunculus cannot be kept in the glass bottle.

Richard Feverel turns out on the whole a truthful and

honourable man, but he is not much nearer to abso-

lute truth and honour than most of the rest of us,

and his life is neither happy nor perfect. He marries

merely for love and not at all for science, and he is
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not much, more true, it must be avowed, to the one

guide than to the other. He whom high moral prin-

ciple was to have ruled supremely, is little better than

the mere slave of impulse. All the good christening

gifts which the fairy Science gave are more or less

counteracted in their operation by the one malign

spell cast by the fairy Passion whom the wise parent

would fain not have bidden to the ceremony at ail.

This is in a few words a sort of bald argument or

bare outline of a brilliant, fanciful, and withal, earnest

and thoughtful book. It is not a very pleasant book.

The mere quaintnesses and fantastic eccentricities of

the style, though modest and sober wh^n compared

with those in which Richter revels, are quite enough

to warn the commonplace novel reader at the very

beginning that these paths are rather thorny and

tangled for his easy lounging walk. But apart from

merely superficial objections, the story, with all its

beauty, tenderness, and boldness, leaves a melancholy,

and what is perhaps worse, an unsatisfactory impression

behind it. People in general do not now, I think,

read Rousseau's " Emile /^ but those who are familiar

with that masterpiece of a dead philosophy will pro-

bably agree with me as to the profoundly unsatisfac-

tory and disheartening impression which its catastrophe

leaves on the mind. Was it for this, the reader is

inclined to ask, that science and love did their utmost

to make one path smooth, one human existence bright,

and noble, and happy ? Was Emile from his birth
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upward trained to the suppression of every selfish

thought^ to the scorn of all ignoble purpose^ to an

absolute devotion for truths courage, purity, and bene-

volence, only that he might be deceived in his dearest

affections, and that the crowning act of his existence

might be an abnegation of self which wx can scarcely

even regard with admiration? The author had a

right to shape his moral and deal with his creations

as he would, yet we feel pained and shocked that he

should have deemed it right to act thus harshly

towards the beloved offspring of his system. Some-

thing of this surprise and disappointment fills the

mind when we have reached the close of Richard

Feverel^s ordeal, and find that he has left his brightest

hopes and dearest affections dead and buried behind

him. The book closes with a sharp snap or crash

;

we feel as if something were suddenly wrenched away

with pain and surprise ; a darkness falls down upon

the mind. Artistically I cannot help regarding this

as a defect, although of course it is strictly in keep-

ing with a recognition of the possibilities and even

the daily chances of life. The course of the story

does not lead us to expect anything of the kind,

while its whole construction does lead us to expect a

harmonious and dramatic conclusion. If Lady Castle-

wood in Esmond were to die suddenly of an unex-

pected fever; if Romola were to be killed off, like the

wicked personage in one of Massinger^s plays, by a

flash of lightning, no one could say that either of
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these catastrophes was out of the common range of

human probabilities. But a work of fiction, whether

novel or drama^ requires harmony, coherence, or se-

quence ; and, although talent can assert its power over

us in defiance of this law, yet it assuredly forfeits

some of its legitimate influence when it fails to ac-

knowledge it. One cannot see why poor little

Lucy, Richard FevereFs gentle, innocent, loving wife,

should be sacrificed in order that the ordeal of her

husband should be made the more severe. In human

nature, is such an ordeal really purifying and strength-

ening ? Is heavy, unexpected, and, it must be added,

really unmerited calamity calculated to make the

sufierer brave, and strong, and faithful? Truly, I

doubt it. And I doubt still more whether the ardent,

impulsive, fitful sort of being Mr. Meredith has

painted as his hero, would become any the better for

having so fantastic and remorseless a penalty attached

by fate to his father^s system and his own single

transgression. A novelist is free to write a book with

a purpose if he likes, but having done so, he must

submit to be judged according to the nature of his

purpose and the clearness with which he has developed

it. In this respect I read Richard Feverel fas-

cinated, I laid it down dissatisfied. What of the

sowing of wild oats, whereof the novelist has so much

to say, of which he has so many remarks that are

fanciful and humorous, and so many that are sound

and shrewd ? Are they to be sown or not, these wild
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oats ? Richard Feverel does not sow his in time, but

he scatters just one little handful rather late in season,

and it produces such a ghastly and Cadmean crop,

that all the early flowers and fruits of his life are

choked and blighted. I do not see how we are

brought any nearer by the experience of Richard

Feverel to the solution of that great social question

about the sowing of the human wild oats. The author

approaches it boldly enough, and sometimes alludes to

it in words which perhaps may cause startled hands

occasionally to cover very modest eyes. But even

those who think with me that the business of art as

well as the business of life, sometimes requires a little

putting away of formulas and suppression of scruples,

will not find that they derive much more of distinct

and wholesome counsel from Richard Feverel, than

they might have had from the most decorous and

maidenly of the John Halifax school. Roderick

Random is one type of young man. We acknowledge

him truthful, plain, and vigorous enough, but he can-

not do much to help us on with the work of human

improvement; for while he frankly acknowledges all

his errors, he clearly does not think that there was

the slightest need to avoid them, or desire that his

sons, in their spring-time, should be any wiser than

their sire. John Halifax is another type of young

man—such a type as one may find among the saints

whom young ladies of High Church tendencies are

fond of painting and of contemplating. But ordinary
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life benefits little from the example of John Halifax.

It is of no use bidding us poor creatures of clay to be

like the illuminated saints, with dovelike eyes always

looking piety, and gentle hands folded in perpetual

devotion. That is the clever young lady^s type of

what masculine humanity ought to be ; and a very

admirable type it would be, well deserving of strenuous

imitation, if men could by any process be so re-moulded

as to have the souls and impulses of good young women
instead of their own more rugged and passionate

natures. Then there is the Arthur Pendennis type

—

the most elaborate, faithful, perfect picture known to

our day, inspired by the very light of genius itself, the

whole soul, spirit, and character of the English young

man of Victoria's reign put into the form of a novelist's

hero. But Pendennis's author declined to approach

the wild oats question ; frankly acknowledged, in so

many words, that he had duly considered the matter,

and preferred to omit it altogether, believing that the

age had grown too picked to bear an honest argument

of it, and refusing to set it out in any pretty and plausible

way for the use of boarding-schools and genteel

society. The world, it seems to me, lost something

thereby. No man of our time could have touched

this pregnant question so delicately, yet so effectively,

as Thackeray could; for, with a perception of man's

ordinary nature which nothing could elude, he had at

once a gentle, pitying sense of human weakness, and

a high and noble standard of human duty. Richard
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Teverel does attempt frankly and boldly to approach

the wild oats question ; but having borne the risk and

odium of approaching it, he suddenly shrinks back

from it again, and, on the whole, we do not feel

that we have learned much more than Miss Muloch

could have taught us—that all men, and all women^

too, ought to be perfect, if they could only contrive

to reach that blest condition. This much may be

said in disparagement of the book, regarding it as a

novel with a purpose ; but as a mere novel of charac-

ter, it would not be easy to speak too highly of the

talents which it indicates. Some of the men drawn

by Mr. Meredith are sketched with a hand so light,

and yet so firm, that a sense of their reality impresses

itself imperceptibly, and yet indelibly, on the mind.

The women, perhaps, are less happy, and the author

often sacrifices to that odd freak of modern taste

which requires perfect ignorance as well as innocence

in womanhood. He has, for example, a heroine so

ineffably unconscious of the world's ways, that in the

absence of her husband she spends her evenings

tete-a-tete^ and in the twilight, with a renowned

London profligate of fashion, and never once suspects

that he devotes himself to her society with any other

motive than a disinterested desire to improve her

knowledge of history. Indeed Mr. Meredith's women

are, upon the whole, much open to the objection so

commonly urged in disparagement of Thackeray's

female characters—they are pretty, loving, innocent.
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and silly ; or they are clever^ selfish, and bad. They,

know nothing at all; have_, in fact_, a perfectly Eden-

like and Fayaway kind of innocence, difficult, I

should think, to be retained up to years of discretion

in this modern world of ours ; or they know rather

too much, and are a good deal too fond of hinting

at their knowledge. Their innocence rather too much

reminds one of the fausse Agnes style of thing, and

leaves the suspicious mind in a sort of doubt whether

it is dealing with hypocritical affectation or with down-

right idiotcy.

Mr. MereditVs habit is to seize one or two central

figures, and to lavish upon the development of their

natures the fulness of his artistic power ; all other

forms and objects are merely thrown in as accessories,

as furniture, as a mere background. Carelessness,

haste, frequent vagueness, sudden bursts of caricature,

are naturally the common phenomena of this artistic

condition. In one of his novels, the concluding

portion of which has only very lately been published,

that which we may call the psychical interest is even

more engrossingly developed than in Richard Feverel.

Emilia in London is the unfolding of one human

nature, the examination of one human heart. It is

not an amusing, one can hardly even call it an agreeable

story. There is something melancholy and occasion-

ally harsh about its prevailing tone. Though it closes

hopefully, its general effect is rather disheartening.

Yet Emilia in London is in its general structure
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perhaps an improvement on Richard Feverel. It

is more of a novel and less of a philosophic essay. The

style has fewer eccentricities in it, and there are indeed

scarcelyanyof the fits and starts which disturb the reader

of Richard Feverel. Its supreme merit consists in

the fact that it has added to fiction one thoroughly

original and perfectly natural human character. The

story is simple in its outline. A girl, the daughter of

an Italian living in London, is blessed with a wonder-

ful voice and a passionate love for music. Italy and

music are the organic passions of her existence ; but

there grows up over these a new and still more con-

suming passion. She falls in love with a young

cavalry-officer—a man not without brains and not

without heart, but still much below her in truthful-

ness and depth of nature. He is divided between her

and the world ; and at last she sees that the heart she

seeks is not in him, and she has strength to put him

away. Emilia is stricken down, but not wholly

crushed. She has received a fearful wound, but not

a mortal blow. She suflPers cruelly, but she survives.

This is in few words the argument of the story.

Emilia^s own character is the life and the beauty of it.

She is genius without culture ; goodness without rule ;

love without worldly restraint. Her passion for music,

for Italy, and for Wilfrid, is blended with consummate

skill. I remember no character in modern litera-

ture that so faithfully pictures the nature which is

filled with a genius for music. Not even Consuelo,
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in George Sand's novel, is so perfect an impersona-

tion. The musical and the poetic are not represented

in life by the same sort of human nature ; but in

books there is hardly any distinction ever drawn.

The novelist commonly acts as if there were but one

kind of artist nature, and as if the sole difference

between painter, poet, and musician were contained in

the different modes wherein the genius of each ex-

presses itself. In life every one must be to some

degree conscious how entirely unreal is this assump-

tion. The most gifted musician often disappoints in

intellectual companionship all but musicians. Intellect,

and strangely enough the more poetic phase of intellect,

seems often wanting in the singer whose whole soul

is filled with music. Mr. Meredith has expressed his

sense of this peculiarity in the admirably drawn cha-

racter of Emilia. In everything, save that which

regards song alone, her intellectual nature is common-

place and prosaic. Passion lifts her to heights which

are in themselves essentially poetic and dramatic ; and

a pure, truthful simplicity keeps her always above

the vulgarities of existence. That which would vul-

garize others is dignified by her ; but still she has

nothing whatever in her honest childlike heart which

reminds one of the Sappho or the Corinna; or even

of the stage singer whom ordinary romancists have

sometimes painted. There is nothing ideal about her,

and she walks the earth with the tread of a mere

woman. After the somewhat too theatrically arranged

z
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incident which introduces her to the reader^ we never

again quit the beaten highway of modern prosaic life.

In her moments of exaltation and her deep sufferings,

her artistes passion, and her fervent woman^s love, this

singular, simple child of genius is affined by nature to

the plainest and least romantic creature who ever

cooked a husband^s dinner. If there seems anything

strange and fantastic in the character of Emilia, it is

only because simple reality seems so often strange and

fantastic when boldly introduced to supplant some

long-established conventionality of fiction.

The character of EmUia is to me the first satis-

factory evidence that Mr. Meredith really has

in him some of the essential qualities of a great

novelist. His works, as a whole, reveal undoubtedly

the operations of a mind endowed with great and

genuine power ; of a quick, sensitive, feeling nature

;

of a rich and sometimes a prodigal fancy ; of an in-

tellect highly cultured, and matured by much observa-

tion. Still the books are hardly to be called success-

ful in themselves. They exhibit a combination of

faculties entirely above the ordinary range, they are

distinguished by a freedom from the commonplace rare

indeed in our days ; and they have the power to set

the reader thinking more often and more deeply than

even the productions of greater intellects can always

do. But the intellectual man predominates in them

;

and therefore they are not great works of fiction. The

fusing heat of emotion which melts the substances of
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a novel into one harmonious and fluent whole is want-
ing. The glow of absolute genius is never felt. The
moment of projection never arrives; the several sub-
stances never combine into the golden mass; they re-
main cold, solid, and individual to the last. The
reader is never carried away by the story; he never
loses sight of the narrator; he never for a moment
feels as if he were moving among the people of the
novel, sharing their trials and their joys. Mr. Mere-
dith falls into the common error of intellectual men
who go about to construct a story upon purely intel-

lectual principles. It is not enough to draw men and
women with vigorous and lifelike touches. Mr. Mere-
dith has done this in many instances with entire suc-
cess. Emilia is a character wholly new to literature,

and painted with consummate skill. Adrian, the Wise
Youth of Richard Feverel, is such a picture as Bul-
wer in his brightest days might have been proud to
own. It is not enough to have a keen observance of
the shades of human feeling ; it is not enough to
write eloquently, epigrammatically, and pathetically;
to have a racy faculty of humour; even to have deep
feeling and the capacity to express it in words and
scenes. All these faculties, or most of them, are
essential to the entire success of a novelist. But be-
sides all these, there is something else needed. These
are the ingredients

; but there must likewise be the
capacity to combine and fuse them into one harmo-
nious whole. There must be in fact the story-teller^s

z 3
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essential faculty—tlie capacity to tell a story. What-

ever the gifts a man lavishes over his work, the first

thing we must demand of him, if he is to be a novelist,

is the power of holding firmly the attention and

interest of his readers. Whether he writes for a pur-

pose or without it, this faculty is equally essential. It

may not be the highest quality, but it is the most

indispensable. Whatever poetic inspiration a man

may have, it is obvious that if he has no ear for

rhythm or music he cannot be a poet. So of the

novelist, he must be a story-teller first of all. Now
Mr. Meredith has not as yet developed in himself the

faculty of the story-teller. It is quite possible that

he may yet prove it to be among his gifts, but his

novels thus far do not suflBciently display it. Men of

faculties far inferior to him have this gift to a degree

incomparably higher. Some men have it, and having

scarcely anything else, take a high place and exercise

a wide influence by virtue of that faculty alone. The

best story-teller our age has seen is a man to whom
the phrase " inspired idiot^^ would seem very fairly to

apply—I mean the inexhaustible author of The Count

of Monte Christo. In our own literature Mr.

Wilkie Collins is undoubtedly an excellent story-teller.

He is not to be compared for a moment with Mr.

Meredith in intellect, and fancy, and true perception

of human feeling ; but he is a good story-teller, and

his books are read everywhere, while Mr. Meredith's

novels only extort the half-reluctant admiration of
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some rare groups of intellectual readers. I think one

reason is that Mr. Meredith always seems to write

with a purpose. He is always apparently meditating

on some phase of human life^ some tendency of human

nature, some melancholy confusion or mis-direction of

human effort ; and his whole soul is not in the work

itself, but in something behind it, and of which it only

faintly shadows out the reality and the meaning. He

is too much of a thinking man ; he needs the spirit

which abandons itself wholly to the work, becomes

lost in it, and has for the time no arriere-pensee, indeed

no individual existence apart from it. The critical

faculty is too strong in him, and therefore, even when

he begins to grow earnest, he forthwith sets about to

analyse this very earnestness, and it naturally vanishes

in the effort. '^ I have never thought about thinking,^'

says Goethe. Mr. Meredith seems almost always to

think about thinking. He is like one who, half

waking in the morning out of some vivid and fasci-

nating dream, endeavours, instead of allowing the

beautiful images still to float perceptible but un-

questioned across his sensations, to seize them dis-

tinctly, to master their meaning, to individualize their

outlines, and then finds them fading away, to be fol-

lowed only by cold, grey reality. If one will be a

dreamer, let him abandon himself to his dreams. In

the land of fiction, feeling and fancy must guide;

intellect must be content to follow. Mr. Meredith

does not want the feeling or the fancy, he only gives
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them the wrong place in his combinations. He must

endeavour to keep the critic and the philosopher a

little more in the background, and let the poet or the

story-teller take the leading part. It was Virgil and

not Aristotle who conducted Dante to the places where

he saw the marvellous sights, and found the materials

for the wonderful story. Mr. Meredith has much of

a poet^s nature, and only needs the courage to trust it

more fully. Among his poetic qualities is one

peculiarly rare in our day ; so rare, indeed, that most

of our writers seem to have lost it altogether—that

which appreciates and idealizes as woman^s highest

charm, her womanhood. He can therefore describe

the growth of young and passionate love as few

in our day can or will do. The lover of our English

romance to-day is a creature without sex. The

hero adores the heroine because of her virtues, or her

gifts, or her modesty, or her truth, or her physical

beauty; but the element of her womanhood is almost

entirely eliminated from his sensations. Either

humanity is supposed to have lost the sentiment, or it

is ashamed of it. The late Nathaniel Hawthorne was

one of the very few authors of our time who

endeavoured to restore the love of woman to its old,

poetic, human, sensuous, yet unselfish nature. Mr.

Meredith has striven in the same direction, and the

very effort in itself proves a mind which is capable of

perceiving and expressing some of the realities which

are most truly poetic, and of rendering to them their
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reality and their idealism at once. Some of the

early love-scenes in Richard Feverel are themselves

sufficient to justify the most serious regret that one

endowed with so much of the poet^s sympathies and

the romancist's vivid power, should too often be in-

duced to sink the story-teller in the critic, the poet in

the social philosopher.

The greatest social difficulty in the England of to-

day is not that which is created by the relations

between wealth and poverty. These, however painful

still, are hardly any longer perplexed. They seem at

least to be brought as directly in the way towards a

gradual adjustment as human enlightenment and

benevolence can bring them for the present. The

object cannot be attained by any rapid process ; but

we seem to be in the right way for a gradual approach

towards it. A much more complicated difficulty is

found in the relations between man and woman. If

we are to believe the teachings and the revelations of

newspapers, sermons, pamphlets, speeches, and stories,

the social life of England to-day shows scarcely any

improvement in this direction. The principal diffe-

rence between ourselves and our ancestors is, that they

took society as they found it, and never troubled

themselves on the subject ; while we are self-conscioujs

and perplexed. We see the difficulties and dangers,

but we do not see the way out of them. The institu-

tion of marriage might almost seem to be, as was said

on a remarkable occasion of constitutional govern-
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mentj just now upon its trial. What Englisli people

used to think Madame George Sand very wicked

years ago for saying, newspapers, and books, and even

sermons, not imcommonly say now. It is discovered

that throughout English social life immorality is a

much more general institution than successful and

satisfactory marriage. Leading newspapers have

admitted grave and earnest argument to prove that the

mistress is a far cheaper, more convenient, and agree-

able companion than the wife. Fashionable young

ladies in London are reputed to make no secret that

they dress and get themselves generally up after the

pattern of certain more successful sisters, whom once

it was accounted a vice to know. Anonyma's portrait

hangs in almost every photographer^s window.

Anonyma's biography is boughtby thousands, and elabo-

ratelyreviewed in fashionableweekly journals. Anonyma

is to a certain extent the pet of the age, and is openly

pleaded for by many practical moralists as a present

necessity to the convenience and harmony of the world.

But as no one has the courage to say that he thinks

Anonyma is in herself a desirable institution, and as

even her warmest admirers only profess to stand up

for her as a temporary arrangement, a passing conve-

nience, a sort of living bridge over which humanity

is to cross from absolute vice into final and roseate

virtue, it is but natural that we should all incline

much to the consideration how the transit may be

most rapidly and easily effected, and how Anonyma
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may be most promptly got rid of, and having served

her ignoble but convenient purpose^ may be pushed

from her place and allowed to drop once for all into

the depths of the gulf which lies between the two

conditions.

Now to this theme, or at least to some topic bearing

on and connected with it, some novelists who write

with a purpose are now and then boldly addressing them-

selves. I readily admit its great importance, and

quite as readily acknowledge the utter folly of ignoring

it. That sense of propriety which is satisfied by

simply pretending that we do not see and hear things

which no human precaution can shut out from our

eyes and ears, is worthy of nothing but contempt.

The innocence which is ignorance becomes impossible

after a certain age, and if it were not impossible it

would be merely despicable. When Mrs. Norton

published her Lost and Saved she was criticised

rather sharply because of the peculiar natui'c of her

subject. She was reminded by one reviewer that

such reading was not good for the young. Her de-

fence of herself was, I think, unassailable. It

might, indeed, have been summed up in a sentence.

The book was not intended to be read by the young.

Its peculiar value was to be found in the fact

that it was not meant to be reading for the young.

It was meant to teach something which cannot be

taught by Goody Two Shoes. It was designed to

expose certain social dangers which are not described
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in the Seven Champions of Christendom. To con-

demn such a book out of hand because it was not

pretty reading for school-girls, is like condemning

MilFs Political Economy because it cannot be con-

verted into nursery rhymes. This much is fairly

to be said for the principle of Mrs. Norton^s novel.

Strangely enough^ however, the authoress was assailed

for her purpose, which deserved all praise ; and gene-

rally praised for the manner in which she accomplished

the purpose, wherein she merited but very doubtful

panegyric. Lost and Saved is a decidedly clever

book—I was about to add " for a woman,^^ but

remembering what some women have done in our day,

I feel that the qualification would be entirely out of

place. It is full of vivacious writing; it has two or

three characters admirably drawn ; it is enriched with

the most varied illustrations and experiences drawn

from social life, and it has some passages which occa-

sionally rise almost to the simple dignity of the pa-

thetic. But although clever, it has scarcely any

originality ; it exhibits a commonplace cleverness from

beginning to end. There is no real thought in it, but

only a clever imitation of thought. It differs from

any ordinary young lady^s story only inasmuch as the

authoress has had a real and lengthened experience of

the fashionable life she describes, and has the talent to

turn her knowledge to effective and showy account.

But the story is the old, old story over again. A
beautiful young girl is ensnared by a handsome, selfish
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young aristocrat : slie is deceived by a pretended mar-

riage^ and finally abandoned with her cbild. Then

she suffers all the neglect^ misconstruction, and harsh-

ness of a cold and cruel world, and is reduced to

terrible exigencies—selling her drawings, offering

herself as a model, and the like ; until at last the

time comes for bringing the tale to a genial close, and

she is saved by the love of a charming Italian noble-

man, who marries her, and makes her wealthy and

happy. There is a great deal of fashionable selfish-

ness touched off vigorously enough in the novel; and

there are some smiling, delightful, and very wicked

ladies of Belgravia ; and there is a tolerably vigorous

use of strong poison here and there, when an incon-

venient personage has to be killed-off. But while all

these incidents are certainly so skilfully put together

as to make an entertaining and sometimes even a

brilliant story, one cannot help wondering now and

then what new light on life the authoress supposed

herself to be shedding, what original and valuable

moral lesson she believed herself to be expounding ?

For there is scarcely a page of the book which does

not indicate to us that the writer feels conscious of a

high purpose. What is it? That it is wrong to

seduce young women by means of a pretended mar-

riage all the world, including even the criminals

themselves, will readily admit. That the man who so

deceives poor Beatrice in the novel was justly punished

when he swallowed a dose of poison intended for
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somebody else and expired in agonies^ we shall all

be quite ready to concede. Tbat fashionable ladies

do sometimes deceive their husbands, correspond with

their lovers by cipher in the Times, and make

assignations through the medium of " that political

pretence, the Ladies' Gallery in the House of Com-

mons;" all this is possible enough. And all this—as

a mere illustration of certain lives, and characters,

and ways—may be read with interest. But the book

is evidently designed to . expound some moral, and I

fail to understand what the moral is. The authoress

is sometimes very hard upon that impersonal scapegoat

of individual wrong-doing—Society. She seems to think

that society treated Beatrice Brooke very cruelly, and

that society somehow was responsible for the greater

part of her misfortunes. Now, I have long been of

opinion that romance has rather overdone the com-

plaints against society. At least, it seems futile to

pour out sentimental complaints, if no one will or can

help society to mend its ways, or even suggest how an

approach towards amendment may be essayed. Was

society to be blamed because it declined to receive

into its house, as governess for its children or com-

panion for its wife, a young unmarried lady with a

baby? For the complaint against society in Lost

and Saved narrows itself to this somewhat practical

and homely issue. Or was society much to blame

because it hesitated to believe the marvellous story

about the marriage which was not a marriage after
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all ? As a mere matter of fact, society was right in

this case, and Beatrice Brooke was wrong : for society-

refused to believe her married, and the event proved

that she was not married. A stern attorney declines

to give Miss Brooke a ^^ character '^ that she may

become a governess or companion, and the authoress

seems to think this was very cruel of the attorney;

but was it not a simple act of honesty and truth?

Supposing even that the attorney did not himself

condemn Beatrice, would he have had any right to

give her a character which omitted all notice of her

" misfortune^^ ? True, the attorney's own wife was not a

spotless personage, and besides a little taste for intrigue

had a taste for poisoning as well ; but the attorney was

not aware of these proclivities : and even if he had

been, he was not about to send his wife out as gover-

ness or companion. True, several fashionable ladies

in the book are far worse than Beatrice, who, poor

girl ! is indeed innocent of all but amazing simplicity

;

but society does not and cannot stop to scrutinize

everybody's private life. If it finds a palpable offender

in its way, it pronounces condemnation, harshly and

hastily, no doubt, in too many cases; but I do not

see how the justice or injustice of the particular sen-

tence is affected by the fact that there may be other

offenders just as bad, whom society has not taken the

trouble to find out. The authoress of Lost and

Saved does not take up George Sand's early views

of life, and argue boldly that love is all—marriage
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and proprieties nothing. Right or wrong, that view

of the question would be intelligible. Society and

its code might justly be assailed from this stand-

point. Society does at present deliberately, theoreti-

cally, and practically regard the one error of a too

loving and perhaps unselfish woman as a crime infi-

nitely greater than a whole life passed in selfishness

and meanness, in the seeking of petty, ignoble objects,

in the ignoring of all the better aims of human exis-

tence, in a condition which is but legalized prostitu-

tion. An author who chooses boldly to assail society

on that ground has a fair, distinct, and noble cause of

quarrel. All that can be said against his pleadings is

that in the present condition of English social ethics,

he merely wastes his time and calls aloud to solitude.

But the authoress of Lost and Saved by no means

accepts that issue. Her complaint against society

seems to be that society believed a young woman

guilty of sin who really was not guilty ; while society

did not discover or overlooked the errors of some who

were genuine sinners. I confess that I think there

is a good deal to be said for society in this quarrel,

and that what is fairly to be urged against it is hardly

worth the saying. Nor do I think very highly of the

value of that moral tendency which runs through so

many modern books, and which would almost entirely

relieve of responsibility the tangible individual, in

order to shift the burden to the impalpable shoulders

of the abstraction, Society. It is quite open to ques-
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tion whether much more evil than good is not done

by the stern and implacable sentence with which

society visits certain offences in women. It can

hardly insure any really good purpose to create a

pariah class from which there is to be no redemption.

Of course^ the evil effect is much aggravated if the

sentence is necessarily uncertain and capricious; if

the scarlet letter be affixed to the bosom of the poor

victim of an error^ while half a dozen dexterous and

callous offenders escape unbranded. But while the

punishment may be far too severe^ we yet need not

diminish the individual responsibility. We ought

not to teach women that they are mere puppets of

man^s passion_, soulless creatures for whom, as for

children, an absence of all individual responsibility

may be claimed. It is a great pity that novelists in

general delight to make their heroines such hopeless

idiots, and demand for them only the kind of reve-

rence which the Oriental acknowledges towards idiocy.

The author of the novel entitled Recommended to

Mercy has had the courage to strike out something

of a new path. This book (for which an apologetic

preface pleads that it is a " not wholly imaginary, but

somewhat hastily written tale ''') has the sense not to

lay upon society^s shoulders any of the original sin of

his heroine^s fall. The Helen of this novel frankly

despises marriage, and is, like Dryden's Antony, all

for love. She braves society, lives with the man

she loves, is abandoned by him, and redeems her
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error of principle or judgment by a life devoted to

active and unwearying benevolence. The book does

not possess any sustained merit. It opens with a

thrilling scene which at first leads the reader to

believe that he has met with a new intellect of fresh

and uncommon power ; but the little burst of in-

spiration soon collapses and is gone, and the story

degenerates into an ordinary tale of complicated

mystery ajid extravagant sensation. Its general pur-

port, however, seems to be a healthful insistance that

a life shall be judged in its whole, and not by this or

that chapter cut and printed in letters of gold, or

burned by the hands of the common hangman. It

introduces us to a good many scenes whereon pro-

priety must look astounded and shocked, and where

the life of the demi-mondej naked and not ashamed,

confronts us at almost every turn. Artistically there

is not much to be said for the book. It has chiefly

attracted my attention because in it at least is one

woman for whose fall beneath society^s surface of

smooth propriety none of the conventional excuses of

romance is pityingly urged. The heroine sees and

understands her risk, accepts it, suffers for her venture,

and pays the penalty with a brave heart. The error

was committed by herself, and her fate is redeemed by

herself. I own to a much greater sympathy with

this description of heroine, than with the forlorn crea-

tures of the ordinary British novel, who are always

crying ^^ I didnH mean to do it '' when the evil is done.
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and for whose individual errors the pitying author

makes society a whipping-boy. If any real good can

come of treating such social questions through the

medium of fiction, the good must be attained rather by

endeavouring to increase than to lessen the sense of

individual responsibility. The best justification for the

adoption of such topics as the groundwork of novels

destined for general reading assuredly is that women

may perhaps be thus redeemed from the possibility of

remaining in that imbecile and ignorant condition which

the romancist commonly regards as innocence, and

which woman is so generally encouraged to cherish as

her special virtue, even by those who are most earnest

in describing it as the principal cause of her ruin.

Are, then, such topics suited for fiction ? Are novels

with a purpose likely ever to prove successful works of

art ? ^^ That,^^ the critic may fairly say to the author,

in the words of Hamlet, ^'you must teach me.^^ It

is yet for some man or woman of great genius to solve

the problem. Experience thus far is discouraging.

Such novels as I have just glanced over do not warrant

one in saying that the question is yet any nearer to a

satisfactory solution than it was in the last generation

of romance. No doubt efi'orts will always be made,

and rightly, towards this end. Any real success thus

obtained ought to be a triumph well worthy of a lifers

struggle. Yet nothing can be more certain than the

fact that the greatest novelists have not made any

such effort, or having made it^ had to confess them-

A A
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selves defeated. I do not recollect even one great

novel with a purpose. Cervantes certainly did not

produce Don Quixote in order to smile Spain^s chivalry

away. Le Sage had no great moral object in view

while developing the life and character of Gil Bias,

Fielding wrote with no deliberate purpose^ and Tom

Jones is immortal. Smollett had no grand social re-

form in his mind when he plunged into the adventures

of Peregrine Pickle ; and the world will always read of

Peregrine, and Trunnion, and Pipes. Richardson, on

the other hand, had a great moral purpose, and where

is poor Pamela now, and who cares about her queer

virtue—her '^ anatomical chastity," as Heine would

have called it—which found such an appropriate

coronal in the hardly-won marriage ring ? Robinson

Crusoe is not a book with a moral purpose ; neither is

The Vicar of Wakefield. Scott is a splendid story-

teller, but his novels are not tracts. The didactic por-

tions of Wilhelm Meister are insufferably tedious.

Dickens has always failed where he has set out to write

a book expressly for some specially philanthropic ob-

ject; and the great fault which a certain class of

practical persons find with Thackeray, is that he had

no purpose whatever, and that his books illustrate no

moral. The greatest book with a purpose produced

for many years is Victor Hugo^s Miserables ; and of

that I have tried to show that the story was nearly

crushed by the weight of the moral, while the moral

went astray because it had to entrust itself to the
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guidance of the story. In the books which I have just

been reviewing, all the old difficulties and objections

revive. It is very hard indeed to serve two masters ;

it is especially hard to serve them both at once.

I have selected these books as examples of the novel

with a purpose^ partlybecause of one commonpeculiarity

which may in many eyes seem a serious objection. It

is worthy of notice^ because it raises a somewhat im-

portant question relating to the morale of the novelist^s

art. Each of these books was a practical protest, more

or less direct and bold, against the tacit arrangement

by which decent fiction in our day is expected to

ignore all the perplexities, dangers, and sufferings

springing from the relations between man and woman.

Now I can see no reason whatever why the novelist

should be expected to shrink from taking into account

one of the greatest sources of human trial, difficulty,

and fall. I am not speaking now of novels which ob-

viously delight in the piquancy of seductions and

adulteries for the sake of their piquancy and pruriency.

Such novelists of course we have, and, as everybody

knows, they are generally women. But I do not re-

gard the rubbish of some of our fast young authors in

petticoats as literature at all. It will be dead and

gone the day after to-morrow, leaving no influence

whatever behind it ; and perhaps we should never have

been vexed by its appearance among us at all,, but that

it was a sort of inevitable reaction against the rigorous

prudery of orthodox and established writers. I am
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speaking now of books which really deserve to be

ranked as literature, and in which human passions

are treated in the spirit of a teacher and an artist.

I sympathize with any author of this class who feels

impelled to infuse more reality into his work than is

necessary to make a pretty prose idyl or humorous

caricature. There is no need to allow into our litera-

ture any taint of the prevailing vice of the French

novel and the French drama. Nine out of every ten

French novels of to-day, and nearly all French dramas,

turn upon what is called in polite English prose illicit

love. Life, indeed, as depicted by the French novelist,

is occupied in an unceasing pursuit of our humble

neighbour's daughter or our wealthy neighbour's wife.

Now it would be deplorable indeed to see this style of

art imported into English fiction. If there were no

other reason for objecting to it, it would be enough

to say that it presents an entirely false view even of

French social life. It would be as absurd to judge of

the domestic life of France by the pictures which

Feydeau, and Dumas fils, and Edmond About, and the

author of Madame Bovary, and dramatists of the

Sardou school, have drawn, as it would be to conclude

that every English family circle must include at least

one murderer or murderess, and one maniac, because

Wilkie Collins and Miss Braddon have found it con-

venient thus to represent the social existence of Eng-

lish people. Besides, the whole tone and temper of

French fiction at present is corrupt and degrading.

There is an absence of earnestness and of heart about
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it which in itself is an evil. Vice is either painted in

alluring, fascinating, and sensuous colours, or it is

touched oflP with a dash of gay and pleasant cynicism

as something which sensible men and women do not

think it worth their while to avoid, or to lament, or to

condemn. But between this style and that of orthodox

English authors, there surely might be a middle place

conveniently and effectively found. The world of some

of our best British novelists of the present day is

really no more like the real world which we all see

around us, than the pastoral life of the opera is like

the actual condition of the Swiss mountain peasantry.

The author of Ptndennis complained that since the

days of Tom Jones no great English novelist had

ventured to draw a faithful picture of an ordinary

young man. The complaint had sufficient justification.

In Dickens's books, for instance, if a man is not simply

wicked he is simply good. The heroes, and still more

the heroines, walk through the world absolutely with-

out passion of any kind that leads to temptation.

Common-place young men, if they are only meant to

be the heroes of the stories, pass through the worst

dangers of life as unscathed as a virgin martyr of old

over her red-hot ploughshares. Nay, the most extra-

ordinary part of the matter is, that we are not even

allowed to acknowledge the existence of the plough-

shares, although we know well enough, every one of

us, that there they are, red and glowing, and that

even very good fellows who turn out decent members

of society have not escaped without burnt skin from the
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contact. The higher world of fiction is still, for the most

part, a nursery and bread-and-butter world. Terrible

dangers no doubt are described as therein to be met

;

dragons, and ogres, and giants, and strangely wicked

people, waiting to devour the good little boys and girls.

But the familiar, homely, real, seductive dangers of

grown-up human life are not to be talked of there. The

heroine of the respectable modern novel seems always as

if she still ought to wear short clothes and trousers with

frills round them. Even the downright bad people in

most novels are not bad as in the ordinary world.

They are so hopelessly bad that we feel no claim of

kindred with them at all. Their wrong-doing affects

us not in the least ; it carries no more warning or

moral to ordinary living human beings than would a

diatribe against the cruelty of a tiger or the unbridled

excesses of a shark. The great source of human

temptation, and discord, and unhappincss affects the

romance people not in the least. The hero has but

one desire in his life—to marry the heroine ; and as

he never felt any movement of passion before his eyes

fell upon her, so having married her, all human weak-

ness, all anger, envy, jealousy, selfishness, impatience,

are purged thoroughly out of him, and he and his wife

are rapt away in a roseate cloud from the ken of com-

mon-place mortality. The women of course have no

passions at all. Even the wicked women—the harsh

stepmothers, and jealous sisters, and heartless coquettes

—^have no pulse whatever in their frames which could

throb for one moment to an improper emotion. When
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a girl in a higli-class English novel is seduced, it is

always an example of the old conventional tale of the

tempter and his hapless, guileless, too confiding victim.

The victim never, except in some instances of rare

audacity on the part of the novelist, conduces in

the slightest towards her own wrong. She is

passionless, guiltless, only to be wept over. Even

Charles Dickens's Nancy, who, one would think, must

have sounded the lowest depths, talks delightful senti-

ment, and melts away into refreshing Sunday-school

piety and pathos. I scarcely remember in a modern

English novel of note any single instance, except that

of Hetty in Adam Bede, where a seduced girl is

acknowledged to have advanced one willing step, and

with her eyes even half open, towards the ruin which

awaited her. Now I feel convinced that the conventional

mode of dealing with such subjects, if it has any efiect

whatever, has an influence for evil. There is no good

end attained by trying to persuade ourselves that women

are all incorporeal, angelic, colourless, passionless,

helpless creatures, who are never to suspect anything,

never to doubt any one, who regard the whole end and

passion of human life as ethereal Platonic love, and

orderly, parent-sanctioned wedlock. Women have

especial need, as the world goes, to be shrewd, self-

reliant, and strong ; and we do all we can in our

literature to render them helpless, imbecile, and

idiotic. When Charlotte Bronte endeavoured to do

otherwise, we can all recollect that a prudish scream

was raised against her, and genteel virtue affected to
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be horrified with the authoress who drew women and

girls endowed with human passion. Something of the

same kind has been said against the authoress of

Adam Bede ; and there was a time when a discreet

Englishwoman would have blushed to acknowledge

acquaintance even with a chapter of George Sand. I am

so thoroughly impressed with the conviction that art and

morals alike suffer by the prudish conventionalities of

the respectable British style, that I feel inclined to

welcome rebellion against it merely because it is rebel-

lion. A Parisian critic, a year or two since, when

noticing some objections urged against the numerous

undraped Graces, and Bacchantes, and nymphs, and

Ledas in the season's Exhibition, drily remarked that

so long as vast skirts and hoops endured, it was a

relief to get a glimpse of the true outlines of woman-

hood under any circumstances. I own to something

of a kindred feeling in regard to our high-class English

fiction. While it is coldly, stiffly, prudishly agreed to

paint for us as a rule only such life as might be

lectured on in a young ladies' boarding-school, one

-feels thankful to the novelist who has the courage to

approach some of the great problems of existence, and

to show us human creatures as we know them around

us, tried by the old passions and quivering with the

old pains.

THE END.
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